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FOREWORD 

I have been working on Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna's Kalmyk collection for a long time, even if there 
were years when I was engaged in utterly different researches, since György Kara first showed me the 
copy of the manuscript of the Kalmyk texts (in 1994). Indeed, four or five years passed without taking up 
the translation or analyses of Bálint's material. Yet whenever I had something to write about a Kalmyk 
theme, I got out the relevant section of Bálint's manuscript. Looking back upon this period I have to 
realize that it was necessary to gather wider knowledge to be able to handle the texts more competently. 
The time has come for this Kalmyk collection to appear in print - which is not the end but the beginning 
of the revival of the material it has been waiting for exactly 140 years: there will certainly be many who 
will find a lot to be analysed in it while others will take it as a starting point for further researches. I hope 
it will be most eagerly resuscitated among the Kalmyks who will find in the publication the words of their 
ancestors recorded with great accuracy. 

Another reason why I think this publication is only the first step is because I have not been able to 
cover all aspects I wanted to and I have collected material for. The limits of space only allowed me to 
mention certain investigative possibilities without explicating them at length. My first plan after this 
publication is the linguistic analysis of the texts in a volume of studies devoted to aspects of the Oirat and 
Kalmyk linguistics prepared in collaboration with associates of the Department of Inner Asian Studies 
(University ELTE) for another jubilee, the 20lh anniversary of the Hungarian-Mongolian Expedition for 
the Research of Dialects and Folk Culture (2011). But there is a row of other questions implied by the 
manuscript the elaboration of which will enrich Bálint's legacy 

I wish to express my gratitude to all who have helped me with completing this undertaking. I thank the 
Faculty of Humanities of University ELTE for letting me have a sabbatical year from September 2009 to 
June 2010. During this period I could address myself to the entire Bálint-legacy, not only to the present 
manuscript. I am indebted to György Kara for directing my attention to the manuscript. 1 thank Gábor 
Náray-Szabó, director general of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS), Eva Apor and 
Kinga Dévényi, the heads of the Oriental Collection of the Library of the HAS, Marianne Rozsondai and 
Antal Babus the heads of the Department of Manuscripts and Rare Books of the Library of the HAS, 
director of the Kalmyk Academy of Sciences Nina G. Ocirova and scientific secretary Jevgenij V. 
Bembejev for ensuring the administrative background to the publication. Special thanks to László Kádár, 
Sándor Tari and Miklós Jaczkovits for their support in contacting the Kalmyk Academy. I owe Attila 
Rákos and Gergely Orosz for the assistance they lent me in editing work and Judit Pokoly and Kingsley 
Smith for correcting my English (all remaining mistakes are my own). 

My special gratitude is due to my Kalmyk friends and colleagues who have helped me with research 
literature and advice, including: 

Tamara G. Basangova (Bordzanova), who has helped me continuously since 2009, copying and 
forwarding me the missing literature untiringly, helping me interpret the problematic phrases and during 
her research trip to Hungary in 2011 thrashing out with me several texts; Baira B. Gorjajeva, who helped 
me to clear up the problematic loci of the manuscripts, with special regard to questions about the folk 
tales; 

Bazar A. Bicejev, who has sent me several recently published research works; and Borlog V. 
Badmajev and Andrei V. Badmajev, who have laid the foundations of my Kalmyk library. 

Ölzä xuty boltxä! 
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INTRODUCTION 

Unfortunately these valuable texts remained unpublished on the 
shelves of the library. In his summary of Mongolian studies. Jiilg 
provides an evaluation of A. Pozdnejev's folksong collection, 
transcribed in a system based on the Cyrillic alphabet rendering the 
spoken forms of the language, as the first bulky database in this 
respect. If Bálint's collections had been published according to his 
plans, his material would have earned him the fame for being the first 
of its kind, and an example for further editions. 

The second volume of Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna's unpublished fieldwork materials recorded among 
Mongolian ethnic groups includes the Kalmyk manuscript1 entitled: Nyugati mongol (Kálmik) szövegek. 
(184 pages), Nr.: M. Nyelvtud. 4/109; [Western Mongolian (Kalmyk) texts]2 preserved in the Department 
of Manuscripts and Rare Books of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences along with another 
two items of Bálint's Mongolian oeuvre, the Khalkha text-collection' and the Grammar of East- and West-
Mongolian languages - recently reviewed and edited by me.4 

Although data concerning Bálint's fieldwork among the Kalmyks has been mentioned in the 
Introduction to the Grammar, the reiteration of this information is required to present the historical and 
methodical context for the introduction of the present Manuscript. However, details of Bálint's life, 
academic career, his much-criticised theoretical views on language affinity, his valuable scholarly activity 
in other languages (such as the Buryat, the Kazan Tatar and the Turkish) - discussed in detail in the 
Introduction to the Grammar - do not need to be repeated. The research journey among the Kalmyks, his 
allusions to different aspects of his Kalmyk material such as the methodology and conditions of recording, 
references to some texts, as well as Bálint's opinion about the Kalmyks and about particular genres, text-
groups are cited again (with quotation from the Introduction of the Grammar). Whereas in other cases 
important facts in the Grammar are revisited and elaborated upon. Further, new data concerning Bálint's 
stay among the Kalmyks, not mentioned in the Grammar, are included in this edition as well. 

T H E R E S E A R C H J O U R N E Y A M O N G THE K A L M Y K S ( S E P T E M B E R 1 8 7 1 - 1 2 ™ M A Y 1 8 7 2 ) 

According to Bálint's letters written to his main patron János Fogarasi, his Report (Bálint: Jelentése.) and 
his fragmentary diary,5 the duration of his stay among the Kalmyks can be calculated with fair precision. 

1 Further: Manuscript. 
2 It must be mentioned here that Bálint used the ethnonym Kalmyk in various forms, as kálmik. kalmik, khalymik: in the quotations 
Bálints' actual spelling is referred to. 
1 Bálint Gábor: Keleti mongol (khalkha) szövegek. (88 pages), Nr.: Msl379/2; [Bálint. Gábor: Eastern Mongolian (Khalkha) texts]. 
4 Birtalan, Ágnes (edited and introduced): Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna, A Romanized Grammar of the East- and West-Mongolian 
Languages. With popular Chrestomathies of both Dialects. (Budapest Oriental Reprints: Series B 3) Budapest . Library of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences - Csorna de Körös Society 2009 (further: Grammar). 
5 The sources on his stay among the Kalmyks are his letters, cf. Bibliography, his accounts: [Bálint, Gábor]: Jelentés az 
Akadémiához. In: Akadémiai Értesítő. V. (1871) pp. 244-245. [Report to the Academy. In: Proceedings of the Academy] (further: 
[Bálint:] Jelentés az Akadémiához): Bálint Gábor Jelentése Oroszország- és Ázsiában tett utazásáról és nyelvészeti tanulmányairól 
Melléklet öt khálymik dano hangjegye. In: Értekezések a Magyar Tudományos Akadémia Nyelv- és Széptudományi Osztálya köréből. 
IV. (1875) pp. 1-19. [Gábor Bál int ' s report on his journey carried out in Russia and Asia and on his linguistic studies. With notes of 
five Kalmyk songs. In: Treatises from the Department of Linguistics and Aesthetics of the Hungarian Academy of the Sciences]; 
reedition: Kara, György (edited): Bálint Gábor keleti levelei. Jelentése Oroszország- és Ázsiában tett utazásáról Értekezése a 
mandsuk [sic!] szertartásos könyvéről. Budapest. Körösi Csorna Társaság 1973. [Gábor Bálint's eastern letters. His report on his 
travels in in Russia and Asia and on his linguistic studies. His treatise on the Ritual book of the Manchus] (further: Bálint: 
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He wrote in his short report (of 2nd September 1871) to the Academy that after completing his fieldwork in 
Kazan6 among the Christianised Tatars7 he was intending to continue his research among the Kalmyks 
from the end of September 1871: 

". . . at the end of September I depart to Astrakhan, if I receive - as is 
promised [by the Academy] - the second half of [my] yearly support".8 

The exact date of his arrival in Astrakhan, however, does not emerge either from his correspondence and 
reports, or from his diary; supposedly he started his studies in Astrakhan in late September. Concerning 
his departure from the Kalmyks there are more exact references at our disposal. He left the Kalmyks on 
12th May 1872, as indicated in his letter written in Saint Petersburg on 17 June 1872. 

"I departed form Astrakhan on 12,h May and arrived luckily after a six-day 
journey by train in Saint Petersburg ,.."9 

Though in his late memoirs, his fragmentary diary, another date also appears: 

"At the end of the month of April 1872, when the fairly rough winter gave 
way to the summery warmth in Astrakhan, I boarded a steam boat to Tsaritsin 
and then a train to Saint Petersburg. ... On 30lh April in the afternoon 1 took a 
sleeping compartment on the train that went to Saint Petersburg."10 

Probably the previous date (12th May), recorded directly after his arrival in Saint Petersburg, is more 
accurate than the one in his later memoirs which were written in his declining years.11 

RECORDING THE K A L M Y K MATERIAL 

Bálint was commissioned by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences - upon János Fogarasi's 
recommendation - to record materials of the spoken idioms of Altaic (called Turanic by Bálint) and 
Finnio-Ugric languages. The request of the Academy coincided with his endeavour to try to find possible 

Jelentése ). Bálint's notes, statements in his fragmentary diary - kept in the University Library of Szeged University - was 
systematised and published by Jenő Zágoni who first introduced this valuable source: Szentkatolnai Bálint Gábor önéletrajzi 
naplótöredéke. In: Szentkatolnai Bálint Gábor. Válogatott írások. Ed. and published by Zágoni, Jenő. Budapest 2005. [Gábor Bálint 
of Szentkatolna's fragmentary diary. In: Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna, selected works] pp. 19-57 (further: Zágoni ). The diary notes 
constitute fragmentary facts on Bálint's first thirty years only (1844-1874), but the Kalmyk and the Mongol field work took place in 
this period. On the one hand the newly emerged facts complete the sources (letters, reports) known earlier but on the other hand they 
offer new data as well. 
' 'On the role of the multicultural Kazan in the spiritual and educational life of the Kalmyks and Buryats, cf. Schorkowitz, Dittmar: 
Staat und Nationalitäten in Russland. Der Integrationsprozess der Burjaten und Kalmücken. 1822-1925. (Quellen und Studien zur 
Geschichte des östlichen Europa 61.) Stuttgart, Franz Steiner 2001 pp 248-273. 
7 Detailed references, cf. Grammar pp XI-XII 
*" . . . September hó végével indulok Astrachanba, föltéve, hogy az évi összeg második felét az igéret szerint megkapom." [Bálint, 
Gábor]: Jelentés az Akadémiához p 245, cf. also Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei. I follow Bálint's spelling of Hungarian, without 
adjusting it to the present-day spelling norms. 
9"Astrakánból [sic!] május 12-én indultam el s csaknem 6 napi utazás után vasúttal szerencsésen megérkeztem Sz. Pétervárra, . . . " 
[Bálint Gábor levele Fogarasi Jánoshoz 1872. június 17.] In: Akadémiai Értesítő VI. (1872) pp. 208-210, on p. 208. [Gábor Bálint 's 
letter to János Fogarasi 17 June 1872. In: Proceedings of the Academy] cf. also Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei, p. 208 Concerning 
Bálint 's journey, an inaccuracy is repeated in many studies. Bálint clearly described that he first visited Kazan in order to master 
Mongolian dialects. He has not gone to Saint Petersburg first, as it is indicated in many bibliographical sketches about his life. In fact 
he travelled to Saint Petersburg only after his stay in Astrakhan. 
" ' "1872 April hó végén, amikor Asztrakhiánban [sic!] a meglehetős zord telet nyárias meleg váltotta fel, gőzhajóra szálltam 
Czáricinban menendő, s onnan vasúttal Szent-Pétervárra. ... 1872 April hó 30-adikán délután szálltam be a Szent-Pétervárra vivő 
vonat hálókupéjába." Zágoni. pp. 39-40. 
" Currently there is no further data at my disposal on Bálint's diary-writing. Cf. Zágoni. p. 19 
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"kins" of the Hungarian language.12 With relentless energy he attempted to master as many spoken 
tongues as possible during his field research and stay in Saint Petersburg.1' 

Before setting out on his first journey, Bálint had already become acquainted with the written 
Mongolian language. The laconic note in his diary refers simply to the Mongolian language, but it is quite 
obvious that he could only have learnt the written form and not spoken tongues at this time. Indeed, it was 
the lack of possibility to study vernacular Mongolian in Hungary that stimulated his patron Fogarasi and 
Bálint himself to carry out fieldwork among Mongolian speaking groups. 

"1869/70. At the same place [i. e. in Budapest] I finished the third course 
of law, and became acquainted with justice János Fogarasi, the editor of the 
'Comprehensive Dictionary of the Hungarian Language' upon whose advice I 
started to learn Mongolian and Russian."14 

Bálint had already started his Kalmyk studies in Kazan with the help of V. V. Mirotvorcev (called by 
Bálint as Mirotvorcov),15 a teacher of the Kalmyk Mongolian language. 

".. . after finishing it [i. e. studying Kazan Tatar] I intend to go to 
Astrakhan in order to learn the tongue of the Mongols and Kalmyks living 
there and to record language material; as Mr. Mirotvorcov, the teacher of the 
Mongolian-Kalmyk language at the Spiritual Academy states in accordance 
with Bobrovnikov's grammar that the Mongolian and the Kalmyk spoken 
tongue are the same. But the Kalmyk writes as he speaks, the Mongol writes 
as he has done for [many] centuries past;16 

Despite the generally accepted view that Mongolian studies in Kazan were terminated after the Mongolian 
department at the University in Kazan, established by J. Kowalewski, transferred to the University in Saint 
Petersburg, V. L. Uspenskij demonstrated that professors and scholars continued their teaching and 
research activities in the fields of Mongolistics at the Kazan Spiritual Academy It was this milieu that 
helped Bálint establish the linguistic grounding necessary for his later extensive Kalmyk studies.17 Even if 
the teaching of Kalmyk and Mongolian became limited during Bálint's stay in Kazan, the well-stocked 
library remained at his disposal and thus he could further enrich his knowledge not only with the help of 
Mirotvorcev, but also with the teaching material housed at the library.IS 

12 On Bálint's adventurous endeavours in finding language-contacts between Hungarian and other languages cf. Grammar, pp XI, 
XIX-XX. 
" Bálint humbly enumerates in his Report all the tongues he learnt in various ways during his first journey. Cf. Bálint: Jelentése: also 
Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei. During his further journeys to Asia he learnt even more languages, but this is the topic of another 
study to be carried out, hopefully, by authentic scholars of Caucasian. Dravidian and other languages Bálint mastered and studied. 
14 "1869/70. Ugyanott végeztem a jogi tanfolyam Ill-adik évét, s megismerkedtem Fogarasy [sic!] János törvényszéki biróval, 'A 
magyar nyelv nagy szótára' szerkesztőjével, akinek a tanácsára elkezdtem mongolul és oroszul tanulni." Cf. Zágoni. p. 34. On János 
Fogarasi and his dictionary cf. Grammar, p. XI. 
15 [Bálint Gábor levele Fogarasi Jánoshoz 1871. szeptember 2.] In: Akadémiai Értesítő V. (1871) pp. 241-244. [Gábor Bálint's letter 
to János Fogarasi 2. September 1871. In: Proceedings of the Academy] p 242 (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ). Cf. Grammar. 
p. XII; [Bálint:] Jelentés a: Akadémiához, p. 242. 
16 " . . . ezt végezve Astrachan vidékére menni az ottani mongolok s kalmikok nyelvét megtanulandó s nyelvanyagot gyűjtendő, 
annyival is inkább, mert a lelkész akadémiai mongolkalmik nyelv tanára Mirotvorczof ur állítása s Bobrovnikof nyelvtana szerint is a 
mongol és kalmik beszélgetési nyelv egy és ugyanaz; a kalmik ugy ir amint beszél a mongol, ez pedig úgy ir mint századokkal 
ezelőtt;" [Bálint:] Jelentés az Akadémiához, p. 242. 
17 Uspenskij, V L : Mongolovedenije v Kazanskoj Duhovnoj Akademii. In: Mongolica. 111. Sankt-Peterburg, Sankt-Peterburgskij 
Filial Instituta Vostokovedenija RAN 1994. pp. 11-17. 
18 Uspenskij: Mongolovedenije v Kazanskoj Duhovnoj Akademii p. 15. 
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in addition to Mirotvortsev's1" instruction Bálint used the Kalmyk grammar of A. A. Bobrovnikov 
published in 1849 to master basic Kalmyk and2" although he did not mention it, he was also definitely 
acquainted with A. Popov's Kalmyk grammar, published in Kazan, which preceded Bobrovnikov's and is 
still a good reference book.21 Popov also emphasised that he utilised idiomatic speech in formulating is 
grammatical description ("Vse primery, privedjonnyje mnoju dlja objasnenija izlozennyh pravil, poCerpal 
ja ili iz luőSih kalmyckih soőenenij ili iz 2ivoj narodnoj redi.")22 during his 1838 field work among 
Kalmyks living in various areas ". . . predprinjal puteäestvije v kalmyckije stepi Saratovskoj i Astrahnaskoj 
gubernij i Kavkazskoj oblasti".2 ' Thus, Popov's longer sample texts are taken from written sources and the 
samples of the oral tradition are limited to the shorter examples. In his Grammar Bálint only refers to 
Bobrovnikov's work and not at all to Popov. It is certain, however, that the structure of discussing 
particular morphs, the construction of nominal declensional paradigms of his predecessors were followed 
by Bálint.24 Both Popov and Bobrovnikov laid emphasis on involving spoken material into his grammar, 
too: cf. "skol'ko vozmozno glubze izuőit' kalmyckij jazyk v leksiőeskom i grammatiőeskom otnoäenijah, 
vyjasnit' razliőija mezdu pis'mennym i razgovomym, mongol'skim i kalmyckim jazykami."25 

Bálint mentioned that besides learning vernacular Kalmyk, he recorded some folklore texts already in 
Kazan: 

"After living two and a half months in Kazan I mastered the spoken 
Kalmyk tongue so that I spoke and wrote in it. After listening I collected 
words, folk tales, folk songs, riddles, materials representing the purest folk 
tongue for a little Chrestomathy."26 

The fate of this collection is unknown. Lajos Gy. Nagy examined this problem in his introduction to 
Bálint's Kalmyk material and decided that the present Manuscript did not contain the Kazan-material. 
Nagy came to the conclusion that the texts had been lost and the remaining material represented only the 
Kalmyk dialects in Astrakhan. 27 Unfortunately, Bálint gave no further data on his research activity 
concerning Kalmyk in Kazan and nothing is known about the informants he worked with there (except for 
Mirotvorcev). A careful study of the texts reveals that the language usage in the Manuscript is uniform, 
showing only minor diversity resulting from the utterances of informants from differing geographical 
areas The possibility that some texts in the Manuscript were recorded already prior to his stay in 
Astrakhan during his stay in Kazan - where Kalmyks from across their country and representing all 
dialects could be encountered - still cannot be excluded. However, it can be inferred from Bálint's notes 
that parts of the texts are only from Astrakhan; he wrote that all of his fifteen tales had been recorded from 

" Uspenskij published a brief biography and some of the main works of Vasilij Vasilevii Mirotvorcev (1838-1891): He graduated 
from Spiritual Academy at Saint Petersburg University and in addition he took exams in subjects of Mongolian and Kalmyk studies 
taught at the Faculty of Oriental Studies. From 1869 he became the teacher of Mongolian and Kalmyk languages at Kazan Spiritual 
Academy. In 1870 - just before Bálint's arrival - he was appointed to become extraordinary professor at the Department of 
Missionary (Russ. Kafedra missionerskih predmetov) and in 1881 to inspector of the Kazan Spiritual Academy. Uspenskij: 
Mongolovedenije v Kazanskoj Duhovnoj Akademii. p. 12-13. 
2,1 Bobrovnikov, A A.: Grammatika mongol'skogo-kalmyckago jazyka. Kazan', Universitetskaja Tipografija 1849. Cf. |Fíálint:] 
Jelentés a: Akadémiához, on p. 244 (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ): quoted by Lajos Gy. Nagy as well: Nagy, Louis J : G. 
Bálint's Journey to the Mongols and his Unedited Kalmuck Texts. In: AOHIX. (1959) pp. 311-327, on p. 312. 
21 Popov, A.: Grammatika kalmyckogojazyka. Kazan', Universitetskaja Tipografija 1847. 
22 Popov: Grammatika kalmyckogo jazyka. p. IX. 
21 Popov: Grammatika kalmyckogo jazyka. p. III. 
2> Grammar, pp XXII-XXIII. 
25 Uspenskij: Mongolovedenije v Kazanskoj Duhovnoj Akademii. p. 12. He succeeded to spend thirty-three days among the Kalmyks 
in 1846. In order to finish his grammar he brought a young orphan lad from Kalmykia to check his material. During the writing 
process significant help was given to him from the leading scholar of the period Dorii Banzarov (1822-1855). 

1 harmadfél hónapi Kazánba lételem alatt magamévá tettem a kalmik népnyelvet annyira, hogy rajta beszélek és irok; gyűjtöttem 
egy kis Chrestomathiára való anyagot, mely áll tulajdon hallomásom után följegyzett szók, népmesék, népdalok és talányokból, a 
lehető tiszta népnyelven." [Bálint:] Jelentés az Akadémiához, pp. 244-245 (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ). 
27 Nagy: G. Bálint 's Journey to the Mongols, p. 312, note 11. 
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the pupils of various educational institutions in Astrakhan, and the Manuscript did not contain those 
recorded in Kazan. 

"After the folk songs followed the recording of tales with more difficult 
[syntactic] structure. These [tales] were written down in Kalmyk script by 
young Kalmyks from various tribes, some of them attended the secondary 
school, some the surgical school, and others the elementary school and were 
considered to be good story-tellers. These tales written down in Kalmyk script 
were repeated sentence by sentence for me by my instructor according to the 
people's pronunciation. In this way we prepared the transcription that I read 
out to him and corrected [the parts] in instances I had heard improperly. The 
grammatical analysis and the interpretation of the tales followed thereafter. 
My tale collection prepared this way contains fifteen shorter and longer folk 
tales written down with Kalmyk letters and in an abbreviated Hungarian 
transcription. All the texts recorded from the Kalmyk tongue are transcribed 
in both ways [i. e. in Kalmyk script and in translation]."28 

On the basis of the above statement all the fifteen tales of the Manuscript originate from Astrakhan. 
Whether the Kazan-collection has disappeared or its manuscript still awaits rediscovery in an archive or 
private collection is conjecture, however, some parts might be included into the Manuscript. 

The fieldwork method tested among the Tatars in Kazan was used by him among the Kalmyks, i. e. he 
looked for a school where he was able to find teachers of the language and students from various Kalmyk 
tribes. The main residence for his research in Astrakhan was the "Kalmyk foster home and school" (he 
named it in Hungarian "Khalymik növelde és iskola"), and as he stated (cf. above) he had the opportunity 
to talk to pupils in the elementary school and also the students of the surgery. 29 

"Just as the Christian Tatar School in Kazan, the Kalmyk foster home and 
school - which is sponsored by the Kalmyk nation - was a lucky choice for 
me. To hear the seventy-five young Kalmyks from various tribes every day 
and to talk to them continuously was the best method to study the vernacular 
tongue."30 

In his Preface to the Grammar Bálint rejected the possibility of conducting himself a kind of "resident 
field work" beyond the city in the tents of the nomads. He emphasised its inadequacy for him, but did not 
deny the effectiveness and advantage of this kind of research, just. Nonetheless, working with the teachers 
and schoolboys for a shorter period - and his time was limited - , and in addition visiting the bazaar 
proved to be for him a successful method of collecting linguistic and folklore material: 

28 "A dalok gyűjtését követte a nehezebb szerkezetű népmeséké, melyeket részint a gymnasiumba, részint a sebészeti tanodába, 
részint pedig az elemi iskolába j á ró és j ó mesélőknek tartott, különböző törzsű, fiatal khalymikok Írtak össze khálymik írással. Ezen 
khálymik irásu meséket tanítóm a népkiejtés szerént nekem mondatolta és igy láttuk el átírással; ezen átírást azután én fölolvastam és 
a netán roszul hallottakat kijavítok, erre következett a mese nyelvtani fejtegetése és értelmezése. Az igy eszközölt mese-
gyűjteményem 15 hosszabb és rövidebb népmesét tartalmaz khalymik betűkkel és rövidített magyaros átírással. A khalymik nyelvből 
gyűjtött anyag mind ilyen kettős írású " Bálint: Jelentése p 12. Unfortunately , material written in Kalmyk script have not been 
discovered in Bálint's heritage. 
2'' Grammar, p. XII. 
10 "Valamint Kazánban a keresztyén tatár iskola, úgy Asztrakhánban is a khalymik növelde és iskola, mely a khalymikság költségén 
tartatik főn, nagy szerencsémre szolgált, mert a különféle törzsből összegyűjtött 75 fiatal khalvmikot naponkét hallani s velők 
folytonosan társalogni, a lehető legjobb mód volt tanulmányozhatnom a nép nyelvét." In: Bálint: Jelentése, p. 10 (cf. Kara: Bálint 
Gábor keleti levelei.). 
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"I am convinced that, had I lived under the tents of the Oirat- (Öiräd)-
Mongolians - so call they [sic!] Khalmyks themselves when speaking with 
confidence - for many long years , I could hardly have a better opportunity to 
pursue my purpose than I had in the mentioned Institute."31 

"It was also easy to meet the Kalmyk folk, as many of the parents and 
relatives of the youngsters learning here arrived at the foster home to visit 
[them] on one hand, and on the other hand I also had the opportunity to meet 
Kalmyks who came to purchase [goods] or for work in Astrakhan frequently. 
Furthermore, I went several times to a Kalmyk Bazaar '2 located one mile from 
Astrakhan on the right side of Volga, which the Kalmyks use to purchase their 
cattle and livestock under the supervision of the Government, and where the 
Kalmyk temple and priests are."33 

"1872. When the water of Volga that is quite wide and shallow at 
Astrakhan froze in the minus 20-25 centigrade temperatures of January, 
teacher Shamba took me on an araba (a cart with two wheels) that shook 
pretty much to the periphery of the dreary land of Kalmyks to show me at 
least the character of his and the 75 lads' homeland. 

Here we visited a Lamaic serai (Buddhist monastery) at the place of 
Kalmyk Bazaar, where the priests offered me milk brandy."34 

Bálint spent around seven months among the Astrakhan Kalmyks (end of September 1871 - May 1872) 
and worked with many informants as testified by the above fragment, but by names , Of the informants 
who so greatly helped him in the preparation of the text-collection, only three are mentioned by Bálint .In 
his Report and in the Preface to the Grammar he makes reference to Samba [Sadzirhajev],'5 a teacher of 
the Kalmyk language and culture who worked in the boys' and girls' school. 

"In Astrakhan I became acquainted first of all with Mr. Shamba, a learned 
Kalmyk, who was the teacher of language and literature [i. e. style] in the 
Kalmyk boys' and also in the girls' foster home. On his advice I asked general 
Kostenkov,3'' the governor-general of all Kalmyks and the president of the 
mentioned school and foster home, for permission to visit every day the 
mentioned school and foster home. 

With the help of this permission I visited every day the Kalmyk foster 
home that was located in a few steps from my flat. There the mentioned 
teacher [i. e. Samba] drew my attention to the fact that although Kalmyk 

" Preface to the Grammar, p 111. (p. 4.). 
12 Trading centre near to Astrakhan. 
" "Magával a khálymik néppel való érintkezésem is elég könnyű volt, minthogy részint a tanuló ifjak szülői és rokonai közöl emiitett 
növeldébe látogatásra többen eljártak, részint Asztrakhán városában minden pillanatban találkozhatám a vásárlás vagy munkára jött 
khálymikokkal, azután meg eljártam az Asztrakhántól egy mérföldnyire, a Volga folyó jobb partján eső khálymik bazarra, a hol a 
khálymikok barmaikat és jószágaikat szokták a kormánytól rendelt ellenőrizet mellett eladni, s a hol a khálymik templom és papság 
is van." Bálint: Jelentése, p 13 (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ). 
14 "1872. Midőn januárban, az Asztrahán mellett nagyon széles és sekélyes Volga vize 20-25 celsiusfokú hidegben befagyott, elvitt 
Samba tanitó egy irgalmatlanul rázó tatár arabán (kétkerekű taligán) a kalmik nép lakta kietlen föld szélébe, hogy lássam az ő, és a 
75 kalmik fiú szülőföldjének legalább a typusát. Itt meglátogattuk a Kalmik-bazár nevű telepen a lámaszerájt (buddhista kolostort), 
ahol a papság tejből főzött pálinkával kínált meg." Zágoni. p. 38. 
" Bálint refers only on his given name and never on his family name Cerenov devoted a brief article to Samba Sajirxaev, who was a 
faithful collector of Kalmyk folklore Samba was not only a teacher, hut due to his excellent knowledge of Russian worked as a 
translator during the 1860-70s and assisted either as interpreter or with his Kalmyk folklore notes several noted Russian scholars 
studying Kalmyk language and culture (such as K. F. Gosltunskij and S. A: Kozin). Cerenov, V.: Pisai i perevodil Samba 
Sadiirhajev In: Tägin Gerl. 1. (1976) pp. 111-114. 
46 On Kostenkov, cf. below. 
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writing fits fairly to the sounds of the language, the contemporary folk 
pronunciation differs from it - especially in respect of the diphthongs. He 
himself gave me brief instruction [on it] in the school."37 

Samba's name - sometimes mentioned just as the "my teacher" - and the ways he helped Bálint feature 
several times in Bálint's report and in his diary. These passages will be referred to in subchapters devoted 
to particular genres. Besides the teacher, the surgeon of the school Manjin Sawyr (in Bálint's transcription 
Mandsin Szabghar) also helped him in mastering the language. 

"For further instructions in Kalmyk language I asked another Kalmyk, 
Mandshin Sawgr, the surgeon of the foster home who had mastered Russian 
well, too."38 

From among the students Bálint mentioned BaldrTn Mucka'" (in Bálint's transcription Mucska Baldir) who 
provided him with a large amount of material on Kalmyk folk life. 

"The last section of my collection comprise articles demonstrating the 
main features of Kalmyk life, written by Muchka Baldir, the best student of 
the upper level at secondary school and my teacher, the surgeon for me [in 
return for some] presents and [also for] the teaching help I offered the Kalmyk 
pupils at secondary school in learning Latin, Greek and French languages."40 

The final person Bálint mentioned by name is the famous K. I. Kostenkov,41 governor of the Kalmyks and 
the leader of the Kuma-Manych Expedition47 who also appeared to have been a supporter of Bálint's 
activity in Astrakhan. Bálint refers to him as the general (by Bálint also general). With his permission he 
visited Samba's lessons every day and talked to the pupils. 

"Due to the permission of general Kostenkov I learn the Kalmyk folk 
tongue from these eighty lads, visiting them every day if they have free time. 
He [i. e. Kostenkov] as the chief custodian of the Kalmyk folk carried out a 
scientific expedition to the Kalmyk lowland and when I visited him he 
showed me the ruins of Madshari on the map ,.."43 

37 "Asztrakhanban mindenek előtt Samba úr, egy mivelt khalymikkal, a ki a khalymik fi és leánynöveldében a khalymik nyelv és 
irály tanítója, ismerkedőm meg. Ennek tanácsára kikértem Kosztyenkov tábornoknak, mint az összes khalymikság fökormányzójának 
s egyszersmind a mondott iskola és növelde elnökének engedélyét arra nézve, hogy naponként bejárhassak a mondott iskolába és 
növeldébe. Ezen engedély kinyerése folytán, néhány lépésnyire volt lakásomról minden nap bejártam a khalymik növeldébe, a hol 
emiitett tanitó [i. e. Samba] figyelmeztetett, hogy noha a khálymik irás határozott s a nyelv hangjainak eléggé megfelelő is, mégis a 
mai népkiejtés különösen a kettős vagy ikerhangzók tekintetében az Írástól eltérő, miért is ő maga adott a tanodában rövid utatsitást." 
Bálint: Jelentése, p. 10. 
38 "A további útmutatásra a növelde sebész orvosát, Mandsin Szabghar nevű, oroszul is jól tudó khalymikot vévén tanítóul a 
khálymik nyelv tanulásánál." Bálint: Jelentése, p. 10, cf. also Zágoni. p. 37 and Grammar III. (p. 4). 
39 This is the correct spelling of his name as he signed in this way the subchapter devoted to falconry. 
40 "Gyűjteményem záradékát képezik a khálymik életet főbb vonásaiban ismertető czikkek. melyeket a felgymnasiumi tanulók 
legkitűnőbbje Mucska Baldir és tanítóm a sebész ittak számomra ajándék, de azon segítség fejében is, melyet én a gymnasiumi 
khálymik tanulóknak a latin, görög és franczia nyelv tanulásánál nyujték " Bálint: Jelentése, p 12. 
41 On K. I. Kostenkov, cf. Aleksejeva, P. E. - Lancanova, L. Ju.: Ucjonnyje issledovatleli Kalmykii (konec XVIII - nacalo XX w.J. 
Elista, Kalmyckoje kniznoje izdatel 'stvo 2006. pp. 107-111; and Schorkowitz: Staat und Nationalitäten in Russland, passim. 
According to Aleksejeva and l.ancanova no data are available on the dates of his birth and death. But it is well known that he was the 
leader of the Kumo-Manyé Expedition (1858-1860) and he was the head (Russ. glavnyj popecitel' kalmyckogo naroda) of the 
Kalmyk administration (1860-1873). 
42 Kostenkov, K. I.: Kalmyckaja step' Astrahanskoj gubernii po izsledovanijami [sic!] Kumo-Manycskoj ekspedicii. Izdanije 
Ministerstva gosudarstvennyh imuSőestv. S.-Peterburg, Tipografija V. Bezobrazova i K 1868. 
43 "Ezen nyolczvan fiútól tanulom jelenleg a kalmak népnyelvet, mindennap szabad idejök alkalmával meglátogatván őket 
Kosztyenka general engedelméböl. O, mint a kalmak nép főgondnoka néhány év előtt egy tudományos expeditiót tett a kalmak 
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BRIEF N O T E S ON B Á L I N T ' S METHODOLOGY, LANGUAGE U S A G E AND TRANSCRIPTION 

In the present section, data referring to Bálint's work methods has been collected from his letters and 
reports. Numerous allusions to the techniques he used to learn the language and the steps he took to 
construct his working methodology emerge from these lines. 

Despite his previous Kalmyk studies in Kazan,44 he initially wrote in Russian. However ,due to his 
excellent linguistic abilities, he became able to communicate in Kalmyk very quickly..45 

"After living two and a half months in Kazan I mastered the spoken 
Kalmyk tongue so that I spoke and wrote in it."46 

Bálint asked his informant the teachers and schoolboys to write down folklore texts and other essays and 
afterwards they read them according to the informant's pronunciation. Then he made his own transcription 
and apparently preserved the original written variants. Probably, he also wrote down transcripts in Kalmyk 
himself, (W.Oir. todo biciq) the "clear script"47, for example, on those occasions when he collected 
language material from the illiterate Kalmyks who visited the market in Astrakhan.48 

After Bálint left Astrakhan for Saint Petersburg, he informed Fogarasi about his results in Kalmyk 
research: 

"After having gathered a good number of folksongs, fables, proverbs and 
other materials for a dictionary and made a draft of the Kalmyk-Mongolian 
grammar, 1 left Astrakhan for Saint Petersburg to study the Finnish and other 
related tongues, ,..".49 

The "draft" mentioned in his letter was probably the first version and later formed the core of his 
comparative Grammar, while the texts elaborated in it became the basis of the present Manuscript. 
Concerning the dictionary he mentioned, it has never been recovered, but some parts are surely included in 
the short vocabularies added to some texts in the Chrestomathy of the Grammar. We have some 
information that, as with the Kazan Tatar material published by him shortly after his return,50 Bálint 
worked on the Mongolian texts as well. The detailed and intensive nature of the Grammar is the result of 
these efforts. The manuscripts of the Kalmyk and Khalkha are also clear texts apparently prepared for 
printing; there are only a few inserted words or longer passages and crossed out words only appear 
occasionally. Bálint reported that he intended to publish his Kalmyk texts with German translation and 
comments. He presented the first version of his manuscript to the Linguistic Committee of the Academy in 
1879.51 We learn form the proceedings of the Committee that the manuscript was rejected because of its 
incompleteness and Bálint was asked to work on it further.52 Unfortunately, he did not fulfil this plan and 
never attempted a revision of the Kalmyk and Khalkha manuscripts later. His consequent personal 

alföldre. Látogatásom alkalmával megmutatta a mappán Madsari romjainak hol fekvését . . . " [Bálint Gábor levele Fogarasi Jánoshoz 
1871. december 18 ) In: Akadémiai Értesítő VI. (1872) pp. 24-27, o p. 26. [Gábor Bálint's letter to János Fogarasi 8 December 1871. 
In: Proceedings of the Academy] cf. also Kara, György: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei. Cf. also the reference above on Samba 
44 "I harmadfél hónapi Kazánba [sic!] lételem alatt magamévá tettem a kalmik népnyelvet annyira, hogy rajta beszélek és irok [sic!] 
[Bálint]: Jelentés a: Akadémiához, pp. 244-245 (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ). 
4Í Cf. above note and Bálint: Jelentése p 13 (cf Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ): Preface to the Grammar, p. III (p. 4). 
46 For the Hungarian text cf. above; [Bálint:] Jelentés az Akadémiához, pp. 244-245 
47 As it has been stated above, these manuscript written in clear script has not been found yet. 
48 Cf. above. 
49 Preface to the Grammar p III (p 4) 
50 Grammar pp. XI-XII. 
51 [Bálint Gábor levele Fogarasi Jánoshoz 1872 július 16 ] In: Akadémiai Értesítő VI. (1872) pp 210-211, on p 211 [Gábor Bálint's 
letter to János Fogarasi 16 July 1872. In: Proceedings of the Academy] (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei.), also Nagy: G. 
Bálint' s Journey, pp. 315-316. 
52 Nagy: G. Bálint 's Journey, p. 316 
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withdrawal from academic circles and the shelving of his Mongolian material caused the loss of much 
important data (informants' comments, places, names, additional remarks to the texts), which makes the 
interpretation of some texts difficult. 

Certain sample texts, however, were released by him without fuller explanation or discussion. In his 
Report Bálint gave examples of Kalmyk folk songs,5 ' and in his only recently published Diary, he 
included one of the texts he called yöräl "Blessing".54. In the Chrestomathy attached to the Grammar 
numerous samples are included from Bálint's records with English translation and the shorter texts are 
supplemented with a vocabulary. Below the contents of the Kalmyk (by Bálint Oirat) part of the 
Chrestomathy in the Grammar are listed by way of information for the readers of the present volume. 

The result of his field research among the Kalmyks is the text corpus, consisting of 184 pages 
containing various fields of Kalmyk folklore and folk culture (in detail cf. below in the Content of the 
Manuscript). The transcription is more elaborate and precise compared with the transcription of the 
samples and the Chrestomathy of the Grammar. Lajos Gy. Nagy criticised Bálint's transcription for its 
inaccuracy and compared it unfavourably with Ramstedt's system.55 Ramstedt's transcription system is 
indeed very meticulous, nevertheless with additional notes and explanation on the usage and the absence 
or presence of particular letters in the Romanised Kalmyk words, Bálint's transcription can be 
comprehended as a fairly accurate method. E. g. one the most distinguishing markers of the Kalmyk 
language among the Mongolian languages and dialects is the strong reduction of vowels in non-initial 
positions,56 which can be indicated simply by omitting the vowel that is represented in other Mongolian 
languages. In such cases Bálint often inserted an e, in the position of a schwa, e. g. Bálint äimek, Kaim. 
ämg, cf. Mong. ayimay, Khal. aimag, marked by Ramstedt with schwa ämdg, äm3g). The schwa is 
indicated with an i in words having an i in the first or second syllable:57 Bálint xal'imik, Kaim. xal'mg, 
xalimg, W.Oir. qalimay. Another important specificity of Bálint's system is that he indicated diphthongs in 
his texts. The Oirat dialects and Kalmyk lack the primary diphthongs - represented in written Mongolian 
and written Oirat - and became monophthongised, resulting in a long vowel instead of the diphthong (in 
non-initial position the long vowels are shortened and sound like short ones): Bálint elme, Kaim. im, 
Ramstedt im, W.Oir. eyimi, eyimü, cf. Mong. eyimii, Khal. im. Concerning the consonants, Bálint followed 
the particularity of the written forms in indicating the sound b also in the positions (middle or end of word) 
where it has already spirantised in spoken Oirat and Kalmyk: Bálint arban yurbun, Kalm. anvn yunvn, 
W.Oir., Mong. arban yurban, Khal. arwan gurwan. These few examples clearly show the dichotomy of 
Bálint's transcription system rooted in his recording method. He first asked his informants to write down 
their texts in Oirat script and then requested them to read it in their own dialect. The presence of e in non-
initial syllables, as a kind of overshort schwa-like vowel and the use of diphthongs in positions where the 
Kalmyk spoken tongue has long vowels are the traces of the written language. A detailed analysis of the 
linguistic and possible dialectological features of Bálint's texts will be elaborated upon in a separate study. 

C O N T E N T S OF THE M A N U S C R I P T 5 8 

Some remarks must precede the presentation of the detailed content of Bálint's 184 pages Kalmyk 
material. Concerning the matter of the records it appears striking that no fragments of the famous Kalmyk 

53 Báliint: Jelentése. 
54 Szentkatolnai Bálint Gábor önéletrajzi naplótöredéke, p. 38. On the later publication of some texts from his Kalmyk Manuscript 
cf. the Introduction to the Grammar and in detail the introduction to particular text groups in the present volume 
55 Nagy: G. Bálint's Journey, pp. 320-324 . 
56 "In non-initial syllables, original short vowels disappear, or are strongly reduced (retaining no phonemically relevant qualitative 
oppositions) . . . " Biasing, Uwe: Kalmuck. In: The Mongolic Languages. (Routledge Language Family Series) Ed Juha Janhunen. 
London - New York, Routledge 2003. pp. 229-247, on pp. 229-247. In detail: Street, John C.: The schwa in Kalmyk. In: American 
Studies in Altaic Linguistics (1962) pp. 263-291 . 
57 The i in the second syllable appears merely in the palatalisation of the consonants, cf. the above example. 
58 Cf. also the Preface to the Grammar, p. Ill (p. 4). 
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epics of Jangyr are included in the records, moreover there is no mention about it among his notes. 
Further, the Buddhist culture, its literature and folk religious texts are also missing from the collection 
(only among the yörah "blessings", in the fragment on funeral ceremony, in a couple of songs and in 
some folk tales appear Buddhist motifs and context).5'' In contrast, the Khalkha material offers a great 
variety of Buddhist text - in fact not surprisingly - as the main informant in Urgha was Yondonjamc, a 
Buddhist monk, (in Bálint's transcription Yanden Dsamcza).60 While the folklore texts could be 
comprehended as a representative collection of 19lh century Kalmyk folklore genres (except on the Jangyr 
epic), unfortunately their reflection of folk life are fragmentary, lacking such important topics as the rituals 
of birth, folk costume, food (the milk products are discussed in detail, but no mention is made of meat 
products) and the games with anklebones (astragal, Kalm. saya, sayä). This problem is discussed also in 
chapter Ethnographica Calmycica. 

Below a detailed content is offered on the basis of the Manuscript, following Bálint's sequence and 
page numbering, however the succession of texts in the present book do not follow the original page 
numbering provided by Bálint. The arrangement of the texts is based on a thematic systematization. 

The arrangement provided by Bálint61 

Conversation and Letters 1 

Xal'imik kilnden (Kaim. Xal'mg kündn) - Kalmyk conversation 1 
Folklore Texts 9 

Täilyätä tüli (Kalm. Tälyt túl') - Riddles 9 
Üliger (Kalm. Ülgiir) - Proverbs 12 

Yöräl (Kalm. Yöräl) - Blessings 14 
Dim (Kalm. Dim) - Songs 15 

Utu tüli (Kalm. Ut tül') - Tales 36 
First tale: Boysry - The sparrow62 36 

Second tale: Köwün moyä xoyr — The boy and the snake 39 
Third tale: Kirne zayä - Human 's fate 42 
Fourth tale: Moyä köwün - The snake lad. 46 

Fifth tale: Tarwj xän - The Steppe-eagle khan 51 
Sixth tale: Zul-sar Arsln bätr - The Lampe-yellow Lion hero 56 

Seventh tale: Mis. noxä, xulyn - The cat, the dog and the rat 62 
Eight tale: Acit köwün - The benefaction of the son\ Öwgnä yurwn köwün - The old 
man's three sons 68 
Ninth tale: Öncn köwün - The orphan boy 75 
Tenth tale: Ördin Bay in xän ba Erlg nomin xän - Oirats' Rich khan and Erlg, the 
Khan of the Holy Teaching 82 
Eleventh tale: Culim xar bätr - Stone-black hero 89 
Twelfth tale: Ulädä bätr ba Con-bawya - Ulaadaa hero and the Wolf-wife 96 
Thirteenth tale: Xäni kükn ba zäsngin köwün - The khan's daughter and the 
nobleman's son 105 

54 The detailed analysis of the lack and presence of the Buddhist religious and cultural context will be topic of another study. 
u'Grammar p. XIV. 
61 The titles of main chapters are given by me. 
62 The Kalmyk titles are only tentative given by me. 
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Fourteenth tale: Jirylcn Ulan Xacir - The Glad Red-faced [hero] 115 
Fifteenth tale: Kecii Berk bätr - Hard Solid hero 126 

Ethnographic Texts 140 

Xal'imigln (öirädin) ger abalyan (Kaim. Xal'mgin (ördin) ger awlyn) - The Wedding 
of the Kalmyk (Oirat) 140 
Xal 'imigln nüdül (Kaim. Xal 'mgin nüdl) - The Nomadising of the Kalmyks 147 
Xal 'imiyüdyayaji malän xäriüldek tuskin 7 (Kaim. Xal 'myüdyäj maian xärüldg tusk 
n')- About How the Kalmyks Pasture their Livestock 149 

Khal'imigin [siel] malin üsünä tuski (Kaim. Xal'mgin malin iisnä tusk) - About the 

Milk of the Domestic Animals of the Kalmyk(s) 154 
Xöinä üstin (Kalm. Xönä üsn) - Sheep-milk 159 
Gfinä iisün (Kalm. Günä üsn) - Mare-milk 160 
Man'ixal'imiyüdyayajixöiyän xäiciledek (kiryadik) tuski, (Kalm. Manäxal'myüdyäj 
xögän xäcldg (kirydg) tusk) - A chapter about how the Kalmyks shear the sheep 162 
Xal 'imiyüdyayaji sobüyär angyucildigin tuski (Bálint Xal 'myüdyäj sowüyär 
angyücildg tusk) — A chapter about how the Kalmyks hunt with birds 165 
Uruldan, nöldan, xulxa (Kalm. Urldän, nöldän, xulxä) - Horse racing. Wrestling and 
Stealing 170 

Private and Official letters 172 

Customs 178 

Xal 'imegin [sic!] saxa abdigin tuski (Kalm. Xal 'mgin saxä awdgin tusk) -About the 
Oath Taking among the Kalmyks 178 
Xal 'imigin ükül (Kalm. Xal 'mgin ükl) - The death among the Kalmyks 181 

The Oirat-Mongolian Chrestomathy of the Grammar" 
The texts were compiled to serve a practical purpose as well - to be used as a manual in mastering the 
language. The shorter poetic texts and the letters, dialogues precede the longer narratives, as Bálint 
indicated: 

"As the Mongolian poetical style is much simpler than that of the prose, I 
put the folk-songs before the prose pieces .,.".64 

Phrases and Conversation 180 

1. [49 sentences] 180 

2. [Dialogue, 16 sentences] 182 
3. [Dialogue, 9 sentences] 183 

4. [Dialogue, 11 sentences] 184 

5. [Dialogue, 15 sentences] 185 
6. [Dialogue, 12 sentences] 187 

Folk poesy 188 

6:1 Chrestomathy of the Grammar p. 125 (p. 142). 
64 Chrestomathy p 125 (p. 142). 
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1. Dün. Närin gholin uruskhaln'i (Dün. Närin yohn ursyaln') - Song. The flowth of a 
narrow river [with vocabulary] 188 

2. [Dün] Äidärkhän gedek balghasun'i (Ädrxn gedg balysn') - [Song] The town named 
Astrachan [with vocabulary] 189 
3. [Dün] Shikirtäi nürin köbädü (Sikrtä nürin köwäd) - [Song] On the shore of the 
sugared lake [with vocabulary] 191 
4. [Dün] Ergidshi tsokodshi ashina ene piristinäi khasna (Ergij cok] asna en piristinä 
xasn) - [Song] The boat of this harbour is coming by making turns and beating. 193 

5. [Dün] Sayik säikän saralinän (Säk säxn sarlinän) - [Song] On the back of my fair 
isabel-colored racer 194 
6. [Dün] Khoshüda noyon Tseren Dshab Tiimen'i öngöröksön tsaktu gharghksan dün 
(Xosüd noyn Cerenjaw Tümnl öngrsn cagt yarysn dün) - [Song] A song issued at the 
death of the Prince of the tribe Khoshüt known by the name ofTseren-Dshab Tümen 196 
7. Prayer for the soul of the killed sheep 198 

Letters 199 

/. Atshi yeketdi édshi aba xoyortu (Ac iktd éj äw xoyrt) -To (my) beneficent parents 
(mother and father) [with vocabulary] 199 
2. Inik (inak) akha Nadbittu (Ing ax Nadwidd) -To (my) beloved elder brother Nadbid 
[with vocabulary] 201 

Writs 202 

/. Erketen nutugin parbalendü (Erktn nutgin parbalnd) - To the administration of the 
tribe Erketen [with vocabulary] 202 
2. Khoshüt nutugin parbalen[h]dü (Xosüd nutgin parbalnd) - To the administration of 
the tribe Khoshüt [with vocabulary] 204 

Khal'imägin malin üsünäi tuski (Xal'mgin malin üsnä tusk) - The milk of the domestic 

animals of the Khalmik(s) 205 

Günä üsün (Günä üsn) - Mare 's milk 210 
Khöinei (khoinai) üsün (XÖnä üsn) - Ewe-milk 212 

Utu túli (Ut tül') - Fable (Long tale) 214 

FURTHER PUBLICATIONS ON THE BASIS OF B Á L I N T ' S K A L M Y K MATERIAL 

Taking into consideration the high value of Bálint's Kalmyk material, the scarcity of publications based on 
its findings is surprising, Bálint's issues from his own collection have been enumerated in the above 
section. Here other efforts to introduce this valuable material to the larger public will be surveyed. The 
transcription and translation of two stanzas of five Kalmyk songs each with melodies, attached to the 
Report'. Tabun khálymik dün. Öt khálymik dana, were republished by Kara.65 Lajos Gy. Nagy transcribed 
the first tale (1. utu tüli) of the Manuscript on the basis of Ramstedt's system6*' and translated it into 
English.67 György Kara published the sixth song from the Manuscript with a Russian translation as a 

65 Cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei, (without page numbering). The songs and Bálint's translation are referred at each song, cf. 
chapter Songs. 
M Cf. Ramstedt's dictionary: Ramstedt, Gustaf John: Kalmückisches Wörterbuch. Helsinki 1935 (reprinted: Helsinki, Suomalais-
Ugrilainen Seura 1976). 
67 Nagy: G. Bálint' s Journey, pp. 324-327. 
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sample text of Bálint's Mongolian materials along with a Khalkha song.68 1 have published a Benediction 
(Kalm. yöräl) in the book devoted to the Kalmyk language and culture (co-authored by Attila Rákos).69  

The Grammar with its Kalmyk Chrestomathy has also been published recently by me. Four folk songs 
recorded by Bálint have been translated and published in the collection of the Mongolian literature. 

T H E STRUCTURE OF THE P R E S E N T VOLUME A N D T H E FOLLOW-UP P R O J E C T S ON THE K A L M Y K MATERIAL 

Bálint collected two large sets of Mongolian spoken idioms (Kalmyk and Khalkha) and included some 
sample texts from his collections into the Grammar while the other parts (the majority of the texts) 
remained without translation and any additional remarks. His texts, as emphasised in the Preface of the 
Grammar, offer the first examples of the vernacular language transmitted in a fairly correct transcription, 
quite close to pronunciation despite its deficiencies. The folklore texts, particularly the tales, and songs 
provide the first large collection of Kalmyk oral tradition. The brief texts on Kalmyk folk life might be 
considered as a somewhat sketchy description of a particular sphere of life, but they were uttered in 
Kalmyk, contain the native terminology and in comparison with other contemporary sources of the late 
18th and early 19th centuries (Pallas, Bergman, Nebol'sin, Ziteckij, Kostenkov etc.) their peculiar value 
cannot be denied. 

Each text group of the Manuscript (cf. the Contents of the Manuscript) is worthy of exhaustive studies. 
In the present volume my endeavour was to introduce the corpus from various points of view: 

I. The text 
° to offer a philologically correct translation, 
° to provide notes to the grammatically or semantically problematic expressions, 
° to provide notes on typical Kalmyk phenomena. 

II. The context 
° to collect Bálint's statements on a particular text from various sources, 
° to summarise the circumstances of recording (if there is available data) from various sources, 
° to determine the place of the text among 18th and 19th century records, 
n to identify the text's place within the Kalmyk (and in some cases Mongolian) cultural context, 
° to define the typology or taxonomy of the text (genre, structure, content, poetics, various 

classifications) 
° to enumerate parallel-texts to Bálint's record. 

Owing to scarcity of data, not all the above listed aspects emerge in each text group and further research 
will undoubtedly help complete the material currently available. 

For the present volume a textual research has been carried out, but concerning the investigation of 
context, some research aspects of certain text-groups require additional studies. A further thorough 
investigation of the Kalmyk and Mongolian tale-corpus might provide more parallel texts to Bálint's tales, 
including a complex typology within the frame of an internationally accepted taxonomy. The investigation 
of the texts from other viewpoints (comprehensive motif-analysis and investigation of linguistic features 
of the texts) are in progress at present. The complete context investigation of the ethnographical texts is 
under elaboration and it will be the topic of a separate study (19th Century Ethnographica Mongolica). For 
the ethnographical context not only the contemporaries but present-day records are also investigated, with 
special attention to the folk culture of the Xinjiang-Oirats, the inhabitants of the primary homeland of the 

68 Kara, G.: O neizdannyh mongoFskih tekstah G. Balinta. In: Narody Azii i Afriki 1 (1962) pp. 161-164, on p. 164. Kara, György: A 
mongol irodalom kistükre. Antológia a klasszikus és mai mongol irodalom és népköltés müveiből. 2. kiadás. Budapest, Európa 
Könyvkiadó 1971. [The little mirror of Mongolian literature. An anthology of the Mongolian elassical and contemporary literature 
and folklore] pp. 159-160, 169-170, 174-175,277-278. 
69 Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, p. 123. 
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Kalmyks. The typologising of the phenomena of folk culture follows my previous publications in this 
field.70 

Essays on Kalmyk history, material culture and folklore have been published by the author in oft-
mentioned books co-authored with Attila Rákos and will not be discussed here.71 

70 Birtalan, Agnes: Hagyományos mongol műveltség (szöveggyűjtemény). Budapest, ELTE Bölcsészettudományi Kar. Belső-ázsiai 
Tanszék 1996. [Traditional Mongolian Culture (Text Book); Birtalan. Ágnes (ed.) Material Culture (Traditional Mongolian Culture 
I.). Materielle Kultur. (Traditionelle mongolische Kultur I.). A mongol nomádok anyagi műveltsége. (Hagyományos mongol 
műveltség !.). Ulamjlalt mongol soyol. Szerk./Ed./llrsg. Ágnes Birtalan. Wien - Budapest, 1VA-ICRA Verlag - ELTE, Belső-ázsiai 
Tanszék 2008. (DVD) 
71 Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SPECIAL SIGNS 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS A N D O T H E R SPECIAL S I G N S 

Bálint quotation from Bálint's Kalmyk Manuscript 

Darkh. Darkhat 

Kalm. If it is not followed with a lexicographic data Kalm. means the 
reconstructed Kalmyk form of Bálint's text. 

Kalm.B. "Bookish" i. e. literary or formal expression (Ramstedt's 

designation) 

Kalm.D. Dörböt dialect of Kalmyk 

Kalm.Ö. Ölöt material in Ramstedt's dictionary 

Kalm.T. Torgut dialect of Kalmyk 

Kalm.Tw. West-Torgut dialect of the Kalmyk 

Khal. Khalkha 

Mong. Written Mongolian 

Oir. Spoken Oirat 

Russ. Russian 

Skr. Sanskrit 

Tib. Tibetan 

W.Oir. Written Oirat 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF KALMYK TEXTS 

1. Quotations from Bálint's Manuscript are given a simplified transcription (Bálint) not indicating the 
diacritics of reduction and the labialisation.. 

2. The reconstructed and corrected forms of Bálint's texts are based on a simplified version of Ramstedt's 
transcription (Kalm.). NB! The long vowels - even if they sound short in contemporary Kalmyk and 
are marked as short in modern Kalmyk orthography - are marked as long ones. The lexicographical 
data follow the spelling of the dictionaries (Ramstedt's short vowels are marked without diacritics; 
overshort vowels are not marked except for the /'). 

3. Quotations from contemporary Kalmyk texts follow the present-day orthography. 
4. In the translations a simplified transcription of proper names is used, modified to English 

pronunciation. 

The following special symbols and diacritical marks are used in the phonetic transcription of various 
Mongolian (Khalkha, Buryat, Oirat, etc.) texts: 

ä long a c ts 

é long e c ch 

T long / y velar gh 

l velar i only in Turkic words j ds 

ö long o J j 
3 long ö s sh 

ú long u w bilabial w 

ü long ii X kh 

z zh 
• sign of palatalisation 

TRANSCRIPTION OF TIBETAN SANSKRIT A N D RUSSIAN TERMS 

For the Tibetan terms the Wylie-system of transcription, and for the Sanskrit terms the most widespread 
international transcription have been utilised. The Russian words and names are provided in the 
transcription system used in Slavistics. 
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KALMYK VERNACULAR AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

K A L M Y K CONVERSATION 
(Bálint Xal 'imik künden, Kalm. Xal 'mg kündän)12 

Although Bálint provides some evidence (in details cf. at each chapter) on the circumstances of recording 
various folklore genres in his letters written to Fogarasi and in his Report, unfortunately, no such 
information is to be found on the recording of the conversational-entries. Bálint's only mention of his 
methodology is his regular noting down of words and expressions he heard while observing schoolboys at 
play. 

"I appeared every afternoon at four o'clock in the school, observed their 
playing and listened to their free talk."7 ' 

The generally well-organised structure of the chapter Conversation, however, proves that a more 
systematic approach was used. Rather than merely noting down in situ dialogues, it appears instead that 
Bálint consciously recorded preliminarily prepared situations and sentence types. 

"My first pursuit was to note down the words and sentences I heard during 
the youngs' playing. I used an abbreviated Hungarian transcription-system 
since it was faster [to write texts this way] on one hand and to recognise the 
nuances of the folk pronunciation versus the writing on the other hand."74 

Possibly, some of these sentences might originate from the period Bálint leamt Kalmyk with Samba, and 
were dictated to him for educational purposes by of one of his Kalmyk language teachers. 

"Thereafter I studied and transcribed the exercises prepared by a former 
Kalmyk teacher [of mine] of language and style."75 

The chapter Phrases and Conversation in the Grammar contains six subchapters and is only partially 
identical with the fourteen subchapters of the Manuscript, as the latter offers a greater range of 
conversational subjects and also organised the matching sentences differently from the previous collection. 

72 Manuscript pp. 1-8. Kalm. künden "Gespräch. Unterhaltung" (R. 250), kündän "beseda, sobesedovanije" (Mun. 330, kiindwr 
"razgovor, beseda" (Mun. 330), W.Oir. küdnden "razgovor" (Pozd. 293). 

' "Mindennap délután négy órakor megjelentem az intézetben, ahol végignéztem minden játékot és hallgattam fesztelen 
beszédüket." Zágoni. p. 37 
74 "Első foglalkozásomat képezte a khálymik ifjak játszása közben hallott szók és mondatok följegyzése rövidített magyaros átírással 
először a gyorsaság kedvéért, másodszor pedig azért, hogy népkiejtésnek az Írástól eltérő árnyalatait kiismerjem." Bálint: Jelentése. 
p. 10. 
75 "Ezután egyik volt khálymik nyelvtanító készítette irály és fordítási gyakorlatokat tanulmányoztam és láttam el átírással." Bálint: 
Jelentése, p. 11. 
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G FIRST C H A P T E R 
0 76  
73 (Bálint Negedükci nom, Kalm. negdgc nom) 
1 The blessing of the Buddha. The protection of the Buddha. The teaching of the Buddha. The written 

order of the Khan. The honoured signature of Khan. The letter of the principal. The teaching of the 
teacher. The tenderness of parents. The parents talked. The son listened [to it]. The daughter listened to 
it. The father ordered. The mother ordered. The elder brother set out. The maid came. Her father does 
not like it. He77 has not got time. The Sun is setting. It is time to sleep. It is getting light. It is time to 
get up. Get dressed! Dress up and wash your face and hands! He does not write. He does not send any 
answer. He seems to be ill. Do you set out? I will also leave. Send [it] to me! He seems to be 
unhealthy. Send [it] to him! [He] is not at home. He is crying. Do not laugh! He died yesterday. 

S E C O N D CHAPTER 

(Bálint Xoyurdukci nom, Kalm. xoirdgc nom)78 

Set fire into your pipe! [I] do not have tobacco. Put tobacco into your pipe! Leam! Bring a booklet! 
Dip your pen [into ink]!7'' [I] do not have any ink. Give a ruler! Mend your pen! Rule your booklet! 
Give a stylus! He is writing. I read. Tell me [something] and I will write it down. The teacher arrived. 
It is time to learn. The class is finished.8" Let us go to play! I sleep. Go and sleep! Sing a song! I dance. 
He is dancing. This is true. He is lying. [2] I draw a drawing. He is practicing praying. [One] corrects 
him and rewards me. 

T H I R D CHAPTER 

(Bálint rurbudukci nom, Kalm. yurwdgc nom f 

Let us go to the market! Why? I am going to buy boots.82 I am going to buy mittens. I am going to go 
[there], too. He does not want to go. As he wishes. How do you know it? Let us play! Let us sing! Let 
us relax together! I got tired. You groan [while sleeping].8 ' He whistles. Do not take an oath! Tell 
Badma to come here! Seat up! He is limping. His leg aches. He hardly goes. I am not healthy. My 
tooth aches. My head turns. My heart beats.84 My eyes dazzle.85 My body trembles. [I] seem to be 
unhealthy. Lay in your bed! Cover [yourself] with the blanket! Show your tongue! Take some 
medicine! 

76 Manuscript p. 1. 
77 Here and hereafter, if the gender of the subject in a sentence has changed from the previous sentenced jsubject, the subject might 
be interpreted as either he or she. 
78 Manuscript pp. 1-2. 
79 Bálint noryoji aca Kalm. as, as "hole hierher, gib her" (R. 16), as "daj, podaj, otdaj" (Mun. 52). 
811 Bálint Nom töksöbe. Lit. "the learning is finished". 

Manuscript p. 2. 
82 Bálint yöso. cf Kalm. yosn. 
81 Bálint Ci iirgiileji bäinä-ci. Kalm. iirglxe "schlummern, schlafen: bisw. im Traum weinen od. stöhnen = irglxe" (R. 459), "klonit ' 
ko snu, dremat' , klevat' nosom" (Mun. 554). 
84 Bálint Zürkiin-min 7 ködölnä Here and below are some lexemes or phrases which have been quoted form the original text without 
further explanation, in order to show their peculiarity. 
85 Bálint Nüdn kökrnä. 
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FOURTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Dörbödükci nom, Kaim. dörwdgc nomf' 

Telling a lie is shameful and moreover is a great sin.8 I have not slept enough. Your eyes turned red. 
Stealing is not good. He got up really early. Telling a lie is not proper. One should not cry. You slept 
really long. This is harmful and more over is not good.88 This water is really cold. Bring me89 

lukewarm water, bring me soap! Where is my shirt? 1 will get dressed soon. Where are my boots? I put 
on my new boots. Get my old boots sewn! [3] By which shoemaker? By shoemaker Mikhail. He asked 
for money. For what? For sewing the bag.9" How much money do [I] have to give him? He asked for 
one and a half Rubble.91 It is really expensive; tell him to come92 tomorrow in the morning. 

FIFTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Tabudukci nom, Kalm. tawdgc nom)'' 

Are you in health? How are you? I am really good / really bad, thank you very much.9"1 How are you? 
Are you ill? Yes, I am not in good health. What happened to you? My head aches. Your being not-well 
can be seen on your face. How is your family?95 Thank you very much, they are all well. Did your 
father come back from the city? Well, he came back yesterday. Live well! Give my regards to your 
family! Certainly! May I meet you tomorrow? I will be at home at ten o'clock. 

SIXTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Zuryadukci nom, Kaim. zuryadgc nom f ' 

1 will wake up and come before eating. Well, where should we go? Wherever you favour,97 for me all 
[the directions] are the same. Will your elder brother come with us? No, he is learning his Russian 
[lessons]. Why is he learning when he has a break from school? Well, I also learn every day, as he. For 
what? To get a proper place at school.98 [4] Then you don't pass time doing nothing.99 No, I know its 
value. You are really coy. 

SEVENTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Dolädukci nom, Kalm. dolädgc nom 

I am happy seeing you in good health. Thank you very much. But I might tell you displeasing news. 
What is it [about]? Your sister is quite sick. I am very sorry about it. What is her illness?101 She has got 
fever. You will be angry with your sister when you get to know the cause of her illness. What is the 

86 Manuscript pp. 2-3. 
87 Bálint Xudal keleksen icikii bitä (read bilä ?) dere nül. 
88 Bálint Ene xorta dere säin bisi. 
87 Bálint näda read nad "to me" and not nädk "the one on this side". 

Bálint cumadan. from Russian cemodan. 
'" Bálint Küciis dundur arsalng. Cf. Kalm kiics dundür "anderthalb" (R 348). 
92 Bálint "ire ge"ji kele. read Kalm. ir gej kel. 
93 Manuscript p. 3. 
94 Bálint kösörön xanaba-bi, cf. W.Oir. kösörön "zemno, pokorno" (Mun. 288), kösörkü "zu Boden fallen" (Zwick 246). 
95 Bálint gertegisten (gertekisten). Kalm. gertki "sich zu Hause befindend, häuslich, e igen" (R. 134), gertks "domaänije, domoiadcy 
(sem' ja)" (Mun. 140). 
% Manuscript pp. 3^ t . 
" Bál intxamärän tan'idurulaksan tala. lit. "where the place you want [to see is|". 
98 Bálint Suryulidän säin yazarin V abxuin tölä. 
99 Bálint Teikülä ta kidii cak bicigä önggörűlten. Cf. Kalm. kite "mit Luft; umsonst; nicht normal . . . " (R. 234). kidän "darom, zrja, 
naprasno" (Mun 298). 
100 Manuscript p. 4. 
101 Bálint tűn 7 teren 7 read probably tűn 7 (teren 7) as both lexemes are synonyms "his/her". 
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cause? In order to chill herself"'2 she drinks cold water. I am very angry with her. I warned her many 
times from [doing] so. Does the physician come to her? He comes, and gives us hope.1"1 I will go to 
her tomorrow. 

EIGHTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Näimädiikci nom, Kalm. nämdgc nom)m 

Are you satisfied with me today? Well, I am satisfied [with you but] I am not satisfied with your 
younger brother. What did he do? He did not learn his matter. Do not scold him, he will prepare [his 
matter] for you tomorrow. I will do whatever you want in order to make you satisfied [with me]. I 
know, this help is for my benefit. He is a good boy. I really like it when you talk in that language."15 

Do not become angry with Liji,'06 [but] if he does not know what he was taught, [5] it is proper to 
scold him. Even if he did not prepare his lesson, I am quite happy that you are satisfied with me. 

N I N T H CHAPTER 

(Bálint Yisediikci nom, Kalm. yisdgc nam)"' 

How old are you? I will be fourteen years old soon. How old is your sister now? She is fifteen now. 1 
did not think she was so old. Do you have any more sisters and brothers? I do (have a brother/sister); 
he/she is three years younger than me. You do not have an elder brother, do you?"1* I have got, he is 
seventeen years old. When I will be twelve, I will go to the secondary school.'"" From what age did 
your younger brother go to school? He went there since nine years old age. It is really good to go to 
school from that age. 

T E N T H CHAPTER 

(Bálint Arbadukci nom, Kalm. arwdgc nom)'10 

Give me a needle and a thread! What are you going to sew? I am going to border' ' ' the kerchief and 
put a symbol on it. What colour of thread do you need? White and red. When you have finished the 
kerchief, 1 will give you more work. What kind of work? Padding the blanket. 

Bálint biyän 7 deptekiilarän, Kalm. biyän dewtxläran lit. "in order to wet herself ' . 
103 Bálint icűlj'i, Kalm. icülx "uver ja f , zaverjat ' , obnadjozivat ' " (Mun. 275), icxe, icxa "hoffen, vertrauen, glauben" (R. 211). 
104 Manuscript p. 4-5 . 
105 This conversation probably refers to Bálint 's teaching Latin and Greek to Kalmyk school-boys, The mentioned language might be 
one Bálint taught them or even the Hungarian he possibly spoke in order to show how it is pronounced. Cf. "The last passage of my 
collection comprises articles demonstrating the main features of the Kalmyk life, written by Muuchka Baldir the best student in the 
upper level at secondary school and my teacher, the surgeon for me for [some] presents and the teaching help I offered the Kalmyk 
pupils at secondary school in learning Latin, Greek and French languages." Bálint: Jelentése, p. 12. In details cf. in chapter 
Ethnographica Calmycica. 
""' Bálint Liji is proper name, according to (Basangova) Bordlanova: Lij in contemporary Kalmyk. 
10 Manuscript p. 5. 
1118 Bálint bolüza, is a dubitativus abhorrens form (R. XVII). 
"w Bálint gimnäzedü odxu. 
110 Manuscript p. 5. 
" ' Bálint alöür imkerekü, cf. Kalm. imkrxe 2. "umbiegen (und festnähen), einfassen" (R. 208), imkrx "zagibat', skaldyvat' v skladku 
(kraja tkani)" (Mun. 269). 
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ELEVENTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Árban negedükci nom, Kalm. arwn negdgc nom)u2 

[6] [Someone] is knocking, please open the door. Who is there? Please come in! To whom will you 
talk? Whom do you need? Is Gharä" ' here? Well, actually he is not at home. At what time may I see 
him? At nine o'clock in the morning, at three o'clock in the afternoon. Thank you very much. I will 
come at nine o'clock. Couldn't you leave your address? Get it (take it), because this Gharä doesn't 
know me. Live well and come back at eleven o'clock tomorrow. 

T W E L F T H CHAPTER 

(Bálint Arban xoyurdukci [nom], Kalm. arwn xoirdyc [nom7)111 

Our holydays start in the sheep month."5 Do you like it?11" I am really happy. Where are you during 
the holidays? I think that my father will take me to his land. I like it, because I wish to see the 
countryside.11 Are you able to talk in Russian? I am able. After coming back from holydays I hope to 
learn Russian diligently. How long is your holyday? It is approximately two and a half month."8 Who 
is your father? He is a Kalmyk from Zünyar division."9 Have you got a horse? My father has got three 
stallions. Who pastures them? My uncle and my elder brother. Well, it will be very amusing for you in 
the holydays. Why? Because you will amuse yourself on your own horse. [7] Well, that is true, 1 like to 
amuse myself on saddled horse. 

THIRTEENTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Arban yurbudukci nom, Kalm. arwn yurwdgc nom)uo 

My father has sent me to tell you to come with us tomorrow. When do you leave? Early in the 
morning, in order to come back at six in the evening. What do you plan to ride on?121 On saddled 
horses and a few [of us] on camelback. I will ask my mother. Mother, will you let me go with Naran to 
Yandagha?122 When? For what reason? In order to amuse myself tomorrow early in the morning. Go, 
but do not fall from horseback. Thank you, mother. Well, I am able to ride on a horse. You please go 
[first] and we will follow you. I will be ready today. Well, what do you think about Yandagha's 
garden?12 ' Beautiful, we amused ourselves there a lot. We went to the woods124 and ate our meal on the 
grass. Well, and then went into a yurt and drank milk tea. Did you have fun 

FOURTEENTH CHAPTER 

(Bálint Arban dörbödükci nom, Kalm. arwn dörwdgc nom)u~ 

Although I [have been promised] to come to your home for a long time, 1 was always hindered by 
obstacles. I was told that you were ill; I believed it and came to see you.126 [8] Please forgive me that I 

"2 Manuscript p. 6. 
111 Bálint Tara is proper name, according to Bord?.anova it is still in use among the Kalmyks. 
114 Manuscript pp. 6-7. 
115 Bálint xon 'in sar, Kalm. xön sar "mesjac maj (vos 'moj mesjac dvenadcatiletnego i ivotnogo cikla)" (Mun. 603). 
116 Bálint Tündü xanan-ta? 
117 Bálint yazä yazr. 
118 Bálint xoyur sara dundur saxu. 
119 Bálint Zün-yaran ginxalimik. probably an allusion on the ethnic group in Ik-coxr uls. 
1211 Manuscript p. 7. 
121 Bá l in tyüyär yaboji, lit. "by which means". 
122 Bálint Yandayadu. cf. the footnote below. 
124 Bálint Yandaya bakci. Toponym Yandvky in Astrakhan district. 
124 Bálint tarimar (tarimäl) modondu. 
125 Manuscript p. 7-8. 
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disturb your rest, but I hoped to talk with you about a little affair. It was hard to explain about it in a 
letter.127 I am really happy that you came [to me]. If I have time, I will help you further.128 I am really 
thankful for the help of your housekeeper12'' who introduced me to his own physician. I personally will 
also thank it, [because] he introduced me to you. All my family members remember your previous visit 
to us. But they are angry with you, that you do not come to us any more. I do not have any time at all. 
When 1 will have time again, I will go to you with pleasure. I do not like at all to listen to such words 
from your family members. These days my affairs take me to Yandagha. For this reason I am not able 
to go to you. After returning [from Yandagha], when times are quieter, I would like to go to you.1 '0 

T H E EVERYDAY T A L K AND CONVERSATION IN B Á L I N T ' S M A T E R I A L 

The chapter devoted to the conversation, to the vernacular Kalmyk is rather a collection of sample 
sentences of colloquial speech arranged approximately into a thematic structure. Some major subjects 
return in more subchapters, such as: 

° the family (members, relation, honouring the parents) 
° illness - health-care, 
0 school-matters (studying, taking examination) 
° objects used by the school-boys (ruler, pen, ink, pieces of clothing) 
° vacations and amusements 
Besides these themes there are matters such as smoking a pipe, veneration of the Buddha, moralistic 

teaching, visiting a cobbler to have one's shoe mended, sewing (repairing cloth), thanking one's support 
appear as well. The above list of topics clearly refers to the interest, everyday activity and engagement of 
Bálint's main informant, the schoolboys and students in the Kalmyk secondary school of Astrakhan. 

In respect to grammatical structures, Bálint carefully collected sentences representative of various 
linguistic moods: indicative, interrogative and imperative, nevertheless they are unrepresentative of 
compound sentences with numerous adverbia characteristic for Mongolian languages are rare among the 
examples. 

In a follow-up study I plan to undertake a comparative study between Bálint's material and later 
Conversation books. The repertoire of conversational subjects from the mid-19lh century dialogues and a 
contemporary conversation books1'1 will provide an interesting insights from a socio-linguistic point of 
view. 

P E R S O N A L L E T T E R S AND O F F I C I A L S U B M I S S I O N S 
(No Kalmyk subtitle is given to this chapter by Bálint)' '2 

Bálint was very thoroughgoing in collecting various language materials. He did not forget to record such 
specimens as individual letters and official submissions to the administration. He asked his informants -
judging by the topics, style and contents of the letters, presumably the students of the school he frequently 

,2'' Bálint tün 7 itegeji medekiiin tölti irebe-bi. 
127 Bálint biöigär cäilyäji kelekéi, cf. Kaim. cälyaj biéxe "reinschreiben, deutlich ausschreiben" (R. 425), cälyx 1. " o b ' j a s n j a f , 
pojasnjat ' " (Mun. 628). 
128 Bálint cäkn 7 bolxon 7 bi tanát lusta bolu mön bi 
l2'' Bálint ezendü. 
110 Bálint tanädu irekü icektä-bi. 
1,1 For this purpose I choose the following conversation booklet: Bardajev, E. C. - Kirjuhajev. V. L.: Russko-kalmyckij razgovornik. 
Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 1988 Interesting examples of school-book is offered in: Kara, György (ed.): Early Kalmyk 
Primers and Other Schoolbooks Samples from Textbooks 1925-1930. (The Mongolia Society Special Papers. Issue 13) 
Bloomington. The Mongolia Society 1997, which seems to be a reliable source for the study of language usage similar to that of 
Bálint's informants' . 
112 Manuscript pp. 172-177. 
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visited - to write sample texts on behalf of and to various persons, such as son to parents, father to son, 
brother to brother. Being an educated lawyer,1" he also included among his texts official submissions on 
the topic of inheritance and the frequently emerging matter of stealing livestock, besides the personal 
letters.134 

"Following the tales [I recorded] proverbs, riddles and samples of letters 
and official documents.1,3 Concerning these last ones I [should] mention that 
the Kalmyks turn with their frequent complaints to the leadership and 
government always in writing and in both the Russian and Kalmyk languages 
quoting the particular titles and articles of the highest edicts issued to them 
with the skilfulness of a lawyer. In fact the Kalmyks like to take legal 
action."136 

Bálint included three letters in the sample texts of the Grammar that only partly tally with the unpublished 
Kalmyk letters of the Manuscript. His translations issued only in the Grammar (with some additional 
notes), not incorporated in the Manuscript, are represented in the chapter Addendum, along with folk 
songs missing from the Kalmyk Manuscript as well. Four texts of the Manuscript follow below. 
Concerning the previously issued publications on Kalmyk epistolography, two bulky monographs devoted 
to corpuses of Kalmyk correspondence (one from the mid 18th century1" and the other from the beginning 
of the 19"' century)1'8 and some articles dealing with particular letters are at my disposal.1 '9 The 
connection of the corpuses and some further stylistic conclusions are outlined at the end of the present 
chapter devoted to some problems of Kalmyk epistolography. 

g T O [MY] VERY BENEVOLENT MOTHER AND FATHER 

'Íj (Bálint Aciyeketä éji ab a xoyortu, Kalm. Ac ikt ej äw xoyrt) 140 

tri 
§ [172] I was so happy getting the letter sent by post141 to learn that all of you live in peace and calm 

without any trouble thanks to the benevolent Buddha's protection, and receiving the ten Rubbles. It 
was as if a poor man had found an inexhaustible treasury mine.142 As for me, I also live without any 

133 Cf. his biography and all the bibliographical references in Grammar pp. X-XI. 
134 Cf. the texts "On the Taking an Oath among the Kalmyks and the Horse Racing. Wrestling. Stealing. 
'3 In Grammar Bálint calls this corpus "Writs". 
136 "A mesék után jöttek a példabeszédek, a talányok, levelek és ügyiratokból való mutatványok, a mely utóbbiak alkalmából 
mcgemlitem, hogy a khálymikok gyakori panaszukat mindig Írásban és pedig khálymik és orosz nyelven szokták a főnökséghez és 
igazgatósághoz fölterjeszteni, egész ügyvédes ügyességgel idézvén a számukra kibocsátott legfelsőbb rendeletek illető czimét és 
pontját, a khálymikok általában perlekedni eskedni nagyon szeretnek." Bálint: Jelentése, p. 12. 
137 Gedejeva, D. B : Pis'ma namestnika Kalmyckogo Hanstva Ubasi (XVIII. v.). Elista, Rossijskaja Akademija Nauk, Kalmyckij 
Institut Gumanitarnyh Issledovanij 2004. 
138 Krueger, John R. - Service, Robert G.: Kalmyk Old-Script Documents of Isaac Jacob Schmidt 1800-1810. Todo Biciq Texts. 
Transcription. Translation from the Moravian Archives at Herrnhut. (Asiatische Forschungen 143) Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz 2002. 
The general introduction to the letter collection in Berlin: Krueger, John R. - Rozyczki, William - Service, Robert G.: An Oirat-
script Collection of Letters in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin. In: ZAS 29. (1999) pp 109-136. 
139 Krueger, John R. - Rozycki, William - Service, Robert G.: Two Kalmyk letters requesting free passage. In: Mongolian Studies. 
XXI. (1998) pp. 43^47; Krueger, John R - Rozycki, William - Service, Robert G. Two Oirat-script letters of German authorship. 
Zentralasiatische Studien 25. (1995) pp 116-130: Krueger - Rozyczki - Service: An Oirat-script Collection of Letters. 
140 Manuscript pp. 172-173, Kalm. Ac iktä éj äw xoyrt: a letter entitled similarly in the Grammar (pp. 199-200) differs from this text, 
cf. Addendum. 
141 Bálint postarar biciksen bicigäsü, Kalm. postär bicsn bicgés, lit. "by the letter the letter written by post", the form postarar is 
probably misspelling of post + -är (instrumental) 
142 Bálint üryan sang. cf. Kalm ürxä, urxä "Grube zum Aufbewahren, Proviantkeller" (R. 454), ürxa "kopy, rudnik, priiski; istoénik, 
naőalo; ürxan sang neisierpaemoje bogatstvo. sokroviäöe" (Mun 542). Khal. ürxai "mine" (Bawden 392). On the Buddhist notion of 
this phenomenon: Bakajeva, E. P.: Legenda ob Uurxan sang burxane: k probleme etniieskoj specifiki kalmyckogo buddhizma In: 
Buddijskaja tradicija v Kalmykii v XX veke. Pamjati O. M. Dordiijeva (Tugmjud-gawdzi) 1887-1980. Elista, KIGI RAN 2008. pp 
13-25. 
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trouble, in health, thanks to the benevolent Buddha's protection. 1 reverently greet all of you and [let 
you know that] I have become accustomed to my studies properly.14 ' 

My very benevolent mother and father, this is further information144 concerning you: please 
remember that I will definitely come after a month.145 The reason is that in seven-eight days 1 take my 
exam146 and return [home]. Further, I am distressed by my elder brother Nadbid."7 Concerning its 
reason, he was here in the city I live in and he was trading here, [but] he has not visited my study place 
to meet me. [173] I have heard about it from others. Give my greetings to my elder sister, 
Bayaskhalang,148 my elder brother Nadbid and my younger brother (?) Naran.149  

Me, your faithful150 and humble son Badma wrote it. 
On the first day of the dog month (= August) of this metal ape year. 

T O [MY] FAITHFUL SON MlJSHKA 

(Bálint Itegeltä ür Muskadu, Kalm. Itglt iir Muskäd) 151 

[174] I am very happy to hear from your letter written to me that you are in health without trouble and 
fulfil your deeds properly152 thanks to the protection of the defending high Buddha and the three 
precious treasures.15' Well, as for me, I also live in health without trouble fulfilling my deeds. 

Herewith I kindly ask you to forgive me, my faithful son, for my failure. The reason is that I was 
about to write you, but I was suffering with malaria (Bálint beregär)154 and I was not able to write you 
a letter. 

Now I am looking forward to your visiting me until spring whatever happens. Well, being in good 
health, let us talk when meeting personally. Here in my town there isn't any special15" news to inform 
you of. 

T O THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE TRIBE ERKETEN 

(Bálint Erketen nutugin parbalengdü (parablendii)f' 

Huiusdem Traibus [?] Gentis (seu Curiae) Kharnüt dictae curioni Sangghadsh (fdio) Neke-s subditi 
Otschir-is (filii) Zambae 

141 Bálint dasaxu zöbtä nomän dasaji, read Kalm dasx zöwtä nomdän (dative), instead of nomän (accusative). 
144 Bálint ün 7 daru künükci min 7; the lexeme künükci is not identified yet. 
145 Bálint nege saräsu. Kalm. neg saräs 
146 Bálint sülgegän, Kalm. sülgn "Examen" (R. 372). 
147 Bálint Nadbid. Kalm. Nadwid or Nadmid (?) male proper name; the Letter Nr. 85. is addressed to a certain Nadmid (Krueger -
Rozyczki - Service; An Oiral-scripl Collection of Letters, p. 134). 
148 Bálint Bayasxalang, Kalm. Baysglng "Joy" male and female proper name. 
149 Bálint dü Naran "Sun" can indicate both male and female person. According to Basangova (BordZanova) here a brother is 
referred. 
150 Bálint tan 7 ügär boldok, Kalm tani ügär boldg lit. "being according to your saying". 
151 Manuscript p. 174, Kalm. Itgltä ür Muskd. 
152 Bálint däxu zöbtä üilän. Kalm. däx here "to carry out". 
1,3 Bálint yurban erdeni, Kalm yurwn erdn', cf. Skr. triratna: Buddha, Dharma and the Samgha, Mong. yurban erdeni (Burqan, 
Nom, Quwaray). 
154 Bálint beregär, Kalm. cf. bezgeg "Fieber. Malaria" (R 43), bezg "malarija, lihoradka" (Mun. 93). The Danish Physician 
accurately enumerated the illnesses he was faced with during his stay among the Kalmyks, but malaria is not mentioned, not even 
among the rare maladies. Kaarsberg, Hans S Dr.: Among the Kalmyks of the Steppes on Horseback and by Troika. A Journey Made 
in 1890. Transl. and ed. Krueger, John R. with the collaboration of Dr. Arash Bormanshinov (Publications of the Mongolia Society. 
Occasional Papers Nr. 19) Bloomington, Indiana 1996 pp 111-117„ 

Bálint säin zänggi, Kalm. sän zäng. lit. "good news". 
,5'' Manuscript p. 175, Grammar pp. 202-203, Kalm. Erktn nutgin parwlengd (?). There are only minor differences between the two 
variants, e. g. in marking the genitive case in the text of the Grammar and in writing some names, cf. below in the footnotes. The 
expression parbaleng. parablen(g) is rightly explained by Lajos Gy. Nagy that it is a Russian loanword: pravlenije "administration, 
administrative governance" Nagy, Louis J.: A Russian Loanword in Kalmuck. In. Etudes Slaves et Roumaines I. (1948) pp 48^49 
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Instantia: 

On the 14lh of (the month) May of the last year we had after the manner of the Khalmyks betrothed to 
our son the daughter of the man called Gharai'' (son of Tshidshibil s subject to the chieftain 
(zaisang'6') of the clan Merket16" of our tribe (Erketen).161 

Now recently I heard a man called Zamba (son of Arghaba'6' of the same clan with Gharai, has 
taken with force the daughter of the same Gharai and married to his son. 

(Therefore) I am by informing humbly requesting the Administration of this163 tribe, to get 
summoned the above mentioned Gharai (son of Tshidshibi and Zamba (son of Arghaba to make 
inquisition and to levy upon that which will be found guilty my expenses made at the mentioned 
occasion [and time]'64. 

T O THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE TRIBE K H O S H U U T 1 6 5  

(Bálint Xosüt nutugln parbalendüf '6 

Statement of Ülümjiin Ochir,"'7 subject of the Chichib"'8 area169 of division chieftain170 Doyolud171 of 
the present territory [i. e. the Khoshuud]. 

On the seventh of this month the peasant ( ,muzik)m called Kavril Sarancob'" front Öndör seleng174 

and his companions, thirteen persons, came to my camp and drove my thirteen horned cattle away. 
When I asked 'Why are you driving my cattle away?', the [above] mentioned Sarancob responded 
'The traces of twelve cattle stolen from me come to the surroundings of your camp and here disappear. 
Find those of my cattle and take back your cattle [instead].' 

In addition, I would say that when the above mentioned peasants came to my camp, 1 had just come 
back from the Kalmyk market.17 ' The reason why I went there was to sell my own five kinds of 

157 Bálint Garai, Kalm. Garä (?), according to Basangova (Bordzanova) male proper name. 
158 Grammar CijibTn Tarai, Bálint (Manuscript ) Ciji l'arä, Kalm. CiJiwTn Tarä (?), father's name (the genitive suffix lacks in the 
Manuscript) and given name (male proper name). Basangova (Borditanova) gave further information on this name appearing also as 
family name, cf. Cidzijev. 
159 Cf. note to Song Nr. 16. 
160 Clan name Merkid cf. Schorkowitz. Dittmar: Die soziale und politische Organisation bei den Kalmücken (Oiraten) und Prozesse 
der Akkulturation vom 17. Jahrhundert bis zur Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts. Frankfurt am Main - Bern - New York - Paris, Peter 
Lang 1992. passim. 
161 Territorial unit Erketen cf. Schorkowitz: Die soziale und politische Organisation bei den Kalmücken, passim. 
162 Grammar Aryaban Zamban. Bálint (Manuscript) Aryaban Zamban. Kalm. AryawTn Zamb/Zambn (?), cf. Khal Jamba (from Tib 
Byams pa) "Maitreya (next buddha), kindness, love, benevolence, friendliness, mercy, loving-kindness" 
16 Grammar cf. ene, Bálint (Manuscript) tin'/'. 
",J Grammar nerädeksen caktän, Bálint (Manuscript) caktän. 
165 Kalm. xoäüd, an Oirat ethnic group, cf. Schorkowitz: Die soziale und politische Organisation bei den Kalmücken, passim. 
16" Manuscript pp. 176-177. 
167 Bálint Ülümjin OCir, Kalm. ÜlmjTn OCir father's name (in genitiv case) and male proper name; ÜlmJ (from Mong. ülümji 
"abundance") OCir (from Skr. vajra Thunderbolt, "sceptre"). 
"'8 The area must be identified involving further sources. 
169 Bálint aimek. Kalm. ämg "territorial division based on blood relationship originally. Cf. Schorkowitz: Die soziale und politische 
Organisation, pp.286-288. Kalm. ämag, ämeg "Clan, Volksabteilung, Stamm, Provinz, Bezirk" (R. 26), ämg "rod. plemja" (Mun. 
62). 
1711 Bálint ängi-zäiseng, Kalm. änggi zäsng. For the unit ängi cf. "Daneben gab es einen privaten aristokratischen Erbanteil am Nutuk, 
der 'ängi ' genannt wurde. Zumeist hatte die Aristokratie hier für sich die besten Weide- und Jagdgebiete reserviert." Schorkowitz: 
Die soziale und politische Organisation, p. 292. Kalm. änggi "Teil, Stück, Abteilung, Stamm (des Volkes)" (R. 23), "rod, plemja" 
(Mun. 68). 
171 On the clan Doyolud. cf. Schorkowitz: Die soziale und politische Organisation bei den Kalmücken, pp. 122-123 
172 Bálint indicated the accused person with the Russian expression muzik. 
174 Bálint Kavril Saroncob, cf. Russ. Gavril Saroncov. 
174 Bálint Öndör Seleng is a toponym; its whereabouts needs further research. Basangova (Bord2anova) identified it with Öndör Selo 
in the vicinity of Astrakhan. 
175 Cf. note in the Introduction, where Bálint's stay in Astrakhan is discussed. 
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cattle,176 two horses and three camels. I got it enlisted into the register of purchasing [the livestock] of 
the Kalmyk market. In addition, the book-keeper177 himself might witness that I spent two nights in his 
(?) yurt. 

This is the reason why I humbly turn with this [request] and statement to the administration of this 
territory. 

Sending this request178 to the great and high officials, I kindly ask for the return of the livestock 
driven away from me randomly by Sarancob and for the severe punishment17'' of the peasant (muÉik) 
Saroncob who drove my livestock away arbitrarily. 

T H E LETTERS R E C O R D E D BY BÁLINT IN THE CONTEXT OF THE K A L M Y K EPISTOLOGRAPHY 

Kalmyk epistolographical items have been investigated by a few scholars who focused on the translation 
and also on some philological elaboration of particular groups of letters. As mentioned above in the 
introduction to the texts of the letters, John R. Krueger, William Rozyczki and Robert G. Service 
published a collection of Kalmyk letters in Oirat script kept in the Berlin State Archive, consisting of 87 
items, written from 1773 to 1882.180 The same team elaborated and published with English translation the 
Kalmyk letters in Oirat script of the Moravian Archives at Herrnhut (Unitas Fratrum), including 82 items 
from the time period 1801-1809181 and studied by Erich Haenish as well.182 Gedejeva released the letters 
written by Ubasi Khan with Modern Kalmyk and Russian translations, and are kept in the National 
Archive of the Kalmyk Republic; the collection consists of 33 items and covers the years 1763-1769.18, 

Besides, studies on particular letters have appeared as well.184 

The letters discussed in the above mentioned studies had been created prior to Bálint's records and are 
items of real correspondence. Bálint's letter were definitely recorded from the students of some of the 
schools visited by him and could be comprehended as "sample-texts" similar to those written for 
educational booklets or grammar-books, i. e. as models for the students of proper letter-writing. All the 
letters are accurately compiled according to the epistolographic etiquette and style and meet the 
requirements of the generally accepted letter-structure. Hereafter the structure of Bálint's records is 
examined in the context of the traditional epistolographic scheme with some parallels from other 
collections. 

176 A reference on the five kinds of livestock, which is unusual because the Kalmyks raise four kinds of livestock. Cf. text and notes 
of the chapter About how the Kalmyks Pasture their Livestock. 
177 Bálint bodokcin, read bodgcin (genitive) (?) cf. Kalm.D. bodac "Schatzer. Taxator, Rechner" (R. 48), Kalm.D. "séjotéik, taksator, 
ocenäiik" (Mun 103), cf. bodgé "sud ' ja" (Mun 103). 
1 " Bálint ene tuski uéirigi lit. "about this reason". 
179 Bálint cajilaxaryülxuigi, Kalm. cajlä (commitaive) xaryülxig lit. "to make him meet with the law". 
180 Krueger - Rozyczki - Service: An Oirat-script Collection of Letters, pp. 109-136. 
181 Krueger - Service: Kalmyk Old-Script Documents. 
182 Haenish, Erich: Kalmykische Fragmente. In: UAJb 25. (1953) pp. 283-294. 
181 Gedejeva: Pis nta namestnika Kalmyckogo Hanstva Ubasi. 
184 The following bibliographical items were not yet accessible while preparing the Manuscript for publication: Rozycki. William: 
Shaming the Germans: A Kalmyk Mongolian letter from 1780. In: Jinbunshakai kagakukenkyu [Journal of Humanities and Social 
Sciences], 42. (2001) pp 65-70. Susejeva, D. A.: Pis'ma Ajuki hana i jego sovremennikov (1714-1724): Opyt 
lingvosociologiceskogo issledovamja. Elista 2003. In the bibliographical list of William Rozycki there are three papers introduced at 
various conferences devoted to some chosen letters from the above collections, however, these are not at my disposal currently. 
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ADDRESSING OF LETTERS 

Private letter (to family members) 
Samples from other collections 

Private letter (to a friend) 

Aciyeketä éji äba xoyortu, Kalm. Ac ikt éj äw xoyrt 
"To [my] very benevolent mother and father" 

Itegeltä fir Muskadu, Kalm. It git iir Muskäd 
"To [my] faithful son Muchka" 

Official letter 

itegeltei inaq simedtii 
"To my dear friend Schmidt" (Herrnhut p. 11.) 

Mini onca itegeltei inaq mini sarabta balyasuni 
labkiyin zalu simed 
"My specially faithful friend, Schmidt the 
Shopkeeper in Sarepta city" (Herrnhut p. 77.) 

Erketen nutugln parbalengdü (parablendü) 
"To the administration of the tribe Erketen" 

Xosüt nutugln parbalendii 
"To the administration of the tribe Khoshuut" 

The address to the recipient in private letters is follov 
in Buddhist style Occasionally there is thanksgiving 1 

Private letter (to family-members) 

yed immediately by greeting and wishing good health 
or a previous letter or some other goods sent. 

Private letter (to a friend) 

I was so happy getting the letter sent by post to 
learn that all of you live in peace and calm without 
any trouble thanks to the benevolent Buddha's 
protection, and receiving the ten Rubbles. It was as 
if a poor man had found an inexhaustible treasury 
mine. As for me, I also live without any trouble, in 
health, thanks to the benevolent Buddha's 
protection. 1 reverently greet all of you and [let you 
know that] I have become accustomed to my 
studies properly. 

A further example of Buddhist-style good-wishes 
addressee's and the sender's health). 

Private letter (to family members) 

burxan tenggeriyin ibelér cuyär mendüsen 
bayiqsanitan morin sarayin arban dolöndu 
biciqsenten üzéd sedkel mani yekedii bayasabi. bida 
cigi mendii bayinai biden (Herrnhut p. 11.) 
"Our spirits greatly rejoiced having learned from 
your letter written on the seventeenth of the Horse-
Month that, through the grace of God and Heaven 
all you have been in good health. We also are 
well." (Herrnhut p. 12.) 

(thanking the Buddhas for the protection of the 

Official letter 

I was so happy getting the letter sent by post183 to 
learn that all of you live in peace and calm without 
any trouble thanks to the benevolent Buddha's 
protection, and receiving the ten Rubbles. It was as 
if a poor man had found an inexhaustible treasury 

185 Bálint postarar biciksen bicigäsü, Kalm. postär bicsn bicges, 
probably misspelling of post + -är (instrumental). 

burxani xayirär yeke örsöltü dédü ezeni xayiran-du 
kiirteji züra xäluyadu cilal iigei mendii amar irebü 
ta. ende bi cigi dédü ezeni örsöl xayirär mendii 
bayiba (Ubaäi p. 32.) 

"Po blagoslaveniju boga ot vsemilostivejsija 

lit. "by the letter the letter written by post", the form postarar is 
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mine. As for me, I also live without any trouble, in 
health, thanks to the benevolent Buddha's 
protection. 

gosudaryni vysoőajáuju milost' poluőa, v obratnom 
projezde s pokojem i v dobrom li zdravii pribyt' 
izvolili? A o sebe Vam ob"javljaju, őto ja i zdes' 
pod pokrovitel'stvom milostivoj gosudaryni 
nahodilsja zdorov." (Ubaäi p. 34.) 

The main text body contains the actual matter of letter writing. The fragment below refers to a typical 
school matter: taking an examination and going home, but a slightly more private and personal subject 
also emerges from the letter written otherwise in a formal style: the sender seems to be offended for being 
neglected by a relative (his elder brother) who visited the city (Astrakhan) he is studying in without 
meeting him. 

Private letter (to family members) Private letter (to a friend) 

My very benevolent mother and father, this is 
further information concerning you: please take 
notice that 1 will definitely come after a month. The 
reason is that in seven-eight days I take my exam 
and return [home]. Further, I am distressed by my 
elder brother Nadbid. Concerning its reason, he was 
here in the city I live in and he was trading here, 
[but] he has not visited my study place to meet me. 
[173] I have heard about it from others. 

In the Herrnhut collection there are various topics 
beginning with requests to do or get something for 
the sender to the sending of gifts and reporting 
about stealing. 

The conclusion of the letters includes greeting and wishing good health for persons other than the 
addressee(s): 

Private (to family members) 

Give my greetings to my elder sister, 
Bayaskhalang, my elder brother Nadbid and my 
younger sister (?) Naran. 

Private letter (to a friend) 

tani balyasanai tanidaq idustu cuyärtu mörgöji 
bayinai bi (Herrnhut p. 11.) 
"I pay my respect to everyone I know among the 
people of your city." (Herrnhut p. 12.)" 

The signature is placed to an honorific sentence 

Private (to family members) 

Me, your faithful and humble son Badma wrote it. 

Private letter (to a friend) 

iirgiiljidii itegeltei bayiqci J/iigünei dgelong 
(Herrnhut p. 11.) 
"Ever faithfully, Jiigünei dGe-slong" 

Dating the letter in Kalmyk or Russian or both styles: 

Private (to family members) 

On the first day of the dog month (= August) of this 
metal ape year. 

Private letter (to a friend) 

eme modon quluyuna Jiliyin xonin sarayin dolön-dü 
piyitertü bleibe (Herrnhut p. 12.) 
"Written at Petersburg on the seventh of the Sheep 
Month in the Female Wood-mouse-year [1804]" 
(Herrnhut p. 12.) 
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S O M E R E M A R K S ON THE S T Y L E 

The texts abound in the proper use of honorific forms, the elegance of the vocabulary and the precise 
adherence to the obligatory structure in all the items. All the letters - including the private and the official 
ones - are written in quite formal style, parallels of which can be found in the earlier collections as well. 
Bálint's informants - the students - mastered the epistolary language and acquired the etiquette of the 19th 

century Kalmyk culture of epistolarity. Whether the person be a family member or an official of an 
administrative office, the respect and honour is the main lineament of the letters recorded by Bálint. The 
writs submitted to the administration are characterised by the accuracy of the description of the cases (a 
case of inheritance and a case of stealing). 

On the example of Bálint's records I have shown a possible approach to the study of the Kalmyk letter-
corpuses in the brief analysis above. This short investigation model does not aim at a complete 
elaboration, even of Bálint's material consisting of seven items (four in the main text-body and three in the 
Addendum), but hopefully opens the way for further detailed research in the field of Kalmyk 
epistolography. 
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FOLKLORE GENRES 

R I D D L E S 
(Bálint Täilyätä tüli, Kalm. tälwrtä tó/')186 

Bálint recorded twenty-three riddles and included them in his Manuscript under the title täilyätä tüli 
(Kalm. by KotviC tälytä tó/')187 which differs from the usual Kalmyk genre designation tälwrtä tül' (by 
Kotvic also tälwrtä axr tó/').188 In addition Lőrincz listed the following designations, although these do 
not appear in Kalmyk text-collections as terms that designate tälwrtä tül': onsixa "Rätsel, listig 
zusammengesteckte Worte" (R. 286) and tämag Kalm.D. "erfinderisch, leicht erratend", Kalm.D. "id. od. 
Rätsel zu erratendes, Annahme, Mutmaßung" (R. 386).189 Tül' or bätarlag tüli has the basic meaning: 
"narration, heroic narration" in Khalkha, Oirat and many Inner Mongolian languages and dialects and 
designates the long "heroic epics" (cf. Kalm. diilwr, bätrlg tül', ayisté tül', Bur. ül'ger). The attributive 
member of the expression is derived from tä- "open, reveal, interpret": täl- + -ly (deverbal noun suffix) + -
tä denominal noun suffix (formally identical with the sociative case marker),190 the contemporary Kalmyk 
form is: täl- + -wr (deverbal noun suffix)191 + -tä denominal noun suffix (as above). The genre designation 
literally means "explaining, revealing narration". Similar to the heroic epics, tales and proverbs, the genre 
of the riddle has various names in Mongolian languages: Kalmyk tälwrtä tül' lit. "narration with 
explanation",192 Mong. onisqa, Khalkha on'sogo "guessing" Ordos onisxo üliger "case of guessing" Bur. 
täbari "guessing".19 ' 

On the recording of the riddles, Bálint made the following remark: 

"Following the tales [I recorded] proverbs, riddles and samples of letters 
and official documents, ...194 

Here must be mentioned that confusion occurs in the numbering of the particular items: Nr. 12 appears 
twice, the first text under Nr. 12 is inserted after Nr. 7. 

Manuscript pp . 9-11. 
187 KotviC, V. L.: Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. St. Peterburg 1905; KotviC, V. L.: Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. Elista, 
Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 1972. p. 7. 
188 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. p. 8. 
189 Lőrincz, l.(ászló): La terminologie du folklore Kalmouck. In: AOH XVIII. (1965) pp 149-158, on pp 157-158. 
190 Szabó p. 57. 
191 Szabó pp. 43-44. 
192 Derivatives and expressions of tä- in W.Oir. tayilaxu "otgadat', tayilbur ob"jasnenije" (Pozd. 179), cf. Zwick 275, too and in 
Kalm tälwr "Lösung, das Lösen, tälwrte tül' "Geschichte mit Lösung, Kalm.D. Rätsel, Kalm.Ö. Fabeln mit der Nutzanwendung", 
tällyan "Lösung: Erklärung eines Wortes od. Ausdruckes" (R. 388), tälx "razgadyvaf, otgadyvat ' : tül tälx otgadyvat' zagadki", 
tälwrtä tül' (Mun. 484). Bitkejev translated tälwrtä tül'as "skazki s otgadkami" (Bitkejev, N. C.: Svod kalmyckogo foFklora -
Original'noje izdanije pamjatnikov narodnogo tvorCestva. In: Kalmyckij fot'klor. Ed. Bitkejev, N. C. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-
Issledovatclskij Institut Istorii. Filologii i Ekonomiki pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1985. pp. 3-16 , on p II.). 
193 For further genre typology cf. Kara, G[yörgy]: Mongol Uriankhai Riddles. In: AOH XLI (1987) pp. 15-39; Mészáros. Csaba 
Trópusok vagy jelek? (A mongol találósok osztályozásának lehetőségei). In: Bolor-un gerel. Kristályfény. The Crystal-Splendour of 
Wisdom. Essays Presented in Honour of Professor Kara György's 7(fh Birthday. l-II. Ed. Birtalan, Agnes - Rákos, Attila. Budapest, 
ELTE Belső-ázsiai Tanszék - MTA Altajisztikai Kutatócsoport 2005. pp. 517-534. [Tropes or signs? Possible classifications of 
Mongolian riddles). 
194 "A mesék után jöttek a példabeszédek, a talányok, levelek és ügyiratokból való mutatványok, . . ." Bálint: Jelentés, p 12, Zágoni 
p. 151 
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J 19] 1. 

5 On the island of bowl size 
Cfi 
£ There are ten black ducks. 
2 
E— Tracing their traces 

There is a fast black duck. 
What is it? (to write) 

2. 

The ankle bone that is in the chest, 
No one knows which side [it falls] on its ale-side.195 

What is it? (the foetus in the [mother's] womb)196 

3 . 

On the leafy tree 
A golden saddle is mounted. 
What is it? (the hand with a ring) 

4. 

There are three things in the world that are white. 
What are they? (smiling the teeth are white, getting old the hair is white 
in death the bones are white) 

5. 

Going upon the felt cover of the yurt 's smoke hole 
It calls its companions. 
What is it? (the gopher) 

6. 

Upon becoming red, it becomes vertical. 
What is it? (fire rake)197 

7. 

From the mountain 
A thread is hanging. 
What is it? (the rope attached to the nose peg of the camel) 

195 Kalm. ale „eine Seite des Spielknochens sayä; die entgegengesetzte Seite ist tä, die konvexe ist bök, die konkave cox' (R. 8), 
"alca (boleje rovnaja storona aléika)" (Mun. 28), the meaning differs to some extent from Pozdnejev: alca "nerovnaja storona alCika" 
(Pozd. 8). In other riddles ale and tä f igure together (cf. below in demonstrating the parallel materials). The names of different sides 
of the astragal in various Mongolian languages and dialects, cf. Birtalan, Agnes: A csigacsont szakrális szerepe és a 
csigacsontjátékok. In: Mongol játékok és versenyek. Ed Birtalan, Ágnes. (Körösi Csorna Kiskönyvtár 27.). Budapest. Akadémiai 
Kiadó 2006 pp 24-73 [The sacral role of the astragal and the astragal games In: Mongol games and competitions], for the Kalmyk 
terminology and games cf. NeboTsin pp. 140-141, Ziteckij p. 39. Ernjänä pp. 146-152, 158, Erdnijev p. 248. Omakajeva, E. U.: 
Narodnyje igry. In: Kalmyki. (Serija Narody i Kul'tury). Ed. Bakajeva, E. P. - Zukovskaja, N. L. Moskva, Nauka 2010. pp. 364-374, 
on pp. 365-370. 
196 This explanation is incomplete, in the parallel texts the solution usually indicates that the gender of the foetus is not known (cf. 
below). 
197 Bálint silábir. Kalm. siléwr "Feuerschürer, Schüreisen" (R. 357), siläwr "koéerga" (Mun. 672), Pürbän p. 123. 
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12. [sic!] 

(The blue bull is hard, the mottled bull stands straddle legged, 
the bull with a short tail butts).198 

What is it?/the gun/)199 

8. 
Saying khad, khad,200 

It leaves with an uplifted dagger. 
What is it? (the dog goes out with a raised tail) 

[10| 9. 

It makes two people lovers. 
What is it? (the heart) 

10. 

In the flap of the gown filled with ankle bones 
There are two red dice.201 

What are they? (the Sun and the Moon) 

11. 

This one makes 
the distant place close. 
What is it? (the horse [as valuable as the] jewel) 

12. I sic! I 

On the tree dried rotten 
The rain does not remain. 
What is it? (the horn of the cattle) 

13. 
The solitary tree sways,202 

The earth and water make the sound shug, shug,203 

What is it? (the churn-staff) 

14. 

It went, went [but] without traces 
It stung, stung [but] without blood. 
What is it? (the ship) 

198 Bálint ol iädyarädoíi lit. "starts to butt". 
199 Bálint put this item into brackets. 
m Bálint xad xad is an onomatopoeic word. cf. Kalm. xab-xab gixe "vor ia t ' (Mun. 561), yang gixe "vizg sobaki" (Mun. 157), Khal 
lira1, xaw the sound of barking. 
2111 Bálint, Kalm. sax "der Würfelknochen, Spielknochen mit dem man wirf t" (R. 308), sax "bitok (dlja vybivanija al'Cikov" (Mun 
443), for further details cf the literature listed under the above note applied to explanation of ale. 
2,12 Bálint yanar yanar geji. cf. the Kalm. onomatopoeic expression yanr = yanng, yans, yans. yans gexe "schwankend einherschreiten, 
sich schütteln, schaukeln" (R. 143), and Kalm. yangxx "kaCat'sja, kolebat'sja, kolyhat'sja, äatat'sja" (Mun. 157). 
2U' Bálint sug. sug geji, cf. Kalm. onomatopoeic expression sug "onom. für Geräusche; Sug sug gexe Kalm.D rauschen - sügixa" (R. 
367). 
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15. 

On the bridge204 

There are five geese. 
What is it? (the five fingers) 

16 . 

Behind five mountains 
There is a hunting dog's litter. 
What is it? (the palm) 

17. 
On the anvil 
There are four geese. 
What is it? (the four teats of the cow) 

18. 

The sack made of thin leather205 sticks out (?)206 

The beautiful girl is majestic (?)207 

What is it? (tears) 

19. 

It is no dog, but it smells [so] 
It is no bird, but it has wings. 
What is it? (the burrowing dung beetle)208 

20. 

Even if one eats the tail of the white lamb 
It is not eaten up. 
What is it? (the snow) 

[11] 21. 
On the lumpy tree 
Hang buds.209 

What are they? (the earrings)21" 

204 Bálint takta, Kalm takt "Brücke: Laufbretter; Balkon" (R. 375), tagt "most" (Mun. 472), "burm, most" (Monran 146), W.Oir 
taqta "Brücke, Damm" (Zwick 277), Munijev quotes the same riddle: tagt dér town yalun "na mostu pjat' gusej" yarin town xuryn 
"pjat" pal'cev ruki". 
205 Bálint särisun, Kalm sär'srt "haarlose Haut, gegerbte od. ungegerbte weiche Haut, dünnes Leder" (R 319), " I . ovéina 
(obrabotannaja), 2. ko2a (tonkaja)" (Mun. 446). 
206 Bálint sert geji, an ideophonic expression. Kalm. sert "onom. für das Aufrechtstehen der Ohren od das Lauschen; sert gej äxa die 
Ohren spitzen und scheu werden" (R. 326), cf. sertäx "vystupat ' , toriat"; ottopyrivat'sja (ob uSah)" (Mun. 451). 
2"' Bálint melt geji. an ideophonic expression, cf. sert geji in above note. Cf Kalm meltger, Kalm.D. meltyar "schweigend, feierlich, 
majestätisch" (R 261), however the stem melt- might also be considered in the interpretation (e. g. Khal. meltger, meltix, meltrex, 
meltgenex) that means the "brimming, glistering (eyes); to shimmer, to glimmer; to well up, to brim, to be full to overflowing" 
(Bawden 223) and in Kalm. meltxr "polnyj, napolnennyj, perepolnennyj; meltxr mil 'msla niidn" (Mun. 349). 
2,18 Lat. Geotrupidae, cf. Kalm. cokc xorxä "Mistkäfer" (R. 429), cogc xorxa "navonyj 2uk" (Mun. 635). 
209 Bálint börö ölgätä read bör ölgätä, lit. "a kidney is hung up", cf. Kalm. modna bör "poőki na derevje" (Mun. 115). Structurally 
and semantically similar riddle: Segrkä modndJ/Semjn ölgätä. Utan. ur. (BukSan - Macga: Xal 'mg ülgürmiid. p. 262) "Nad redkim 
lesom visit sal'nik. Dym." (Mun. 446.). 
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22. 

Even if the grey ewe 
Is not able to stand up, it gets fat. 
What is it? (the ash) 

23. 

[His] mouth said dobor, dobor,2" 
He ate the food of others with trickery and left. 
What is it? (a Buddhist monk of gelng rank). 

B Á L I N T ' S KALMYK RIDDLES 

The following brief account will endeavour to review the available Kalmyk text-collections and 
demonstrate some peculiarities of the Bálint-corpus in the wider context of Kalmyk riddles. 

Despite the quite extensive publication of riddle-collections during the 20th century,212 thorough 
investigations have been the exception. The first comprehensive, detailed cataloguing of Mongolian 
riddles was undertaken by Archer Taylor.21 ' More recently Csaba Mészáros214 has surveyed material in the 
Mongolian text corpora and applied new approaches for the analysis of Mongolian material. Bitkejev has 
outlined a framework for classifying the diverse range of riddles according to content and structure.21^ 
These studies emphasise that, although the recording and research of Kalmyk riddles is well-established, a 
multilateral systematisation has not yet been carried out . 

More than three decades after Bálint's field work, a series of researchers visited the Kalmyks and 
recorded riddles, usually in tandem with other folklore genres: at the beginning of the 20'h century G. J. 
Ramstedt2 '6 and V. L. Kotvié.217 In her synopsis of C. B. Selejeva surveyed the foreign and native history 
of the research and publication of Kalmyk riddles. She mentioned Bálint's material in highly appreciative 
terms, but regretted that this essential collection is not accessible.218 Besides referring to Bálint's 
collection, she discussed Kotviő's and Ramstedt's data and also in detail the Russian and Kalmyk text-
collections and studies of Nomto Oéirov, C. D. Nominhanov, I. I. Kravéenko, N. C. Bitkejev, G. B. 
Basanga, T. G. Bordzanova. Probably the most comprehensive collection, arranged in alphabetical order, 
of Bukäan Badma and Macga Ivan is cited by her as well.21'1 It is important to remember that although 
riddles as a genre were taken with some seriousness , -competitions among groups of adults were 

210 Bálint siiike, Kalm sík "Ohrgehäng. Ohrring" (R. 328), W.Oir. siiike, siyike "serjo2ka" (Pozd. 160) the phonetic form of this 
lexeme offers more evidence of Bálint's usage of the written version of his texts as well. 
211 Bálint dobor dobor gegäd, Kalm. dowr. dowr ge- ideophonic expression, imitating the Tibetan recitation of the monks: in 
dictionaries deest. Bordianova suggested to interpret as düwr-düwr ge- "bormotat" ", cf. Kalm.Ö düwrxe "(selten) lärmen, trampeln, 
traben (z.B. ein Pferdeherde, eine große Menschenmenge) (R 106), düwr "Lärm, Getose" (R. 107). 
212 For the bibliography: Kara: Mongol Uriankhai Riddles, passim. 
2 " Taylor, Archer: An Annotated Collection of Mongolian Riddles. In: Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. 44. 
Part 3. Philadelphia 1954. 
214 Mészáros, Csaba: A mongol találósok. (MA-thesis) Budapest, Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem 2007. [The Mongolian riddles | 
215 "1. zagadki povestvovatel'nyje, 2. zagadki voprosy, 3. zagadki-zadanija v epiCeskih proizvedenijah, 4. Cislovyje zagadki: a. 
zagadki-tirady, b. zagadki-povtory, c zagadki-dialogi." Bitkejev: Svodkalmyckogofol'klora. p. 12. 
2"' Ramstedt, Gustaf John: Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel. Aufgezeichnet von G. J. Ramstedt. Ed. Aalto. Pentti. In: 
Suomalais-Ugrilainen Seura 58/2. (1956) pp. 1-38 . 
217 Kotviő, V. L.: Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. St. Peterburg 1905; KotviC, V. L.: Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. Elista, 
Kalmyckoje kniinoje izdatel'stvo 1972. Further publication on Kalmyk riddles: Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 139-140. 
218 Selejeva, C. B : K istorii sobranija i publikacii kalmyckih narodnyh zagadok. In: Mongolovedenije. No. 3. Sbornik nauCniyh 
trudov. Elista 2004. On internet: http://kalmyki.narod.ru/projects/kalmykia2005/html/papers/Seleeva_2004.htm (2010). 
2,12 Bukäan, Badm - Macga. Ivan (ed.): Xal'mg ülgürmüd boln tähvrtä tül's. Eist, Xal 'nig ASSR-in degtr yaryaC 1960. [Kalmyk 
proverbs and riddles]. As mentioned in the subchapter of Proverbs, it was not possible to go thorough the voluminous material of the 
Turkestan Oirats and Kalmyks (Todajeva, B. H.: Poslovicy. pogovorki i zagadki kalmykov Rossii i ojratov Kitaja. Ed. Pjurbejev, G. 
C. Elista, RAN KIGI 2007 ). 
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organised with the defeated party undergoing humiliating or humorous punishments22" -riddles also 
constitute part of the children's folklore, For educational purposes numerous riddles are included in 
schoolbooks and anthologies for children as too were proverbs..221 However, although Mongolian 
proverbs usually transmit ethical-moral messages of behaviour whereas riddles mainly developed logical 
thinking, both helped to memorise particular phenomena in the social and natural environment and to 
transmit a social norms within the ethnic group. 

Riddles or fragments of riddles occur in almost all other folklore genres, heroic epics, tales, songs, and 
ritual texts as well.222 One riddle of Bálint's collection is taken from the ritual repertoire of wedding 
ceremonies, from a blessing (Kalm. yon)/, Khal. yöröl).22' 

Nr. 11. 

The distant place 
Makes close. 
What is it? (the horse [valuable as the] jewel) 

During a discussion of the material with Csaba Mészáros, he kindly drew my attention to the peculiarity of 
a prominent structure, namely the repeated question at the end of each item: Yün bin? (Kalm. Yümb?) 
"What is it?" According to Mészáros, this does not appear in other riddle-corpuses. After checking the 
Kalmyk material at my disposal , it became evident that researchers collecting riddles indeed did not add 
this formula. Mészáros makes the conjecture that the presence of the ending formal might have been 
interpreted as Bálint's addendum as a marker of the genre. Alternatively, the informant attached it to each 
text to make the peculiarities of the genre more understandable for Bálint. More generally it cannot be 
excluded that Bálint followed the 19lh century custom of ending riddles with a question-formula. 
Enquiring Kalmyk folklore researchers (Tamara B. Basangova (Bordzanova) and Baira B. Gorjajeva) they 
testified me the possibility of presence of such an ending formula in Kalmyk corpus, even if the variants 
do not show it.224 This problem - concerning the present-day tradition - might be solved during a field 
work concentrating on this peculiar phenomenon. 

A special group of riddles is the genre o f " "triads" lit. "the three ones of the world" (Kalm. orclnggin 
yurwn, Mong. yirtincii-yin yurban, Khal. yertöncin guraw).225 Bálint recorded only one triad, the item Nr. 
4. the "Three whites". In my opinion it is doubtful whether the triads are riddles or form a separate genre 
group, especially as that the solution is preliminarily included into the main text body. But considering the 
emic approach, the majority of the informants from Mongolian ethnic groups would place the triads into 
the corpus of riddles, as Bálint's informants did. The Kotvic-collection contains a few triads: "Three 
whites", "Three reds" and "Three darks". Bordzanova discussed this genre among the Kalmyks in details 
in her comprehensive work.22" 

A part of the twenty-three riddles are known from the Kalmyk text collections. Below some examples 
are demonstrated as variants, parallel texts to Bálint's corpus. 

22,1 Kara: Mongol Uriankhai Riddles, p. 15. 
221 Bickdiidin amn iigin bilgin antolog. Ed. Okonov, B. B. Eist, Xal'mg degtr yaryaC, 1990. [An anthology of oral poetry for 
children]; Basangova, T. G.: Detskij fol'klor kalmykov. Elista, KIG1 RAN 2009, cf. also Selejeva: K islorii sobranija i publikacii 
kalmyckih narodnyh zagadok. 
222 Bitkejev: Svod kalmyckogo fol'klora. p. II. I na previous study I surveyed the riddles in shamanic invocations and other related 
texts. Birtalan, Agnes: DarkhadShamanic Texts (Genres. Performer. Communication). (Manuscript). 
223 This riddle appears with some other riddle-fragments in the ritual texts of proposing to the maid. cf. Sampildendew, X.: 
Mongolcüdin xurimlax yos. Ulänbätar, 5 inj I ex Uxäni AkademTn Xel JoxiolTn Xürelen 1997. pp 23-25. 
224 Cf. above Bitkejev's suggestion for classification of riddles: "2. zagadki voprosy". Bitkejev: Svod kalmyckogo fol'klora p 12. 
225 Sodnom, C.: Mongol ardTn yertöncin guraw, döröwln tuxai. In: Mongolin sudlalin jarim asüdlal IV. (1964.) pp. 10-21, 175-200. 
[On the Mongolian folklore genre of triads and quads], Bordzanova, T. G.: Orclnggin yunvnts. Elista 1987. 
226 Bordianova: Orclnggin yurwnts. 
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Nr. 1. 
Äyin cinän arias 
Arwn xoyr nuysn nisc, 
Ardasn' or yancxn 
Xongxta nuysn nisc. 

Üzg, bieg biex."1 

Nr. 2. 
Awdrl bäsn say an 
Ale täyin' es medj. 

Gesnd bäsn köwiin kiikin' es medj. 

Awdr dotrkyumig 
Ale täyin' medj es bolj. 

Gesn dotork kiikn köwüg es medj bolj. 

Nr. 3. 
Araljn-saraljn modnd 
Altn emäl toxata. 

Bilcg 

Arwyr-sarwyr modn 
Altn emel loxäte. 

Bilceg. 

Nr. 4. 
Orclngd yurwn yumn cayan. 

Ükxläyasn cayan, 
Inäxlä südn cayan, 
Köksrxlä üsn cayan.4 

Nr. 5. 
Awdr dér yarad 
Ad'yayan düdj. 

Zurmn. 

Nr. 7. 

Olas 
utsn unjj. 

Temänä burntg 

Nr. 8. 

"Og" giyäd 

. 231 

From the island of bowl size 
twelve ducks fly. 
From their behind 
a single duck with bell flies. 

Pen [and] writing. 

Ne uznat' v nahodjaäCejsja v sunduke babke, 
jamkoj Ii ona lezit ili bugorkom. 

Ne uznat', nahoditsja Ii v utrobe materi mal'őik ili 
devoCka.228 

Na mnogostvol'nom dereve 
nadeto zolotje sedlo. 

Kol'co229 

Ein dicht belaubter Baum mit einem goldenen 
Sattel beladen. 

Ring am Finger.2 '" 

There are three things in the world that are white: 
in death the bones are white, 
smiling the teeth are white, 
getting old the hair is white 

Vzobralsja na sunduk 
i zovjot svojego djadju (Ad'jana). 

Suslik 232 

S gory 
sveäivajetsja nit'. 

Voizi u verbljuda2 

Kriknul "ok" i, 

227 Bukäan - Macga: Xal 'mg iilgürmüd. p. 197, Biékdiidin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p 30. 
228 KotviC: Katmyckie zagadki. p 17. Mun. 38, Ramstedt: Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel, p. 31, Bukäan - Macga: Xal'mg 
ülgürmiid. p 196. 
229 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki p. 22, Bukäan - Macga: Xal 'mg iilgürmüd. p 197. 
2 ,0 Ramstedt: Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel, p. 33, Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 24, Bukäan - Macga: Xal 'mg 
ülgürmüd. p 197. 
2 " Bukäan - Macga: Adl 'mg ülgürmüd. p. 255, Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 37. 
2,2 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. p. 35. The riddle differs form Bálint's text only in some Motif-elements. Ramstedt: Kalmückische 
Sprichwörter und Rätsel, p. 34, Bukäan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmüd. p 197, Basangova. Detskijfol klar. p. 36. 
2 " KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. pp. 30-31, Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p 29. 
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Olyan örgäd yard. 
Noxa sülän örgäd yarc. 

Xan 
Xanjalan örgäd yarw. 

Noxa sülän örgäd yarw. 

Nr. 12 I sic! ] 
Kök bux kösj, 
Alg bux alcaj, 
Oytr bux ölyad yarad oc. 

n 235 
Bu xax. 

Alg bux alcaj, 
Kök bux kösj. 

n 236 
Bu xax. 

Kök bux kösj, 
Oytr bux öl j. 

d 237 

Bu xax. 

Nr. 12. 
Xumxa modnd 
Xur es togtj. 

Ükrin öwr.2 ,8 

Nr. 13. 
Fancxn modn yanyr-yanyr gij, 
razr-usn sug-sug gij. 

Cigä bülx. 

Ganc modon gänar gänar ginä, 
Gajar usan sir, sir ginä. 

Ärag bülxe. 

Nr. 14. 

Yowb - mör uga, 
Xatxw — cusn uga. 

Ongyc; südr. 

Yowb, yowb — mör uga, 
Kercw, kercw - cusn uga. 

Ongyc; südr. 

Yowxla -mör uga, 

podnjav svoj topor (oli) vysel. 
Sobaka vyäla, podnjav hvost. 

Han vysel, 
podnjav kverh kinzal. 

Sobaka vyäla, podnajv hvost.2 '4 

The blue bull is hard, 
the mottled bull stands straddle legged, 
the bull with a short tail butts. 

Shooting. 

The mottled bull stands straddle legged, 
the blue bull is hard. 

Shooting. 

The blue bull is hard, 
the bull with a short tail butts. 

Shooting. 

On the tree dried rotten 
The rain does not remain. 

The horn of the cattle. 

Odinokoje derevo äatajetsja, 
zemlja i voda äumjat. 

Prigotovljat' kumys.2 '9 

The lonely tree sways and sways again. 
The land and water bubble and bubble again. 

Kumis making.240 

Idjot - sleda net, 
koljot - krovi net. 

Lodka; ten'. 

Idjot, idjot -
rezet, rezet 

sleda net, 
krovi net. 

Lodka; ten'.242 

There is no traces while it goes. 

244 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. p. 32. The first riddle differs in some motif-elements from Bálint's text, the second one contains a 
semantically closer, but concerning its motif-elements still differing text to the same solution Bickdüdin amn iigin bilgin antolog. p. 
29. 
245 BukSan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmiid. p 243. 
246 BukSan - Macga: Xal'mg ülgürmiid. p. 200. 
2 " BukSan - Macga: Xal 'mg ülgürmiid. p. 238 
2-8 Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog p 28. 
249 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. pp. 22-23. 
240 This was the only item from the Uriankhai corpus that appears in Bálint's material. Kara: Mongol Uriankhai Riddles p. 19, the 
explanation to the ext: p. 30. BukSan - Macga: Xal'mg iilgiirmiid. p. 219. 
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Xatxxla - cusn uga. 
Us y at Ix241 

Nr. 15. 

Tag dér 
Town yalun. 

Town xuryn. 

Nr. 16. 

Town ülin cäd bid 
Tägn noxan kewtr. 

Al'xn, imk. 

Nr. 17. 

Dös dér 
Dörwn yalun. 

Ükrin dörwn kökn. 

Nr. 18. 

Särsn üt särd gij, 
Säxn kiikn meld gij. 

Gü söx. 

there is no blood while it stings. 
To get across. 

Na veSalke [sic!] 
pjat' gusej. 

Pjat' pal'cev.243 

Po tu storonu pjat' gor - logoviSőe sobaki. 
Ladon'; jamoőka pozadi bol'Sogo pal'ca ruki.2 

Na nakoval'ne 
ietyre gusja. 

Cetyre soska u korovy.2 

The sack made of thin leather sticks out, 
The beautiful girl is majestic. 

Milking a mare.24*' 

Nr. 22. 

The following two examples are not exact parallels, differences appear at the semantic level. 

Borge xön 
Bosj es éadltan2*1 tarylj 

Ig-

Bor däyn 
Bordxla tarylj. 

1. Igtä utsn. 
2. Umsn. 

Kökwrxan 
Kewtn bäj tarylw. 

ti 248 
Umsn. 

Seraja ovea iirejet do togo, 
őto ne v sostojanii vstat'. 

Vereteno.249 

Seryj dvuhletnij 2erebjonok 
zireet, kogda kormjat. 

1. Vereteno i nit'ju. 
2. Zola.250 

The bluish Khan 
gets fat lying. 

Ash. 

241 Basangova: Detskijfol'klor. p. 37. 
242 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. pp 38-39. The first variant is identical with Bálint's text, but there are two solutions for the riddle 
The second one is semantically identical, differing at the level of lexemes (using a synonym) and similarly to the first variant has two 
solutions as well. Cf. further Ramstedt: Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel, p. 31. The solution here is the same as by Basangova 
(cf. the above note) us yatlxa "Wasser überschreiten.". Ramstedt repeated the same riddle (differing only in reduplication of the 
predicate) on p. 34 and gives the more common solution: ongyc "Boot". Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 24, Bukäan - Macga: 
Xal 'mg ülgürmüd. p. 237. 
243 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki p 20. Ramstedt: Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel, p. 35, Basangova: Detskij fol'klor. p. 37, 
Biikdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 16. 
244 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. p. 21, Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 16, Bukäan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmüd. p 267. 
245 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki p. 31, Ramstedt: Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel, p. 33, Basangova: Detskij fol'klor. p. 35, 
Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog p 28, Bukäan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmüd. p. 227. 
246 Biikdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 30, Bukäan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmüd p. 261. In both variants the solution is similar, but 
differs from Bálint's item: "milking a mare" vs. "tears". 
247 Read cadtlan "being able to do something" cf. Bálintyatlan.yadatalan "being not able to do something". 
248 Bukäan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmüd. p. 240. 
249 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. p. 30. The riddle is the same, the solution differs. 
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P R O V E R B S 
(Bálint íiliger, Kalm. ülgiir)25] 

Surymjig - ämtnäs awdg. 
Uxag - ülgürmüdds awdg. 

"The teaching comes from people. 

The idea comes from the proverbs." 

Most of the twenty-one proverbs recorded by Bálint have an ethical-moral emphasis, focusing on proper, 
honest behaviour and the importance of education. This apparently reflects the social status of his student 
informants and possibly those of teachers, at the educational institutions he worked with. However, some 
proverbs might be part of the (wider) oral heritage as well as those included in the school books of that 
time. Some proverbs about knowledge and ignorance might be derived from Buddhist religious-moral 
teaching and from parables such as the four-lined verses of the Subhäsitaratnanidhi or other parabolic 
teachings of Indo-Tibetan origin. 

Unfortunately, Bálint did not specify the circumstances of recording the proverbs or riddles, merely 
noting briefly in which sequence he recorded the folklore material. 

"Following the tales [I recorded] proverbs, riddles and samples of letters 
and official documents.25. 

g [12] 1. A man who has escaped from danger will be faced with danger. 
ÍS 2. A man who has eaten his bread alone will raise his bag254 alone, 
c 3. A man who knows a lot makes a lot of mistakes. 
fi 4. A man who knows the way well will not get tired. 

5. The strongly [flowing] water strains the canal, the deeds performed strain their performer. 
6. While caressing one's braid {kükül), one cuts off one's neck. 
7. After the Buddha has seen someone, even the wolf won't eat him.255 

8. A man who has caused suffering to others will suffer himself too. 
9. Do not tell everything you read, tell only what you know. 
10. The wolf s mouth is red no matter whether it has eaten [something] or it has eaten nothing. 
11. When the enemy comes, take your goods into consideration. 
12. Good milk brandy and a beautiful girl are in fact tasty poisons. 
13. If love happens, it happens to the lame and blind as well. 
[13] 14. To a person with good nature gather many people, to the [water] with good sea grass gather 
the fish. 
15. The yellow butter does not remain in the dog's stomach. 
16. Learning the knowledge256 is bright light, ignoring the knowledge is bluntness [and] darkness. 

250 KotviC: Kalmyckie zagadki. p. 30. The second solution is that of Bálint's, but the riddle differs concerning its motif-elements and 
syntactic structure 
241 Manuscript pp. 12-13. 
252 BukSan, Badm - Macga. Ivan (ed.): Xal'mg ülgürmiid boln tälwrtä tül's. Eist, Xal 'mg ASSR-in degtr yaryaC 1960 [Kalmyk 
proverbs and riddles] p. 76. 

"A mesék után jöttek a példabeszédek, a talányok, levelek és ügyiratokból való mutatványok, . . . " Bálint: Jelentés p. 12, Zágoni 
p. 151. 
254 Bálint eberän'i acayän yakcäran örgödek. Kalm. ewrän acän yaycär örgdg. Bálint acayän cf Kalm. acän "Bürde, Last" (R. 18), 
acan "gruz, poklja2a, bagai" (Mun. 58). 
2 " Bálint Kügi bur.xan i xäl 'äksän xöinö cono cigi idedek ügä.. Kalm. Küg burxn n' xaläsn xön. con cig iddg ugä. I. e. If the gods 
protects someone, there is no further danger to threat him. 

The lexeme nom denotes "religious doctrine, religion" and "knowledge, learning" as well. Here, I prefer this later meaning as the 
informants were presumably schoolboys. Kalm. nom "Heilige Schrift, Religion, Buch religiösen Inhalts", nom ügä kiln "Atheist" (R 
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17. The knowledge257 is tastier than sugar and honey. 
18. The rich man who acts as a poor man is stupid indeed. 
19. The man who has got little money has little to suffer. 
20. If the horse is slaughtered the saddle remains, if [one] dies his name wins fame. 
21. Do not become the companion258 of a bad and stupid man, but get learning from a good one. 

REMARKS ON B Á L I N T ' S PROVERBS 

The oratory style of the earlier generations is also evident for the contemporary Mongols. They (still) 
enthusiastically apply many of the stylistic techniques, such as hendiadys, onomatopoetic words and 
proverbs, used by their predecessors Accurate composition of the subject matter, i. e. the selection of 
appropriate words characterises the speech and the various folklore genres of Mongols. Present-day 
Mongols of different ethnic groups name the proverbs by various terms (as in the case of to other folklore 
genres): the Kalmyk iilgiir259 has the meaning "example, model", as the W.Oir. üliger.260 In Khalkha the 
proverb is called cecen tig "wise word, wise saying", jiiir üg "example-word, example-saying", in Buryat 
on'hon üge "felicitous words, appropriate saying". All these designations imply that despite their brevity 
proverbs carry serious instructive content. Concerning their origins, Kalmyk proverbs can be divided into 
two separate groups: first, common Mongolian inheritance and second, borrowings from the neighbouring 
Kypchak Turkic groups and Russians. The proverbs - similarly to the riddles and the lyric genres - are 
structurally built on the framework of syntactic and semantic parallelism. In some cases, as in folk songs, 
the parallelism contains an external image (nature, social environment) followed by an internal image 
(human behaviour, feelings, judgement, views).2"1 At the time of completing the present analysis, I had at 
my disposal only a few text collections and studies of Kalmyk proverbs262 which offered some variants to 
Bálint's records. Further field research might uncover other similar items, but undoubtedly the present 
rarity of variants emphasizes the uniqueness of Bálint's early material. 

Variant of Nr. 5. 
Kesn ül ezän temcdg, 
kecin usn yüyan temcdg. 

Soveräennoje dejanije imejet tjagotjenije k hozjainu 
(dejstvujuSőemu lieu), 
a voda pokatosti stremitsja v loSőinu.26' 

279), "nauka: gramota, uCjoba; uCenije, kanon; kniga" (Man 380-381), W.Oir. nom "otvleCjonnoje ponjatije predmeta, otvleCjonnyj, 
duhovnyj, svjaSCjonnyj, svjaSCjonnaja kniga, svjaSCjonnoje uCenije", nom iigei "bez bo2ij" (Pozd. 69) also (Zwick 126), but cf 
Bálint's use in the Manuscript, in chapter Conversation pp. 1-8, where the lexeme bears the meaning "(sub)chapter". 
257 Cf. the above note. 
2511 Bálint nögöce, cf. Kalm nökexe "sich befreunden, assoziieren, vereinigen" (R. 280). W.Oir. nököcökü "druíit 'sja, podruii t ' s ja , 
sdelat'sja tovariäCem" (Pozd. 70). 
259 Lőrincz, Lfászló]: La terminologie du folklore Kalmouck. In: AOH XVIII. (1965) pp 149-158, on pp. 155-156. 
260 Pozd. 58. Zwick 105. 
261 On the structure of parallelism in Mongolian folk songs, cf. Birtalan, Ágnes: Dsakhchin (West-Mongolian) Folksongs with 
Buddhist Content. In: AOH 61. (2008) pp 415-429. 
262 Studies: Badmajev, Andrej: Kalmyckaja dorevoljucionnaja literatura. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 1984 pp 11-12; 
Bitkejev, N. C.: Svod kalmyckogo f o l ' k l o r a - Original 'noje izdanije pamjatnikov narodnogo tvorCestva. In: Kalmyckij foPkhr. Elista 
1985. pp. 3-16, on p. 13; Birtalan, Ágnes - Rákos, Attila: Kalmükök - Egy európai mongol nép. (TEXTerebess I.) Budapest, 
Terebess Kiadó 2002. |'l he Kalmyks - A Mongolian people of Europe] pp. 138-140. Text collections: Ramstedt, Gustaf John: 
Kalmückische Sprichwörter und Rätsel Aufgezeichnet von G. J. Ramstedt. Ed Pentti Aalto. In: Suomalais-Ugrilaisen Seuran 
Aikakauskirja / Journal de la Sociélé Finno-Ougrienne. 58,2. (1956) pp 1-38; KotviC, V. L.: Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. St. 
Peterburg 1905; KotviC, V. L.: Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. Elista 1972 pp 63-91; Bukäan, Badm - Macga, Ivan (ed.): Xal'mg 
ülgürmüd boln tälwrtä tül's. Eist, Xal'mg ASSR-in degtr yaryaC I960. [Kalmyk proverbs and riddles] pp 17-192; Bickdiidin amn 
ügin bilgin antolog. Ed. Okonov, B. B. Eist, Xal 'mg degtr yaryaC 1990. [An anthology of oral poetry for children] pp. 40-68 ; 
Ambekova, B. C.: Cecn bulg. Rodnik mudrosti. Elista, Aor "NPP DJ.angar" 2006. pp 123-146 Unfortunately 1 did not have the 
possibility to go thorough the voluminous material of the Turkestan Oirats and Kalmyks (Todajeva, B. I f : Poslovicy. pogovorki i 
zagadki kalmykov Rossii i ojratov Kitaja Ed. Pjurbejev, G. C. Elista, RAN KIGI 2007.) as I have received it upon the closing the 
present analysis, but the careful study of that corpus might reveal further connections of Bálint's records. 
2M KotviC: Kalmvckije zagadki. p. 76; Kesn ül - ezän temcdg. kecin usn - yüyän temcdg. "id." Bukäan - Macga: Xal 'mg ülgürmüd. p. 
57. 
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Variant of Nr. 6. 
Kiiklin' iljäyäd, 
küzüyin' tärx.264 

Variant of Nr. 10. 
Conin amn idw cign ulan, 
es idw cign ulan. 

Variant of Nr. 14. 
Zamg säläd zaysn cuglrdg, 
zang sätäd kün xurdg. 

Variant of Nr. 15. 
Noxan gesnd sar tosn es togtdg. 

Variant of Nr. 17. 
Nom — sikr balas ämläxn. "h8 

Variant of Nr. 20. 

Zaysn iikxlä -yasn' iilddg, 
zalu ükxlä - nern' iilddg.269 

While caressing one's braid, 
cuts off one's neck. 

U volka, jest li on ili net, 
past' krasnaja.265 

Ryba sobirajetsja gde horoäaja tina; 
266 ljudi - gde horosije nravy. 

V zivote sobaki ne zaderzivajetsja korov'je 
maslo.267 

Knowledge is tastier than sugar and honey. 

If the fish perishes, its bones remain, 
if a man dies, his name remains. 

B L E S S I N G S , F E L I C I T A T I O N S 
(Bálint, Kalm. Yöräl)270 

"Blessings" (Mong. iriigel, iriiger, Khal. yöröl, Kalm. yöräl) belong to the lyric genres of Mongolian 
folklore that are organised in a catalogue-structure, i. e. enumerate the characteristic features of the main 
topic (e. g. consecration of a new yurt, preparing new felt, first cutting of a child's hair, consuming festive 

2''4 Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p 62. 
265 KotviC: Kalmyckije zagadki. p. 82. 
266 KotviC: Kalmyckije zagadki. p. 64; Sänd - kiln xurdg. zamgt zaysn xurdg Bukäan - Macga: Xal mg ülgürmüd. p. 99. 

KotviC: Kalmyckije zagadki p. 81; Noxan gesnd sar tosn zokdg uga. Bukäan - Macga: Xal 'mg ülgürmüd. p. 112. 
Bukäan - Macga: Xal 'mg ülgürmüd. p 26. 

269 Bukäan - Macga: Xal'mg iilgürmüd. p. 46. This variant is somewhat different concerning the external image, cf. Bálint: a horse, in 
present variant: a fish. Cf. a further variant: Aldr kün ükw cign. nern' marlgddg uga. Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. p. 46. 

70 Manuscript p. 14, BordÉanova mentions Bálint's records in: BordZanova, T.: Magiceskaja poezija kalmykov. Issledovanije i 
materialy. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatcl'stvo 1999. p 65. For the literature on the genre of blessings and text corpuses cf. 
OCirov, N. O.: Jorely, haraly i svjazannyj so vtorym obrjad "hara kele utulgan" u kalmykov In: Zivaja starina. XVIII./II-III. (1909) 
pp 84-87; Badmajev, Andrej: Kalmyckaja dorevoljucionnaja literatura. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniinoje izdatel'stvo 1984. pp. 13-15; 
BordZanova, T G.: K probleme obrjadovoj poezii kalmykov. In: Kalmyckaja narodnaja poezija. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-
Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1984. pp. 74-97; Habunova, Je. E.: 
Svadebnaja obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov In: Kalmyckaja narodnaja poezija. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut 
Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1984. pp. 96-132; Ovalov, E. B : Blagopozelanija (jorely) -
2anr kalmyckogo fol'klora. Voprosy sistematizacii i publikacii In: Kalmyckij fol'klor. Elista 1985. pp. 109-125; Bitkcjev, N. C.: 
Svod kalmyckogo fol'klora - Original 'noje izdanije pamjatnikov narodnogo tvorCestva In: Kalmyckij fol'klor. Elista, Kalmyckij 
NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1985. pp. 3 -16 . on pp 13-14; 
Bickdüdin amn ügin bilgin antolog. Ed. Okonov, B. B. Eist, Xal 'mg degtryaryaC 1990. [An anthology of oral poetry for children] pp. 
70-82; Bordzanova: Magiceskaja poezija. pp. 65-110, 157-182; Ambekova. B P.: Cecn bulg. Rodnik mudrosti. Elista, AOr "NPP 
DZangar" 2006. pp 109-112; BordZanova, T. G.: Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov (sistema zanrov. poétika). Elista, Kalmyckoje 
kniznoje izdatel'stvo 2007. passim; Birtalan, Agnes - Rákos, Attila: Kalmükök - Egv európai mongol nép. (TEXTerebess 1.) 
Budapest, Terebess Kiadó 2002. [The Kalmyks - A Mongolian people of Europe] pp. 122-126. 
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food, greeting the Lunar New Year, first milking of a mare and a great variety of other phenomena).271 

Thz yöräl ends with a short formula requesting blessing for the person, the community, the object or the 
work process to whom or to which it is addressed. This formulaic ending of the blessing is the essential 
part of the text and exists independently as well, as a separate folklore genre called beige demberel-iin iige 
(Mong.), beleg demberlm iig (Khal.) "good wish", lit. "words of good omen" (from Tib. rten 'brel). This 
later genre is supposedly identical with the Kalmyk axr yöräl272 mentioned in Badmajev's and 
Bordzanova's studies. The yöräl is generally performed by a professional expert (Kalm. yörälc, Khal. 
yörölc) at more formal, festive events and addressed to a larger group such as a family or a community In 
contrast, a good wish is usually more informal: it might be said by anybody on certain occasions occurring 
by chance (e. g. when a crow croaks, when someone sneezes, when someone unintentionally meets a 
group of people preparing felt, when a child's tooth falls out and many other similar occasions).27' The 
researchers of Kalmyk folklore, such as Bordzanova and Badmajev regard the blessings as one of the 
liveliest genres among contemporary Kalmyks. However, concerning earlier text corpuses, blessings 
(original Kalmyk texts or translations) were recorded comparatively later than other genres, such as tales 
(Bergman, Jülg) and folk songs (Pallas).274 As regards structure, blessings2" are related to panegyrics 
(Mong. maytayal, Khal., Kalm. magtäl), curses (Mong. qariyal, Khal., Kalm. xaräl)and spells (Khal. dom 
siwsleg, cf. below); all these genres are built on parallelism and their ending formulae activate the spirits 
and supernatural forces in order to help to designate the place of the blessed phenomenon in the social life 
of the community. In linguistic terms, the blessings end with a verb bearing the marker of a type of 
imperative mood. Commonly used in ending formulae are, e.g., boltxa (Mong. boltuyai) "let it be, become 
a ..., into a ...; may it be ...", kürtgä (Mong. kiirtiigei) "let it get ..., may it get ,..".27" At feasts the 
formula-ending verb is often provided with an infix of cooperative action (Kalm. -cxä-, Khal. -cgä4-) and a 
voluntative suffix (Kalm., Khal. -yäi, -X) that invites the participants to have enjoyment together: e.g., 
jiryacyäy(ä),jirya- +-cyä- + -y(ä) "let us have fun together", KdAm.jirycxäi. 

Among Bálint's records there are three texts under the chapter title yöräl. The first gives the 
impression that it belongs to another folklore genre, the so called dom sibsilge-yin iige (Mong.), dom 
siwslegln iig (Khal.), sebselge (Bur.) "magic spell, incantation", which is performed in numerous and 
various occasions in order to influence the spirits' world or the natural phenomena. The Kalmyks 
distinguish it with the genre designation tärni used also among other Mongolian people (Mong., Khal. 
Bur. tarni from Skr. dhärani). Fragment(s) of this genre might be included in a longer blessing, and with 
respect to its communicative role, it is close to a beige demberel-ün iige, too, as it contains a wish, a 
request. Bálint's text is devoted to the slaughtered sheep and is performed when the community has 
already consumed its meat during the feast. It includes a spell for the fertility of the herd and the better 
rebirth for the sheep's soul in one of the Buddhist paradises, the Sukhävati. ~77 Since this text is 
incorporated in the Grammar, Bálint's translation is demonstrated below. In the Manuscript a title is also 
attached to the text Xöinä maxa idekseni süldii (Kalm. Xönä maxn idsnT siild) "After consuming mutton". 

271 Detailed list of such events and further literature: BordZanova Magiceskaja poezija. passim; Bordzanova: Obrjadovaja poezija 
passim. 
272 Badmajev: Kalmyckaja dorevoljucionnaja titeratura. pp 14-15; BordZanova Magiceskaja poezija. pp. 68-69, cf. also 
Vladimircov, B. Ja.: Obrazcy mongol'skoj narodnoj slovesnosti (S-Z. Mongolija). Leningrad, Izdanije Instituta Zivyh vostoCnyh 
jazykov imeni A. S. Enukidze 1926 pp. 8-9 . 
271 Detailed description of occasions and further literature: BordZanova: Magiieskaja poezija. passim; BordZanova: Obrjadovaja 
poezija. passim 
271 Beginning of the 20"' century: BordZanova: Magiceskaja poezija. pp 65-67. 
275 Concerning the generic typology of blessings, cf. Badmajev: Kalmyckaja dorevoljucionnaja lileralura: Ovalov: Blagopozetanija 
(jorely) - zanr kalmyckogo fo! klora: BordZanova: Magiceskaja poezija: BordZanova: Obrjadovaja poezija. 
27" Imperative Sg„ PI. 3. 
277 Bálint SUki-bodin, "the place of Great Bliss, the paradise of dhyani Buddha Amitäbha", Skr. Sukhävati; in other Mongolian 
languages also Diwäjin (from Tibetan Dbe ba can). BordZanova draws attention to the occurrence of this expression from the nineties 
of the 20,h century, as the evidence of inheriting archaic texts or motives, cf. BordZanova: Obrjadovaja poezija. p. 355. 
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In the Grammar Bálint provides a genre designation "prayer" (Mong. jalbaril, Khal. jalbiralf78 that is 
missing in the Manuscript and is not identical with the genre yöräl. The second text is the essential part of 
a presumably longer blessing performed for the prosperity and wealth of the community on the occasion 
of the Lunar New Year, the Cagän sar. The third fragment is not a blessing but seems to be a short 
conversation between mother and son upon his entering into the sangha, i. e. the monks' assembly. If i t is 
a part of a folklore genre, it might belong to a kind of qolboya (Mong.), xolbö (Khal.) i. e. "a verse", a kind 
of a poetical conversation, but usually performed as a monologue and presented "to display one's 
eloquence".279 

g Prayer for the soul of the killed sheep28" 

3 May thy flesh and blood 
I be to us like a feast of immortality! 
H May thy soul be regenerated 

in the land Sukhavati! 
(And) may thy herd be increased 
to a hundred thousands. 

The White Moon281 

Let your White [Moon] become blessed, 
Let the white way be adhered to 
Even though we feast this way this year, 
Let it become better in the next year, 
Let us meet personally, 
Let us grasp a short glass of drink and 
Let us become happy this way! 

[CONVERSATION] 2 8 2 

Referring to the Buddhism of the Kalmyks in his fragmentary diary, Bálint quoted this short text and 
added (compared to the text version in the Manuscript) a somewhat extended translation for it.28' 

"Since the Oirat-Mongols - known by the sobriquet Kalmyk, Kalmak, 
Kalmuck - migrated west around 1660, the connection of their Lamas 
(Buddhist monks) with the Tibetan Lamas broke off, and a Kalmyk Lama 
became rather the conductor of the ceremonies. It is known for everybody as 

278 On the variety of folklore genres and their connection to the written genre typology, cf. Birtalan, Agnes: Mongolian Shamanic 
Texts. Text Collections and Monographs on Mongolian Shamanic Texts. In: Shamanism. An Encyclopedia of World Beliefs, 
Practices, and Culture. Ed. Namba Walter, Mariko - Neumann Fridman, Eva Jane. Santa Barbara. California - Denver, Colorado -
Oxford, England 2004. pp. 586-593. 
279 Mongolian Folklore. A Representative Collection from the Oral Literary Tradition. Ed. Gombojab Hangin, John et alii. Indiana, 
Bloomington 1998 p. 125. 
28" Manuscript p 14, Grammar p. 198. Bordzanova mentioned Bálint 's record in her Obrjadovajapoezija. pp. 355-356. 
281 Manuscript p. 14. Cayan sara. Kalm. Cayán sar. 
282 There is a title to this text but it is crossed out: only some words can be restored ... gegäd ... keleji irädyaboji odba (?) ... saying 
. . said and coming back left (?). 
281 "Minthogy az 1600 körül Dzungariából [sic!] nyugatra vándorolt, s gúnynevén Kálmak, Kálmik, Kálmuk nevü irat [sic!] (őred)-
mongol nép lámái (buddhista pap) és a tibeti lámák között az érintkezés jó idő óta teljesen megszűnt: mondhatni a kalmik láma 
csupán ceremóniamester. Ezt már a nép is tudja, mert amikor az özvegyasszony fia vonakodik mándsi (lámaklerikus) lenni. így 
buzdítja öt: 'Hát miért nem akarsz mandsi lenni, mikor az emberek téged mint papot a türébe (a sátorban a főhely az ajtóval 
szemben) ültetnek, s te a tejnek fölét, a húsnak a javát eszed meg, s mindezért csak néhány bobor, bobor (mormogó) szóval fizetsz." 
Zágoni p. 38. 
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well. When a widow's son withstands (his mother's wishes) to become a manj 
(Lamaic novice),284 she encourages him the following way: "Why don't you 
want to become a manp. People shall seat you - as a priest [sic!] - on the litre 
(the main place of the yurt opposite to the door),285 and you shall eat the best 
part of meat and the cream of the milk. And for that you pay only with some 
(muttered) bobor-boborm' words." 

- I shall turn my child into a Buddhist novice. 
- Mother, I will not become a Buddhist novice. 
- Why will you not become a Buddhist novice? The man who becomes a Buddhist novice sits at the 

people's highest place and eats the best part of good food. 

O N THE C O N T E X T OF B Á L I N T ' S R E C O R D S 

Below, only the parallel-motifs from longer blessings are provided to Bálint's texts. The motifs of the first 
text, devoted to consuming mutton, appear in contemporary Kalmyk blessings performed over meat 
(served on feasts) and also recited as spells by other Mongolian ethnic groups (such as the Khalkhas) 
during the castration of rams.287 

Fragment of Maxn yöräl 

Idsn maxn' madnd 
Arsan boltxa! 

Jorel mjasu 

S"jedennoje nami mjaso 
Pust' stanet arSanom.288 

Fragment of Xilrmd irsn maxna xotin yöräl 

Awe irsn xotn' 
Mand arsan bolj. 
Ut nasta, bat kisgtä bäj, 
Malin ijlin' tűm kiiej, 

Jorel mjasu privezjonnomu na svad'bu 

Pust' privezjonnaja vami piSőa 
Stanet nam arsanom, 
Pust' vsje ljudi 
Zivut dolgo i sőastlivo, 
Pust' budet u skota mnogo pastbisc28" 

rarysn malin siimsn' 
Sükbodin ornd törj, 
Maxn' madnd arsan boltxa! 

Pust' dusi zivotnyh 
Dostignut raja Sukhavati, 
A ih mjaso 
Stanet nam arSanom.2'"1 

284 Bálint, Kalm manj "novice", in details cf. Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp 44^46. 
285 Bálint türe. Kalm türü (?) "in front, ahead, fore", cf. Kalm. xömr " der hintere Teil in der Jurte, der Ehrenplatz (hinter der 
Feuerstelle)" (R. 194), "perednij ugol, krasnyj ugol (poójotnoje mesto dlja gostja" (Mun. 603), "baran" (Monran 182). 
286 Bálint bobor-bobor is an onomatopoeic word; in dietionaries deest, cf. Kalm. böwa-böwa "baju-baj" (Mun 105), büwä "1. 
kolybel", 2. ubajukivanije" (Mun. 231) Among the riddles (Nr. 23.) appear the a similar phrase: 
"[His] mouth said dobor, dobor. 
He ate the food of others with trickery and left. 
What is it? (a Buddhist monk of gelng rank)." 
In the riddle: dobor dobor egged In the chapter Riddles, a detailed reference is given on the possible explanation of this ideophonic 
expression, imitating the Tibetan recitation of the monks. 
287 Texts and further sources, literature, cf. Birtalan. Agnes: Hagyományos mongol műveltség (szöveggyűjtemény). Budapest, ELTE 
Bölcsészettudományi Kar, Belső-ázsiai Tanszék 1996. [Traditional Mongolian Culture (Text Book)], passim 
288 Bordianova: Obrjadovaja poezija. p 354. 
289 Suggestion for a different translation "let its herd (lit. companions) reach ten thousand". 
290 Bordianova: Obrjadovaja poezija. p. 355. 
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Fragment of a Maxna yöräl Blessing to the meat [= mutton] 

Nar awe ir. 

Maxn' arsan bolad, 
Ijln' oln bolad. 
i\ra x ,„ 291 

Its meat has become nourishment. 
Its herd2 '2 has become numerous, 
Bring [the meat] here. 

Fragment of Dotrin yöräl Blessing to the chitterlings 

Arsan boltxa. 

Ijln' oln bolj, 
/dsn maxn' madnd 

Let its herd become numerous 
And meat, consumed [by us], 
Become nutriment! 

Bálint's second text is devoted to the greeting of the Lunar New Year,2''4 to receiving the new and sending 
off the old. This feast is one of the most important occasions in the life of the Mongolian ethnic groups 
both for the families and for the religious communities as well. The Kalmyks consider this feast to mark 
the beginning of spring and spring work such as the dropping of the young and the migrating to the spring 
camp. Both texts recorded by Bálint - the good wish for the White Moon295 and the previous good wish on 
the occasion of consuming mutton - might have been performed during the Lunar New Year festivities 
(that Bálint witnessed in winter 1872).296 

"In February was the great feast of the Kalmyks, called cayän sar (White 
Moon). They identify it with the Russian New Year. Even the teacher could 
not tell me why it is called White Moon. A gelong (Lama or priest)297 came 
and sprinkled the lads with the arsän™ [a kind of holy] water with saffron, 
possessing miraculous effect, while he muttered a certain bobor bobor,299 It 
was the entire religious service. 

In the evening all the pupils of the Kalmyk girls' school - the Russian 
government provided such one as well - wearing entire Kalmyk [national] 
cloth came to the lads wearing Russian wear. They prepared and brought 

2,1 Bickdüdin antolog. p. 81. 
292 Ijln ' lit. "its companions, its herd". 
2 " Ovalov: Blagopozelanija (jorely) - zanr kalmyckogo fol klora. p. 117; Bickdüdin antolog. p. 82. 
294 Due to the lack of space the Lunar New Year can not be discussed here in detail. For further facts and literature cf. Bordzanova: 
Obrjadovaja poezija. pp. 315-326 (with references on Pallas' and Bergman's and other older records); Bakajeva, E. P.: Kalendarnyje 
prazdniki kalmykov: problemy sootnoäenija drevnih verovanij i lamaizma (XIX - naéalo XX veka). In: Voprosy istorii lamaizma v 
Kalmykii. Ed. Zukovskaja, N. L. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii Filologii i Ekonomiki pri Sovete 
Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1987. pp. 71-87, Bakajeva, E. P.: K voprosu o specifike kalmyckogo kalendarja. In: Cybikovskije 
ctenija. Tezisy dokladov i soobscenij. Ulan-Ude 1989. pp. 19-22; Ambekova: Cecn bulg. p. I l l ; Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 

292 Further texts to the Lunar New Year: Bordzanova Magiceskaja poezija. pp. 79-81, 164; Bickdüdin antolog. p. 74. 
2'"' "Februárban volt a kálmikoknak cagan szára (fehér hónap) nevezetű nagyünnepük, amelyet ők az orosz újévvel azonosítottak, 
hogy miért nevezik fehér hónapnak, azt még a tanító sem tudta megmondani Eljött egy gelong (láma vagy pap) s valami bobor 
bobor (mormogás) mellett az arsan nevezetű és csodahatású sáfrányos vízzel meghintette a fiúkat, s ezzel elég volt téve a vallásnak. 
Este a kálmik leánynöveldének, mert ilyenről is gondoskodott az orosz kormány, összes növendékei teljes kálmik öltözetben eljöttek 
az orosz öltözetű fiúkhoz, s a maguk sütötte, s magukkal hozott kálmik süteményt kiosztották ezek között. Ezután egy pár örmény 
muzsikus zenéje mellett kezdődött a tánc, amely abból állott, hogy a fiú megfogva a leány kezét bicegtek előre, hátra; majd meg 
szólót táncoltak kálmik dalok mellett." Zágoni. pp 38-39. 
297 Kalm. gelng (Mong. geleng, Khal. gelen from Tib. dge slong) "fully ordained monk" on the hierarchy in the Kalmyk Buddhist 
monasteries cf. Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 44-46. 
298 Kalm., Khal. arsan, Mong. rasiyan from Skr. rasäyana "blessed water, mineral water, elixir used during religious rituals and also 
for curing maladies". 

9 6 - 9 8 

299 Cf. above. 
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Kalmyk pastry300 and distributed them among [the lads]. Then began the 
dance to the music of some Armenian musicians; the lads holding the maids' 
hand 'limped' backwards and forth. Then they danced solo accompanied by 
Kalmyk songs." 

Cayanla täwdgyöräl Yorel v őest' Cagan Sar 

Enjl edü kewärän 
Eldw, bairta cayalj... 
Esrnggdän enünäsn tilti 
Eriil-mend sedkl taryn, 

301 

V etom godu 
Budem radostno prazdnovat' Cagan Sar, 
A na buduSőij god 
Budem prazdnovat' jeSőjo luöäe 

S O N G S 
(Bálint, Kaim. dünfm 

Among the Kalmyks, Gábor Bálint began his lore-collecting activity by recording folk songs. As the 
structure and content of the folk songs of Mongolian ethnic groups are based on parallelism, the sentence 
structures of the stanzas are repeated and are usually less complicated than those of the prosaic genres. 

"Here I started this work [i. e. the collecting activity] with recording folk 
songs, as the sentences in songs are usually shorter and the prosaic length with 
participles and gerundial structures is missing, so they are more easily 
understood."303 

Bálint provided some insights into his methods of recording folklore texts among the Kalmyks and a brief 
but profound summary of his ideas on the poetics of East-Mongolian (Khalkha) and Kalmyk folk songs. 

"The older lads put down for me folk songs in Kalmyk script for a token 
payment and I went over them with the help of my teacher. 1 transcribed the 
better ones and I asked my teacher or the informant to explain them. I even 
learnt three or four songs from the better sounding ones that had a 
characteristic [Kalmyk] melody. One can imagine how pleased the young 
Kalmyks were when I sang together with them! 

All twenty-five songs recorded by me, just like all other songs and poems 
of the East- and West-Mongols, are alliterative, i. e. the lines of a strophe 
begin with the same letter [i.e. sound], however, sometimes end rhymes also 
appear as [in the following stanzas]: 

300 Ambekova provides a whole list of the various Kalmyk pastries prepared for the new year: Cayana börcgin yanz (Ambekova: 
Cecnbulg p. 108). 
301 Bordzanova: Magideskaja poezija. pp. 165-166. 
31)2 Manuscript pp 15-35, Grammar pp 188-197. 
303 "Ezen munkát itt is a dalok gyűjtésével kezdettem meg azért, mert a dalokban a mondat-szerkezet általában rövidebb és igy 
könnyebben érthető, nem lévén meg benne a participium és gerundiumokkal szerkesztett prózai hosszúság." Bálint: Jelentése, p. 11. 
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Értelme [Its meaning]: 

Csiktünyi304 urghukszon salúgi 
Csinyin tőle khadla bi; 
Csi mana khojorági 
Zajan csigi kharghulkhús. 

A vizenyős helyen nőtt csádét 
Te számodra kaszáltam; 
Téged engem kettőnket 
A sors még sem hoz össze. 

Ulaszond' urghukszon alymígi 
Ujkhon csamdan ögle bi; 
Ujkhon csamdan ögbö csig 
Urdin zajan kharghulkhus. stb. 305 

A jegenye fán termett almát 
Kedvesem neked adtam; 
Jóllehet neked adtam 
A sors még sem hoz össze. stb. 306 

A song typically consists of multiple strophes, a strophe of two or four 
lines and a line of seven and some more [additional] syllables; the accent 
produces the poetic meter that falls mainly at the end of the word '07 [sic!]308 

In his Report, Bálint mentioned that he had recorded twenty-five songs, the Manuscript contains sixteen 
items, and the following six are included in the Chrestomathy of the Grammar:'09 

Five songs were published in a supplement to his Report and two stanzas of the love-song referred to 
above can be found in the very text of the Report, as parallel material Bálint's songs were mentioned in 
Gustaf J. Ramstedt's Kalmyk song-edition elaborated by Pentti Aal to . ' " Gyula Lajos Nagy offered a short 
survey of Bálint's songs and translated three stanzas from two items (cf. Seventh song stanza 1, Eleventh 

"'4 The alliterative words were marked by Bálint with italics. 
105 The Hungarian transcription reveals that Bálint was wholly aware of the Kalmyk vernacular, but at some points it also reflects the 
influence of the written language or probably the forms as the Kalmyks dictated him the text: such as the use of b- in positions of 
bilabial w-, khadla bi, cf. Kalm. xadlaw, or the appearance of the written form of the accusative alymigi, cf. Kalm. al rríig. 
""' The sample text will not be repeated in the footnote. For further remarks and the English translation cf. Eleventh song. 
4,17 This statement appears to be a misprint. It is well-known that the accent in Mongolic languages falls on the first syllable, however 
some emphatic accents might appear at the end of the words, especially in the final position of the sentence. 
"'8 "A korosabb ifjak nem nagy díjért összeírtak khálymik bettikkei népdalokat, melyeket én tanítóm segítségével átolvasván a 
használhatóbbakat belőlök átírtam és azután érteimeztettem tanítóm vagy a leiró által. Három-négy jobbhangzásu és jellemzőbb 
dallamu dalt be is tanultam; képzelhetni, minő volt a fiatal khálymikok öröme, midőn velők együtt dalolok vala! Az általam gyűjtött 
huszonöt dal mindenike ép úgy, mint általában a nyugoti és keleti mongolság összes dala és versezete kezdőrimes - alliteratios azaz a 
rimelés abban áll, hogy ugyanazon vers-szakban a verssorok ugyanazon betűvel kezdődnek, noha olykor végrintek is jönnek elé mint 
[in the original here follows the sample verse quoted above in the main text]. Egy dal rendesen több versszakból, egy versszak két és 
négy sorból s egy sor hét és ezen felül néhány szótagból áll; a mértéket leginkább a hangsúly képezi, mely jobbára a szó végén 
nyugszik." Bálint: Jelentése, pp. I 1 - 1 2 

From Bálint's twenty-five songs, seventeen have remained in his manuscript heritage. Further research might uncover the others 
in the depths of the archives. The 2"d Song, published only in the Grammar with Bálint 's translation, is included in the Addendum of 
the present book. 
110 Tábun khálymik dun. Öl khálymik dana. In: Bálint: Jelentése, without page numbering. These five songs will be referred to as 
parallel texts at particular songs. 
111 During the editorial process, György Kara gave some advices to Pentti Aalto concerning the translation of the songs and 
mentioned in some cases when any of Bálint's songs were relevant. Ramstedt, Gustaf John - Balinov, S. - Aalto, Pentti: 
Kalmückische Lieder In: JSFOu 63. (1962) pp 1-127, on pp. 106-107. 

Manuscript Grammar 
Nr 3. 
Nr. 5. 
Nr. 9. 
Nr. 12 
Nr. 15 

Nr. 1. 
Nr. 4. 
Nr. 5. 
Nr. 6. 
Nr. 3. 
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song stanza 1-2).312 György Kara republished one song transcribed into modern Kalmyk Cyrillic script 
with Russian translation in his article devoted to Bálint's fieidwork among the Mongols (cf. Sixth song). '1 ' 
One song of the Manuscript (cf. Sixth song) and one of the Chrestomathy to the Grammar (not included in 
the present Manuscript) have been translated into Hungarian by György Kara and Sándor Weöres and 
presented in the anthology of Mongolian literature. '14 

g First song313 

Js The grey [horse] with a ram-like nose 
g is more and more'"' unique when it runs fast. 
H With you, fortunate Dünggügür317 

I will live'18 together for ever. 

Among the cherry and jujube trees ' ' ' 
grow cherry fruits.320 

Let the fate 
lead us to meet each other. '21 

On the sunny red hill'22 

lives [my] friend Gamgar.'2 ' 
When I think about my friend Gamgar 
1 feel pain for ever. 

Second song324 

The dark chestnut [horse] with pointed ears 
has its companions in Delger's'25 herd. 
The young man Dedä'26 having a lot of mates everywhere'2 ' 
decided to leave quickly [?].328 

312 Nagy, Louis J.: G. Bálint's Journey to the Mongols and his Unedited Kalmuck Texts. In: AOH IX. (1959) pp 311-327, on pp. 
317-318. 
313 Kara, G.: O neizdannyh mongol'skih tekstah G. Balinta. In: Narody A:ii i Afriki I. (1962) pp 161-164, on p. 164. 
314 Szép rókavörös lovam. "My nice fox-red horse" translated by György Kara and Sándor Weöres; Asztraháni kalmük diákok dala 
"The song of schoolboys from Astrakhan" translated by György Kara, cf A mongol irodalom kistükre. Antológia a klasszikus és mai 
mongol irodalom és népköltés műveiből. 2. kiadás. Budapest, Európa Könyvkiadó 1971.2 [The little mirror of the Mongolian 
literature. An anthology of the Mongolian classical and contemporary literature and folklore) pp. 174-175, pp. 159-160. 
115 Manuscript p 15 
31(1 Bálint tutuman, Kalm. dutm (auch tutm) "immer mehr, immer weiter, nie genug" (R 103), dutmän "je mehr, immer mehr, für 
jedes Mal" (R. 104), dutm "Cent .... tem" (Mun. 216), dutman "dem ..., tem" (Mun. 217). 
" 7 Bálint Dünggügür, according to Basangova (BordZanova) Kalm. Dünggr; it is a proper name (there is no further available data at 
my disposal). Concerning the proper names hereafter I use a simplified transcription of Bálint's forms in the English translation. 
318 Bálint süya probably süyä, sű- + -yä (nom imp.) "living" or iü- + -y(a) (voluntative). 
3 " Bálint ói őibya, Kalm. ci, őiwy (?), 61 "Kirsche, 67 modn Kirschenbaum" (R. 448), 6i "viänja" (Mun. 647); őiwy, Khal. cawag 
"jujube, plum" by Ramstedt and Munijev deest. Ci őiwy can be interpreted as a hendiadys-expression as well. 
3 Bálint ci temsn. cf. Kalm. temsn "Frucht, Obst, Jahresfrucht" (R. 391), "frukty, plody, jagody, ovoäCi" (Mun. 492). 
321 Bálint 2ed Ci namä xoyoräigi / zayän tanläran xargültuya! Tanlär[ä]n, cf. above First song le. The context is not clear; the 
lexeme suggests the appearance of third agent(s) besides the singing EGO and the RECEIVER to whom the EGO sings. The 
expression in Ic seems to be denoting an honorific addressing to the RECEIVER. 
122 Bálint naran i ulän. Kalm. narnVnarnä (gen.) után. 
323 Bálint I amyar, according to Basangova (BordZanova) Kalm i'amyar; it is a proper name (there is no further available data at my 
disposal). 
124 Manuscript p. 16. 
323 Bálint Delger, Kalm. Delgr "ample, abundant" is a proper name for both sexes, cf. Khal Delger 
326 Bálint Dedä, Kalm. Dedä/Dedä is proper name, according to Basangova (BordZanova) used for both sexes. She drew my attention 
to the corresponding family name: Dedejev. 
327 Bálint delgiidän. Kalm. delgü "weit, ausbreitet" (R. 86), delgüdän "povsjudu" (Mun. 196). 
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The caftan made of Russian Nankeen '29 

has its unique features upon entering and leaving. 
The young man Dedä having a lot of mates among people 
decided to become a Russian. 

On the bank of the Khurkhataan river330 

I left behind my two cows."1 

To you Ölzetä "2 having a pale face 
how could I come back in the future? ' " 

Third song334 

The flowth of a narrow river335  

flows meekly [sic!] and gently; 
If one prays to the genius of religion, 
will always (in his age) be safe. 

The long maned gray horse 
looking at its herd neighs; 
To the mother settling at the Volga 
let us like male falcon fly (arrive)! 

The gray horse with the tendon of a young camel334  

looking to (the Mountain) Bodgo neighs; 
To the mother settling at Bogdo 
let us like sparrow fly (arrive)! 

Fourth song337 

Your quiet grey horse 
is pulling its woollen leading reins. 

128 Bálint degdereji, Kalm. degdr- "'stolpern (von Pferden), flattern (von Vogeljungen), nicht gehen od. fliegen können; sich heben 
(mit Ansatz zum Fliegen)" (R 84); by Munijev a different meaning is given: "trjasti, trjastis'; idti melkimi Castymi Sagami" (Mun 
192). Here the context indicates the meaning "to leave, to go away or to depart". 
329 Bálint lanka bisemüd. cf. Kalm.D. langka, Kalm.T. tdngke "Nanking" (R. 251), Kalm.T. nangk "nanka (mate r i j a f (Mun. 368); 
for the cultural context in the traditional material culture cf. Kalm. büsmüd, bismiid in: Pürbän p. 132; Bakajeva, E. P.: Odezda v 
kul 'ture kalmykov: tradicii i simvolika. Elista, GU lzdatel'skij dorn 'GereF 2008 pp 63-65. 
3,0 Bálint XurxataTn yol, Kalm. XurxätTn (?) yol, Basangova (Bordzanova) suggested: XorxätTn yol; its location is not identified yet. 
331 Bálint xoyurxan üküräsü xotjila-bi, Kalm. xoyrxn ükräs xoljläw; a parallel text by Ramstedt: bürütei ükerésen xolojibei "verlor 
seine ein zweijähriges Kalb führende Kuh" (Nr. 2. stanza 2d. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp 20-21), 
[yjurban üküres xulcibabi "verlor ich drei Kühe" (Nr. 12. stanza 17d. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 38-39). 

Bálint Ölzetä "Lucky", Kalm. Ölzätä is here a female proper name, cf. Khal. Öljit "id.". 
333 Bálint xoran (xoiran) read xörän, also xörn "hinterwärts, weiter weg, zurück; künftighin; (mit. Abi.) nach, ab" (R. 192), xöran 2. 
"nazad, obratno" (Mun. 597). 
334 Manuscript p. 17, Bálint's translation of Song Nr. 1. in Grammar p. 188. If Bálint offered a translation to the songs included in the 
Grammar as well, I have taken it from its Chrestomathy marked with italics. I think it is extremely important to show how he 
understood a particular text. When he translated his records for the Grammar, less than a decade after his field work, he must have 
consigned a great deal of additional information to memory. His solutions or remarks in the wordlists added to the songs in the 
Grammar, definitely contain a lots of facts that otherwise might remain unidentified. Where I have another suggestion for the 
interpretation of a particular passage, it is indicated in the footnotes. 
335 Bálint Närin yol "Narrow river", the location of this river is not revealed yet. 
336 Bálint batuxan bürbütä boron 7. Grammar-text botoghon börbötäi boron 7; Bálint indicated botoghon as "the young of camel" in 
his wordlist added to the song in the Grammar (p. 188). Here I suggest a different translation from Bálint's one - according to the 
lexeme given in the Manuscript: "The grey [might be interpreted as brown too] horse with a hard tendon", bat + -xan (diminutive 
suffix), bat means "hard, firm, solid, strong". 
337 Manuscript p. 18; stanzas 1-2 with Hungarian transcription and melody Nomghon bora cf. Bálint: Jelentése. Without pagination. 
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Jojaa"8 who likes3 ,9 her nobleman 
is taken away on a trotting horse340 as soon as the grass turns green. 41 

Your shirt342 made of thin hemp 
is sewn kindly (?).34, 

Jojaa, who is friendly 
is taken far away from her friend Namjir. 

343 

344 

Your dress with underlining of three fingers. 
is sewn thirty-three times.346 

Jojaa, who is thirty-three years old '47 

is taken away348 on a trotting horse by three [men] (?). 

345 

346 

,347 

349 

Fifth song36" 

The boat of this harbor is coming 
by making turns and beating; 
Just six lads37' are coming 
by equalizing their shoulders. 

118 Bálint Jojä, Kalm Jüjä, Jöjä is a female proper name cf. also the family name Jujinov (information from Tamara Basangova). The 
name appears in Ramstedf s collection as well, cf. Juji / jujan (Aalto spells as D2ud?.a (Juja) in his German translation), e. g. Nr. 11 -
12. stanzas 17-18 Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 38-39; in detail cf. the note to stanza 3c In a later song 
collection this name is attached to a nobleman who participated in the war against Napoleon's army in 1812-1814 (a beloved topic in 
Kalmyk folklore and belles-lettres) 
Marta noin Jüja Our nobleman Juuja 
Mosku temcäd mörlnä. sets forth to Moscow. 
Söm xamrta parties "Frenchmen with span-long noses" stanza 2cd. Törskn yazrin dud. Xal mg u/sin kezängk boln ödgä caga dud. Ed. 
Okna, B Eist. Xal'mg degtr yaryaC 1989. [The songs of the motherland] p 41 
339 Basangova (Bordianova)'s interpretation: "poCitajet". 
340 Bálint suksiüläd from Kalm. sugS-/Sogs- + -ül- (causative) + -äd (adv. imperfecti) "make somebody or something jog. trot", cf. 
Kalm.Ö. Soldi- "traben, trotten" (R. 364). Further phonetical and also semantical variants: SowSi- "leicht traben, faul laufen" (R. 
366), .son's- "jehat' ryscoj" (Mun. 678). Kalm.Ö. sowSi- "in schwerem Trab reiten, mit kurzen schritten hetzig traben" (R. 332), sowS-
"jehat" melkoj rys'sju" (Mun 453). 
'4! Bálint noyona türünlän 7, Kalm. noyänä türiinlä n ' — noyänä tiiründ n • (?) "at the appearance of the first grass" (?); the expression 
needs further specifying. Basangova (BordZanova) suggested to translate the sentence with the lexeme sugsx "nadryvno plakat ' " 
(Mun 682). 

42 Bálint, kilig. Kalm. kilg for the cultural context in the traditional material culture cf. Kalm. kilg (Pürbän 134). 
343 Bálint näigin 7 olj lit. "finding the friendly way [to sew]" (?); Kalm. nä (?) + -g (accusative) + n' (enclitic demonstrative particle); 
Kalm. nä "Freundlichkeit, Freund" (R. 273), nä 3. "täCatel'no" (Mun. 370). Basangova (BordZanova)'s interpretation: "akkuratno". 
344 Bálint Namjir is a proper name. cf. Khal. Namjil form Tib. mam rgyal "victorious, complete victory" 
http://www nitartha.org/dictionary_search04.html 
345 Bálint yuru köbötä, Kalm. yur/yurän köwetä; Basangova (BordZanova)'s interpretation. 
34í' Bálint yucin yurbuta, Kalm. yu£n yurwnlä (a multiplying numeral, cf. Benzing, Johannes: Kalmückische Grammatik zum 
Nachschlagen Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz 1985 p. 97; Kotwii, VI. L.: Opyt grammatiki kalmyekogo razgovornogo jazyka. 
(Manuscript) 1929 p 124 . 
347 The age of thirty-three is either a misunderstanding of the text or a joking allusion to a real event in the informant's milieu. By 
Ramstedt the attributes attached to the proper name are: yuljing kükün Juji, segelen kükén Jujan "tempestuous maid, segelen maid"; 
by Aalto: "das sich hin und her drehenden Mädchen DZ.udZa; segelen DZ.udZa". Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder 
pp. 1-127, on pp. 38-39. The attribute might also be governed by the rules of the alliteration. In the song devoted to the defeat of 
Napoleon's army at Moscow, where Kalmyks vigorously participated as well (cf. above also the note to stanza lc), the same appears 
as attribute to a Kalmyk nobleman and is a more reliable use of this attribute than one ascribed to a beloved maid or to a bride. 
Tuen yurwta Cern Jawn' The thirty-three years old Tserenjaw 

rundlta kewär Sawtw. regrettably became wounded 
Mandlj yarsn narn "The rising sun" stanza 2cd. Törskn yazrin dud. p. 42. 
148 Bálint damjiülji, Kalm. damjülj. lit. "transmitting, passing on". 
349 Bálint yurbudärn 7, Kalm yurwdär n', cf. Kalm. yunvtwär "zum drittenmal, beim dritten Male" (R. 156), yurwadar "po tri" (Mun. 
170). The above translation is based on the meaning given by Munijev. 

350 Manuscript p. 19, Song Nr. 4. in Grammar p 193. 
131 Bálint näiman zalü, Kalm. nämn zalü "eight lads", Grammar-text zurghän zalü "six lads". 
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The boat of the treasury harbor332  

is coming by beating and making noise;3' ' 
Six round lads334 are coming 
by combing their long hair.33' 

A knife case made by sewing 
in on the hip (haunche) [sic!] of me, who am young; 
If you ask what be the reason of it 
(it is) for being in its every sewing stitched.33'' 

A fire steel-case33 made by stitching 
is in the pocket of me, who am slender; 
If you ask, what be the reason of it, 
(it is) for being in its every stitch sewed.333 

Sixth song35'' 
My nice chestnut horse 
plays with the moon light.360 

With you, my benevolent brothers 
I will celebrate for a month. 

My slim chestnut horse 
plays with the sunlight. 
With you, my brothers living in joy 
I will celebrate for all my life. 

My chestnut horse that became lean, sinewy '''1 

grazes the sedge'"2 grass at the river. 
My very gentle'"' brothers 
I will embrace '"4 you from my deepest heart.365 

152 Bálint sangya piristinä "governmental harbour". Kalm.D. Kalm.Tw. sang "Staatsmacht. Krone, Regierung" (R. 349). 
353 Bálint jaryaji, Grammar-text sharghadshi. read Kalm jaryj "being happy". 
354 Bálint iäldik näimen zalü. Kalm. saldg nämn zalü "eight chosen lads", Grammar-text zurghän zalü, cf. note to line 1 c. 
355 Bálint, Kalm. salü "Stirnfranzen, Stirnhaar, die Haarbüschel an den Schläfen, kleine Zöpfe an den Schläfen" (R. 347), "lokony" 
(Mun. 663). 
356 Bálint urdäsa belegten ögöksen "earlier it was given as a present", Grammar-text uyudal bolghondän shaglasutai as it is indicated 
in the above translation. 
357 Bálint ketä. Grammar-text ketetshi, cf. Kalm. ket "Feuerstahl, Feuerstahl und Flinte, Feuerzeug" (R. 228), "ognivo" (Mun. 296), 
ketepci "Beutel für den Feuerstahl, Feuergerät" (R. 228), ketwc "kiset dija ogniva" (Mun. 296), ketc "koäeljok" (Mun 296). 
358 Bálint saglasun. Grammar-text shaglasun. cf. Kalm. saglx. 
359 Manuscript p. 20. Kara published this song in modern Kalmyk Cyrillic script with Russian translation: Kara: O neizdannyh. p. 
164. Flungarian translation: Szép rókavörös lovam. "My nice fox-red horse" Kara: A mongol irodalom kistükre, pp 174-175. 
,f>" Bálint Säixän zérde mörin min i sarain gerellä nädana. Kalm. Säxn zérd mörn min ' sarin gerllä nädn Parallel motif by Ramstedt: 
Ocin bolsan xongyor oqtoryain odolai nädanai. "Der funkenähnliche hellbraune Pferd spielt mit den Sternen des Himmels." (Nr. 6. 
stanza 1 ab. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 24-25). 
361 Bálint yom "mit eingedrücktem Leib" (R 150), "krepkij; uprugij, elastiinyj" (Mun. 166), "vdavljonnyj (o Zivote. brjuhe)" 
(Todajeva 245) In the translation 1 followed the meaning given by Ramstedt and Todajeva. Kara translated this lexeme similarly 
("podZaryj") Kara: O neizdannyh. p. 164. 
"2 Bálint sürä, Kalm. sürä, sürä "irgendein hohes, grobes Gras, das an den Ufern und auf feuchtem Boden wächst, Segge" (R 370), 

süra "osoka" (Mun. 684). Lat. Cyperaceae, German Sauergrasgewächse or Riedgrasgewächse. Kara translated as "gustuju travu". 
Kara: O neizdannyh. p 164 
''3 Bálint yol yolsik. the reduplication of the first syllable could be comprehended as the emphasising of the quality, cf. First Song 2 

ab. Kara translated this expression as "ljubeznyje": Kara: O neizdannyh. p 164 
'''4 Bálint bärilcaya, Kalm. bär'- + -lc- (cooperative) -/(voluntative), lit. "let us embrace each other". 
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My high chestnut horse 
grazes the sedge grass on the meadow. 
In my orphaned young age 
the laudation and support attract me. "1" 

Seventh song367 

In the three yurts on the edge 
is Khalaga'''8 wearing a cap with tassels.169  

The nearness of Khalaga wearing a cap with tassels 
flavours the smells of mace.,7(l 

In the three yurts at the ravine 
is the stubborn small Khalaga. 
The nearness of the stubborn small Khalaga 
flavours the smells of melon. 

In the yurts among the willows 
is Khalaga wearing a sable cap. 
The nearness of Khalaga wearing a sable cap 
flavours the smells of pepper. 

In the yurts at the shore 
is Khalaga with hair reaching her shoulders. 
The nearness of Khalaga with hair reaching her shoulders 
flavours the smells of thyme. 

Eighth song371 

I ride my galloping grey [horse] 
and loaded on my leather sack. , 7 : 

All the deeds I have fulfilled 
the Buddhas and gods should be aware. 

365 Bálint; yoltaxan zürkärän, Kalm. yol + -tä (sociative) + -xn (diminutive) ziirk + -är (instrumental) + -än (possessive), lit. "with 
my heart having an aorta", cf. by Kara: "vernymi serdcami" Kara: O neizdannvh. p. 164 
36<' Bálint örgömji bulimji tatudana Kalm. örgmj "das Aufgehobensein, das Gestutztsein, Schutz, Hilfe, Erziehung" (R. 299), 
"voshvalenije, vozvelifiivanije; vdohnovenije; pomoSC", podderika" (Mun. 424), bul'mj "Aufmunterung, Begeisterung, Lob, 
ruhmvolle Zurede" (R. 65), "voshvalenije; obodrenije" bül'mj (Mun. 123); tatudana from tat- "to pull, to attract" + -äd- (adv. 
perfecti ?) + [bä- "to be" ?] -na (future-present tense). The stem of the copulative verb disappeared. Cf. Kara's translation: "Mojej 
junosti sirotlivoj / PomoSíi i uhoda ne hvatajet." Kara: O neizdannvh. p 164. 
367 Manuscript p 21; stanzas 1-2 with Hungarian transcription and melody Zákhán ghurbun cf. Bálint: Jelentése. Nagy offered the 
translation of the first stanza, cf. Nagy: G. Bálint 's Journey, p, 317. 
368 Bálint Xalaya, Kalm. Xäly is a proper name for both sexes. It is given to children who are born (Kalm. xäly) during a journey or 
nomadising, moving Basangova (Borditanova)'s personal communication). The name appears in other folk songs as well: Xäly. 
Törskn yazrin dud. p. 96 (for the whole song see below among the parallel texts to Bálint's songs) and Uwsin köwün Xäly. "Khaalg, 
son of Uwsh" p. 129. While the content of Bálint's song suggests that it is sung about a girl, the name is attached to a lad in this later 
song 
369 Bálint zalata maxalata Xalaya, Kalm. zalät(ä) maxlät(ä) Xaly (?)/Xäly. The cap with tassels is a usual motif in the Kalmyk songs, 
cf. 
zalätai maxalaiyän ögönei bi gebe ich meine Mütze mit Troddel. 
(Nr. 39. stanza 2d. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 76-77) . 
370 Nagy translated improperly Kalm zat' "mace" as "musk". 
371 Manuscript p. 22. 
372 Bálint daling, Kalm. däl 'ng "Reitsack, Sattelsack, Doppelsack (wird zu beiden Seiten herabhängend auf den Sattel gelegt)" (R. 
81), cf. Khal. dälin "(xörögnT) rectangular snuff-bottle pouch; case" (Bawden 113). 
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On the edge of the Yellow ridge 
the grey goose , 7 , birds gather. 
Let the ten young men who rode away as chosen ones 
come back without any trouble. 

An ash-cloud appeared, 
it became the sign of winter. 
Let the ten men who rode away as companions 
come back here in health and vigour. 

The rib [shaped] moon appeared, 
it became the mark of spring. 
Let the ten men who rode away together 
come back home in health and vigour. 

Ninth song374 

On the back of my fair isabelcolored racer3 3  

I have grown up; 
In the arms of my good-natured3 6 mother 
I have grown up. 

At a racing horse 
the bit and the reins are the support; 
In the feeble young age (youth) 
the mother and the father are the support. 

At horse fastened for resting's sake 
the cord and the string are the support; 
In the jestful3 7 young age (youth) 
the mother and the father are the support. 

The support of a small house (or tent) 
is the mass of movables and the sofa;3 v 

In the age of childhood 
the support are the parents. 

The support of a large house (tent) 
are the laths of roof and the lattice wall;3 '' 
In the feeble youth 
the parents are the support. 

373 Bálint sangsaba. Kalm. sangsim (galün), sangsimag ( g a l f m ) "irgendeine Gänseart, viell. Graugans" (R. 349), sangsm "seryj 
(dikij) g u s ' " (Mun. 665). 
374 Manuscript p. 23, Song Nr. 5. in Grammar pp. 194-195. 
375 Bálint's note in the wordlist added to the present song: "an ambling horse" (Grammar p. 194). 
376 Bálint öbör dérn 7, Grammar-text öbör déren 7, Kalm. öwr dér n ' lit. "on the breast". 
377 Bálint ali, Bálint's note in the Grammar "all pron. at a ' jesting, joking, playful" " (p. 195). 
378 Bálint, Grammar-text barän bakas "barän bags" Bálint added a longer note to explain the ethnographical background of the song: 
"The reason for the contrast between a bagha ger (a small tent) and an ike ger (a large tent) is that a poor Mongolian has all his 
goods, consisting of chests, boxes, bags (all these called barän) and sofa or couche, in the same small tent where he lodges too; while 
a rich Mongolian has separate tent for lodging and a separate one for his stores." (Grammar p. 194). Grammar-text bakas "the head 
part of a sofa" (Grammar p 195). On barän as a folklore motif cf. Fourth tale. 
379 Bálint termen, Grammar-text termän. read Kalm term + n ' (demonstrative particle). 
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Tenth song380 

The dagger with a handle of one span 
becomes Baasangiin Choka.'81 

The small maid, Jojaa'83 

I abducted from her hope chest (?).383 

Let the cover of 
your high white tent384 collapse.'85 

Jojaa with beautiful face 
I abducted from his486 chest. 

The herd with the dark chestnut stallion 
I drove out to the steppe. 
Jojaa of the tender character '87 

I abducted from his feet. 

The fast grey mare 
I rode, because it is fast. 
The grey Khutsaan Arshi '88 

I followed, because he is strong. 

Eleventh song38' 

I mowed off for you 
the sedges' "1 that grew on the wetland. 
Nor did fate allow us to meet, 

» 391 
you and me. 

Manuscript p 24, stanzas 1-2 with Hungarian transcription and melody Berim isle cf. Bálint: Jelentése. 
381 Bálint BasangTn t o k a , Kalm BäsngTn Cokä (?) is a male proper name; it is rare among Bálint's texts that both the father's name 
and the given name appear, cf. also 10. 4c. Cf. Khal. Bäsan from Tib. pa sangs "Venus", f o k ä or probably f u k ä might be a 
nickname as in Khalkha f u k ä is the abbreviated form of f ulünbätar. etc. 
382 Bálint Jojä is here a female proper name; in details cf. the note to Fourth song stanza I c. 
383 Bálint, Kalm. barän figures frequently in folklore texts especially in tales, it is a principal place where many actions happen, cf. a 
note to the Fourth tale and also Pürbän pp. 112-113 and note to Ninth song 4b. 
384 Bálint jolma. Kalm. jolm "jurta iz Zerdej i koSmy" (Pürbän 114). 
385 A curse form, for typology of curses (Kalm. xaräl, Khal. xaräl. Mong. qariyal) cf. BordZanova, Tamara: Magiceskaja poezija 
kalmykov. Issledovanije i materialy. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 1999. pp. 49-64, 151-156. Further curses concerning 
the collapsing of the felt tent: Xaraőn' xamxrtxa! "Da polomajetsja matica jego jurty!" (BordZanova: Magiceskaja poezija. p. 151; 
BordZanova, T. G.: Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov (sistema zanrov, poétika). Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 2007. pp. 
141-165; and some Khalkha examples in: Gädamba, §. - Cerensodnom. D.: Mongol ardin aman joxiolin déj bicig. Ulänbätar, UlsTn 
XewlelTn Gajar 1978. [The Best of Mongolian Folklore] pp 103-104. 
386 Supposedly it refers to the maid's bride-groom or husband 
387 Bálint kehí zangta, cf. Kalm. kii zangté "mild, sanft, anspruchslos (von Charakter)" (R. 231). 
388 Bálint Xucän Aräi is a male proper name, similarly to Tenth song lb, the father's name is indicated here too; xuc "ram", arsi is 
probably not identical with the Skr. pfi "sage, seer", but with the Tibetan bkra shis "fortunate, lucky, etc.", cf. the name of the 
renowned Kalmyk scholar, Arash Bormanshinov and Khal. RaSi, DaSi. 
389 Manuscript p. 25, stanzas 1-2 with Hungarian transcription Csiktiinyi urghukszon and melody cf. Bálint: Jelentése. This song is 
mentioned as a parallel text in Ramstedt's collection edited by Aalto: Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 106-
107. The entire text cf. in the section: Parallels to Bálint's Texts from Later Song-collections The first two stanzas are mentioned 
and English translation is also added in Nagy's introductory article mentioned above: Nagy: G. Bálint 's Journey pp 317-318 
390 Bálint, Kalm. salü "Segge, Riedgras, s. öwsn id." (R. 347), salu "lokony" (Mun. 663), Lat. "Cyperaceae" Ramstedt translates 
both the sürä and salü with the same terms, cf. Sixth song 3b. 
391 Nagy's translation of the lines 1 cd: " . . . / and yet both you and I / are not brought together by fate." Nagy: G. Bálint's Journey, p. 
318. ' 
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I gave you, the graceful, the apple1 '2 

that grew on the poplar tree. 
Although I gave it to you who are graceful 
the previous destiny39, did not allow [us] to meet.394 

The flower that grew leaning, 
why does it dry in the sun? 
How could you make me forget you in my [whole] life 
You, who called me [your beloved]?395 

The light bay396 horse 
I rode, because it is said to be fast. 
Let the later [fate] meet397 

you, who have a pale3"8 face, [with me] 

Your sandal trees399 

lean towards bending.400 

My young soul 
leans towards its thoughts. 

Twelfth song 
(Khoshüda noyon Tseren-Dshab 
A song issued at the death of the 
Dshab Tiimen 

Tilmen 7 öngöröksön tsaktu gharghaksan dunf" 
Prince of the tribe Khoshüt by name ofTseren-

392 The apple, as a motif element appears in numerous Kalmyk folk songs, its context seems to be - in most cases - unfulfilled love 
or disappointment. Cf. e. g. Sawyr delta sari "Dark chestnut horse with bushy mane"", Bulnggin sadin al'mn "Apple from the garden 
at the corner". Törskn yazrin dud. pp. 90, 91. 
393 Bálint uridaln zayan. Kalm. urdln zayän "previous destiny, i. e. an earlier rebirth". 
394 Nagy ' s translation of the lines 2cd: " ... / and though I 've given it to you, darling / the former fate does not bring us together." 
Nagy: G. Bálint's Journey, p. 318 
395 Bálint Namäigi geksen camäigi / nasundän martaxu bolyoba-ci? Gorjajeva suggested a parallel text fragment: Namägän gesn 
camägän nasni tursär martsgöw. 
396 Bálint, xö xongyor, Kalm. xö xongyr is a hendiadys expression, xö "bleichgelb, isabellfarbig (von Pferden, Wolle, Haar" (R. 191), 
xo "svetlo-ryZij" (Mun. 591) figures as the first of the synonym-pair, cf. xö zérd, xö xul, etc. (R 191), xo zerd mörn (Mun 591) that 
in the interpretation of some ethnic groups might change the meaning of the second member of the compound expression. Kalm. 
xongyar "hellbraun, gelblich braun (Pferdefarbe)" (R. 185), xongyr "savrasyj (o masti loäadi)" (Mun. 596). 
397 Bálint xoinöni cigi xaryültuya, Kalm. xön n' cigxaryültxä "let [us] meet later, too". 
'''" Bálint xöxan. Kalm. xö + -xn (diminutive) is the same lexeme as in the line 4a used also to express the paleness of face (for the 
dictionary data cf. Mun. 597). 
399 Bálint zandaninten ciryakn 7, Kalm. zandnintn ciryä n ' (?), lit. "the chirgaa-lree of your or among your Sandal tree(s)"; Kalm.Ö. 
ciryä "(modn) irgendein Baum od. Strauch" (R. 442), Mun. deest. 
4"° Bálint zang)'araksan talan uyadana. lit. "leans to bending (?)" cf. Kalm.D. zangyary. zangyrakte modn "razmaSistoje derevo" (R. 
467), modn zangyrjana "derevo raskaiivajetsja" (Mun. 241); the expression is still somewhat obscure. 
401 Manuscript. Xosüda noyon Tiimen 7 Czeren-Jabin önggöröksön caktu yaryaksan dün p. 26, Song Nr. 6. in Grammar pp. 196-197. 
This is the only song in the collection that has a title This song belongs to special generic subgroup, to the wailing songs yundl dim. 
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His three isabelcolored horses 
stay harnessed before the door of the governor's; 
Our prince4"' acquainted with the governor, 
what has ordered us to do?4"3 

The governor of that time has gained 
his sword with a gilt grip; 
/ do not grieve for his sword devolved upon another 
but I grieve for the life of my prince. 

Of the cap adorned with red ribbons 
make use the magnats of the people; 
For his cap devolved upon another 1 don't grieve, 
but I grieve for the life of my prince. 

I have put (my son) Mandshi who is eleven years old 
into the school of Astrachan;4"4  

(And) when I have put him thereto 
I have told him, that he shall (once) rule his subjects. 

The yellow mottledyurt-palace4"' 
emerges like the stairs. 
Our honoured lord,4'"' who has acquaintance in Saratov 
what did he order us to do? 

402 Bálint äka. Kaim. äk is an honorific address; Bálint explained as follows: "äka prince, chief, cf. akha elder brother" (Grammar p. 
196). Kalm. äk "obraSőenije k staräim rodstvennicam; Kalm.D. obraSőenije k matery; Kalm T. obraSőenije k otcu ili staräöemu bratu" 
(Mun. 18), "id." (Pilrbän p 139); "Mutter, Tante, Frau des älteren Bruders Wenn die Großmutter mit den Enkeln lebt, nennen diese 
ihre eigene Mutter äk, und die Großmutter wird von ihren Kindern und Enkeln éj genannt" (R. 20); also in Aberle, David F.: The 
Kinship System of the Kalmük Mongols. In: University ojNew Mexico Publications in Anthropology 8. Albuquerque, New Mexico 
1953 pp. 3-48, on pp. 30-31. In Bálint's text the Torgut meaning, quoted by Munijev is relevant. Bálint 's text on Kalmyk weddings 
also contains reference on the use of the term: "That daughter-in-law calls his husband's mother and father "mother and father" or 
"dear father and dear mother"." For the context of the fragment, cf. chapter The Wedding oj the Kalmyks (Oirats). 
403 Similar lines appear in a song collected by Ramstedt among the Torguts in Turkistan in 1905: stanzas 5 - 6 d lines: namäyayataxä 
gesn bolwa - sok. Ramstedt, Gustaf John - Aalto, Pentti: Torgutische Lieder. In: JSFOu 62. (1961) pp 1-14, on p. 6. 
404 The school in Astrakhan is mentioned in other folksongs as well, cf. Aidarxani suryalin [sic!] köbfidigi arbadär tabadär cuqluläd 
[sic!]. "Die Knaben der Schule von Astraehan wurden in Gruppen von 5 und von 10 gesammelt." (Nr. 15 stanza 5ab. Ramstedt -
Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder pp. 42^13). Some stanzas are quoted as parallel text to the Second song of the Grammar 
included in the Addendum of this book 
405 This stanza is not included in the version published in the Grammar. 
406 Cf. the note above Twelfth Song 1c. 
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Thirteenth song407 

The river called Manych4"8 

is a beautiful foggy [or bluish]409 river. 
Our mother, who bore us 
fits into the skirt of Maitreya.410 

The river called Jurg4" 
is a beautiful river with mirage.412 

Our father who reached a hundred years [of age] 
fits into the skirt of Tsong kha pa.41 ' 

The river called Volga 
is apparently a beautiful river. 
Our mother who brought us up with love 
fits into the skirt of the Great Ones. 

J07 Manuscript pp. 27-28. 
408 Bálint Manca, Kalm. Mane. cf. Russ. ManyC river. "Manych (ma'nich), two rivers, SE European Russia. The Western Manych, 
c.200 mi (320 km) long, rises near Stavropol in the N Caucasus and flows NW through Lake Manych-Gudilo into the lower Don 
River. The Eastern Manych rises in a marshy area and flows c. 100 mi (160 km) east to a system of salt lakes and marshes c.75 mi 
(120 km) W of the Caspian Sea. but it reaches the sea only in rare spring floods. In spring the Western and Eastern Manych join in 
the center of the Manych Depression, a broad, valleylike low land extending c.350 mi (560 km) southeast from the lower Don to the 
Caspian Sea. A variant spelling is Manich." In: Columbia Encyclopedia. http://www.answers.com/library/Columbia%20 
Encyclopedia-cid-2289062 (Mai 2010). Cf. also Manca "der Fluss Manytsch (zwischen den Astrachanschen und Stavropolschen 
gouv.)" (R 256). Manych - besides Ijl (Volga), Zä (Ural), Kum/KUm (Kuma) and Ergn (Ergene) - figures in other Kalmyk folk 
songs as well, cf. 
mancasin sara toxai dundu Inmitten der gelben Flusswiese des ManyC 
maral-ni xurazi xaburjilne verbringen die versammelten Hirschkühe den Frühling. 
Nr. 30. stanza 3ab. Ramstedt — Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 66-67. Crossing the Manych as the external image of 
songs (paralleled with the internal image of love to mother or homesick) appears in other Kalmyk songs too, cf. Mangyda bor mörn 
"The grey Tatar horse" stanza 1, Mane yatlad yarxn' "Crossing the river Manych" stanza 1. Törskn yazrin dud. pp. 107, 108. The 
description of the territory: Kostenkov, K. I.: Kalmyckaja step' Astrahanskoj gubernii po izsledovanijami [sic!] Kumo-Manycskoj 
ekspedieii. Izdanije Ministerstva gosudarstvennyh imuäCestv. S.-Peterburg, Tipografija V. Bezobrazova i K 1868 

Bálint manuraksan, cf. Kalm. manurx "neblig werden, sich benebeln" (R. 256); manurtx "zastilat'sja tumanom, tumanit'sja; 
golubef sinef " (Mun. 342). 
410 Bálint Madiri, Khalm. Mädr, Khal. Maidar, Skr. Maitreya. On the cult of Maitreya among the Kalmyks, cf. Maidari burchan in: 
Pallas II. pp 84-85. The phrase indicates that people with proper moral behaviour will be reborn under the protection of various 
Buddhas or important personalities of the Buddhist Faith. Cf. Id, 2d. 3d. The names of the mentioned gods or historical persons are 
also governed by alliteration. The skirt of the caftan or gown (Kalm. xormä, xormä) can also be used to carry things and its 
symbolical meaning is to be under the protection of somebody, cf. xormad bagtx "vospityvaf sja v obäCestve, v kollektive", aldr 
Jangyrin xormad bagtadamr säxn jiryädsüw "i zaZil v sCast'e i blagopoluCii v obäCestve slavnogo DZangara" (Todajeva 460). 
411 Bálint Juruk, Kalm. jury is the name of a river; its location requires future identification. The hydronym appears in Ramstedt's 
collection as well, but without further reference: 
Juruq gedeq yolln Der Dzuraq genannte Fluss 
jungyaran baizi [sic!] dünggégéd, ist in der Ferne schimmernd kaum sichtbar. 
Nr. 45. stanza 4. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 90-91. 
412 Bálint jungyaraksan: both Bálint 's and Ramstedt's texts show that jungyr- /jungyär- is a verbal stem as well. Despite its 
appearance in Ramstedt's folksong collection, it was not included in his dictionary, which otherwise contains numerous examples 
from folksongs. In Munijev only the nominal stem appears: jungyar "mira2. marevo" (Mun. 233). 
41 ' Bálint Zungkabä, Kalm. Zunkw/Zunxw, Khal. Junxaw, Tib. Tsong kha pa, for the cult of Tsong kha pa as deity of the Buddhist 
pantheon among the Kalmyks cf. Sunkaba, Sauwanchaba by Pallas: Sammlungen. II. 102-103. 
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The river called Kuma414 

is a beautiful lumbering river. 
Become our mother who brought us up feeding with her milk, 
[one] the foremost of people! 

Ulaan413 who reached the age of ten 
has a nice gait.416 

In my young age 
how could 1 [forget ?] the best41' of my elder brothers? 

The little red dark chestnut horse 
has a nice dancing418 gait. 
In my little young age 
how could I [forget ?] any of my younger brothers? 

Fourteenth song 4" 

Going up on the hill 
there blows a chilly wind. 
To you my silent Bürgür Sempüs43" 
I gave a gift [made of] the horn of a wild goat. 

Going upon the mountain 
seems o be seen red and yellow.431 

For the maid Sempiis having a ruby face 
I gave a present earlier. 

On the dombra with five strings 
I let [one] to play.422 

I am not the lad who will let to go 
the maid Sempiis whom I don't even know [personally]. 

414 Bálint Kümü, Russ. Kuma "The Kuma (Russian: KyMá) is an 802 km (498 mile) long river in southern Russia. Its source is in the 
northern Caucasus, in the republic Karachay-Cherkessia, west of Kislovodsk. It flows in northeastern direction, through Stavropol 
Krai (towns Mineralnye Vody, Zelenokumsk. Budyonnovsk, Ncftekumsk) and through Dagestan. The Kuma flows into the Caspian 
Sea near the border between Dagestan and Kalmykia." http://www.search.com/reference/Kuma_River_(Russia) (Mai 2010). Kuma 
appears in other folk songs as well, cf 
küman sara toxai dundu Inmitten der gelben Flusswiese der Kuma 
kükütei (?) maral-ni namarjitne verbringt die Flirschkuh mit ihrem Kalb den I lerbst. 
Nr. 30. stanza lab. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp 64-65 
415 Bálint. Kalm., Khal. Ulän "Red" male and female proper name. 
416 Bálint alcingnaksan säixän yabodangta, cf. Kalm alcä-, alcä-, kölän alcäly-, alcälk- "(seine Beine) ausspreizen" (R. 9), alcax 
"rasstavljat". zadvigat' (napr. nogi ...)"; alcylzx "idti äiroko rasstavljaja nogi" (Mun. 38). 
417 Bálint axanarigän xoborigi, lit. "the rare[st]/the rarity of my brothers". 
4I" Bálint biliksen, Kalm. bil- + -sn/-gsn (nomen perfecti) of "to dance". 
419 Manuscript pp. 29-30. 
4211 Bálint Bürgür Sempüs, Kalm Bürgr Semps, Semws (?) is a female proper name in the context of the song. 
421 Bálint manjiüräd, Kalm manrxa "neblig werden, sich benebeln . . . " (R. 256), manrx "zatumanivafs ja podjorgivat'sja mgloj" 
(Mun 341); manurtx 2. "golubef, sinet' (vdali)" (Mun. 342), W.Oir. manuraji tunuxu "zatumanivat 'sja" (Pozd. 229). 
422 Bálint Tabun berenä domborigi tangna-mangna tasüläd. Kalm. Tawn berni [or bernt] dombrig tangna-mangna tasüläd. As an 
explanation Bálint inserted (tagna-magna) in brackets, are iconic expressions, hendiadys-constructions referring to the intensity (?) 
of the playing dombra; its exact meaning is not clear yet. Kalm.D. berne "Querleiste am Griffbrett der Guitarre [sic!] und ähnl 
Instrumente (s. dombr, towsür, dodrma. xür, yatxan)" (R. 42-43). As parallel for this motif cf. Dolön bereute yataxaigi dundaki (?) 
bernin daraya. "Dem Jatagan mit sieben Querleisten die mittelste Querleiste will ich drücken." (Nr. 10. stanza 6ab cf. also 7ab. 
Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp 32-33) Bálint tasüläd, Kalm. las- + -ül- (factitive) + -äd (adv. perfecti), lit. 
"to make someone hit it". Gorjajeva explained as: "priäljopyvat" jazykom". 
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The mottled horse with fine back42, 

neighs424 while [wej move425 to another camp. 
Looking at the place one has moved to 
tears are flowing from the eyes. 

The dust [emerging] during racing 
is pulled by the fat dark brown horse. 
Even after I have got to know [Sempiis] 
I will not be the lad who will let her go.426 

At the lonely tree at the ford 
swirls the smoke of a pipe.42' 
To you my Sempiis who was sitting alone 
I sent my pipe as a present. 

The blue [,..]428 belt 
[reaches and] hits the feet. 
You my dear maid Sempiis 
I set in front of my feet.429 

Fifteenth song43" 

[Hei!]431 On the shore433 of the sugared lake 
is the Crystal-Garuda palace; 
Kharla Shisha433 is sitting, looking434  

for and shaking. 

422 Bálint nürü bitä, Kalm. nurü bltä (?), lit. "with a body [having] a back". 
424 Bálint kiirjengnäd, Kalm. kiirjngnxe "brüllen, lärmen" (R. 247), ""grohotat', k lokolaf , gudet ' , rokotat' " (Mun. 327). 
422 Bálint niidiil dundun i, Kalm. nüdl dundn ' 
426 Cf. Fourteenth song 3c 
427 Bálint ratalyan 'i yakca modondu / yanzän ulan bürgiinä. Kalm. Fatlyln yayc modnd / yanzän ulän biirgn. This line-pair is a usual 
external image in Kalmyk songs. Cf. 
rallyna yanc modnd n' At the lonely tree at the ford 
Fancarn petnäyän bärläw. I took my petnä alone. 
Stanza lab. Xal'mg dun. Sbornik kalmyckih pesen. Ed. Krueger. John R. (The Mongolia Society Special Papers 12). Bloomington, 
Indiana, The Mongolia Society 1993. p. 44. The lexeme petnä is not identified yet. 
428 Bálint pangs: the meaning of this lexeme is not clear, but refers in all probability to a kind of textile or a kind of silk from which 
the belt is made. 
429 A similar motif appears in another song, where the keyword of the external image is not the belt, but the thimble. 
Kökl tömr xuruwcn' The blue metal thimble 
Ködlx dutman sargna. rings at each move. 
Körk bickn Embäskig The dear, little Embäshk 
Kölln ömn sögdiilnä. (5 cd) I make kneel in front of my feet. 
Embäsk "Embäshk" stanza 5cd. Törskn yazrin dud. p. 40. 
4.0 Manuscript pp. 31-32, Song Nr. 3. in Grammar pp 191-192, stanzas 1-2 with Hungarian transcription and melody: Sikirte mirin 
cf Bálint: Jelentése. 
4 . 1 The exclamative E! of the present manuscript does not occur in the Grammar. 
412 Bálint köbödii. Grammar-text köbädii, Kalm köwäd. 
4 , 1 Bálint Xarla Siää, Grammar-text Kharla Shisha is a female proper name. 
4,4 Bálint Sil önggötä (Grammar-text shilbilzeksen) Xarla Sisä melmelzeji südik bűi. The suggested translation of the Manuscript- and 
the Grammar-text "Kharla Shisha having glass-colour is sitting (Grammar "glimpsing and") sobbing (i. e. with tears in her eyes)." 
Bálint explained the lexeme melmelze- as "to shake, wave, tremble" (Grammar p 192), however in Kalmyk: melmlzxe "voll sein; 
voller Tränen sein (das Auge)" (R. 260), melmlzx "blestet", navjortyvaf sja (o sljozah); perepolnjaf sja ( i idkos f ju )" (Mun. 349). 
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[Hei!] If (one) looks at her through the roof-opening 
she has the appearance of a girfalcon; 
If (one) is sitting embracing her, 
she is softer than the down.435 

[Hei!] If (one) looks at her through the opening 
above the door, she has the appearance of a peafowl;436 

If she is sitting leaning on her elbows43  

she is softer than the silk. 

[Hei!] If she is sitting combing her hair 
(it is like as if she would draw the rainbow of the cloud; 
The so4"' beautiful Kharla Shishä 
is sitting in a shaking manner43' 

[Hei!] Her combed hair 
covers her sitting place; 
The so44" beautiful Kharla Shishä 
is sitting and looking for44' 

[Hei!] At the splendent white lake 
she has scattered her raisin44' and sugar; 
"Khän (king) Dshanamgha443 will come" 
saying she is sitting looking for. 

[Hei!] On the shore of the large lake 
Khän (king) Dshanamgha, the graceful, 
who had (set) let loose his nine hawks 
is coming to search his (hunting) birds.444 

[Hei!] "Girl Kharla Shishä 
pray, give (me) my birds!445 

415 The suggested translation: "softer than feather"; Kalm. örwlg "feather". 
4"' Bálint logoslon. Grammar-text toghoston, in the wordlist added to the song in the Grammar "toghos, toghoston a peafowl" 
(Grammar p 192), cf. Kalm D togostn "Pfau", Kalm.Ö togs "Pfau" (R. 397), toystn "pavlin" (Mun. 501). 
4 , 3 Bálint toxaitdoji süxin7, Grammar-text tokhaldudshi sükhun 7, Kalm. toxäldj süx n', cf. Kalm.Ö toxäldxa, toxäldxa "sich auf den 
Ellbogen stützen; sich mit dem Ellbogen durchdrängen" (R. 397), toxatdx "opirat 'sja loktem, oblokaCivat'sja" (Mun. 510). 
4 , 8 Bálint elme "this kind". Grammar-text teime "that kind", cf. Kalm. im, tim. 
439 Cf. Id, "sobbing". 
440 Cf. 4c. 
441 Cf. Id, 4d "sobbing": Bálint melmelzeji. but Grammar-text kharalkhaji, Bálint's explanation of the song in the Grammar 
"kahratkha-, khar-la- frequ. of khara- to see, to look" (Grammar p 192). By Ramstedt: xarlxa 2. "angewöhnen, üble Gedanken 
hegen" (R. 169). 
442 Bálint casan sikirün asxarüläd "scattering the sugar snow[like?] ", Grammar-text iiziim shikirän askharüläd, Kalm. üzm "raisin". 
443 Bálint janamya, male proper name, cf. Janama (Schorkowitz 621) 
444 The motif of the man who searches his lost hunting bird at a woman's living place appear in the folk tales as well. Cf. Twelfth tale 
(JManuscript pp. 97-98): 
"The khan's son went to hunt with his falcon444 and let it catch a bird; but his falcon sat on the smoke hole covering felt of Ulaadaa 
Baatr 's yurt. [98) Thereafter the khan's son [also] arrived and said: 
- Ulaadaa Baatr, are you at home? Give me my falcon! - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr's wife said: 
- Ulaadaa Baatr is not at home. - Thereafter the khan's son looking at the wife and seeing her amazing beauty forgot to return 
h o m e " . 
443 Bálint sobügi-m '. Grammar-text shobügi-m(in 'i). 
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If thou doest not give my birds 
I will return and inform my king against (thee). " 

[Heil] "Inform as many times as thou wilt!44'' 
should he be informed what imperts it me! 
Thy king whom thou wilt have informed, 
will have thy feet when returned made wry. "447 

Sixteenth song448 

Be zääsng449 Muuchk450 of the Bukhush clan451 

led by the wrong way. 
Let your452 virtuous, blessed Udwl4 5 j 

come back quickly. 

Be Muuchk having an upstanding moustache 
driven handcuffed by the soldiers. 
Let your Udwl who has been chosen454 

come back from the nearby place. 

May the black pockmarked Muuchk die 
by means of stabbing.455 

Let your Udwl, who has become the most friendly [maid] 
come back here. 

446 Bálint medülkäsü mediilä the suggested translation: "Inform if you want to"; cf. Kalm. medülwäs (adv. concessive), medäl 
(imperative). 
447 Bálint kölän dot'lyäd. Grammar-text kölän tot'Vghäd. Bálint 's explanation totilgha- to make wry, to distort" (Grammar p 192); 
despite Bálint's remark this expression remains obscure and needs further investigation; in R. and Mun. deest. 
448 Manuscript pp. 33-35. 
449 Bálint zätsang. Kalm. zäsng "Die untere aristokratische Ebene der zajsan (zääsng) setzte sich aus Erb- und Verdienstaristokratie 
zusammen. .. Dem zajsan oblag die administrative Verwaltung eines ajmak. der aus 150 bis 300 Kibitka bestehen konnte." 
Schorkowitz, Dittmar: Die soziale und politische Organisation bei den Kalmücken (Oiraten) und Prozesse der Akkulturation vom 17. 
Jahrhundert bis zur Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts. Frankfurt am Main - Bern - New York - Paris, Peter Lang 1992. pp 275-276. On 
the administrative system of Kalmyks cf. further: Maksimov, Konstantin N.: Kalmykia in Russia's Past and Present National 
Policies and Administrative System. Budapest - New York, CEU Press 2008. pp. 142-143, passim. The zäsng is a frequent figure in 
the songs and probably mostly appear as a result of improvisation or creating song according to the current situation, in details cf. 
below Bálint 's Songs in the Kalmyk Corpus. By Ramstedt the title of said "official, minister" also appears, but in a positive context: 
cf. aimeyaseni suldaqsan saidüdtgi asidani dedes örseteyai. "Den von ihrem Stamme getrennten Edelleuten mögen die Höchsten 
Geister ewig gnädig sein!" Nr. 28. stanza 6cd. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 64-65. 
4511 Bálint Müíka, Kalm. Müök male proper name, cf. the name of Bálint's informant: MuCk/MUik Baldr, Grammar p XIII. On the 
semantics of this name cf. Bitkejeva, G. C.: Social 'nyje aspekty nekotoryh imjon u kalmykov. In: Onomastika Kalmykii. Ed. 
Bardajev, E. C. - Monrajev, M U. - OCir-Garjajev. B E. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-lssledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i 
Ekonomiki 1983. pp. 85-95, on p. 88. 
451 Bálint BuxuSa, Kalm. Bux§ an ethnic component (a clan) of the Bag-DOrwd left wing. 
452 The expression cin' can be comprehended either as a possessive pronoun (Sg.2.) or as a demonstrative particle. In present 
translation the possessive meaning will be used. 
45 ' Bálint Udbul, Kalm. Udwl from Skr. utpala "water lily" is a female proper name 
454 Bálint sinjilzi [sic!] abuksan, Kalm. sinjilj awsn. lit. usually comprehended as "has been examined"; this expression refers 
probably on the "examination" of the maid whether she is appropriate to become a bride. Cf. chapter The Wedding of the Kalmyks 
(Oirats). 
477 Bálint xadxalang gemär. cf. Kalm. xadxlng (?) gemär, read xadx + / (emphatic particle) n' (emphatic particle) (?) lit. "through the 
sin of stabbing". Though Bálint, having a very sensitive ear to differentiate sounds would not misunderstand a velar n (ng) versus a 
palatal n'. Until an appropriate solution will be found, the lapsus calami can not be excluded, as well. Cf. Kalm. xadxa- 2. 
"festschlagen, einschlagen, (einen Nagel), einstecken, stecken" (R. 158), "pribivat", prikolaCivat", vbivat' " (Mun. 567). 
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Be the caftan sewn by your love 
left456 at the gathering45' of the paternal Abaghanars.458 

Let your Udwl taken with love 
come back in the future. 

Be your grey Tatar horse459 

left at the gathering of the Manglää clan.460 

Let zääsng Muuchka who deluded us 
be stabbed by us!461 

The fast, fast horse 
has been kept for robbing.462 

The Khonchinar and Bukhush [clans?] 
I feed with robbed meat.463 

Let the Khonchinar and Bukhush aimags4M 

remain deprived. 
Let Udwl, who came later 
tear up all [Muuchk's ?] things.4"5 

Zääsng Khartsag466 from Erketen467 

is condemned as he is considered to be a fool. 
Muuchk who has an evil mind "'8 

fell in love with the best4"9 [maid ?]. 

456 Bálint bärigdutuya. Kalm bärigdtuyä lit. "let be caught", cf. also stanza 5b 
457 Bálint xuruldun'i. Kalm. xurld n', the Kalm. xurl could indicate either a gathering of an administrative unit or a Buddhist 
monastery. Here the context offers the solution The passage needs further investigation. Cf. also 5b. 
45H Bálint abayanara, read Kalm. awynrin (gen.), awy means "paternal uncle", but here Awynr indicates the designation of an ethnic 
group (a clan if Bag-Dörwd) as well. Cf. also 5b. 
459 Bálint Mangyad bora mörin-cin'i, Kalm. MangydAMangyda bor mörn(-éin'), the grey Tatar horse is a usual motif in Kalmyk 
folklore, e. g. song Mangyda bor mörn "The grey Tatar horse" Törskn yazrin dud. p 107. 
4il" Bálint manglän, cf. Kalm. mangnä (gen.) "forehead, foremost". Here it indicates a clan designation and their gathering at their 
Buddhist monastery. 
461 Bálint man iyän xadxülu boltoya, Kalm. man' + -ig- (a syllable inserted by singing?) + -är (instrumental) lit. "become stubbed by 
us". 
462 1, e. a good horse the thief of the livestock could escape on; on the relationship to the livestock-robbery among the Kalmyks, cf. 
chapter: Horse Racing. Wrestling and Stealing and Taking an Oath among the Kalmyks. 
463 Bálint xulxa maxär tejiägäd, Kalm. xulxä maxär tejägäd"feeding by the robbed meat" probably alludes to the livestock stolen by 
the thieves 
464 Bálint äimek. Kalm. ämg "territorial division based on blood relationship originally". Cf. Schorkowitz: Die soziale und politische 
Organisation pp. 286-288 Kalm ämag. ämeg "Clan, Volksabteilung, Stamm, Provinz. Bezirk" (R. 26), ämg "rod, plemja" (Mun. 
62). 
465 Bálintxögi, Kalm. xö"alle, alles, ganz" (R 191) 
466 Bálint Xarcayäigi, Kalm. Xarcyäg (acc.) male proper name. 
467 Erketen is one of the seven regions (Kalm. uls) Kalmykia was divided into in 1835. In detail cf. Maksimov: Kalmykia in Russia 's 
Past and Present National Policies, pp. 142-143, passim. The Erketen (Kalm. Erktn) and the Khoshuud (Kalm. XoSQd, another uls in 
the Kalmyk administrative system) figure in other Kalmyk songs as well, e. g. erketen xosüd xörondu erdem sanar [sic!] törönei. 
"Zwischen den Erketen und den Choschuten entsteht Einverständnis in einer guten Weise." Nr. 21. stanza 2cd Ramstedt - Balinov -
Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder pp 50-51. 
468 Bálint erlik uxäta Müiikagi, Kalm. erlg uxät Mückig; a parallel motif from a song on homesickness: 
Klin uxata mana eznäs Front our lord who has cold mind 
Kilmj tatu bolna. there is not enough care. 
Adrxn balysn "Astrakhan city" stanza 3cd. Törskn yazrin dud. p 67. 
469 Bálint ere säindiin 7, cf. Kalm. er "(verstärkend, vgl. or)" (R. 123). 
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If the taken wife is kidnapped, 
one stays behind crying. 
Zääsng Khartsag can not do anything [and], 
he makes his drinks from milk brandy. 

Out of two, two wives 
one stays poor and quiet.47" 
Zääsng Kharcag who is the son-in-law of the Khoshuuds 
makes his drinks from twice distilled milk brandy. 

At the base of the Ergene projections471 

the youngs from Erketen became stronger.472 

Let a dagger be stuck into the liver 
of the evil minded Muuchk. 

At the uncountable projections 
the Torgud youngs became stronger. 
Let a dagger be stuck into the head 
of the alluring47 ' Muuchk. 

The shy Udwl 
is proposed to by official Begäälä.474  

Let your Udwl go who became proposed to 
as she deserved for it!475 

Muuchk from the Baga-Dörwöd 
wants to take a wife. 
All the livestock he had, 
he has squandered for the wife. 

Be Muuchk, the son of Kirw476 

driven to a cold place. 
Be your good fortune torn off 
by the skilful477 Udwl. 

470 Bálint toxoräd, Kalm.Ö. toxrxa "sich beruhigen, gesetzt werden, zur Ruhe gelangen, sich legen" (R. 398), toxrx "ustanavlivaf sja, 
uporjadoCivat'sja; osvaivat'sja, privykat ' " (Mun 510). 
471 Bálint Ergenän sir, cf. Kalm. Ergene "die frühere Uferwand des kasp Meeres; die südliche Fortsetzung des Bergufers der Wolga. 
Ergene ergenén gucin gurwn sir die 33 Vorsprüngen der Ergene" (R. 251-252). Cf. also: Borisenko, I. V.: Toponimija Ergenej 
(dorevoljucionnyj period). In: Onomastika Kalmykii. Ed. Bardajev, E. C. - Monrajev, M. U - Oíir-Garjajev, B. E. Elista, Kalmyckij 
Nauino-lssledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki 1983. pp 35-51. 
472 Bálint cangyadäd. lit "to fasten", cf. Kalm. cangyadxa "stramm, hart gespannt sein" (R. 437), cangydax "krepit', ukrepljat", 
usilivat', natjagivat', delat' tugim" (Mun. 645). 
473 Bálint loson keletä. Kalm. tosn keltä, lit. "having a fatty tongue". 
4 4 Bálint zubőilöd, Kalm D. zöcl- "werben (um ein Mädchen)", Kalm Ö. "zu Gaste sein (und dabei Geschenke geben)" (R. 477). The 
zubcil- / zobcil- stem appears among Ramstedt 's songs as well, cf. p. 9, song Nr. 18 pp. 46-49. 
475 Bálint zurum, read Kalm. zurm + -är (? instrumental), cf. zurmyosn (?) "Vorschrift, Norm, Sitte, Gesetz" (R 481). 
471' Bálint Kirbi, Kalm. Kirw (?) is supposedly a male proper name Basangova (Bordianova) 's suggestion: Kirwän. 
477 Bálint kilimek, kitimek, cf. Kalm.D. kilmg "fleißig, emsig" (R. 231), kilmyä "staratel 'nyj, prileinyj, userdnyj" (Mun. 300); kilimek, 
kitimek seems to be an iconic hendiadys expression with poetic function 
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Be Muuchk who has a mind similar to a steed478 

hit by the thunderbolt. 
Let your Udwl who left playfully47'' 
come back in the future. 

B Á L I N T ' S S O N G S IN THE KALMYK. C O R P U S 

The Kalmyk corpus has obviously preserved the common poetic features of the folk songs of the 
Mongolian cultural area and variants of Kalmyk songs can still be traced among the Altai- and Xinjiang-
Oirats. Nevertheless, the influence of the Russian cultural environment is fairly apparent in Kalmyk folk 
song-collections - including Bálint's texts as well. The first records of Kalmyk folk songs were written 
down by the team of Peter Simon Pallas' expedition. Out of the seven songs (Pallas defines them as 
"verliebte und Klaglieder") five are regrettably given only in German translation and two love songs, also 
in the Kalmyk language, in a fairly good transcription that follows the rules of German pronunciation.480 

These two songs have been extensively analysed by me with regards their linguistic features, especially 
structure, genre and poetics.481 Concerning Bálint's material, the most important corpus is Ramstedt's 
collection of folk songs edited and published by Pentti Aalto. The items of Kalmiikische Lieder were 
recorded in Astrakhan in 1903, where Ramstedt collected 22 tales, 90 riddles, 105 proverbs and 40 
songs.482 Numerous songs were noted down and handed to Ramstedt by the Baga-Dörböt (Kalm. Bay-
Dörwd) princess Ölzete Tudutova, which Ramstedt transcribed with Oirat letters into his field diary.48. 

Some of Ramstedt's songs emerge in Rudnev's collection as well, while some of Tundutova's songs are 
included only in Rudnev's collection.484 An interesting corpus of folk and revolutionary songs was 
published by M. Trituz in 1934 and republished by John R. Krueger in 1993. The booklet contains some 
stanzas and motifs that can be paralleled with Bálint's songs (cf. below).485 A thematic song-collection 
with a detailed introduction was also published in 1989 and devotes itself to representing the most famous 
songs by genre and historical period(pre-revolutionary and post-revolutionary times).486 A description of 
the thematic framework used for the classification of the songs follows. 

Attempts to classify the archival and newly collected songs have been made by Kalmyk folklorists. 
Songs belonging to the repertoire of rituals and wedding performances are treated either separately (even 
if they show the characteristics of lyric or epic songs and not the features of the ritual poetics),487 or are 
discussed in the genre system of lyric and epic songs - this dichotomy of interpretation is evident in the 

478 Bálint Aranzal, Kalm. Arnzl is a mythical horse, frequently figuring in epics (tales and heroic epics), in detail cf. Fifth tale 
Basangova (BordZanova) interpreted that he is "quick minded" 
479 Bálint alilji, cf. Kalm. äl'wlx "Spaß treiben, mutwillig sein; spielen (die Katze)" (R. 22), äl'lx "koketniCat", ZemanCivat' " (Mun 
18), Khal. atialax "to lark about/around, to play the fool, to joke" (Bawden 13). 

480 Pallas, Peter Simon: Sam[m]lungen historischer Nachrichten über die mongolischen Völkerschaften. 1. St. Petersburg, Kaiserliche 
Akademie der Wissenschaften 1776. pp. 153-157, besides the love songs there are two unique historical songs remembering the 
return of the Torguts to their homeland in 1771 and one conversation song between a dying soldier and his beloved girl: the analysis 
of the two song written also in Kalmyk, cf. Birtalan, Ágnes: Zwei kalmückische Volkslieder aus dem 18. Jahrhundert In: AOH XL1. 
(1987) pp. 53-74. 
481 Birtalan: Zwei kalmückische Volkslieder. 
482 Ramstedt, Gustaf John - Balinov, S. - Aalto. Pentti: Kalmückische Lieder. In: JSFOu 63. (1962) pp. 1-127. on p. 6. 
481 Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, p 6. 
484 Cf. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, p. 6, and Rudnev, A. D.: Mclodii mongol 'skih plemjon. In: Zapiski 
Imperalorskago Russkago Geografiőeskago Obsőestvapo otdeleniju Etnografii XXXIV. (1909) pp. 395-^430 
485 Xal mg dun Sbornik kalmyckih pesen. Ed. Krueger, John R. (The Mongolia Society Special Papers 12). Bloomington, Indiana, 
The Mongolia Society 1993. 
486 Törskn yazrin dud. Xal'mg ulsin kezängk boln ödgä caga dud. Ed. Okna, B. Eist, Xal 'mg degtr yaryai 1989 [The songs of the 
motherland], 
487 On the features of the structure of various lyric genres, cf. Birtalan, Ágnes: Syntactic features as means in the identification of 
Mongolian lyric folk genres. On the example of Oirad folk songs collected by B. Ya. Vladimirlsov (manuscript). 
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summarising typological and methodological surveys of Kalmyk folklore (cf. below).488 There are further 
publications of Kalmyk folklore including songs, such as: Narodnoje tvorcestvo Kalmykii. Ed. Kravcenko, 
I. Stalingrad - Elista 1940 that was not at my disposal while working on Bálint's material. Others such as 
the collection of Ambekova's repertoire489 or books dedicated to the children's folklore490 - offering a 
number of parallels for blessings, riddles and proverbs - do not contain material relevant to Bálint's songs. 

Gyula Lajos Nagy almost rightly remarked in his article devoted to Bálint's Kalmyk texts that, 
compared with other folklore collections, he did not find any parallel material either among Vladimircov's 
song collected from the Altai Oirats or among the stanzas inserted into Ramstedt's the tales. "Yet this 
chapter of our manuscript is precious enough for we do not find any of these pieces in other works of the 
same sort." 491 At the level of motifs some similarities can be found with the songs in Pozdnejev's and 
Vladimirtsov's Oirat collections,492 the songs of the Ramstedt-corpus49 ' and also in the present-day 
Kalmyk song-books at my disposal. Entirely identical texts, however, are rare even at the level of stanzas. 
Below, similarities between Bálint's songs and examples of later collections will be demonstrated. These 
are far from being complete and are included only with the aim of illustrating corpus evidence of some 
common features recorded at various times. 

As it can be concluded from the above fifteen songs of the Manuscript and a further song published only 
in the Grammar (cf. Addendum) recorded by Bálint, the following common characteristics of Mongolian 
folk songs can be traced as typical features: 

1. four-lined stanzas constitute the songs (for the Mongolian cultural areas it is the most typical; rarely 
two-lined structures, or even more seldom five or more lines compose a stanza but they do not 
appear among Bálint's songs); 

2. the presence of parallelism (inside a stanza and also between stanzas) as the main structure forming 
factor; 

3. concerning the content, parallelism emerges between the external (nature, social environment) and 
internal (the singing EGO' s emotions, feelings) worlds; 

4. the presence of alliteration as the main poetic factor of songs. 

The etic classification of Kalmyk folk songs (Kalm. dün)494 is built mainly on content and historical 
periodisation of the appearance of songs:495 

488 Cf. Kalmyckij fol'klor. Ed. Bitkejev, N. C. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomii pri 
Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1985. and above ali Bitkejev's summarising introduction and articles devoted to specific genres: 
Bitkejev, N. C.: Svod kalmyckogo fol 'k lora - Original'noje izdanije pamjatnikov narodnogo tvorCestva. In: Kalmyckij fol'klor. Ed. 
Bitkejev, N. C. Elista. Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii. Filologii i Ekonomii pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj 
ASSR 1985. pp 3-16; Bordzanova, T. G.: O Zanrovom sostave obrjadovoj poezii kalmykov. In; Kalmyckij fol'klor. Ed. Bitkejev, N. 
C. Elista, Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomii pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1985. pp. 
28-37; BordZanova, T. G.: K probleme obrjadovoj poezii kalmykov. In: Kalmyckaja narodnaja poezija. Ed Bitkejev, N. C. Elista, 
Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii. Filologii i Ekonomii pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1984. pp. 74-97; 
Habunova, Je. E.: Voprosy publikacii materialov svadebnoj poezii kalmykov. In: Kalmyckij fol 'klor. Ed. Bitkejev. N. C. Elista, 
Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii. Filologii i Ekonomii pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1985. pp. 38-51; 
Habubova, Je. E.: Svadebnaja obr jadovaja poezija kalmykov. In: Kalmyckaja narodnaja poezija. Ed. Bitkejev, N. C. Elista, 
Kalmyckij NauCno-Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomii pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1984. pp. 96-132. 
489 Ambekova, B. C.: Cecn bulg. Rodnik mudrosti. Elista, AOr "NPP DZangar" 2006. 
490 Bickdiidin amn iigin bilgin antolog. Ed. Okonov, B B. Eist, Xal'mg degtr yaryaC, 1990. [An anthology of oral poetry for 
children], Basangova, T. G.: Detskijfol klor kalmykov. Elista, UCreZdenije RAN, KIGI RAN 2009. 
491 Nagy, Louis J.: G. Bálint's Journey to the Mongols and his Unedited Kalmuck Texts. \n.AOH\X. (1959) pp. 311-327, on p. 317. 
4 , 2 Pozdnejev, A.: Obrazcy narodnoj literatury mongolskih plemjon. Narodnyja pesni mongolov. S.-Peterburg, Tipografija 
Imperatorskoj Akademii Nauk 1880; Vladimircov, B. Ja.: Obrazcy mongol'skoj narodnoj slovesnosti (S-Z. Mongolija). Leningrad, 
Izdanije Instituta Zivyh vostoCnyh jazykov imeni A. S. Enukidze 1926. 
491 Ramstedt, Gustaf John - Balinov, §. - Aalto. Pentti: Kalmückische Lieder In: JSFOu 63. (1962) pp 1-127 and also Ramstedt, 
Gustaf J o h n - Aalto, Pentti: Torgutische Lieder. In: JSFOu 62. (1961) 1-14. 
494 Lőrincz. L[ászló[: La terminologie du folklore Kalmouck. In: AOHXVIII (1965) pp 149-158, on pp 150-151 
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° kezängk dud "songs of old times"; 
° patrioticesk boln grazdansk dänä caga dud "songs of the patriotic (1812) and civil (1917-1923) 

wars"; 
° sin jirylin dud "song of the new happy life"; 
0 törskn orn-nutgan xarsltin tusk dud "songs devoted to the defence of the motherland"; 
0 xal 'mgudig tülgsna tusk dud "songs about the Kalmyks' exile"; 
° ödgä cagin dud "contemporary songs"; 
0 dombrt biln keldg dud boln sawasmud "dance songs accompanied by dombr and other jocular short 

songs". 

The emic distinction by any Mongolian ethnic group concerning the performing technique is known 
among the Kalmyks as well: ut dun "long song" (Khal. urtin dvi) and axr dun "short song" (Khal. bogino 
du). Thematically to the "long songs" belong songs about the family, the motherland, usually sorrowful 
love, and Buddhist teaching, historical events. The "short songs" chant about the joyful love. Among the 
Oirats and the Kalmyks improvisatory mocking songs, jocular songs are particularly popular. 

Another classification of Kalmyk songs - although it is unmarked in Bálint's collection - is based on the 
political milieu of the 1930s, according to which the songs before the 1917-revolution could be divided 
into two groups: songs of the oppressing class, the nobles, and songs of the depending class, the poor 
herdsmen etc. This categorisation reflects the retrospection prevalent in the historical environment of that 
period A well-known genuine emic genre-definition also appeared in this collection: the so-called castr 
dün (Oir. sastr dű/diin, Khal. sastir/sastir du) that denotes the songs of historical or religious content.4 "' 

1. The classification attempts in typological or methodological surveys are the followings: 
2. korotkije ljubovno-liriéeskije pesni (o ljubvi i razluke, o sőast'je i toske) 
3. geroiőeskije [pesni] 
4. protjaznyje zastol'nyje pesni.4'7 

Another approach of thematic classification of songs: 
1. protjaznyje pesni4 '8 

2. liriőeskije pesni: ljubovnyje, semejno-bytovyje, gostevyje (zastol'nyje), pljasovyje (äutoönyje).4''1 

Most of Bálint's songs are typical concerning the above introduced structural and poetical peculiarities; 
they belong to the purely lyrical genre,500 i. e. epic and dramatic features are missing from or are less 
significant in their structure. 

The overview below is a preliminary attempt to identify Bálint's songs in a generic system concerning 
their content and themes. 

4 ,5 E. g. Törskn yazrin dud. Here I presented the author's system without any changes. This kind of classification can not be 
comprehended as a genre system due to its mingled nature (elements of content, performance and the time of appearance are 
combined into one structure). 
m' Xal'mg dun. Sbornik kalmyckih pesen. pp. 3-8 . "kezänäke őastr düd cugtän noin - lamnrig, bain züsnggudig makt] yarysn düd 
bila ". Xal 'mg dun. p. 3. The term - quoted also by Vladimircov - is discussed by me in my monograph devoted to Oirat songs: 
Gattungen und Sprache der Volkslieder der Vladimircov-Sammlung (manuscript) 
4,7 Badmajev, Andrej: Kalmyckaja dorevoljucionnaja literatura. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel 'stvo 1984 pp. 19-20. To the 
last category, Badamjev remarked that these songs are performed at wedding and other celebrations. 
4'* Here the songs of historical content were meant. 
4W Bitkejev: Svod kalmyckogo fol'klora. pp. 10-11. 
'""On the attempt to create a generic hierarchy of Mongolian songs, cf. Birtalan, Ágnes: Dsakhchin (West-Mongolian) Folksongs 
with Buddhist Content. In: AOH 61. (2008) pp. 415^429, with a detailed bibliography on genres of Mongolian songs. 
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I. Pure Lyric songs 
1. Love 

i) love, desire: 1st song, 2nd song, 4th song, 8lh song, 10th song, 11th song 14,h song 
ii) love, praise: 5 th song, 7th song. 

2. Family 
i) mother and father: 9,h song 
ii) mother: 3rd song 
Hi) family, parents, brothers: 13th song 
iv) brothers: 6lh song 

3. Religion: 3rd song 
4. Mourning Song (Kalm. yundl): 12th song 

II. Lyrico-dramatic song (a dialogue song): 15th song 
III. Improvisatory song (with motifs of curses, exclamations and references on the actual situation): 

16"' song 

Due to space restriction, a more detailed structural and poetical analysis of the songs is not possible within 
the pages of the present monograph, so here I will touch upon only two phenomena. First through the role 
of the zäsng, 1 will briefly refer to the improvisatory spontaneous characteristics of songs created in situ, 
secondly I will offer a collection of parallel texts to particular stanzas of Bálint's songs. 

The frequent use of various proper names refers to the spontaneous character of some songs improvised 
partly on the spot, but additionally the singers also use well-established motifs, motif elements, poetical 
passages, solutions typical for the community they live in. The names were recognisable in narrow 
communities and indicate well-known events for people singing the particular song. Although the actual 
situations might have been familiar for the people who informed Bálint, some allusions are hard to 
interpret now with the passing of time (cf. Sixteenth song). Elaborating Ramstedt's Kalmyk songs Aalto 
came to a similar conclusion: "Einige andere behandeln Ereignisse aus der Umgebung des Dichters, oft 
spöttischem Ton, so vor allem das Lied von dem priesterlichen Astrologen, der sich in ein Mädchen 
verliebte."501 

Besides the proper names the improvisatory songs tell about misdeeds of the members of the 
community; the affairs of people familiar to the singer are revealed in the lines of the songs. Another 
typical person in the Kalmyk songs of Bálint and in Ramstedt's collection is the zäsng "hereditary 
nobleman of lower rank" who is usually a negative figure, described as a mischief, a drinker and a 
womanizer. In Ramstedt's, however, he also appears in a neutral or positive role: 

nijéd nijéd aqtaigén 
neren tölei tabalanai, 
neretei töröltei zaisanggüd 
nigen kürtelén züdkeldéd. 

Die Reitpferde werden einzeln und einzeln 
wegen des Ruhmes trainiert. 
Die Stammältesten mit Ruhm und Abstammung 
strengen sich bis zum letzten Mann an.502 

tergeni yurbun zerdén 
tendésin xalxain temdeqtéi (?), 
temdeqtéi zaisang Jowä Dorzin [siel] 
tenggerin orondu ozi (?). [siel] 

Die drei rehfarbigen Wagenpferde 
haben einen Stempel an der dortigen Seite. 
Der mit Medaille dekorierte (?) Stammälteste Dzowä Dordzi 
ist nach dem himmlischen Orte gegangen.50' 

51,1 Aalto, Pentti: Ausdruckformen in kalmückischen Liedern. In: Aspects of Altaic Civilisation. Proceedings of the Fifth Meeting of 
the Permanent International Altaistic Conference Held at Indiana University. June 4-9 1962. Ed. Sinor, Denis. (Uralic and Altaic 
Series 23) Bloomington Indiana, Indiana University - The Hague, The Netherlands, Mouton & Co. 1963. pp. 67-74, on p. 67. Cf. Nr. 
43. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 78-81. 
3112 Nr 21. stanza 5. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp 50-51. 
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Two zäsngs are mentioned in Bálint's Sixteenth song. The first appears in Muuchk son of Kirw from the 
Bukhsh clan of the Bag-Dörwd, the negative figure who seems to act improperly against a woman called 
Udwl and who he has probably kidnapped. 504 She is adorned with many positive properties: she is 
"virtuous and blessed", "friendly" and "skilful". The singer wishes Muuchk an unfortunate fate as a 
punishment for his misbehaviour and wishes the return of Udwl from a nearby place (not identified 
closer). Muuchk is described as someone whose appearance and behaviour are unpleasant: he has an 
upstanding moustache, pockmarked face, he has an evil mind; he should be destined to the many possible 
curses as: driven handcuffed by the soldiers, killed by stabbing, a dagger should be stuck into his liver, be 
driven in a cold place, be hit by the thunderbolt. Another zäsng, called Khartsag appears in the song as the 
loser, ("is considered [to be] a fool and condemned"). He seems to have lost Udwl, but it is not clear 
whether he was married to her or not. He escapes into drinking (he "makes his drink from milk brandy", 
"he makes his drinks from twice distilled milk brandy"). Besides the curses called upon Muuchk, the 
singer wishes that his bad fate will strike him through Udwl: "Be your good fortune torn off by the skilful 
Udwl." A fourth person, a certain official Begäälä also appears in the song as the possible suitor (?) of 
Udwl (without any further reference). Despite the common motif-elements familiar from other songs as 
poetic factors, e. g. "the caftan sewn by your love", "the Tatar brown horse", or "the base of the Ergene 
projection," the whole text is built on the improvised narration of an event known within the informant's 
community. Further some examples are listed to demonstrate the zäsng's figure in other Kalmyk songs. 

In the songs collected during the twentieth century the zäsngs and other layers of the Kalmyk elite 
have been portrayed with even darker colours, as betrayers of their nation and oppressors of the working 
folk, who will perish in the new, socialist order. 

Tesk.gr505 no in zäsn [sic!] bayang The stout nobles, zääsngs [and] rich people 
Tengsin günd ciwegsn.50b drowned in the depth of the sea. 

Or even more evidently in the song on the Red flag (Öndr ulan tug): 

Noin zäsng gidign' 
Noyladyunggadyowsmb [?]501 

Nom uga xarcudig 
Noxalayungäd [sic!] düngcülsmb? 

"Tenggr "yozurta noin-zäsnggig 
Tömr sumar dariya, 
Tömr bat xarcudar 
Törigän medülx bolyl 

The ones called noble and zääsng 
why did they govern [others]? 
The illiterate commoners 
why did they equal with dogs? 

Let us oppress with metal bullets 
the nobles and zääsngs of heavenly origins. 
Let us hand over the power 
To the commoners who are strong as the metal.5"* 

The cursing of people who acted improperly appear in Kalmyk songs. Bálint's Sixteenth Song enumerates 
an entire series of curses against the zääsng whose deeds have been obscured by the passage of time. In 

5I" Nr. 46. stanza 1 Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 90-91. 
504 Cf. the stanzas 
505 In Ramstedt's dictionary: teskger (R 394): this lexeme might be a dialectal form 
506 In this collection the modified transcription of the Latin script used by the Kalmyks between 1930 and 1938 is utilised. 
Jangyrcnrin yöräl "Blessing of bards performing Janggr epic", stanza 1 led. Xal'mg dun. Sbornik kalmyckih pesen. p. 24. Further 
example: 1916-gé jilä dun "Song of I916lh year" stanza 4cd. Xal'mg dun. Sbornik kalmyckih pesen. p. 39. on p. 7 is the estimated 
Russian translation 
507 Cf. also: 

Noin. zäsng gidgn' The ones called noble and zääsng 
Noirxadyungyadyowsmbi? Why did [others] govern? 

Öndr ulan tug "I ligh red flag" stanza 2ab Törskn yazrin dud. p. 118. 
5"K Öndr ulan lug "High red flag" stanzas 2-3. Xal mg dun. Sbornik kalmyckih pesen. p. 26 
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the song collection from the thirties a person indicated also by his name is cursed for selling his 
dependants (xarcudiyän; the use of köwüdiyän "his sons" in stanza 6 is probably also a reference to his 
dependants as well). 

Xarcudiyän xuldgsn 
Denznä Bowgas (ginä). 
Xalun, xalun gemärn' 
C'kx ginä boltxa! 

The [man] called Denzn's Bowgash 
sold his dependants. 
For his warm, warm sin 
should he die! 

Oluln cuyarn 
Mend, mend irxn', 
Ösg zürkicn' 
Amarcn' awxwdn. 

If we all come back 
in health, in health, 
we will tear his 
lungs and heart through his mouth.5 

Köwüdiyän xuldsn 
Denznä Bowgas [sic!] (ginä). 
Künd, kündgemärn' 
Ükx' boltxa! 

The [man] called Denzn's Bawgash 
sold his sons. 
For his serious, serious sin 
should he die!510 

A genuine curse is inserted into another song: 

Xala dewrtä modn gern' 
Xamxrad unx boltxa! 
Xar ulan Badm-Ara zäsng 
Xagdad ükx boltxa! 511 

Some parallels to Bálint's texts from Kalmyk song-collections 

Be the wooden house with tin cover 
collapse and fall down! 
Be the black-red Badm-Ara zääsng 
die by being shot. 

In the footnotes above, I quoted brief parallel text-fragments to particular motifs or motif-elements. Here 
whole stanzas will be demonstrated in order to show the similarities and differences with Bálint's texts 
and help locate the correct place for Bálint's songs in the Kalmyk corpus. 

Bálint's Sixth song: 

Säixän zérde mörin min 7 
sarain gerellä nädana; 
säixasik zangta axanar tanläran 
sarain tursär Jiryaya! 

My nice chestnut horse 
plays with the moon light. 
With you, my benevolent brothers 
I will celebrate for a month. 

Närixän zerde mörin min 7 
narana gerellä nädana; 
näirleji süksun axanar tanläran 
nason 7 tursär jiryaya! 

My slim chestnut horse 
plays with the sunlight. 
With you, my brothers living in joy 
I will celebrate for all my life. 

Font bolokson zerde min 7 
yolin 'n süräigin 7 xazana;; 

My chestnut horse that became lean, sinewy 
grazes the sedge grass at the river. 

509 It is an allusion to the traditional division of booty, the Mong. jegiilde. and on the animistic belief in the blood and organs 
connected to the breathing and blood circulation, cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, p. 1002 
510 Denzna BawgaS stanzas 2, 4, 6. Xal mg dun. Sbornik katmyckihpesen. pp. 6. 43. 
511 Öräsn öwrtä ulan ükr "Red cow with only one horn" stanza 3. Törskn yazrin dud. p. 69. 
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yol yolsik axanar tanlaran 
yoltaxan zürkärän bärilcaya! 

My very gentle brothers 
I will embrace you from my deepest heart. 

Öndör zérde mörin min7 
ölnggín süräigin 7 xazana; 
öncin bay a nasundän. 
örgömji bulimji tatudana. 

My high chestnut horse 
grazes the sedge grass on the meadow. 
In my orphaned young age 
the laudation and support attract me. 

Parallel text to the song: 

Säxn zérd mörn 
Sarninn' köllä nädna, 
Säxlj süsn mana axnr 
sarin tursar jiryi. 

The nice dark chestnut horse 
plays in the moon light. 
Brothers, living well! 
Let us celebrate for a month! 

Närxn zérd mörn 
Narn' köllä nädna, 
Närläd süsn mana axnr 
Nasnann' tursar jiryi. 

The slim dark chestnut horse 
plays in the sun light. 
Brothers, living in joy! 
Let us celebrate for all our life! 

Öndr zérd mörn' [sic!] 
Ölnggin süradn' tarylna, 
Urläd süsn mana axnr 
Ürgljinän tursar jiryi. 

ro zérd mörn 
rolin süradn' tarylna, 
Fo-yol 'sg mana axnr 
roltk ügän kündi.5'2 

Bálint's Seventh song: 

Zaxan yurbun germüdtü 
zalata maxalata Xalaya; 
zalata maxalata Xalayän öiräsii 
zat 'in ünür kiingkünäd. 

The high dark chestnut horse 
becomes fat [grazing] the sedge grass on the meadow. 
Brothers, living together friendly! 
Let us celebrate for ever! 

The high chestnut horse with straight [back?] 
becomes fat [grazing] the sedge grass at the river. 
Brothers, who are polite and straight! 
Let us talk our hearty words! 

In the three yurts on the edge 
is Khalaga wearing a cap with tassels. 
The nearness of Khalaga wearing a cap with tassels 
flavours the smells of mace. 

Tügin yurbun germüdtü [sic!] 
yuljing biciken Xalaya; 
yuljing biciken Xalayän öiräsii 
yügin ünür kiingkünäd. 

In the three yurts at the ravine 
is the stubborn small Khalaga. 
The nearness of the stubborn small Khalaga 
flavours the smells of melon. 

Bura dotorki germüdtü 
bulyun maxalata Xalaya; 
bulyun maxalata Xalayän öiräsü [sic!] 
burusin iinür kiingkünäd. 

In the yurts among the willows 
is Khalaga wearing a sable cap. 
The nearness of Khalaga wearing a sable cap 
flavours the smells of pepper. 

2 Säxn zérd mörn "The nice dark chestnut horse" stanzas 1-4. Törskn yazrin dud. p. 1 
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Erge dérki germüdtii 
emcägän üsiitd Xalaya; 
emcägän iisiitä Xalayän öiräsü 
erbenggJn ünür küngkünäd. 

Parallel text to the song: 

In the yurts at the shore 
is Khalaga with hair reaching her shoulders. 
The nearness of Khalaga with hair reaching her shoulders 
flavours the smells of thyme. 

Xäly Khaalg 

Zaxin yurwn germüdtn' 
Zalata maxlata Xäly, 
Zalata maxlata Xäly in öräs 
Zatin iinr kangknna. 

In the three yurts on the edge 
is Khaalg wearing a cap with tassels. 
The nearness of Khaalg wearing a cap with tassels 
smells of the flavour of mace. 

rüyin yurwn germiidtn' 
l ul 'jnggar ösgsn Xäly, 
rul 'jnggar ösgsn Xäly in öräs 
rüyin ünr kangknna. 

In the three yurts at the ravine 
is Khaalg who grew up wilfully/stubbornly(?). 
The nearness Khaalg who grew up stubborn ly(?) 
smells of the flavour of melon. 

Tolya dérk germüdtn' 
Toryn büsmüdtä Xäly, 
Toryn büsmüdtä Xäly in öräs 
Tol 'wnggin ünr kangknna.5'3 

Bálint's Ninth song 1-3. stanzas 

Sayak säixän särallnin 
säiri déren 'i ösölä-bi; 
säixasik zangta ejinän 
öbör déren 7 ösölä-bi. 

515 

In the yurts on the hill 
is Khaalg wearing a silk gown. 
The nearness of Khaalg wearing a silk gown 
smells of the flavour of tol'wng.5'4 

I grew up on the back 
of the beautiful grey [horse]. 
I grew up in the arms 
of my benevolent mother. 

Uruldan 7 mörindii 
üda jola tiisilgen; 
uyun baya nasundu 
éji äba tiisilgen. 

For the racing horse 
the bit and the reins are the support. 
In the tiny young age 
the mother and the father are the supports. 

Arxalan 7 mörindü 
aryamji désün tüsilgen; 
ali baya nasundu 
éji äba tüsilgen. 

For the fastened horse 
the cord and the string are the support. 
In the young age 
the mother and the father are the supports. 516 

Parallel text to the stanzas: 

5,3 Xäly "Khaalg" stanzas 1-3. Törskn yazrin dud. p. 96. 
514 The meaning of this lexeme has been not identified yet 
515 Here the text in the Manuscript is quoted, as it is more precisely transcribed; cf. Manuscript p. 23. and Song Nr. 5. in Grammar 
pp 194-195. 
5"' Here a new translation is provided and not Bálint's is repeated. 
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Saig säxn särlinn' 
Sár dem' ösläw, 
Säxn zangta ejinä 
Öwr dem' ösläw. 

On the back of the nice brown [horse] 
I grew up. 
On the breast of the benevolent mother 
I grew up. 

Urldana mörndn' 
Olng tatur tüsän. 
Uin bay nasndn' 
Éj, äw tüsän. 

For the racing horse 
the saddle-girth and the crupper are the supports. 
In the tender little age 
the mother and the father are the supports. 

Arxlani mörndn' 
Arymj yarsn tüsän. 
Arm bay nasndn' 
Äw éj tüsän.517 

Bálint's Eleventh song 1. stanza: 
Ciktiin 7 uryuqsun salügi 
Cin 'inän tölä xadala-bi. 
Ci manä xoyoräigi 
Zayan cigi xaryülxus. 

For the fastened horse 
the tether [...] is the support. 
In the young little age 
the father and the mother are the supports. 

I mowed off for you 
the sedges that grew on the wetland. 
Nor did fate allow us to meet 
you and me. 

Parallel texts to the stanza: 

ciqdeni uryasan salaigi [sic!] 
cinayan baratala xadalai hi, 
ci mini xoyorigi 
zayan yünda xaryüldaq bl 

ciqdeni uryuqsan salügi 
cinegen baratala xadalai, 
cine gen baratala xataxalärän [sic!] 
cibeteysérén belegen ögölébi. 

Bálint's Eleventh song 2. stanza: 

Ulasondu uryuksun alimalgi 
uyaxan őamdan öglä-bi; 
uyaxan őamdan ögbö őigi 
uridaln zayan xaryülxuS. 

Gerade wachsendes Riedgras 
habe ich gemäht, bis meine Kräfte erschöpft wurden. 
Dich und mich, uns beide, 
warum hat das Schicksal zusammengeführt?518 

Gerade gewachsenes salu519  

mähte ich, bis meine Kraft ausgeschöpft wurde. 
Sobald ich, bis meine Kraft ausgeschöpft wurde, mähte, 
gab ich ... als Gabe.52" 

I gave you, the graceful, the apple 
that grew on the poplar tree. 
Although I gave it to you who are graceful 
the previous destiny did not allow [us] to meet. 

Parallel text to the stanza: 

ulasandani uryasan alimigi 
uyaxasaq camadän ögülei bi, 
uyaxasaq bicikin camaigi 
uxäyan daxani bolyalai bi. 

Den auf der Pappel gewachsenen Apfel 
habe ich dir, meine Zarte, gegeben. 
Dich, meine zarte Geliebte, 
habe ich dazu gebracht, meinem Sinn zu folgen. 521 

517 Saig säxn särl "Good nice dark chestnut" stanzas 1-3. Törskn yazrin dud. p 87 
5IH Nr. 16. stanza 3. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 44-45. 

For the meaning of this lexeme cf. the note to Eleventh song lb. 
5211 Nr. 12. stanza 16. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp 38-39. 
521 Nr. 16. stanza 1. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 44-45. 
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Bálint's Thirteenth song 1 - 2 stanzas: 

Manca gedek yolon 7 
manuraksan säixän yol bűi. 
mariigi yaryaksan éjin 7 
Maidirinän xormödun 7 baktana. 

Juruk gedek yolon 7 
jungyaraksan säixän yol büi; 
IÜ kürüksen aban 7 
Zungkabän 7 xormödun 7 baktana. 

The river called Manych 
is a beautiful foggy [or bluish] river. 
Our mother, who bore us 
fits into the skirt of Maitreya. 

The river called Jurg 
is a beautiful river with mirage. 
Our father who reached a hundred years [of age] 
fits into the skirt of Tsong kha pa. 

Parallel text to the stanzas: 

manca gedeq yolin 
manurazi [sic!] dünggégéd, 
manaigi yaryaqsan ejlgi 
mädarln gegen örsatayäi [sic!] 

Der Manyő genannte Fluss 
schimmert in der Ferne, von Nebel bedeckt. 
Der Mutter, die uns geboren hat, 
möge der erleuchte Maidari gnädig sein! 

juruq gedeq yolin 
jungyaran baizi [sic!] dünggégéd, 
zuru yoboqsan axanarTgi 
zungkuwin gegen örsatuyai. 

Der Dzuraq genannte Fluss 
ist in der Ferne schimmernd kaum sichtbar. 
Den halbwegs auf der Reise seienden älteren Brüdern, 
möge der erleuchte Tsongkhapa gnädig sein!522 

An even closer parallel text has been published in the representative collection of Kalmyk songs recorded 
in various times of the national history. 

Mane yol mini -
Manursn säxn yol. 
Manig yarysn-la öw-éj 
Mädrin xormad bagttxa. 52 > 

My Manych river 
is a foggy and beautiful river. 
Let [our] father and mother who bore us 
fit into the skirt of Maitreya. 

Parallel text to the Second song included only into the corpus of the Grammar (Bálint's text cf. in 
Addendum): 

tabin (?) silata (?) conjini 
tasarxai öndör conji, 
taltayar ösöqsen köbüdigi 
tabädär arbädär cuqluräd. 

Die Kirche mit den 50 (?) Fenstern, 
(ist) eine hohe Kirche mit vielen Zinnen. 
Die in Freiheit aufgewachsenen Knaben 
sammelten sich in Gruppen von 5 und von 10. 

casan xailaxain caqta 
cayän idén sanaqdanai, 
cayän idén sanaqdaxin aldandu 
cangya (?) biyeni suldanai. 

Zur Zeit des Zerschmelzens des Schnees 
kommt der Branntwein einem in den Sinn. 
Sobald der Branntwein einem ist den Sinn kommt, 
wird der stramme Körper schlaff. 

xabar bolxain aldandu 
xara yazar kökörönei, 

Sobald es Frühling wird, 
wird die schwarze Erde grün. 

522 Nr. 45. stanzas 3—4. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 90-91. 
521 Mane yol mini "My Manych river" stanza I. Törskn yazrin dud. p. 71. 
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xara yazar kökörökln aldandu 
xamaq inigüd sanaqdanai. 
(xamaq inigüd sanaqdaxaläran 
xamaq gesen suldanai.) 

Sobald die schwarze Erde grün wird, 
kommen einem alle Freunde in den Sinn. 
Sobald einem alle Freunde in den Sinn kommen 
werden einem die Eingeweide schlaff. 

öböl bolxain aldandu 
üzedeq suruyali dasaya, 
üzedeq suruyali dasaxaläran 
üye bolyanayan (?) suldanai. 

Sobald es Winter wird, 
wollen wir uns an die sichtbare Lehre gewöhnen. 
Sobald wir uns an de sichtbare Lehre gewöhnen, 
werden uns alle Glieder schlaff. 

aidarxani suryalin köbiidigi [sie!] 
arbadär tabadär cuqluläd, 
arbadär tabadär cuqlulabcigi 
ämidani (?) medesen yoboltayai. 

Die Knaben der Schule von Astrachan 
wurden in Gruppen von 5 und von 10 gesammelt. 
Wenn sie auch in Gruppen von 5 und von 10 gesammelt wurden, 
mögen sie lebendig und gesund wandern (?)! 

kökö sirétei gerni 
körkei bieikin köbüdén, 
körköi bieikin köbüdigi 
kökö tengger öresexai boltayai. 

Das Haus ist mit blauen Sitzen versehen 
die kleinen Knaben sind bemitleidenswert. 
Den kleinen bemitleidenswerten Knaben 
möge der blaue Himmel gnädig sein! 

önder cayan conji 
örön bolyan künggenei, 
öbör bieikin köbüdigi 
örsédeq burxad örséxai (?) boltoyai. 

Die hohe weiße Kirche 
tönt dumpf früh jeden Morgen. 
Den lieben kleinen Knaben 
mögen die barmherzigen Burxan gnädig sein!524 

T A L E S 
(Bálint Utu túli, Kalm. Ut túl ')525 

Mongolian tales have the notional meaning of: "a tale told by the story-tellers of any Mongolian ethnic 
group"; the types, the style and the circumstances in which the tales are told are fairly uniform within the 
Mongolian population (among the Mongols in China, the Mongolian Republic and the Kalmyks and 
Buryats in the Russian Federation). But the tales, similar to other folklore genres, have different genre 
designations among various ethnic groups such as Kalm. túl', ut túl',52" Khal. ülger, Mong. üliger, Bur. 
ontoxo 527 Mongolian tales have been systematically and comprehensively studied with regard to their 
genres, motives,528 the possible typologies of their heroes' (protagonists' and antagonists') features, the 
stylistic and poetic aspects and techniques and the connection between the tales and heroic epics. 
Although the publication of the first comprehensive records of Mongolian oral folk tales in translation date 
back only to the 19th century,52'' there are traces of tale-motives, tale-heroes in another genre, namely in the 

524 Nr. 15. stanzas 1-7. Ramstedt - Balinov - Aalto: Kalmückische Lieder, pp. 42-45. 
525 Bálint Manuscript pp. 36-139. 
526 In Lőrincz's terminological survey: tül'. Lőrincz, L[ászló]: La terminologie du folklore Kalmouck. In: AOH XVIII. (1965) pp 
149-158, on p. 156. 

527 The designation domay (Mong.), domog (Khal.), domg (Kalm.) is a special genre of epic narration: "aetiological myth" will not 
discussed here. 
528 Lőrincz, László: Mongolische Märchentypen. (BOH XXIV, Asiatische Forschungen 61). Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó 1979; 
Heissig. Walther: Motive und Analysen mongolischer Märchen. (Asiatische Forschungen 146). Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz Verlag 
2003. 
529 Cf. the comprehensive tale translations and publications of original written versions by Benjamin Bergmann, A. Potanin, A. 
Pozdnejev, and Bernhard Jtllg among others 
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historical chronicles.5,0 The Indo-Tibetan and Chinese written tale tradition has only gained its 
representation among the Mongols since translations of Buddhist scriptures emerged (cf. sujets of Indian 
tale-treasure in the Subhäsitaratnanidhi (Mong. Sayin iige-lii erdeni-yin sang subhasida kemegdekii sastir) 
and other tale-cycles,53' transmitted into the Mongolian literature via translations from the Tibetan and to a 
lesser extent the Chinese languages. These didactic tale-cycles were popular among the commoners as 
well and permeated the folk literature, establishing folk tales with a predominant Buddhist content. In the 
frame of the present study it is not possible to go into details on the recording and researching of 
Mongolian folk tales,5,2 only a short overview will be offered on the Kalmyk folk tales to show the 
context of Bálint's materials.53 ' 

The Oirats migrating to their new homeland had brought their Mongolian oral folk tradition and the 
common heritage of the Mongolian written sources with them. The best-known among the Mongols and, 
indeed, the most widely spread tale-cycle, " Tales of the Bewitched Corpse" (Skr. Vetälapahcavimsatikä, 
Mong. Siditü kegür-iin üliger), formed an integral part of the tradition and ethos of the Volga-Oirats, who 
later became known as Kalmyks. A German translation of thirteen Kalmyk tales from this collection have 
been published in the encyclopaedic work on the Kalmyk life, recorded and elucidated by Benjamin 
Bergmann in 1804-1805.5 4 In I860, the noted scholar of Kalmyk and Oirat languages and culture K. F. 
Golstunskij transcribed the Bergmann's version into Oirat script (W.Oir. todo biciq, Mong. todo bicig, 
todo iiseg). In 1866 Bernhard Jülg5'5 published the written Kalmyk original and the German translation. 
Chronologically, Jiilg's publication should follow Bálint's collection. Bálint's records differ considerably 
from the "Tales of Bewitched Corpses" written origins, concerning the sujet, the motives and primarily 
their language (closely to the everyday speech). Following him, Gustaf J. Ramstedt published a collection 
of Kalmyk tales using the academic transcription developed by him.536 Furthermore, in the second half of 
a 20th century numerous Kalmyk anthologies appeared either in Kalmyk or in Russian translation.5'7 

N O T E S ON THE GENRE 

The following is the usual classification for Mongolian tales:5'8 

1. animal fables 
2. heroic tales 
3. magic tales 
4. anecdotic tales or tales on everyday life 

530 It is commonly known that the first long language-monument. The Secret History of the Mongols shares numerous features of epic 
folk tradition, appearing later in folk epics and folk tales. Similar tendencies have also emerged in the renewed buddhicised 
chronicle-writing since the 17lh century, on one hand as the legacy of the 13th century tradition, and as Tibetan folk tradition enlarged 
with Mongolian elements on the other hand. 
531 Laufer, Berthold: Skizze der mongolischen Literatur. In: Keleti Szemle VIII. (1907) pp. 227-229. 
532 The history of recording, translating and researching Mongolian folk tales is summarised in detail with a large number of basic 
references: Taube, Erika: Volksmärchen der Mongolen. Aus dem Mongolischen, Russischen und Chinesischen Ubersetzt und 
herausgegeben von Taube, Erika. München. Biblion Verlag 2004 with rich bibliographical references. 
533 Lőrincz: Mongolische Märchentypen. Taube: Volksmärchen der Mongolen. 
534 Bergmann, Benjamin: Nomadische Streiferein unter den Kalmücken in den Jahren 1802 und 1803. I—IV. Riga 1804-1805. I. pp. 
249-351 . On the further fate of the tale-collection cf. Volksmärchen der Mongolen, p. 347. 
535 Jülg, Bernhard: Die Märchen des Siddhi-Kür. Kalmükischer Text, mil deutscher Übersetzung und einem kalmükisch-deulschen 
Wörterbuch. Leipzig, F. A. Brockhaus 1866; Jülg, Bernhard: Kalmückische Märchen. Die Märchen des Siddhi-Kür oder 
Erzählungen eines verzauberten Todten [sie!] Ein Beitrag zur Sagenkunde auf buddhistischem Gebiet. Aus dem Kalmückischen 
übersetzt von B Jülg. Leipzig, F. A. Brockhaus 1866; 
536 Ramstedt, Gustaf John: Kalmückische Sprachproben. 1. Kalmückische Märchen. 1-2 . Ges. u. hrsg. von G. J. Ramstedt. 
(Suomalais-Ugrilaisen Seuran Toimituksia= Mémoires de la Société Finno-Ougrienne. 27/1-2) Helsingfors 1909-1919. 
537 The publications at my disposal: DZimbinov. B. (ed.): Kalmyckie skazki. Moskva, Gosudarstvennoje izdatel 'stvo hudoZestvennoj 
literatury 1962; Xal'mg tül's. IL Eist, Xal 'mg degter yaryai 1968 [Kalmyk tales]; Xal'mg tül's. III. Ed. Musova, N. N. - Okonov. B. 
B. - Muikinova, E. D. Eist, [Xal 'mg degter yaryai] 1972 [Kalmyk tales]; Xal'mg tül's. IV. Ed Bitkejev, P. C. - UljumdZijeva, Z. B. 
Eist, [Xal 'mg degter yaryai] 1974 [Kalmyk tales]; Xal'mg tül's. Ed. Budzalov, E. A. F.lista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 1979 
(Kalmyk tales]; Basangova, T. G.: Sandalovyj larec. Kalmyckije narodnvje skazki. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 2002. 
538 The Standard taxonomy of Mongolian tales according to which the items in anthologies are systematised. 
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5. comic tales, jokes 
6. etiological tales.539 

The Kalmyk emic classification, according to which Bálint specified his collection is: axr túl' "short tale" 
and ut tül' "long tale".540 On the basis of Basangova (Bordzanova)'s arrangement: uaxr tül' (bytovaja, 
satiriöeskaja i skaza o Éivotnyh); ut tül' skazka dlinnaja, bol'Saja po ob' jomu povestvovaija"541 Bálint 
classified all his tales as ut tül', but according to Basangova's (Bordzanova) categorization the animal 
tales (such as the cumulative tale about the sparrow) belong to the short tales. However, the others are 
appropriately designated as Long tales according to their solemn content and structure. 

THE TALES (BÁLINT UTU TÜLI) IN BÁLINT 'S MANUSCRIPT 5 4 2 

The tales constitute more than the half of the manuscript and offer a very rich source of material 
concerning 19lh century Kalmyk vernacular language and to a lesser extent formal language.54' Bálint also 
refers to a personal collection of folklore texts in Kazan which included tales, but as it was explicated in 
the Introduction its fate is unknown. 

"After living two and a half months in Kazan I mastered the spoken 
Kalmyk tongue so that I speak and write in it. After listening I collected 
words, folk tales, folk songs, riddles, materials representing the purest folk 
tongue for a little Chrestomathy."544 

On The recording of tales in Astrakhan Bálint commented as follows: 

"After the folk songs followed the recording of tales with more difficult 
[syntactic] structure. These [tales] were written down in Kalmyk script by 
young Kalmyks from various tribes, some of them visited the secondary 
school, some the surgical school, and others the elementary school and were 
considered to be good story-tellers. These tales written down in Kalmyk script 
were told sentence by sentence for me by my instructor according to the 
people's pronunciation. This way we prepared the transcription that I read out 
to him and corrected [the parts] in the case if I heard improperly. The 
grammatical analysis and the interpretation of the tales followed thereafter. 
My tale collection prepared this way contains fifteen shorter and longer folk 
tales written down with Kalmyk letters and in an abbreviated Hungarian 

" ' T h i s subgroup is rather a kind of myth, i. e. etiological myth (Mong. domay, Khal domog, Kalm., Oir. domg and should be 
comprehended rather as the basic genre of Mongolian mythology. Certainly, because no such written mythological tradition existed 
among those peoples who had a longer tradition of using script, the mythological sujets are sporadically scattered throughout the 
various genres. However, the various domogs providing the origin-explaining sujets compose a loose system of mythology that 
belongs to the common heritage of the Inner Asian nomads and the aboriginal Siberian hunters (these two legacies are combined in 
the pre-Buddhist Mongolian tradition). In detail cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie. According to my suggestion for the classification of the 
etiological tales, stories should not be listed in the genre classification of tales. 1 propose to treat the domogs as an independent genre group: 
the "myth" (definitely, these narratives can not be comprehended as myth in the classical Greco-Latin sense). 
5411 This genre distinction is similar to that of the Mongolian folk songs (cf. Chapter Songs). 
541 Basangova: Sandalovyj larec. p. 3. 
542 Motives and formulae typical for the Kalmyk tales will be discussed in the notes attached to particular tales, however, a 
comprehensive analysis of this aspect requires a separate study. 
541 Manuscript pp. 36-139. 
544 "1 harmadfél hónapi Kazánba lételem alatt magamévá tettem a kalmik népnyelvet annyira, hogy rajta beszélek és irok; gyűjtöttem 
egy kis Chrestomathiára való anyagot, mely áll tulajdon hallomásom után följegyzett szók. népmesék, népdalok és talányokból, a 
lehető tiszta népnyelven." Jelentés az akadémiához, pp 244-245 (cf. Kara: Bálint Gábor keleti levelei ). 
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transcription. All the texts recorded from the Kalmyk tongue are transcribed 
in both ways [i. e. in Kalmyk script and in translation]."545 

Bálint named all his tales as utu tüli "long tales" and marked them with numbers without giving any titles. 
A tentative list of titles is provided below, referring either to the protagonist or the main event of the sujet 
in accordance with the motif-catalogue of László Lőrincz. These pseudo-titles might help the reader to 
find further parallel material and also identify the sujets with tales of Mongolian or any other ethnic 
groups. 

° First tale Boysry "The sparrow" pp. 36-38. 
0 Second tale Köwün moyä xoyr "The boy and the snake" pp. 39^41. 
° Third tale Künezayä "Human's fate pp. 4 2 ^ 5 . 
° Fourth tale Moyä köwün "The snake lad" pp. 46-50. 
D Fifth tale Tarwj xän "The Steppe-eagle khan" pp. 51-55. 
° Sixth tale Zul-sar Arsln bätr "The Lampe-yellow Lion hero" pp. 56-61. 
° Seventh tale Mis, noxä, xulyn "The cat, the dog and the rat" pp. 62-67. 
° Eight tale Acit köwün "The benefaction of the son" or Öwgnä yurwn köwün "The old man's three 

sons" pp. 68-74. 
° Ninth tale Űncn köwün "The orphan boy" pp. 75-81. 
° Tenth tale Ordtn Bayin xän ba Erlg nomm xän "Oirats' Rich khan and Erlg, the Khan of the Holy 

Teaching" pp. 82-88. 
° Eleventh tale Culün xar bätr "Stone-black hero" pp. 89-95. 
° Twelfth tale Ulädä bätr ba Con-bawyä "Ulaadaa hero and the Wolf-wife" pp. 96-104. 
° Thirteenth tale Xärii kiikn ba zäsngTn köwün "The khan's daughter and the nobleman's son" pp. 

105-114. 
° Fourteenth tale Jirylcn UlänXacir "The Glad Red-faced [hero]" pp. 115-125 
° Fifteenth tale Kecii Berk bätr "Hard Solid hero pp. 126-139 

§ FIRST T A L E 

(Bálint 1. Utu tüli)546 

[36] Once a sparrow came and sat down on a mugwort.54 That mugwort stung the [bird's] rear. 
Thereafter the sparrow went to the sheep and told it about the grass: 

745 A dalok gyűjtését követte a nehezebb szerkezetű népmeséké, melyeket részint a gymnasinmba, részint a sebészeti tanodába, 
részint pedig az elemi iskolába járó és j ó mesélöknek tartott, különböző törzsű, fiatal khalymikok írtak össze khálymik írással. Ezen 
khálymik irásu meséket tanitóm a népkiejtés szerént nekem mondatolta és igy láttuk el átírással; ezen átírást azután én fölolvastam és 
a netán roszul hallottakat kijavítok, erre következett a mese nyelvtani fejtegetése és értelmezése. Az igy eszközölt 
mesegyűjteményem 15 hosszabb és rövidebb népmesét tartalmaz khalymik betűkkel és rövidített magyaros átírással. A khalymik 
nyelvből gyűjtött anyag mind ilyen kettős írású." Bálint: Jelentése, p 12. 
546 Manuscript pp. 36-38 Lajos Nagy provided an accurate transcription (based on Ramstedt ' s system) and a translation of this tale 
in his article devoted to Bálint's unedited manuscripts. Present translation does not follow Nagy's text which is in many respects 
correct, but is not free of mistakes. Nagy, Louis J.: G. Bálint 's Journey to the Mongols and his Unedited Kalmuck Texts. In: AOHIX. 
(1959) pp. 311-327, on pp. 324-327. According to its content this tale belongs to the animal-tales and its structure to the cumulative 
tales. For further analysis, cf. Lőrincz Nr. I. Nr. 7. (AaTh 2034. A The wormwood does not want to rock the sparrow) in: Lőrincz: 
Mongolische Märchentypen, p 17. Parallels: Xal'mg til's. II. pp. 227-228. Kalmyckije skazki. pp 135-136. Among Kalmyks it is a 
well known tale having more variants, such as Bor bogsada (recorded by N. OCirov in 1908), Bogsada (recorded by A. C. 
Bembejeva form story-teller Manjin Sanj/Sandii MandZikov in 1964), Sarada sar bogsurya (recorded by B B Mandii jeva from 
story-teller S. V. Boktajev in 2001). Mandii jeva compared the above mentioned three variants form the point of view of the 
cumulative character of tale and came to the conclusion that three tales examined by her preserved the during nine decades the plot 
and the main motives. 1 can add to her investigation that Bálint 's tale offers an earlier variant and of the same plot and regarding the 
chain of motifs only the episode with the cat - being present in the three later variants - is missing form Bálint's record. Cf. 
MandZijeva, B. B.: Kumuljativnaja skazka u kalmykov (Sinopticeskij analiz raznovremennyh tekstov). (Manuscript). 



- Don't mention eating that sheep of yours, I myself ate one of the khan's stallions and now I am 
afraid of the horse-keepers. - Thereupon the sparrow said: 

- I'll go to the horse-keepers to tell about you! - The sparrow arrived at the horse-keepers and said: 
- There's a wolf here, go and kill that wolf! - Thereupon the horse-keepers said: 
- Don't mention killing that wolf of yours, we have lost the black-brown ambler stallion the khan 

used to ride. Now we are afraid of the khan. - Thereafter the sparrow said: 
- I'll go to the khan to tell about you. - [The bird] said and left. The sparrow arrived to the khan 

and said: 
- Khan, your horse-keepers have lost your the black-brown ambler stallion you used to ride and 

now they are afraid of you. Go and beat them! - [37] Thereupon the khan said: 
- Don't mention going and beating them, I myself can't carry my own fat. - Thereafter the sparrow 

said: 
- You miscreant being unable to carry your own fat, I'll go to the rat to tell about you! - [The bird] 

said and left. [The sparrow] arrived at the rat and said: 
- There's a khan here, go and eat his fat! - Thereupon that rat said: 
- Don't mention going and eating your [khan's] fat, I myself am afraid of boys. 
- I'll go to the boys to tell about you. - [The bird] said and left. [The sparrow] arrived at the boys 

and said: 
- There's a rat here, go and kill it. - Thereupon the boys said: 
- Don't mention killing that rat [of yours]! We ourselves let the cows be mated and now we are 

afraid of our mother[s], - Thereupon the sparrow said: 
- You miscreants having let the cows be mated, I'll go to your mother[s] to tell about you! - [The 

bird] said and left. The sparrow arrived at the boys' mothers and said: 
- Your sons have let the cows be mated; now they are afraid of you, go and beat your sons! -

Thereupon the wives [sic!] said: 
- Don't mention going and beating them, we can't slam our own wool. - Thereupon the sparrow 

said: 
- You miscreants being unable to beat your wool, I'll go to the whirlwind to tell about you! - [The 

bird] said and left. The sparrow arrived at the whirlwind and said: 
- There are a lot of wives [sic!] who are being unable to beat their wool, go and blow their wool 

away! 
[38] Thereafter the whirlwind blew off their wool, the wives pursued their sons, the boys pursued 

the rat, the rat ate the khan's fat, the khan beat his horse-keepers, the horse-keepers pursued the wolf, 
the wolf ate the sheep, and the sheep ate the grass. Seeing them our sparrow laughed (so much) and 
[because of laughing] its aorta burst and [the sparrow] perished.548 

SECOND TALE 

(Bálint 2. Utu tűlif49 

[39] Once there lived55" a rich old woman and an old man. That old woman and old man had neither a 
son nor a daughter.55' Later on a son was bom. At [that] night a snake came and taking the boy it ran 

547 Bálint saraljin, Kalm. sarljn "Name verschiedener großer Steppenpflanzen" (R 350). "bur ' jan" (Mun. 666), lat. Artemisia 
vulgaris. 
548 There is an illegible crossed expression at the end of the tale It is uncertain i f i t is the name of the informant 
549 Manuscript pp 39-41. 
5511 Bálint Bäidek sänji bolna. " There have lived". On the starting formulae of tales cf. Gor ja jeva , Baira Basangovna: Sjuzetnyj 
sostav i hudozestvenno-slilevaja struktura kalmyckoj volSebnoj skazki. (Dissertacija) Elista 2006 (Manuscript) pp. 9 2 - 9 6 . 
551 The inserted phonetical variants cf. the photocopy of the texts. 
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away. Thereafter the old man pursued it riding his fast piebald5'2 horse. Chasing the snake, he caught 
up with it and put it down, hitting it ten times ten million times from behind and ten times ten million 
times from the front. Thereafter the snake flung itself up into the air and fled into a big hill there.553 

The old man continued chasing it, caught up with it and beat it with his staff. [But] the old man did not 
beat the snake; he beat and broke his horse's leg. The snake escaped; thereafter the old man arrived 
home. The snake took the boy into its hole. Thereafter the female snake said:554 

- Please, hang this boy behind [in the hole], let us eat another man! - Thereupon the male snake 
said: 

- Although he is small, he has tortured me. [So] we eat him now. - Thereafter the male and the 
female snakes went to the boy and sucked [his blood].555 While [his blood] was being sucked the boy 
cried: 

- God has not created me to have this fate! What shall I do?556 - And the snakes on either side of 
him fell off [from him]. Thereafter the boy came out and put two pieces of stone the size of two oxen' 
at the mouth of the hole and went away. 

[40] While running [home] a [cloud] of dust was coming behind him. The boy went into a hole and 
lay down. The two snakes passed by him. They went [ahead for a while] and then returned back to 
their home.557 As soon as they had left, the boy [came out of the hole] and started to run.558 While 
running he arrived at a friend of his father. Arriving at the yurt of [his father's] friend, [the boy] put on 
a nice dress and made a feast for seven days. Thereafter a man was sent to the boy's father. 

- Go as well and tell him that his son has arrived. - And [the man] was sent. That young man went 
to the old man and said: 

- Your55'' son has arrived. - The old man said: 
- From where could my son come?! - and stayed [at home]. Another messenger was sent [to him]: 
- Go and tell [him that his son has arrived]. — Thereafter the old man arrived [at his friend]. When 

the old man glanced at his son, he fainted.560 Someone poured water on him and he was set on his feet 
again. Thereafter the old man made there a seven times seven, forty-nine days' feast. At the end of the 
feast the old man's son told the friend's son: 

- Let us go and kill those two snakes! - Thereafter they both left. Our boy left riding his father's 
fast piebald horse.561 Thereafter the friend's son said: 

- I am scared. - And returned [home] after halfway. [41] The old man's son went on alone. On his 
way he arrived at the two snakes' place. The boy hobbled tightly his horse and ran into [the hole]. 
Upon entering [the hole, he realized that] the male and female snakes were in their hole. The boy killed 
immediately the two snakes and let out all the people who were in the hole. Those people having been 
counted, they were one thousand and one. From among those thousand [sic!] people one boy said: 

552 Bálint alik, Kalm. without palatalisation aly "bunt (schwarz, braun od. a. Farben mit weiss" (R. 6), alg "pjostryj, polosatyj; 
belokuryj; pegij (o masti)" (Mun. 33). 
553 Bálint nege ike toloyä käd; this expression needs further explanation. 
334 Bálint keleji bäidak bolna, Kalm. kelj bädg boln; such verb-complexes emphasise the narrative character of the tales. 
335 Bálint irädsimibe. Kalm. irädsimw lit. "came and sucked". 
331' Bálint Tengger namäigi eigeji zayaxär zayal iigä bäixü yayana; zayaxär read zayäxär. Lit. "this way has not destined [me]" i. e. 1 
was not destined to this. Gorjajeva 's translation "Tengri luCäe by mne ne daval Zizn", Cent predopredeljat" takuju s u d ' b u ' " . To the 
lexeme yayna "how to do. how to act" the personal pronoun [bi\ "I" should probably be added. The expression needs further 
investigation. 
33 Bálint gerädän appears parallel with gerlän in Bálint's texts According to Gorjajeva and Bordzanova gerädän is a Torgut 
dialectal form. On the linguistic features of Bálint's corpus a separate study will follow in the future. 
338 Bálint gügäd yarba. 
53'' Bálint köbünten, Kalm. köwüntn "your son" is expressed in a very polite form. 
3"" Bálint xaryaca xaryäd odba, cf. Kalm. xaryaeä xaryád odw "fiel in Ohnmacht", xaryacxa "in Ohnmacht fallen, schwindlig 
werden", xaryacäd unäd odw, x. kiséd odw "fiel ohnmächtig zur Erde", xaryäcä, xaryaca gern "Schlag, Apoplexie, Schwindel, 
Ohnmacht" (R. 169), xarycx 2. "podat ' v obmorok. terjaf soznanije; xarycad unx upast', poterjat' soznanije" xaryclyn "1. obmorok; 
2. pristup epilepsii, epilcptiCeskij pripadok" (Mun. 579). 
561 Bálint xurdn alikgedek mörigi, Kalm xurdn alggedg mörig. lit. "the horse called fast mottled". 
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- Taking these thousand people let me race with you up to your yurt. - The old man's son said: 
- How did you get into this frightening snake['s] mouth? - He said well, and they5''2 started to race. 

That boy arrived at the yurt along with [the old man's son]. After sending them [= the thousand 
people] home, the old man's son stayed at [the old man's] yurt and they lived there peacefully in 

THIRD TALE 

(Bálint 3. Utu tüli)564 

[42] Once there lived5"5 a khan who got lost in the fog.5"" Once that khan went to hunt and as it was 
foggy he got lost. While going he arrived at two5" yurts. Upon reaching those two yurts, he unsaddled 
his horse and sat down outside one of the yurts. Thereafter one daughter-in-law cooked tea for the 
khan.568 Thereafter they569 said: 

- Young man, please come in and sleep in [our] yurt! - Thereupon the khan said: 
- No, I will sleep outside looking after my horse. - At night a creature5 " coming from the south ran 

into571 the southern yurt. Thereafter the khan, seeing it, went [to that yurt] and said: 
- Who is this? Come out! - Thereafter that man3 2 said: 
- I am the fate spirit57 ' of this old man's574 son. This old man's son will die575 on the night of his 

wedding.576 - Thereafter the khan said to the fate spirit: 
- Who will marry my daughter? - Thereupon that fate spirit said: 
- An old woman sitting on a cart will arrive from the direction of the rising Sun and her son in her 

belly will marry your daughter. - Thereafter in the morning the khan was about to go home, when the 
old man, the owner of that yurt said: 

- Young man, what is your name? - Thereupon the khan said: 
- 1 am the ruling577 khan. - Thereupon the khan added: 
- Old man, send your son to me when he is going to marry! - Thereafter the khan arrived home and 

lived his life. While living [so at home, once] a lad arrived. [43] The khan asked that lad: 
- What a lad are you? - The lad said: 
- I am the son of that old woman and old man whose yurt the khan visited and where he spent a 

night not long ago; the khan told me to come, and I have arrived [here], - Thereafter the khan followed 

562 Bálint N'e säin ged. cf. Kalm. n 'é. n é "Gut!, nun und dann" (R. 275), nä 2. "soglasen, ladno" (Mun. 370). 
563 On the closing formulae of tales cf. Gor ja jeva: Sjuzetnyj sostav i hudozestvenno-stilevaja struktura kalmyckoj volsebnoj 
skazki. p. 97. 
54,4 Manuscript pp. 42^45. 

The tale starts with the usual formula; the verbal component is: bäidak sänji bolna 
Bálint budundu töridek (töirdek) xän, Kalm budnd tördgxän is an attribute and not a name refering probably to a type of hero -

who usually got lost in fog - in the plot of other tales. 
567 Bálint nége xoyur, if the lexeme nége precedes a numeral, it indicates "certain, some". 
"'8 On the receiving and entertaining the guests among the Kalmyks, cf. DuSan pp 121-122. The young people of the visited yurt 
should help the guest to unsaddle, to hobble his/her horse and then invite him/her into the tent, where tea and pipe are offered to 
them. 
36') Bálint leden i. e. "people in the yurt, the family". 
3711 Bálint nége yumun lit. "one thing". 
571 A strange creature in human, animal (frequently a cat, a fox or a mouse) or in a theriomorphic (monster) form that runs into the 
yurt, is in the most cases the sign of bad-luck. It is seen only by particular persons (but not only shamans are able to see them). In the 
Mongolian folk genre, the xüc yariya "reminiscence-narration, saying" a common motif is that "it happened to me" i. e. to the 
narrator who witnessed the intruding being, running in or climbing into the yurt. 
3 2 Bálint kiin lit. "man, person" no other expression indicating some kind of spirit is used here 
573 Bálintzayäci, Kalm. zayáé"fate spirit" in detail cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, pp. 1001-1002, 1070. 
374 I e. "the yurt 's owner 's son". 
3 3 Bálint ükiikü, Kalm itkx. the informant did not use any taboo-expression for dying; cf. BordZanova. T. G.: Obrjadovaja poezija 
kalmykov (sistema zanrov. poétika). Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 2007. p. 262. 
37" Bálint gerän abaksan södän. 
577 Bálint oro ezeleksen xän, Kalm. orn/or ezlsnxän. or ezlekőixän "der Kaiser, Herr des Reiches" (R. 129). 
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by a great number of monks [of gelng rank) arrived at the old woman's and old man's [place]. 
Thereafter the old woman's and old man's son married and fell asleep at [that] night. While he was 
sleeping, the monks encircled his yurt sitting and prayed.5 8 They prayed until dawn but meanwhile the 
old woman's and old man's son died. Thereafter the khan told the old woman old and man: 

- A man cannot escape from his predestined fate.579 - And [he] went home. 
Thereafter the khan was watching for the old woman who was supposed to come from the direction 

of the rising Sun. Meanwhile that old woman arrived. The khan caught that old woman, bound a rope 
round her neck and tied the other580 end of the rope to his horse's tail and dragged [her] along. He 
dragged her along in a hurry581 and then burnt [her]. Thereafter the khan said: 

- Well, I will see [her son] marrying my daughter! - The old woman's son in her belly fell out 
while [his mother] was dragged. Thereafter the khan went to war. That boy who fell out was found by 
the khan's official582 who made him his own son. That boy played together with the khan's daughter. 
Meanwhile they fell in love with each other.58 ' [44] Thereafter the khan's wife sent a letter to the khan. 

- Your daughter has fallen in love with the official's son. - So she wrote584 [in her message]. The 
messenger585 arrived at the khan and gave that message letter. The khan asked that man: 

- What kind of a son has the official? - Thereupon that messenger586 said: 
- The official found a boy on the ground and made this boy his own son. - Thereafter the khan 

grew angry and sent a message back to his wife. 
- Divest the official of his rank!587 - He wrote in his message and [gave it to the messenger]. That 

young man took the message and left. While he was going, there were two yurts [on his way]. That 
young man arrived at the yurt on the northern side and dismounted there. While picking lice on his 
head, the wife in that yurt put him asleep. She unfolded his robe on his chest and looked into it. Upon 
looking into it, she found that message letter there. She read that message and tore it and burnt it. She 
wrote another message instead. She wrote in the message as follows: "Please wed588 the official's son 
with my daughter and erect two-three white yurts. Settle servants589 on its northern side; settle an 
assembly of monks on its southern side." [Such a message] she wrote. Thereafter the young man got 
up and left. For that matter, the yurt's owner wife was the official's daughter. Thereafter that young 
man gave the message to the khan's wife. The queen read it and erected several white yurts. [45] On 
the southern side she settled several assemblies of monks,590 on the northern side she settled servants. 

Thereafter the khan was nearing home from the war. He arrived close to the yurts. A woman 
collected dung for fuel [there] and the khan asked her: 

- What are these many white yurts? - Thereupon the woman said: 
- The official's son and your daughter ... - Upon hearing that woman's words the khan cut her in 

two and with the fastest sprint of his horse arrived home. He flung the [felt] door upon the [roof] of the 
yurt: 

278 Bálint nom umusäd (ungsiäd), Kalm nom umsäd. 
2 79 Bálint uridain täbiksen xubiäsii, Kalm urdin läwsn xüwäs. 
580 Bálint nége lit. "one" 
281 Bálint ciräddoptolji orkäd tüimürdäji orkoba, Kalm. cireddowtlj orkäd tümrdjorkw. 
582 Bálint tüsimiil (tüsimel), Kalm. tiisml. 
287 Bálint Neiläd bäibe. Kalm. Niled bäw. Lit. "united, become united, became friends" here: "fell in love with each other". 
584 Bálint ilgägädorkoba, Kalm. ilgägäd orhv lit. "sent". 
585 Bálint tere kün lit. "that man". 
28(1 Bálint tere zalü lit. "that young man". 
28 Bálint Tiisimülä gekü nerei n'i tasaläd orkol, Kalm. Tiisml gix nerin' tasläd ork! lit. "Stop naming him an official". 
588 Bálint ne'ildüläd. cf. Kalm. nllülx (R. 278, Mun. 377). 
589 Bálint caxär, Kalm caxr "die dienenden Kalmückenfamilien, die in der nähe des Fürsten (od Klosters) wohnen; die Handwerker, 
Arbeiter (Fleischer, Schuster etc.) vgl. caxar" (R. 420). 
590 I. e. "sanctuaries, temples". 
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- Wife, are you here? I will kill you! - [He] said. The queen threw the message letter on the flap of 
his robe. The khan read and saw that it was written "Do this way!"; it was similar to his own writing. 
Thereafter the khan asked the official: 

- Where did you get this boy from? - Thereupon the official said: 
- I found this boy on the ground. - For that matter, this boy was the one who fell out of that certain 

old woman's belly. Thereafter the khan said: 
- A man cannot overcome the predestined fate. - He said and lived on [in peace]. 
The official's son married the khan's daughter and they lived peacefully in joy. 

FOURTH TALE 

(Bálint 4. Utu ÍM//)591 

[46] Once there lived an old man and an old woman, and they had a yellow spotted cow.5"2 That old 
woman and old man prepared food from the milk of their yellow spotted cow. One day that yellow 
spotted cow went grazing and did not come back in three days. The old man left to look for the cow. 
While going [he found] the cow grazing but there was a something yellow in colour beside it. As the 
old man came closer to the cow, [he saw] that there was a big snake that would not let the cow go. The 
old man became frightened and did not move. The snake said: 

- Father, please do not be afraid, take your cow!5'1' - Thereupon the old man took his cow and left. 
Upon leaving, the snake said: 

- Father, I will come to your place at night. - The old man went home and said to the old woman: 
- Next5 '4 night a big snake will come [to us], - Upon hearing the old man's words the old woman 

was close to dying.5 '5 Thereafter the old woman and old man were very much frightened and lay 
hiding among the goods on the honoured place.5'"' The snake arrived and said: 

- Father and mother, why are you frightened? - Thereupon the old woman and the old man stood 
up and the snake got into their bed. [47] Thereafter in the morning the snake said: 

- Father, go to the khan's daughter and [propose to her] for me! - The old man mounted one of his 
poor fallow horses and rode away. Upon arriving at the khan's he stood in front5" of the khan. 

- Khan, khan, your daughter and my son ... - He said and ran away. Thereafter the khan said: 
- Bring that old man to me: let me kill him! - Many young men pursued the old man and catching 

him brought him back. Thereafter the old man said to the khan: 
- A snake came to my yurt and told me [to propose] for him to the khan's daughter. - The khan 

became frightened and decided to give598 his daughter. Thereafter he said to the old man: 
- In order to be able to take my daughter, make a golden bridge, a silver bridge, a copper bridge 

and a brazen bridge from your yurt's door up to my yurt[palace]! Further, grow_fruit trees on both 
sides of the bridge so that a rider going over the bridge could taste it quietly to his heart's content!599 

591 Manuscript pp 46-50. This text is the variant of the Kalmyk tale Moyä köwün "Snake-lad", on its genre typology and motifs cf. 
Gor ja jeva . Baira Basangovna: Sjuzetnyj sostav i hudozestvenno-stilevaja struktura kalmyckoj volsebnoj skazki (Dissertaci ja) 
Elista 2006 (manuscript) pp. 52, 112. 
592 Kalm. iikr means "cow", cf. Khal. üné "id.", "yurwnas ülü nasta kükn bod mal; korova" (Pürbän p. 73). 
591 Bálint ükränyaboji ab-ton read ükrän abojiyabtan, Kalm. ükrän awcyawtn. 
594 Bálint caőin 7 read caéin' from cä- "far side, next, coming" + -cin' (demonstrative particle). 
595 Bálint äiji ükiin aldaba, Kalm. äj ükn aldw. Cf. öwgn ükn aldäd irwä "der Greis war schon halbtot od. beinahe tot" (R. 6). 
596 Bálint baränän'i suyundu, Kalm. baränän suyünd is a usual motif-element in folk tales, the place where the hero hides or is 
hidden from the enemy or an undesirable encounter Kalm. barän "Pelze, Filze und anders, was in der Jurte unter den Kisten (abdr) 
zusammengefaltet liegt; die beste Stelle. Ehrenstellc des Hauses (in der Nähe der burxan), Vermögen, Reichtum des Hauses" (R. 33). 
Kalm. suyü "Winkel od die Stelle zwischen dem Kasten und dem Bette; derin iuyü id., syn. baräne könde' (R. 367). 
3,7 Bálint nädu biyedün 7. Kalm näd bid n ' l i t . "on this side [= nearer to the agent]". 
398 Bálint ökü, read ökkü ögkü, Kalm. ögx. 
599 Bálint tabärän, Kalm lawärän "to one s wish, desire, in comfort". 
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Further, grow [such] a big garden'"0 besides the [bridge] that the rising Sun could not be seen until 
noon! Further, turn your yurt into a yellow mottled palace!601 Further, prepare a home for my daughter 
and my son-in-law, make a separate yellow mottled palace!60 - [The khan] said. 

- Then I will give my daughter. - [The khan] said. Thereafter the old man went crying home. The 
snake asked the old man: 

- Father, what has happened to you? - Thereupon the old man said: 
- The khan ordered''0, me to do so and so. - [48] Thereupon the snake said: 
- Well, it is nothing.604 [It can be done] within a day and a night. - Thereafter when the old man 

and the old woman were about to get up, everything was as it had been ordered [by the khan] and they 
were lying inside a big soft bed.605 Well, thereafter the khan gave his daughter [to the snake]. The 
snake came home and lay there. At night the khan's daughter arrived as well, she came up to the bed 
and lay down. That maid was deadly frightened. Thereupon the snake said from behind''06 the curtain: 

- Light this pipe! — And gave her [his pipe]. - The girl lit the pipe. While giving it back she 
glimpsed under the curtain. Upon looking [inside] she saw a handsome607 lad with white face and black 
hair lying there.608 Thereafter in the morning that lad made a horse from gold and took it to the khan as 
a present. The khan had two more daughters. Those two girls looked at that lad and both went to his 
home and asked their younger sister: 

- Tell us where is the thing that turns your husband into a snake! - Thereupon the younger sister 
said: 

- I do not know. - Those two [sisters] looked for it and found it, and finding it609 they burnt it. The 
lad disappeared [immediately] while he was sitting at the khan's. Thereafter the khan's daughter left 
saying "I'll go after my husband and die.". On the way there was a white yurt close to a tree. [49] The 
girl entered that yurt. Upon entering [she saw that] a Lama was sitting there. Thereafter the girl told the 
Lama her whole story. After she had finished, the Lama said to the girl: 

- Your husband is a man living in the sky above. - He said. 
- Now, go from here. There is a meadow southwards. Go to that meadow and lie down. There is a 

maral deer that comes to play in that meadow. While [the deer] is playing so, [try] to touch its antler 
and it will let you get to the over world. - Thereafter the girl went to the meadow and lay down. 
Meanwhile a maral deer came and played there; it touched that girl with its antlers and she got onto the 
sky above close to three yurts. Thereafter the girl entered the yurt on the western side and sat down. A 
girl lived [there]. That mistress of that yurt asked the girl: 

60" Bálint örün yarakson naran iidii kürtül ese üzügdedek ike bakca urya, Kalm. örün yarsn narn es üzgddg ik bagc ury, Kalm. D. 
bake "Garten, kleiner Garten fur Gemüse" (R. 30). 
601 Bálint bäising, Kalm bäsing lit. "building". 
W 2 T h e b u i l d i n g of a br idge b e t w e e n t h e dwe l l i ngs w i t h a m a g i c ga rden be tween is a f a m i l i a r m o t i f in Ka lmyk ta les , cf . "Matfhdyp 
epyHÖ3H 36p3HHb eepun yydHSC aeH MOHa eepiiH yyÓH Kypmn ajimH ÖOJIH MO^CH maem moemanw. muuead mepytts xoitp axiap 
3ep-3eMiu yphahad, Mepms xyn hapapn maeno«; udsd Uosx. lioehH xyu aMapH maeno«; udsd tioex - CUM;3H3. ÖSKSÖ JMCHJISPH 
3dJ! 3yH 3M3 aead up, eezHjispH SÓJI 3yH eee aead up. öuÜHb ouumpn 3dn 3yH Keey daxynotq upmn. (3aBxpa yTpoM OT ttBepen 
c B o e r o a o M a AO jtBepen H a u t e r o i t o \ i a 3oaoTof i H c e p e ß p a H b i i i MOCT coTBopn , n o jtßyM CTopoHaM HX BbipacTtt (jtpyKTbi. HTOSH 
KOHHbin BcaaHHK cpbiBajt pyxaMH H e n , n e u i n n PTOM cpbiBan H e n , e m e n p t i B e n n CTO CTapyx , n o x o a t i t x HA TBOIO CTapyxy, 
npHBej tH CTO CTapuKOB, n o x o m t x Ha TBoero CTapm<a, CTO tOHomeii, noxo tKux Ha T e ó a npi iBet tH) ( X T - IV , c . 1 2 ) . " G o r j a j e v a : 
Sjuzetnyj sostav i hudozestvenno-stilevaja struktura kalmvckoj volsebnoj skazki. pp . 119-120. 
6 0 3 Li t . " t o l d " . 

',04 Bálint Ker-ügä (kerek-ügä). Kalm. ker-ügé (R.), kerggo (Mun.) lit. "not necessary". 
Bálint uluba, Kalm. ulwa "Daunen, Flaum, Daunenkissen . . ." (R. 449), ul\r "tjufjak, matrac; opora" (Mun. 531), ulba "perina, 

t juf jak" (Pozd. 51). 
606 Bálint doroyär, Kalm. doräyür "unten, entlang" (R. 96), dorayur "v, pod" (Mun. 207). 
607 Bálint ulän. lit. "red", here "handsome". 
""* Bálint xalxa cagän. üsütä xara. ulän zatü read xalx cagän. xar üstä, ulän zalü or xalx cagän. üs xartä. ulän zalü. There seems to 
be a little confusion in the grammatical markers of the expression. The supposedly correct version might b e xalx cagän. the epithet is 
appositional. xar üstä the epithet is prepositional, possessing a grammatical marker - r á "having something ". Another solution might 
be the case when both epithets are postpositional and the last one bears the grammatical marker: xalx cagän. üs xartä. 
609 There is no further explanation what this "thing" was like. 
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- What a girl are you? - Thereupon the girl told [the mistress] her whole story from the beginning 
to the end. Thereupon that yurt's mistress said: 

- That [lad] is our younger brother. These three yurts belong to your husband's elder sisters, to us. 
- She said. - Your husband comes to greet us three times [a day] in the morning, at noon and in the 
evening. - Thereafter the eldest sister put nice clothes on the girl and hid her among the goods on the 
honoured place. [50] In the morning [the lad] arrived to the eldest sister, took the chess set and sat 
down. While playing this way the lad610 said: 

- Check! - Thereupon his sister said: 
- Yes, yes, it is check, but would you take your wife1'" if she arrived from the underworld 

continent? - Thereupon that lad: 
- You are saying unnecessary words. - He said and joining612 the flapfs] of his gown left. [The 

elder sister] sent the girl to the middle sister. She hid her among the goods on the honoured place, 
similarly [to her previous sister]. At noon that lad arrived, took the chess and sat down. He played 
again and said: 

- Check! - Thereupon his sister said: 
- Yes, yes, it is check, but would you take your wife61, if she arrived from the underworld 

continent? 
- You are saying unnecessary words. - He said and joining both flaps of his gown left. In the 

evening the [middle sister] sent the girl to the little sister's yurt. She hid her among the goods on the 
honoured place similarly [to her previous sisters]. In the evening that lad arrived, greeted his sister,614 

took the chess and sat down. Thereafter he played again and said: 
- Check! - Thereupon his sister said: 
- Yes, yes, it is check, but would you take your wife if she arrived from the underworld continent? 

- Thereafter the lad stood up and said: 
- I will take [her], 
- Get up [and come] hither! - Said [the sister] and helped her to stand up. Thereupon her younger 

brother could do nothing but take [his wife]. Thereafter they lived there peacefully in joy. 

FIFTH TALE 

(Bálint 5. Ut tüli)6'5 

[51] Once there lived an old woman and an old man. That old woman and that old man got their food 
by throwing a hook into the water and catching fish. Meanwhile a lame Steppe Eagle6"' arrived to them 
and got some leftovers from the old man's and old woman's food. Thereafter one morning the old man 
and the old woman were waking up and they [saw that they] were lying in a big soft bed617 inside a 
yellow spotted building. The black lame Steppe Eagle had became a handsome618 lame young man and 
was preparing his tea mingling it.619 Thereafter the handsome lame young man said: 

610 Bálint kün lit. "man". 
611 Bálint kükän lit. "your girl: your bride". 
6 ,2 Bálint saéiji, read Kalm. sä- + -ii- (infix possessing intensive meaning) + -ji (adv. imp ); sä- 2. "näher ziehen, an sich ziehen, 
abkürzen" (R. 317). 
615 Bálint babayayän, Kalm bmvyägän "your wife". 
614 This motif-element did not appear above. 
615 Manuscript pp 51-55. 
" ' 'Bál in t tarbaji, Kalm. tarwaji "kleiner schwarzer Adler" (R. 381), tarwj, "orjol belohvostyj" (Mun. 478), Khal. larwaji biirged 
"Tawny Eagle: Lat. Aquila Rapax" (Bawden p. 332), but in all probability Steppe Eagle (Lat. Aquila Nipalensis). 
617 Bálint uluba, cf. 4 ,h tale. 
6 , 8 Bálint ulän, cf. 4,h tale. 
6 " Bálint samaraji, Kalm. samrx, Khal samrax is the typical movement used to prepare boiled milk tea; taking the milk tea with a 
ladle, one pours it back from above. 
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- I am the khan named Steppe Eagle khan having seventy-two metamorphoses.620 I transformed 
into a commoner Steppe Eagle,621 and when I was returning [home], a bullet hit me and broke one of 
my legs. Now you two will live happily this way until your death. But before you die a son will be 
born to you. Please send that son to me, telling [him] that there is a Steppe Eagle khan living in the 
direction of the setting sun. - And saying so [the Steppe Eagle khan] left. Thereafter the old woman 
and the old man lived that way happily for a while when a son was born. Thereafter the old woman and 
the old man said to their son: 

- There is a khan named Steppe Eagle khan [living] in the direction of the setting sun, go to him. -
[52] Upon saying it the old woman and the old man died. Thereafter the lad left running in the 
direction of the setting sun, to the Steppe Eagle khan. Running, he arrived at the khan's. When he came 
there, Steppe Eagle khan was standing outside of his yurt. Upon the [lad's] arrival the khan asked him: 

- What a lad are you? 
- 1 am the son of the old woman and the old man whom the khan met that time.''22 Thereafter the 

khan gave a nice dress to the lad and in addition he gave him a golden box and said: 
- After you've left my dependants' [territory], put this box of mine under your head and fall asleep. 

- Thereafter the lad went beyond the dependants' territory and putting [the box] under his head, slept. 
Having slept, upon getting up he was laying inside a yellow spotted building. There was nobody else 
near him. Meanwhile a wolf entered, and upon entering it said [to him]: 

- A khan is going to marry off his daughter here, go and take that girl for me, if you don't take her, 
I will eat you. - Thereafter the lad left. While going he met the above mentioned Steppe Eagle khan. 
Thereafter the lad told the khan what had happened to him. Thereafter the [Steppe Eagle] khan said: 

- A big group of caravaneers are coming hither. 1 will turn into a ram with golden wool [53] and 
golden horns. Go driving me and when the caravaneers ask you whether you sell your ram, tell them 
that yes, you will sell it. If they ask you for what you will give it, tell them that you'll sell it for the 
chestnut horse harnessed to the last cart. - Thereafter the lad went driving his ram. While driving [the 
ram], he met the caravaneers. The caravaneers asked the lad: 

- Will you sell your ram? 
- I will sell it. - Said [the lad], 
- For what will you sell it? - [They] said. Thereupon the lad said: 
- I will sell it for the chestnut horse [going] behind. - They gave their horse and took his ram. 

Thereafter he left riding that horse. That horse was an Arnzl,623 a miraculous horse. Thereafter the lad 
rode far away. The ram turned into a hare and arrived back running [to the lad]. Thereafter the khan 
said: 

- This khan, who is going to marry off his daughter, does not have a [proper] gown. 1 will turn into 
a fine-looking gown. Sell me to them! If they ask for what you will sell [the gown], tell them that 
you'll give it for the grey horse that [lies] in the dung.624 - Thereafter the lad took that gown and 
arrived [at the khan]. The khan asked the lad: 

- Lad, will you sell this gown? 
- I will sell it. - Said [the lad], 
- For what will you give it? - Asked [the khan], 
- I will give it for the grey horse [lying] in the dung. - Said [the lad], - [54] Thereafter the khan got 

that gown giving his grey horse [to the lad]. That horse was an Arnzl. Thereafter the lad took that horse 

" 1 Bálint dalin xoyur xubilyätä Tarbaji xän gedek xän bi, Kalm. daln xoyr xiiwilyata Tarwj xän gedg xän bi. This expression seems 
to be the epithet of this type of tale-hero. According to Basangova (Bord?.anova) and Gorjajeva there is no variant to this tale in 
available Kalmyk tale heritage. 
621 Bálint alaptän (.albatän) tarbaji bolji, read probably Kalm. alwtn tarwj bolj. 
"" Bálint xägi teigejiyaboxu cak. Kalm. xäg tigjyawx cag, lit. "while the khan was going or living that way ..." 
623 Bálint Aranzal. Kalm Arnzl "legendary) kon' (neobyíno rezvyj, vynoslivyj i umnyj)" (Pürbän p 39 ). The designation Amzl for 
the horse with magic abilities appears frequently in Kalmyk and also in Oirat tales and epics; on this motif: Todajeva 193. 
624 Bálint bastu bäiksen boro mörinäsii ögönä bi, Kalm. bäst bäsn bor mörnäs ögnäw; bas read bäs "dung". 
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and went away. Thereafter the khan was upon putting on that gown but his [hands] were empty and he 
pulled only at his [gown's] collar.625 Thereafter [the Steppe Eagle khan] turned into a hare and returned 
running to the lad. Thereafter the Steppe Eagle khan said: 

- Now, I will turn into a fine-looking mirror;626 take it627 close to the khan's daughter. Thereupon 
the khan's daughter will ask you whether you will sell it. Tell her that you will sell it. Thereupon that 
girl will ask you "What kind is it?"628 And she will look at [it]. While she looks at [it], I will slip out of 
her hands and fall down. People chased [them]. While she bends forward62 ' trying to catch [the 
mirror], seize her by her belt and escape! - Thereafter the lad took that mirror and went close to the 
khan's daughter. Thereafter the khan's daughter saying: 

- What kind is it? - Looked at [the mirror]. While she was looking at it, it slipped from her hand 
and began to fall. While the girl was bending to catch it, the lad grasped her by her belt and escaped. 
While [people] chased [them] from behind, they escaped without being caught. Thereafter the Steppe 
Eagle khan said: 

- I will turn into a beautiful girl, similar to the khan's daughter. Put the khan's daughter behind and 
me in front [in your saddle]. Then the wolf will ask "Which is my girl?" Say "This girl." and show the 
girl behind you! 

[55] Thereafter the lad came to the wolf, upon his arrival the wolf asked: 
Which is my girl? 

- This one! - Said the lad and showed the girl behind him. Thereupon the wolf said: 
- Why do you give me the wrong girl? - And took the girl [sitting] in front. Thereafter at night the 

girl said to the wolf: 
- I am afraid of your eyes. - Thereupon the wolf said: 
- Glue it with glue! - The girl glued [the wol fs eyes] with glue. Thereafter the girl said: 
- I will not lie on your chest! - She scratched [the w o l f s ] face, left and went back to the lad. After 

arriving [the Steppe Eagle khan] said: 
- Now, I will turn into a Lama. Come to me and make a complaint! - Thereafter in the morning the 

wolf arrived and said to the lad: 
- You have not brought me the girl, you brought me a demon.63 - Thereupon the lad said: 
- Did I tell you to take the girl [sitting] in front. Did I? You said you'd take the girl in front and 

took her! - Thereafter they both went to the Lama to make a complaint. Thereafter the lad said: 
- 1 brought two girls. I told [him i. e. the wolf]: "Take the girl sitting behind!" Upon my saying so, 

[the wolf] said: "No, I will take the one in front." And (the wolf) took the one [sitting] in front. -
Thereafter the wolf said: 

- This [lad] did not bring me a girl, but brought a demon. - Thereafter the Lama said: 
- The creature called wolf is a swindler.6'1 - And he hit [the wolf] with his staff and killed him. 

Thereafter the Steppe Eagle khan turned into his usual form and said to the lad: 
- Now, live here happily! I will now return. - And [he] returned home. Then the lad lived there 

peacefully in joy. 

625 Bálint xöson eberän 7 zaxän lalädxocorba, Kalm. xösn ewränä zaxän tatäd xocrw. 
('2'' Bálint nür üzedek ger, Kalm. nür iizdg ger "mirror", cf. Khal. toli. 
627 Bálint namäigi. Kalm namäg lit. "me". 
628 Bálint Áliki bili? Kalm. dl'ki. äl'kn 7 "welche (von Mehreren)" (R. 22), Kalm T. älk "kakoj, kotoryj" (Mun. 65). 
629 Bálint ökügäd (ököigäd). Kalm. ökixe "sich vorwärts lehnen od biegen" (R 293), ökäx "naklonjat 'sja. klonit'sja; nagibat 's ja 
vperjod" (Mun. 413). 

Bálint sulmu, Kalm. sulm. Khal. sulmas, sulam, Mong. simnus, silmus. 
6 " Bálint bulxäci, Kalm, bulxäc, cf. Kalm. bulxä. bulxä "abstreitend, verneinend, verleumderisch, Verleumder" (R. 60). Khal. 
bulxaic "cheat, swindler" (Bawden 67). 
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SIXTH T A L E 

(Bálint 6. Utu túli)632 

[56] It happened a long time ago / ' ' There lived a sixteen-year-old hero called Zul-shar Arslng, son of 
the eight thousand-year-old man,6'4 Namjil-tsagaan.6 '5 His miraculous horse was a fast red Arnzl 
horse.636 That horse: 

Is tethered to the young Sandal tree, 
Has a shadowy place at the old Sandal tree, 
Has food on the grass of the blue plateau, 
Has drink from the water of the cold spring. 

The number of the lad's dependants reached one hundred thousand. Without father and mother, he 
lived alone in his yurt. Thereafter one night the lad had a nightmare while sleeping: 

His one hundred thousand dependants have been driven away along a pathway, 
His Buddha-like white head6' has been buried at the door of the yurt.6 '8 Having had such a 

nightmare he mounted his horse and rode away. 
He rode for several years, 
He rode immeasurably [much]. 

Then he pulled [at his horse's muzzle] and stopped, but he was still close to his yurt. Thereafter 
also 

He galloped for several years, 
He galloped immeasurably [much]. 

Then he pulled [at his horse's muzzle] and stopped and was [still] halfway among6'" his 
dependants. Thereafter also 

He galloped for several years, 
He galloped immeasurably [much]. 

Then he pulled [at his horse's muzzle], stopped and he was just leaving his [57] dependants' 
[territory].64'1 Thereafter the lad said: "This is the land641 of my parents." He launched his arrow,642 

'"2 Manuscript pp. 56-61. 
633 Bálint Kezänä sänji bolna. Cf. 2nd tale. 
614 Bálint abaya. Kalm awy "uncle, old man. senior, man". In his study of Kalmyk kinship terminology David Aberle determines awy 
as follows: "In ascending generations all collaterals are distinguished from all lineals, abaga, col. abaganar for males, gagaa. col 
gagaanar for females." Discussing the addressing terms he does not mention this lexeme. Aberle, David F.: The Kinship System of 
the Kalmük Mongols. In: University of New Mexico Publications in Anthropology 8. Albuquerque, New Mexico 1953. pp. 3^18, on 
pp. 16, 30-34 . 
615 Bálint Näimen mingyan nasuta Namjil-cayan abayän köbün arban zuryan nasuta Zulu-Sara Arsalang gedek bätur, Kalm. Nämn 
mingyn nast Namjil cayän awgän köwün arwn zuryn nast Zul Sar Arslng gidg bätr. The epical names contain long epithets. In order to 
preserve the atmosphere, in the present tale and in the further texts long names are only partly translated in the texts. English 
equivalents are given to the age, kinship affiliation (whose son or daughter he or she is, who is his or her father or mother) and such 
words as khan, hero, prince, etc. The essential parts of the names - including colour designation - are rendered in simplified 
transcription At the first occurrence of the name - besides the transliteration of Bálint 's record - the reconstructed contemporary 
Kalmyk form and a verbatim translation of the whole attributive expression is given in the notes. Namjil is of Tibetan origin, cf. Tib. 
rnam-rgyal. "victorious, complete victory, mystic", Namjil-cayän means "Namjil-white", Zul-Sar Arslng means "Lampe-yellow 
Lion". 
'"'' Bálint Aranzalin xurdun zérde gedek möritä sänji bolna, Kalm. Arnzlin xurdn zérd gidg mör't sänj boln. For Arnzl cf. Fifth tale. 
637 Bálint burxan cayan toloyai, Kalm. burxn here means "saint, holy, blessed" cf. in Jangyr epic: burxn cayan mangnadan "k 
svojemu bozestvenno-belomu Ibu" (Todajeva 226). 
638 Bálint Burxan cayan toloya germ 7 üden xorondu bululokson bolji. Kalm. Burxn cayän tolyä gerin n' üdn xörnd bulítlgsn bolj: 
xorondu, Kalm. xörnd: bululokson. Kalm butülgsn This dream-motif contains an allusion on the belief concerning the door as the 
manifestation of boundary between sacred and profane worlds Buriying the head of the hero at such a place refers probably to the 
intermediate status of his departed soul if he will be killed. 
" ' B á l i n t tat dundun 7, Kalm. tat dund « ' . i. e. "in the middle of his domain"; a hyperbolic descriptive tale-motif of the hero's 
environment, cf. the next passage, too. 
640 Bálint alaptäsun síneken yarciyabodik bolna, Kalm alwtnäs sinkn yarcyawdg boln. cf the previous note. 
641 Bál intzöre, Kalm. zör'2. "Last, Besitz, Eigentum" (R. 479) . 
642 Bálint sädagin sunt. Kalm. sädgtn sumn "arrow for bow" . Sumn indicates both bullets and arrows; with the epithet sädgin "of 
arrow" the story-teller emphasised that he is talking about an arrow. 
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pursued it on his horse and caught it without letting it fall down to the ground. Thereafter the lad 
laughed chuckling64, and said: 

- My parents' land seems to be huge. - And he left. He went, went for a long [time], then climbed 
on a hill and stopped there. While he was standing there, a big dust was gathering from the direction of 
the sunrise. He also galloped towards it. Thereafter two horses came face to face and [the lad] stopped. 
The other [rider] said: 

From where and to where are you going, little lad, 
You, who has become the suns[hine] that reaches into the head of the yurt-wall,644 

Who has become the light of the lotus candle, 
Who has become the sun[shine] entering through the lintel?6'5 

Thereupon the lad said: 
- And you yourself, from where to where are you going? - Thereupon that [man] said: 
- I am going to kill the sixteen-year-old hero called Zul-shar Arslng, the son of the eight thousand-

year-old man Namjil-tsagaan living in the western direction, and to drive away his dependants. - Right 
thereafter they dismounted, hobbled their horses [and started to] wrestle [with each other]. [The other 
man] caught Zul-shar Arslng, hit him and put him down. 

- Have you [other] tricks? I will kill you! - Thereupon Zul-shar Arslng said: 
- Catch me firmly!646 [58] There are still three good rounds.64 

- Go on with the [next] round. - Said [the other]. 
He threw him down so many times as there are stars in the sky, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his balance.648 

He threw him down so many times as there are blades of grass on the ground, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his energy. 
He threw him down so many times as there are fish youngs in the waters, 
So he lost his consciousness.649 

Thereafter Zul-shar Arslng stood up, caught that lad and beat him. While beating he knocked him 
into the ground one span [deep]. 

- Have you [other] tricks? I will kill you! - Thereupon Zul-shar Arslng said: 
- Catch me firmly! There are still three good rounds. 
- Go on with the [next] round. - Said [the other]. 

He threw him down so many times as there are stars in the sky, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his balance. 
He threw him down so many times as there are blades of grass on the ground, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his energy, 
He threw him down so many times as there are fish youngs in the waters, 
But he did not lose his consciousness. 

- Well, have you got any more tricks? - Said [Zul-shar Arslng], 
- No, I do not have any [more] tricks. - Said [the other], [Zul-shar Arslng] killed him immediately, 

put the horse on two spits and planned to sleep for seven days. He slept for long, and as he got up, the 
[horse]meat was ready."50 He ate the meat and left. Thereafter 

643 Bálint angyar angyar iniägäd. Kalm. angyr angyr inägäd. Onomatopoetic expression Kalm. angyar = angyarxä, a. a. in eyäd "mit 
offenem Mund lachend" (R. 11), angyyr "otkrityj, raskrytyj" (Mun. 45), cf. Khal angar, angar "opening and shutting" (Bawden 20). 
644 Bálint bakcar, Kalm. bagc + -är (instrumental), cf. Khal. xanin tolgoi. "Phis expression refers to the "yurt-clock": the nomads 
count the passing time according to the angle of incidence of the sunshine through the roof ring. In details, cf. Jurtaóra [Yurt clock]. 
In: Material Culture (DVD) [Yurt-clock], 
645 Bálint totxar, Kalm. totx + -är (instrumental). 
64,1 Bálint Batelji bärijt bä! Cf. Kalm. Batlj bäh! "Greife kräftig an!" (R. 36). 
M7 Bálint tulilyan, cf. Kalm tüixa: köwüd tül'jnadj-én "die Kinder spielen und suchen einander zu Boden zu werfen" (R. 413). 
w* Bálint teges säindän, this expression is somewhat obscure, Kalm tegs means "straight, plain, even". The suggested interpretation 
is "the hero still was able to stand and fight without falling down". 
649 A hyperbolic description, a typical formula of heroes' fighting. 
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He galloped for several years 
He galloped immeasurably [much]. 

Then he went on the top of a hill. He looked southwards; there were the dependants of the 
[defeated]651 young man. [59] Thereafter the lad arrived at the khan's yurt,652 dismounted there and 
was about to enter the yurt. The yurt's [felt] door-keeper did not let him enter, so he took and threw the 
door-keeper away and entered [there]. There was 

A brass and silver throne 
It was impossible for people to approach it (?).653 

He went there and sat in it. The queen stood up immediately.654. 
- Stand up quickly! I've killed your husband and come to take you and drive away your 

dependants. - He said. The queen answered: 
- Let me tell you a word. 
- Tell me! There is no man in the sunny world who could overcome me. - Said [the lad]. 

Meanwhile a boy entered the yurt. He did not have any pants on; he was naked and stepped into the 
ground up to his knees; he came in and sat down. Thereafter Zul-shar Arslng asked that boy: 

- What a boy are you? - Thereupon the boy said: 
- I've heard that the sixteen-year-old hero called Zul-shar Arslng, the son of the eight thousand-

year-old man Namjil-tsagaan is coming. I was quickly born from my mother's belly and cut my navel 
string with a red stone the size of oxen.655 I've come to become sworn brothers with you. - [Zul-shar 
Arslng] became with him sworn brothers.656 Then the queen said: 

- Let me tell you a word. 
- Tell me! What a man could overcome me in the sunny world in the four directions? - Thereupon 

the queen said: 
- The fallow bald venomous snake is taking your bride. - [60] Thereafter the younger sworn 

brother said: 
- I will ride [there], 
- No, I will ride [there]. - Said the elder [sworn] brother. So both of them rode away. The younger 

sworn brother's horse ran ahead, the elder sworn brother followed him. He reached the younger sworn 
brother and caught up with him. Zul-shar Arslng told his horse: 

It's time that the döng65' red hole dug for seven years fall in, 
It's time that the seven-year-old snake perishes. 
If [the snake] doesn't drop [the girl] at the mouth of the hole 
I'll [cut] your back and belly and deprive you of your life.658 

The horse said: 

650 The eating the enemy's horse after defeating him seems to be a frequent motif. 
651 Bálint odäki. Kalm. odäk lit. '"the previously mentioned". 

The khan, i. e. the previously defeated person. 
653 Bálint kümün kiirädügä "people do not approach to it (?)" this expression needs further investigation. 
1,54 Bálint síneken erbegäd bosoji baidek; cf. Kalm. erwexe "lebhaft sein, flattern, sich eifrig bewegen, schaukeln (Blätter. 
Schmetterlinge)" (R 127), by Munijev a different meaning is given: erwäx "popravljat 'sja, vyzdaravlivat' " (Mun. 701). 
655 For the epic motif of miraculous birth and the connection of stone and cutting the umbilical cord of the hero cf. Heissig, Walther: 
Felsgeburt (Petrogenese) und Bergkult. In: Fragen der mongolischen Heldendichtung II. (Asiatische Forschungen 73). Wiesbaden, 
Otto Harrassowitz 1982 pp. 16-36. 
656 On the motif of sworn brother alliance in Mongolian folklore and its historical context, as well the literature cf. Birtalan, Ágnes: A 
Western-Mongolian Heroic Epic: Üli] Tiw. A Story About the Sworn Brotherhood. In: CAJ 48.1 (2004) pp. 8-37; Birtalan. Ágnes: 
Rituals of Sworn Brotherhood (Mong. anda hol-, Oir. and, ax diiii bol-) in Mongol Historic and Epic Tradition. In: Chronica. Annual 
of the Institute of History. University Szeged. 7-8 . (2007-2008) Szeged pp. 44-56. 
657 Bálint döng; might be an emphatic particle but needs further investigation, Basangova (Bordzanova) explained as yal ulän "fire 
red". 
"'* Bálint Niikün "i amen dere ese aldülji ögdök bol. xon cin 7 doro cini ami cin 7 alana bi. Xon. cf. Kalm. xong "Steiß, das dicke 
Fleisch am Rückenende" (R. 185), Khal. xongo "the back side of the tight" (Bawden 447). 
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- Put two sacks with mud on my both sides equally. If white foam appears behind my ears, cut off 
the two sacks with mud and throw them away. - Thereafter he put two sacks with mud on the horse's 
both sides equally and galloped away. Thereafter as the white foam appeared behind the horse's ears, 
he cut off the two sacks with mud, threw them away and galloped. Thereafter the horse sprang out of 
the dust and ran away. The eyes to see with got darkened; the ears to listen with got deaf. When the 
snake arrived at its hole, the lad hit it and the snake dropped the girl and disappeared in the hole. 
Thereafter Zul-shar Arslng asked the girl to hold the horse and ran into [the hole]. On one side [of the 
hole] there were a lot of boys and girls tied up. On the other side [of the hole] there were a lot of boys 
and girls tied up. In the bottom of the hole there were the male and the female snakes. The male snake 
was wriggling on a red five hundred kilogram (?)659 stone the size of an ox. He shot [61] into the 
[male] snake's very heart and [his arrow] came out at its shoulder blade and tacked it immediately to 
the sky. He shot into the female snake's very bladder and tacked it to the ground. Then he pulled both 
bodies [out of the hole]. He cut both into six pieces and sat down. Meanwhile his younger [sworn] 
brother arrived. He said to his younger sworn brother: 

Khan Gärdi6''" lives here. Go and show yourself to [Khan Gärdi] and run back without being 
caught. - His younger [sworn] brother left. The lad went to Khan Gärdi, showed himself and fled. 
Khan Gärdi pursued him. The lad arrived without being caught. Zul-shar Arslng said to [Khan Gärdi]: 

- You angry rascal!"'1 Stop here! I called you hither that you eat these two snakes. - Khan Gärdi 
said: 

- I was hatching my eggs on a poplar tree. No other poplar is able to carry me. These two snakes 
coiled around my poplar tree and ate it. But as I am very big, I was not able to grasp [them]. Besides, I 
did not fit into their hole. - Saying it, he ate the [snakes' bodies] and left. Thereafter the two [lads] 
took the girl and left. They arrived back in the [territory] of the previously killed khan and got all [his 
people] moved [and told them]: 

- [I drew a map for you], where I marked with a long line, spend the noon, where I marked with a 
circle, spend the night and then go/'62 - They both [the elder and younger sworn brothers] arrived 
ahead [of the others]. Thereupon the dependants who moved [after them] arrived and settled down. 
Zul-shar Arslng made the girl who was dropped from the snake's mouth his wife.66 ' He married a 
nobleman's daughter to his younger sworn brother. 

Then, thereafter they both lived peacefully in joy. 

SEVENTH TALE 

(Bálint 7. Utu tülif64 

[62] Once upon a time665 there lived6"6 an orphan boy. That boy ate6" three times a day [what he 
received] for alms.668 That boy had a black orphan calf, too. [He] rode his orphan calf. One day he was 

659 Bálint tabun zun bolod kelän ükürin This expression needs further investigation. 
660 Bálint Xän yäride, Kalm Xän Gärdi, Mong. Tarudi, Tardi, Qanyarudi, Kahl. Garid, Xangarid from Skr. Garuda The mythical bird 
of Indian origin overcomes harm and evil. It figures frequently in Mongolian folk tales as supporter (adviser, mount) of the hero and 
as a messenger as well. For the mythical role of the Garuda in the Mongolian folk religion, cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, p. 987. 
661 Bálint urta elemer bilä ci; according to Basangova (BordZanova)'s suggestion: ürt elmr "angry rascal". 
662 Typical motif in Kalmyk tales. 
663 Bálint xatän. lit "his queen", cf. Kalm , Oir bawgä as "wife". 

Manuscript pp 62-67. 
665 Bálint Kezänä sänji bolna. Cf. 2nd tale. 
666 Bálint bäidek sänji bolna. Kalm. bädg sänj boln "there have lived". 
667 Bálint yül'iya üdik, cf Kalm. xotän ü-, xölxotän ü- "essen, speisen" (R. 454). 
668 Bálint yül'iya. Kalm. yül'yan "Bitte, Werbung, Anbetung, die Almosen" (R 157), yül \ yül'yn (Mun. 171), Khalkhaguilga tüileg 
"begging" (Bawden 100). 
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going to get alms, when [he saw that] a large group of novices66" were about to kill a cat. The boy 
arrived [to them] and said: 

- Novices, novices! What did this cat do to you? - Thereupon the novices said: 
- This cat steals, that is why we are going to kill it. - Thereafter the boy said: 
- Please give me this cat! - And so they set [the cat] free. Thereafter he went further. While he was 

going, [he saw that] a large group of women were about to kill a dog. The boy arrived [to them] and 
asked: 

- Women! What did this dog do to you? - Thereupon the women said: 
- This dog steals, that is why we are going to kill it. - Thereafter the boy said: 
- Please, do not kill this dog! Please, give it to me! - He asked and so they set [the dog] free. 

Thereafter he went further. While he was going, [he saw that] a large group of boys were about to kill a 
rat. The boy arrived [to them] and said: 

- Boys, boys! What did this rat do to you? - Thereupon the boys said: 
- This rat has broken the whip.670 - [63] Thereafter our boy asked them and they set [the rat] free. 

Thereafter the boy went further. While he was going, he met a running snake half of whose body was 
on fire. The boy took that snake and threw it into water. Thereafter he went further and a handsome 
young man was coming to him, who said: 

- Boy, you have saved me from death, come to [visit] us.671 - Then the boy went further. While he 
was going, he a saw a fleeing fox.672 The boy pursued and reached it. Thereafter the fox said: 

- Will you take advice from my mouth or will you take my palm-size skin off?673 - The boy said: 
- 1 will take advice from your mouth. - Thereupon the fox said: 
- Now, you will go to the great hermit Lama. Upon your arrival seventy novices will hold your 

horse;674 seventy novices will open the door. Also seventy novices will come and offer you food in a 
bowl.67" Thereafter the great hermit Lama will tell you: "Boy, what do you [wish to] take from me?" 
Thereupon say: "I wish [to take] the golden ring676 from your chest." - Thereafter the boy went further. 
He arrived at the great hermit Lama. Upon his arrival seventy novices held his horse, seventy novices 
opened the door. Upon his entering and sitting down, seventy novices came and offered him a bowl 
full of food. He ate his food and was sitting. Thereafter the great hermit Lama said: 

- Well boy, now what do you [wish to] take from me? - Thereupon the boy said: 
- I [wish to take] the golden ring from your chest. - [64] Thereafter the Lama looking left cried, 

looking right smiled and gave [the ring].677 The boy took the ring and arrived home. After sleeping the 
boy got up and [recognised] that he was lying in a [soft] bed.678 He looked upwards [and he recognised 
that] his yurt had turned into a yellow spotted building. When he looked to the right, there were a large 
group of young men who were preparing bows and arrows. When he looked to the left, there were a 

669 Bálint manjirmüd, cf. Kalm. manji "Klosterjunge, Knabe der im Kloster lebt od. zum Lama erzogen wird. Schüler" (R. 355), manj 
"uőenik (v kalmyckom monastyre)" (Mun. 341), manji "1-ja stepen' monaSeskago posvjaäienija" (Pozd. 229); the additional -r- of 
the plural suffix appears only in some cases (cf. babaya + -rmiid). the suffix is discussed by Ramstedt in his dictionary (R. XVI) and 
by Benzing (Benzing, Johannes: Kalmückische Grammatik zum Nachschlagen. Wiesbaden. Otto Harrassowitz 1985. p. 82). 
6711 Bálint silbürtä ed xayaläd bäinä, "whip or broom", cf. Kalm.D T. silwür "eine lange Peitsche (mit langem Stiel und klatschender 
Schmitze), Schafhirtenpeitsche"; Kalm Ö. "Kehrbesen", vgl. sirwül (R. 357), Silwür "knut, biC" (Mun. 672). 
671 Although this is a usual motif in folk tales, here it is not elaborated and remained incomplete. On the motif in Mongolian tales, cf. 
Taube pp. 438^139. 
672 On the role of the fox in the folk tales and in the mythology: Birtalan. Agnes: A Survey of the Fox in Mongolian Folklore and 
Folk Belief, in: Der Fuchs in Kultur. Religion und Folklore Zentral- und Ostasiens. I. Ed. Hartmut Walravens. Wiesbaden, 
Harrassowitz Verlag 2001. pp. 3 5 - 5 8 
671 The appearance of fox that gives advice is a frequent motif in the Kalmyk tales. Cf. the above note. 
674 There is a motif-corruption here, the boy rode a calf initially and not a horse. 
675 Hyperbolic formula for emphasising the strength of the main hero. 
67" On this motif cf. Taube p. 438 
67 ' Usual formula in Kalmyk and other Mongolian folk tales. 
678 Bálint uluba, cf. the note in the 4'" tale. 
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large group of women who were skinning up silk[like ?] sable1'79 and sewing something. Among those 
women the boy's wife was [also] sitting. That wife was so beautiful that in her light it was possible to 
work and in her radiance it was possible to guard the stud.''80 Thereafter the boy got up and went out. 
The boy's black orphan calf was [grazing] with his companions, their number reaching a thousand. 
Thereafter the boy lived this way happily. 

On the southern side of the boy's [territory] there was a sea. On the southern side of that sea there 
lived a khan. There was no similarly rich khan to him in the sunny world. But our boy became richer 
than that khan. Thereafter the khan living on the southern side of the sea said: 

- That orphan boy has become richer than me. One should try to find out the thing that made him 
rich. If an old woman brings it to me, I will make her my own mother. If a boy brings it to me, 1 will 
make him my own son. If a young man brings it to me, I will make him [65] my own younger brother. 
If an old man brings it to me, I will make him my own father. - Thereafter an old woman [said]: 

- I am able to bring [that thing]. - She said. Thereupon the khan said: 
- Upon your bringing [that thing] I will make you my own mother. - Thereafter the old woman 

made a ship from the rind of a watermelon and made a paddle681 from reed and crossed over the sea. 
Thereafter the old woman arrived to our boy's wife and asked her: 

- How have you become rich? - Thereupon the wife said: 
- I don't know. - Thereupon the old woman said: 
- Ask your husband! - The wife asked her husband: 
- How have we become rich? - Thereupon her husband said: 
- We became rich due to the golden ring on your hand. - Thereafter the wife went to the old 

woman and said: 
- We became rich due to this golden ring on my hand. - Thereafter the old woman stole the ring 

while they were sleeping at night. She brought it to the khan. Upon getting up in the morning our boy 
was lying in a poor grass hut. His black orphan calf remained alone [without its companions!. The 
above mentioned cat, dog and rat which the boy saved when they were about to be killed were at his 
side. Thereafter the cat, the dog and the rat [66] said: 

- We will find the way. - And they went away. The cat sat on the back of the dog, the rat slipped 
into the dog's ear and they crossed the sea. After they had crossed the sea and arrived outside the 
khan's yurt. The rat said: 

- You dog stay outside, you cat sit on the covering felt piece of the yurt. - The rat ran into the yurt. 
When the rat entered, the oil lamp was burning.682 Thereafter the rat found out that the ring was in the 
old woman's mouth and dug a hole near the oil lamp. Digging [the hole] the rat dipped its tail in the 
ash and stuck it also into the grease of the oil lamp. After doing so, [the rat] came running at the old 
woman and stuck rolling [its tail] into the old woman's nose. The old woman sneezed and half of the 
ring came out. [The rat] stuck rolling [its tail] again [into her nose] and the ring fell down on the 
ground. The cat sitting on the felt cover of the yurt snapped it up without dropping it on the ground. 

679 Bálint toryo bulaya suläd, Kalm. kulx "sdirat ' (koZicu, koru). skoblit ' " (Mun. 683). cf further the possible use of Kalm. sitlax "das 
Tuch, den Anzug zerreißen: (von oben bis unten oder der Länge nach) zerspalten" (R 370). 
6811 Usual formula in the Mongolian and Kalmyk tales, cf. Gorjajeva, Baira Basangovna: Sjuzetnyj sostav i hudozestvenno-
stilevaja struktura kalmyckoj volsebnoj skazki. (Dissertacija) Elista 2006 (Manuscript) p 107. "«TepjiAHb any MUIIM, 
rersHjiHb yY-n ßapM» («B CBeTe ee MOJKHO CTepenb TaOytt, B CHBHHH ee - pyKoaejtbHUHarb») (XT - I, c. 91) BCTpenaeTCH c 
HeKoropbiMH jieKCHiecKHMH BaptismusMit H nepecTattOBKaMu HacTeit, tie MeHJuoutHMii CMbiejia ((topMyjibi. HanptiMep, 
«TersHitHb MAN M3HM, repjiitttb YY-" ßapiu» («B CTTAMUI ee MOXCHO CTepetb CKOT, B CBeTe ee - pyKOttejibHtiHaTb») (ApxttB 
KHLH PAH, (|> 5, on. 2, en., xp. 80, C. 69); «TEPJUHB yyn ytiM, reraHnttb any Ntattvi caaxtt» («KpacuBaa HACTOJIBKO, HTO B 
CBeTe ee MOWIIO BbiuniBarb, B citatum ee - CTepetb Taöytt») (XT - II, c. 178); «TeraHjtHb yyjt 6apM, tepjiattb Man MattM» («B 
CHBHHM ee M04KH0 pyKonetibHitqaTb. B CBeTe ee - CTepetb CKOT») (XT - III, c. 178, 179). 
681 Bálint xaibe, Kalm. xäwir "Ruder" (R 181), xäw "vjosla, veslo", but xäwr "poisk, rozisk" (Mun. 585), xaiba "veslo" (Pozd. 73); 
Ramstedt's lexeme is probably wrongly translated 
''"2 Bálint sam katalyata, Kalm sam satlyät. Kalm. satalyn "zaZiganije, obZig" (Mun. 667). 
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Thereafter the cat, the dog and the rat left. Again the cat sat on the back of the dog, the rat slipped into 
the ear of the dog and they went away. They were halfway across the sea, when the dog said:68 ' 

- 1 am more beneficial than you. 
- For what reason would you be more beneficial? - Asked the cat. The dog said: 
- 1 am taking you across the sea. - Thereupon the cat said: 
- No, I am more beneficial. - Thereupon the rat said: 
- For what reason would you be more beneficial? - Thereupon the cat said: 
- I snapped up [the ring] without dropping it on the ground. - Thereafter the rat said: 
- I am more beneficial. 
- For what reason are you more beneficial? - [67] Asked the dog. Thereupon the rat said: 
- Without me, how could you get the ring? - Thereafter they three had a mighty tiff with each other 

and the dog dropped the cat from its back into the water, and dropped the rat as well into the water and 
left. At that time the golden ring was in the rat's mouth. As soon as the rat fell into the water, it 
dropped the ring into the water. Thereafter the rat swam out to the sea shore and called the fishes of the 
water: 

- A dragnet is nearing behind you;684 I will build a yurt"85 for you. - It said and all the fish came 
out together. The rat looked at all of them and said: 

- Aren't there any other fish except you? - Thereafter all the fish said: 
- There is a blind black abramis,68" it is not here. 
- Bring it here! - Said [the rat] and sent a fish for it. The blind black abramis arrived with two nice 

eyes. The rat asked it: 
- Where did you get your two eyes from? — Thereupon the abramis said: 
- Something beautiful fell down from above, as I caught and ate it and both my eyes grew back. -

Thereafter the rat took687 that ring. Thereafter [the rat] brought [the ring] and gave it back to the boy. 
The boy became [so rich] as he was before. Thereafter the boy sent for the old woman, got her two 
eyes put out, got her arms cut off and buried her in the ground. 

Thereafter the boy lived peacefully in joy. 

EIGHTH TALE 

(Bálint 8. Utu túli Fable (long tale))688 

[68, Grammar 214]''8g Once upon a time an old man and an old wife lived. Those old couple had three 
sons and two daughters. They married their daughters, two daughters to two [yellow] giants6"' After 
that the old wife died. After that the old man being at the point to die said to his three sons: 

683 In other tales the cat is the mischief (Taube p. 439). 
684 Bálint catan sügül asina: catan f rom cäd tan'. Kalm. cat. cäd "der hintere oder andere" (R. 424). Kalm.D. sügül "Netz, Zugnetz" 
(R. 372), sügüt "nevod, set' " (Mun. 687). 
685 The expression is used in the meaning of a "shelter". 
681' Bálint cüba, Kalm. cüwa "Brassen" (R. 435), cüw "leäC" (Mun. 642), Lat. Abramis. 
687 Bálint erä bäiji is an unidentified expression. 
688 Manuscript pp. 68-74 Bálint translated this tale for the Oirat Chrestomathy of his Grammar, under the title Fable (Long tale) pp. 
214-221 (Bálint's pagination: pp. 193-200). Here Bálint's translation will be introduced with some minor corrections. The two texts 
are almost identical, a longer passage - added below - is missing in the Manuscript. A few Kalmyk sentences of the version in the 
Grammar - marked at the required place - have not been translated by Bálint. Beyond the mentioned corrections some minor 
divergences also occur between the two texts, such as missing words in any of the variants, but they are not significant. On the motifs 
of the present tale, cf. Gorjajeva. Ba i ra Basangovna: Sjuzetnyj sostav i hudozestvenno-stilevaja struktura kalmyckoj volsebnoj 
skazki. (Dissertacija) Elista 2006 (Manuscr ip t ) pp 115-117. 
',8'' The numbers indicate the page numbering of the Manuscript. The brackets in the text have been inserted by Bálint, while the 
square brackets have been inserted in order to correct some errata appearing in the Grammar. 
6911 Bálint used both the written form mangyus and oral form müs "monster" of this lexeme in both text variants. On the phenomenon 
miis, cf. tale Nr. 9. 
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- I f i shall be dead, ye three guard me for three following nights one after the other. - Thus having 
spoken the old man died. His sons took him and buried him; at night the two elder brothers sent their 
younger brother to guard. While the younger brother at night was sitting and watching the father 
appeared and said: 

- Take this hair of a yellow brown horse. If though wilt singe it, a yellow brown horse bridled, 
saddled together with a whole dress strapped to the saddle will to thee appear. - In the morning the 
son returned home. On the following day at night the two elder brothers prevailed upon their younger 
brother and sent again to keep watch. At night while he was sitting and watching, the father appeared, 
gave him the hair of a black brown horse and said: [Grammar 215] 

- Take this hair and when thou will singe it [69,] a black brown horse bridled, saddled together 
with a complete dress strapped to (the saddle) will to thee appear. - In the morning the boy returned 
home. Again at the night of the following day the two elder brothers forced their younger brother 
leaving to go to keep watch. At night while he was sitting and watching the father appeared and said: 

- Why do thy two elder brothers not come and watch? 
- They have - replied the boy - beaten me and sent to keep watch. 
- Well if it be so, take the hair of the blue grey horse when thou wilt singe this hair a blue grey 

horse bridled, saddled together with a complete dress strapped to the saddle will to the[e] appear. — 
The boy took that hair, returned home and remained there. While this happened the king would marry 
his three daughters. (For that purpose) he made a proclamation, that he will marry his three daughters 
to those men who (on horse back) will be able to take a token form the daughters sitting each with an 
apple, on a high tree. The two elder brothers of the boy went to the king's palace and the boy remained 
at home, Upon this the boy singed the hair of the black brown horse [Grammar 216] and the black 
brown horse bridled and saddled together with a complete dress strapped to the saddle has appeared. 
The boy put on the dress mounted the horse and went away. He arrived at the king's place and at the 
point of his arriving many people try to make leap their up horse, but they fail to reach to. [70] The 
boy coming on quietly, makes leap his horse comes near the three girls, takes the apple from one and 
went away. The boy returned home. Concealed the apple, put away the horse and lay down. In the 
meanwhile his brothers come home and spoke: 

- We must go tomorrow too. 
- I will also go. - Said the younger brother. 
- May rest thou at home. - Said the two elder brothers. Then in the morning of the following day 

the two elder brothers went away. The boy singed the hair of the yellow brown horse and the yellow 
brown horse appeared. The boy put on his dress and went away. The boy arriving made leap his horse 
and coming near the three girls took the apple from one and went away. [Grammar 217] The boy got 
home hid the (his) apple, got loose the (his) horse and lay home. While this being so his two elder 
brothers arrived at home.6" On the following day the two elder brother[s] went away again. After that 
the boy singed the hair of the blue grey horse, and the blue grey horse was at hand. The boy put on the 
dress and went away. He made leap (his) horse again and coming near the three girls took the apple of 
one of them and went away. Arrived at home ha got loose the horse and lay down. In the mean time (as 
he was lying so) his two elder brothers arrived and were (prepare) speaking: 

- Tomorrow morning we must go to the wedding of the king's daughters and see those three 
bridegrooms. - Hereupon their younger brother said: 

- I was those three men you are speaking of. 
- Such a luck. - Replied his Zwo brothers. - Where could be for thee? -[71] Hereupon took out the 

boy the three apples and three rings and showed them to his brothers. [Gramamr 218] The boy then 

6 ,1 The next six sentences are missing form the Manuscript, the text further will be given in reconstructed Kalmyk transcription. 
Dakäd mangydr xoyr ax n' bas yawülj odw. Tünäsn' köwün kök bor mör nä n' kilysn untx gäd okw. Kök bor mör n kiiräd irw. Köwün 
xuwcsän ümsäd yaräd yaww. Bas yärädüläd yurwn küknä ör oiifj] tusäd neg küknäni dl 'ml n' awäd yaräd odw. Gertän ired mörän 
täw j okäd kewtw (Grammar p. 217). 
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gave two horses to his two elder brothers and mounted himself the third horse and they three married 
the three daughters of the king. While they were thus living, it came to pass that, a yellow giant with a 
single eye on his vertex and riding a six legged yellow horse appeared (arrived) and begged of the 
eldest brother to allow him to pass the night at him, but he refused the request of the giant/'42 Then 
went the giant to the elder brother, but this has also refused to allow the giant to pass the night at 
him/''43 After that the yellow giant went to the younger brother and said: 

— I will pass the night at you. 
— Well. - Replied the younger brother. — Do (if you are pleased). — At midnight the yellow giant 

took the wife of the young man and ran off and although (the young man) pursued him; he went away 
without being overtaken. On the following day the young man prosecuted and took his wife from the 
house of the yellow giant, but while running off (with her) the yellow giant perceived and overtaking 
them he beat down the young man self together with his horse to the ground, [Grammar 219] took his 
wife and went away. Then went the young man to the two yellow giants, who had married his two elder 
sisters and complained to them of being his wife [...] by a yellow giant with a single eye on his vertex. 
[72] 

— That (giant thou speakst [sic!] of) - replied the two giants — is a thing able to kill us too. -
Thereupon went the young man once more to his wife and when arrived, behold! His wife was brought 
to bed of a child. The young man - we speak of— said to her [sic!]4'44 wife: 

— Find and tell me where from this yellow giant is taking his riding horse? - After that the wife - if 
the yellow giant was coming - made the little child weep by beating him. The yellow giant asked: 

— What for does this child weep? 
— He weeps - replied the wife - anxious for as what he could do without horse (to save himself if 

in the present situation (prop, thus being), somebody would have killed his father. - Thereupon told the 
yellow giant that he has hundred horses who are eight footed or six footed, kept by the hundred sons of 
an old man and wife who live in such and such a place (prop, here); [Grammar 220] and if somebody 
will go to take horse, must go by taking with himself three kinds of things, which cast among the herd. 
The horse hit there by must be taken. On the following day the wife has told the young man of all this. 
He took the three kinds of thing[s] [73] and went away; when arrived at the old man and wife told 
them that he would take a horse. These told him to go farther to their sons and take horse from them. 
Then went the young man to the horse-herd (and saw) the hundred horses were kept by hundred boys. 
After greeting one another the young man told them of having come to take a horse. The young man 
after being by them allowed to take a (horse) cast out the three kind[s] of thing[s] among the horse 
herd and hit a six legged black horse. He mounted that horse and went away. Arrived at his wife he 
took her and went away. While he was going the yellow giant perceived and crying out: 

— Behold. He carries away his wife whom he cannot part with. - Went to pursue (them). [Grammar 
221 ] The young man ran off but was near to be overtaken, then spoke his horse while going to the 
yellow giant's horse: 

— Though we two are not issued from one mother, yet are we not of the same herd, thou are 
carrying one man while 1 carry two, is it not? Why doest [sic!] thou overtake me? [74] May throw off 
thy master by prancing make his single eye blind and killing him come (with us) - Thus speaking he, 
disappeared. Hereupon the yellow giant's horse threw off by prancing his master. Blinded his single 
eye and killed by crushing him. Then ran (the horse) after the young man and overtook him. The young 
man laid hold of that horse carried his wife home and lived quiet and joyfully. 

692 There is an abbreviation in the translation. The missing text is similar as indicated below: 
- I will spend the night at you. - Said. 
- No, 1 do not let you to spend a night. - Said [the eldest brother] 
693 The same text as above is missing f rom the translation. 
694 Read "his". 
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NINTH TALE 

(Bálint 9. Utu ÍM//)6 9 5 

Once upon a time1'"' there lived a seven thousand seven hundred-year-old man,697 [called] Dösh 
Khar."98 His wife699 was six thousand six hundred years old. They did not have any daughters or any 
sons. Meanwhile a son was born. That son was supposed to die when he became seven years old. If he 
did not die at the age of seven years, he would not be overcome by anybody in the sunny world. 
Meanwhile his mother and father died. Thereafter the boy lived alone at home. While living this way, 
the boy reached the age of seven. Once the boy was lying in his bed, when the furniture of the yurt 
collapsed.700 Thereafter the boy: 

- It's so, when one is an orphan! - He said crying and climbed on the yurt. 
- Why didn't my parents leave a horse for me?! - He said and when he looked around, 701 there 

was a horse tethered close to his yurt. The boy took that horse. He entered into the yurt and opened one 
of his chests; there was a saddle [in it]. He put that saddle on his horse. He opened another chest; there 
was a sword of nine spans in length and three spans in width in it. The boy took it and girt it. He 
opened another chest; there was whip in it. Its outer surface7"2 was made of the skin of eighty oxen, its 
handle7"' was made of fifty oxen [76]; its strap704 was made of the skin of five oxen. The boy took that 
whip. He opened another black chest; there were clothes. He took one of the dresses and put it on. He 
closed the yurt,705 and left. The boy made his horse gallop for a long time, then pulled at his horse's 
mouth and stopped. He looked around and [recognised] that he was standing halfway [of his domain] 
among his dependants.706 The boy shouted: 

- Old women who are similar to my mother, old men who are similar to my father live in health 
until my return! - And the boy galloped off. All his dependants bowed behind him and said: 

- Come back in health! - Thereafter the boy galloped for a long time, arrived on a hill, pulled at the 
mouth of his horse and stopped there. As he looked southwards, there were two mountains to be seen. 
Thereafter his horse said to the boy: 

- [One of those] two mountain-like things is a man that is coming to fight with you. One mountain-
like [thing] is [the enemy] himself, the other mountain-like [thing] is his horse. Thereafter the boy 
galloped off and arrived [at them]. The boy arrived and compared his horse to the [enemy's] horse, and 
they were alike; compared his body to [the enemy's] body, and they were alike; compared his weapons 
to [the enemy's] weapons and they were alike. Thereafter the boy said: 

- His strength might also be like that of mine. - And he fell asleep by his side [77]. When they both 
got up, they laughed heartily707 and started to wrestle bang, bang.708 They wrestled for long709 and they 

6,5 Manuscript pp. 75-81. 
6 % Bálint kezänä sänji bolna. 
697 Bálint abaya lit. "uncle, elder man", cf. this lexeme in notes to the Sixth tale. 
698 The whole name, containing all the attributive expressions is: Bálint: dolän mingyan dolän zun nasuta Döä Xara abaya. Kalm. 
Dolän mingyn dolän zun nast DOS xar awy "Seven thousand seven hundred-year-old Anvil Black uncle". 
699 Bálint emegen lit. "old woman, grandmother". 
7"° Bálint cacagda-, cf. Kalm. cac- "besprengen, besprühen, streuen, auseinenderspritzen" (R. 423). 
701 Bálint endän tendän xäläji, lit "looked here and there", cf. Kalm. end-tendän xarx "smotret" po storonam" (Mun. 699). 
702 Bálint, yadar, Kalm. yadr "die äußere Seite" (R. 141). 
7I" Bálint yol, lit. "axis". 
704 Bálint saldryä, Kalm. saldryan "kurzer Haltriemen od. Haltschlinge an der Peitsche od Zeltstang; der Kehlriemen der Mütze od. 
des Halters" (R. 309), saldry "remjonnaja zastjoika (pod uzdoj)" (Mun. 437). Khal. sagaldraga. 
705 Bálint önisöl/i, Kalm onislxa "mit einem Sehloss zuschließen, verschließen; zuriegeln" (R 286), on slxa "zamykat ' , zapiraf " 
(Mun. 398). 
7"" Bálint alaptain'i lal dundun'i zoksoji, Kalm. alwlän n' tal dund n' zoksj, tale formula, a hyperbolic expression depicting the 
heroes' domain. Cf. notes to Sixth tale 
707 Bálint angyar angyar iniägäd, cf. 6lh tale, for the formula, cf. Sixth tale. 
708 Bálint las bas bäritdäd cf. Kalm. las bas gej nöldw "klatsch-platsch rangen sie" (R 382/ las-bas bärldx "svatit 'sja v borbe, na ia t ' 
borot 'sja" (Mun. 483). 
709 On the wrestling among the Kalmyks cf. chapter Horse racing, wrestling, robbing 
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were not able to grab each other. While [wrestling] so, they grabbed each other by their joints, tore up 
immediately each other's aorta and both died immediately. Both of them were healed by the Buddha710 

and made [sworn] brothers. That other man's name was the eight-year-old hero called Bogd, son of the 
eight thousand and eight hundred-year-old Nariikhn Shar uncle.7" Our boy's name was the seven-
year-old hero called Bogd, son of the seven thousand and seven hundred-year-old Dösh Khar uncle.712 

Thereafter the seven-year-old Bogd said: 
- There are no parents left behind me, let us go to your parents and make them happy! - Thereafter 

they both went away. The horse of the seven-year-old Bogd galloped, but the other's horse was not 
able to follow it at such a speed. Thereafter the seven-year-old Bogd became eight years old, the other, 
[the eight-year-old Bogd] became nine years old [while galloping]. Thereafter the son of the Dösh 
Khar uncle, the seven-year-old [sic!]71' Bogd said: 

- Well, I became eight years old [because of the delay], what could I do with you? - He put him [i. 
e. the nine-year-old Bogd] and his horse hither and thither and went playing this way.714 [78] While 
going playing so,7 '3 he put [the nine-year-old Bogd] into one of his side bags,716 and his horse into the 
other side bag and made his horse gallop. When he went close to the territory of the [eight-year-old 
Bogd's] dependants, took out [the eight-year-old Bogd] and his horse from his side bags and they both 
went further side by side. They galloped and came to the parents of the nine-year-old [Bogd]. Upon 
their arrival [the parents] said: 

- It is a good fortune for you that you became [sworn] brothers with the seven-year-old hero called 
Bogd, son of the seven thousand and seven hundred-year-old Dösh Khar uncle. - And they embraced 
and kissed their son. They also embraced and kissed our boy. 

The both lived there for a while and then said: "Let's go and get to know the world." and left. 
While they went for long, a fine red dust [cloud] appeared from the south. A young man arrived at 
them. Upon his arrival they greeted each other. 

- Young man, from where to where are you going? - Asked [the sworn brothers]. Thereupon that 
young man said: 

- Here lives the yellow demon khan, Birmen.717 He said that "Here [must be] the seven-year-old 
hero called Bogd, son of the seven thousand and seven hundred-year-old Dösh Khar uncle. Where is 
he?" - Thereupon they both asked: 

- What are you going to do [with him]? - Thereupon he said: 
- That yellow demon [khan] Birmen had sent me to catch718 and bring that seven-year-old Bogd to 

him. - Thereupon they both said: 

710 It is an incomplete motif here, cf. Healing in Heissig, Walther: Erzählstoffe rezenter mongolischer Heldendichtung I—II. 
(Asiatische Forschungen 100 ). Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz 1988. passim. 
" Bálint: Näimen mingyan näimen zün nasuta Närixen äara abayäin köbün näimen nasuta Bogdo; Kalm. N i m n mingyn nämn zun 

nast Närxn äar awyän köwün nämn nast Bodg. Närxn äar "Slim yellow", Bogd can be interpreted as "saint". 
12 Bálint: Dolän mingyan dolän zün nasuta Döä xara abayäin köbün dolän nasuta Bogdo: Kalm. Dolän mingyn dolän zün nast Döä 

xar awyän köwün dolän nast Bodg On the name Döä "anvil", cf. Bitkejeva, G. C.: Social 'nyje aspekty nekotoryh imjon u kalmykov. 
In: Onomastika Kalmykii. Ed. Bardajev, E. C. - Monrajev, M. U. - Oíir-Garjajev, B. E. Elista, Kalmyckij Nauöno-Issledovatel'skij 
Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki 1983. pp. 85-95, on p. 86. 
713 Concerning his age, here and also further the original epithet of the hero's name appears regularly. 
714 Bálint möritä hiyetägin'/ ende tendän tabiäd nädädyaboba. 
715 Bálint näci, i. e. nädji. consonant-assimilation at the juncture (adv. imp.) in the pronunciation 
7"' Bálint xaptaya. Kalm. xaptaxa "Tasche, große Seidentasche" (R 167). Due to the peculiarity of the Kalmyk dresses (having no 
pocket originally) the translation with the meaning "bag. side bag" is preferable. 

17 Bálint Suluman Sara Birmen gedek xän, Kalm. Sulmän (gen.) äar Birmn (?) gidg xän. For the group of demons called sulm(n) 
(Kalm ), simnus. sumnus (Mong ), sulam. sulmas (Khal ), solmo, solmos (Bur.) cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, p. 1043-1044. Birmen 
cf. Krueger, John R : Sanskrit Loanwords in Kalmyk. In: Kalmyk-Oirat Symposium. (Kalmyk Monograph Series 2.) Philadelphia, 
The Society for the Promotion of Kalmyk Culture 1966. pp. 181-189, on p. 184. 
718 Bálint kele bäriäd asaraji aca. cf. Kalm kein "2. Sklave. Gefangener; (xara kele awxa) Gefangene machen (im Krieg)" (R. 224), 
cf. Khal. amid xel "prisoner taken for investigation" (Bawden 487). Although this phrase preserved the original expression (Mong. 
kelen), its primary meaning "to capture somebody for investigation" is blurred and it is used simply for capturing, catching 
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That [Bogd] is here. [79] We are scared and don't go close to [that Bogd], - They said and 
thereafter that young man left. These two [heroes] went towards the yellow demon [khan], the 
Brimen's [place]. They went for a long while and arrived at the place of the yellow demon [khan] 
Birmen and dismounted. They both entered the yurt and sat down. The yellow demon [khan] Birmen 
said: 

- You dogs of miserable fate from where to where are you going? - Thereupon the eight-year-old 
[hero] said: 

- Do not ask anything from anybody! You are a dog, [you] mischief.719 - And he struck him into 
the ground seven spans [deep]. Above [him] he stamped some mud. That yellow demon [khan] Birmen 
had a son. [They] became [sworn] brothers with that boy. Thereafter they made a feast and the two 
elder brothers told their little younger [sworn] brother: 

- Stay here, we will go away and later we'll come back. - They went for long and once a huge 
thing neared flying from the direction of the setting sun. A bird arrived at them and fluttered above 
them.720 That bird was the Khan Gardi.721 Thereafter our two boys asked the Khan Gardi: 

- From where to where are you going? - Thereupon the Khan Gardi said: 
- Here, in the direction of the setting Sun lives a khan called Badm Tsetsg.722 A yellow monster7" ' 

is going to get that khan's daughter by force. That khan's daughter said "The seven-year-old hero 
called Bogd, son of the seven thousand and seven hundred-year-old Dösh Khar uncle [80] is in the 
direction of the rising sun, bring him here." So 1 came to take him. - Thereafter the seven-year-old 
Bogd said: 

- When will that maiden be given? - Thereupon that Khan Gardi said: 
- Now, after twenty-two days she will be given. - Thereafter that boy asked: 
- How far is that place from here? - Thereupon the Khan Gardi said: 
- Well, starting from here, a man can reach that place in one year. - Thereupon the Khan Gardi 

asked: 
- Where is the yurt of the seven-year-old Bogd? - Thereupon the boy said: 
- I am the seven-year-old Bogd. - Then the boy said to the Khan Gardi: 
- Come behind us, we will go ahead. - Thereafter the seven-year-old Bogd put the nine-year-old 

Bogd and his horse into his side bag and galloped away. After galloping he arrived two days before the 
marrying of the girl. He arrived and dismounted his horse at the khan's place. The khan and the queen 
were bound to a cart.724 Both [boys] entered and sat down in the yurt where the girl was. A huge 
yellow monster was going around725 the girl, mocking [her]. Thereafter the yellow monster said: 

- What did the astrologer say? Who will make [the girl] bow?726 - Thereupon the seven-year-old 
Bogd said: 

somebody. For the Turkic and Hungarian connections of this expression cf. Ligeti, Lajos: Nyelvet fogni. In: Magyar Nyelv XXXII. 
(1936) pp. 45M6 [To capture somebody for investigation]. 
719 Bálint Künäsü iigü surulügä bäiji. noxä gedek elmer' The precise meaning of this sentence needs further research. 

711 Bálint keisäd odba, cf. Kalm D. kis- "umfallen, stürzen, zur Erde fallen, Kalm.Tw. mit dem Winde Iiiegen, klsc od- austürmen, 
anfallen" (R. 234). Despite the majority of the listed equivalents suggested in the dictionary the word here has merely the meaning of 
the Tw. Dialect "fly, flutter" The context also implies that the Garuda rather floated above the heroes not falling down. 
721 Skr. Garuda, Mong. Tarudi, Tardi, Qanyarid, the mythical bird, that overcomes harm and evil, figures frequently in Mongolian 
folk tales as supporter (adviser or mount) of the hero and as a messenger as well. For the mythical role of the bird, cf. Birtalan: Die 
Mythologie, p. 987. 

72 Bálint BadmaCecek, Kalm. Badm Cecg "Lotus flower". 
723 Bálint mangas, Kalm. mangys. müs, Mong. mangyus, Khal. mangas. Bur. mangadxai "monster" that appears in a great variety of 
forms, usually with 15, 25, 95, etc. heads Cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, pp. 1009-1010. 
724 Bálint Xän xatun xoyvrägi tergenlä küläd orkokson bäidak. Tergenlä read tergendä (?) "to the cart" as a fix point in the steppe 
(Gorjajcva's explanation), cf. also Thirteenth tale. 
725 Bálint kükiinä ende tenden i yarci, lit. "went on the girl's this and that side". 
726 Cf. the chapter on Kalmyk wedding. 
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- The astrologer told me to make [the girl] bow. [ 8 1 ] - And he got up. Thereafter the boy grasped 
with one hand the monster's gorge and got the girl bowed with the other hand; he himself bowed and 
did not let the yellow monster bow. Thereafter the yellow monster said: 

- [Hey] boy, why have you done it? - Thereupon the boy said: 
- This is the way of bowing as the astrologer said. - Thereafter his elder [sworn] brother sitting at 

the door727 said: 
- His [...] like a hat, throw him firmly!728 - Thereupon the seven-year-old Bogd said: 
- I will know the throwing, you should know the seizing.729 - Saying so, he caught the yellow 

monster and threw him towards the door.7 '" The eighth-year-old Bogd sitting at the door seized [the 
monster] and tied him firmly to the door.7,1 

- Punch him when he gets into [the yurt] and punch him when he gets outside. - He said. [They] 
punched him when he got into [the yurt], and hit him when he got outside [the yurt] until he died. His 
bones were smashed and scattered.7'2 

Thereafter both [sworn] brothers took the girl to their home and lived in health7" and joy. 

T E N T H TALE 

(Bálint 10. Utu tüli)734 

Once7,5 there lived7'6 a rich man called Oirats' Richman.7'7 That rich [man] had goods of nine elbows 
size,7,8 his livestock filled his land. [But] he did not have any sound of a crying child.7 '9 Thereafter the 
old man [sic!] went to the fate spirit.740 Arriving at his fate spirit, he said: 

- You have blessed us with such a lot of goods and livestock. Now, bless us with the sound of a 
crying child, please! - Thereupon the fate spirit said: 

- Although I could bless you with a child, but no son741 will stay [alive]; that is why I do not have 
anything to bless you with.742 - Thereupon the old man said: 

- If it is true that the Oirats' Richman will have a child, grant [him] the pleasure and bless [him] 
[with a child].743 

727 Bálint üdn xorondun 7, cf. Kalm. iidn xörnd n'. 
728 Bálint Kündiikün maxala kebtä batelji xaya! This expression needs further investigation. It refers supposedly to a kind of ball 
game; the heroes play by throwing the monster's body through the yurt's door (cf. below). Kündükün can be analysed probably as 
word stem künd(ü)k + -n (demonstrative particle). The meaning of the word kilndük is not clear. 
729 A possible allusion to a certain ball game. 
7,(1 Bálint üdünädü, cf. Kalm. üdnäd"at the door" (double declension). 
7-1 Bálint üdüntä lak kedküldd orkoba. Kalm üdnd tagged küldd okw. 
732 The smashing and scattering of the bones prevent a living being's rebirth and reviving. This is a usual practice with the bones of 
the fox, considered to be a harmful creature and appears in heroic epics and folk tales as a motif of annihilation of enemies. Cf. 
Birtalan, Ágnes: A Survey of the Fox in Mongolian Folklore and Folk Belief. In: Der Fuchs in Kultur. Religion und Folklore 
Zentral- und Ostasiens. I. Ed. Walravens, Hartmut. Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz Verlag 2001. pp. 35-58: Birtalan. Ágnes: Ritualistic 
Use of Livestock Bones in the Mongolian Belief System and Customs. In: Altaica Budapestinensia MMII. Proceedings of the 45:h 

Permanent International Conference Budapest. Hungary. June 23-28. 2002. Ed. Sárközi. Alice - Rákos, Attila. Budapest. Research 
Group for Altaic Studies HAS - Department of Inner Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University 2003. pp 34-62. 
7 , 3 The closing formula: säixen mende säinjiryäd bäibe, Kalm. säxn mend sän jiryäd bäw. 
734 Manuscript pp. 82-88. 
735 Bálint kezänä; the initial formula is shorter than in other tales of the Manuscript. 
73<' Bálint bäidek sänji bolna "there have lived". 

Bálint Űrdin bayin, Kalm. Ördln bayn. 
'8 Bálint Yisen toxa tursu edtä. main 'i yazarär düriing sänji bolna. Kalm. Yisn toxä turs edtä. mal n' yazrär düng sänj boln. Epic 

formula expressing the richness of the hero; however the epithet yisn toxä turs "nine elbows long" is somewhat unusual. 
739 Typical formula in Kalmyk talcs. 
7411 Bálint zayäci, cf. the notes of the Third tale. 
741 Bálint köbün küküd. Kalm. köwün kükd refers to the male children and not for both sexes, cf. köwün kükn "sons and daughters". 
,42 Bálint zayadik min 7 ügä. Kalm. zayädg min' ugä "1 do not have anything to bless you with". 
743 Bálint Öirdln bayanyäsu köbün yarba gekü neren boltoya zayaton. Kalm. Ördln bayngäs köwün yanv gex nern boltxä zayätn! The 
lexeme nern "name" is ambiguous in the sentence; read probably nern (?) "in fact, in truth". 
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- Well, return [home]! 1 will bless you with a son. That son will go into the water and die. After 
him I will bless you with another son that will die under the legs of horses. After him I will bless you 
with another son, but that son will die in the war. - Thereafter the old man returned home. The son, 
who was destined to die in the water, was born. That old woman and that old man kept him away from 
water. While they were protecting [their son from water], once the old woman and the old man were 
preparing and drinking milk brandy exactly at noon744 and without pouring out the water for the milk 
brandy they fell asleep. While they were lying, their son crawled and fell into the water of the milk 
brandy and died. Thereafter the son, who was destined to die under the legs of horses, was born. That 
old man and the old woman went to a place where there were no horses. That son was walking holding 
on to the yurt's wall. While he was walking this way, a stallion came [to the yurt] and trod the boy that 
was walking grasping the yurt's wall dead from outside [the tent's wall]. [83] Thereafter the son, who 
was destined to die in the war, was born. Thereafter the old man put his son into a nine elbow [deep] 
pit dug under the goods on the honoured place;745 and scattered besides him a lot of fruits and fed him 
[there]. Thereafter the boy was there until he reached the age of seventy years. 

Earlier The Oirats' rich khan and Erlg, the khan of the Holy Teaching746 were once discussing [the 
following]: 

- If a good lad is born from among your dependants and if a good lad is born from my dependants, 
let us make them fight. - For this reason Erlg, the khan of the Holy Teaching sent a letter to the Oirats' 
rich khan: "A good lad was born from among my dependants. If there is a good son born from among 
your dependants, send him to me!".747 Thereafter the Oirats' rich khan opened his yellow book748 that 
does not fail [the truth]71'' and looked at it. In the book there was the following: "The man who will 
fight with Ulaadaa hero,75" having a yellow spotted horse the size of a mountain,751 is the seventy-year-
old [son]752 of the Oirats' Richnian. Thereafter the khan sent five warriors and ordered them to bring 
the Oirats' Richman's son. The five warriors arrived and said: 

- The khan ordered to give your son to him! - Thereupon the Oirats' Richman said: 
- What a son could I have? - The five warriors returned to the khan and said: 
- He said that he had no son. - Thereupon the khan said: 
- If the man can be unreliable, a book can be unreliable, too. - And opened the book to look at it 

again. [84] It was in that book: "The man who will fight with Ulaadaa hero having a yellow spotted 
horse the size of a mountain is the seventy-year-old [son] of the Oirats' Richman. That boy is in a nine 
elbow [deep] pit dug under the goods on the honoured place." - Thereafter the khan sent twenty-five 
warriors and ordered them: 

- Turn his yurt upside down and bring [the boy] here! - The twenty-five warriors arrived, and 
rummaged the honoured place. The Oirats' Richman said: 

- Instead of taking my son, take from my goods. - The twenty-five warriors went to the goods [of 
the Oirats' Richman] to take some of them instead of taking the boy. Thereafter the Oirats' Richman's 
son said [to his father?]: 

744 Bálint ike fidlä read kalm. ik iidlä. i e. around 12 o'clock. Cf. Kalm yal üd "gerade um 12 Uhr" (R. 455), nam üd "polden' " 
(Mun. 545), Khal .fin üd. ix üűf "high noon" (Bawden 398). 
745 Bálint baranan 7 doro. Kalm. baränä n' dör, it is a usual motif in the Kalmyk tales: the honoured place is the hiding place of 
heroes, cf. 4lh tale. 
746 Bálint Erlek nomTn xän, Kalm. Erlg nomTn xän, Mong Erlig nom-un qan, Khal. Erleg nomln xän is the ambivalent ruler of the 
underworld or in the Buddhicised mythology of the hells. In details cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, pp 981-983. 
747 Bálint naran read näran. 
748 Bálint bicik, Kalm. bieg lit. "writing". 
749 Bálint sam gesegig, is an incomprehensible expression, the correct interpretation needs further investigation. In the square 
brackets a logical interpretation complementing the sentence has been given. 
750 Bálint Ulada bätur, read Kalm Ulädä bätr, cf. Khal (Jlädai (?). Cf. BordZanova. T. G.: Antroponimija kalmyckih narodnyh 
skazok. In: Onomastika Kalmykii Ed. Bardajev, E. £ . - Monrajev, M. U. - Oéir-Garjajev, B. E. Elista, Kalmyckij Nauino-
Issledovatel'skij Institut Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki 1983. pp. 96-100. 
7,1 Bálint ulän düngä read Kalm. ülán diinggä. 
752 There is a gap in the original text. 
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- It will bring ill fame, send that twenty-five warriors. - And [his father?] sent them away. 
Thereafter the boy rode his blood-coloured chestnut and led his brown horse with eight wings. While 
he was going his chestnut horse he was riding stopped. Thereafter the boy left his chestnut horse and 
rode his brown horse. While he was going, his chestnut horse was coming from behind with a man 
wearing a gown and a naked man without a gown on its back. Upon arriving those two men said to the 
boy: 

- Have you given this horse of yours to me wearing a gown or to him without a gown? - The boy 
said: 

- I give it to you wearing a gown. - And he gave it to the man wearing a gown. Thereafter those 
two men left and disappeared. The boy went further and opposite him there was sitting a man with hair 
and a man without hair holding his horse. Thereafter they said: 

[85] - Will you give this your horse to me having hair or to him without hair? - The boy said: 
- I will give it to you having hair. - And he gave his horse. Thereafter the man without hair 

disappeared. That one without hair was a demon,75 ' the one with hair was a man. That man said: 
- I am the fiddler of Erlg, the khan of the Holy Teaching. Now, go away from here. While you go 

for seven days and seven nights, there will be a dark black fog. While the fog stays, two armies will 
fight [there] in front of you. Between those two armies will stay the man you are going to fight with. 
Shoot into the right eye of that man, so that man will die. Thereafter that man's younger sister will run 
to her yurt and will try to escape. Then pursue that girl, catch her and rush in the direction of the Sun 
rise. A hole will be in front of you, kill that maid and throw her into the hole. If you run away [from 
that place], I will be again at the gap of that hole. - Said [that man ] and disappeared. Thereafter the 
boy went away. While going, seven days and seven nights passed and there was a dark black fog. 
There was a fog there and there were two armies fighting [in the fog]. Between those two armies 
Ulaadaa Hero was standing. Thereafter the boy shot him in the right eye. That man died. That man's 
younger sister ran to her yurt and escaped. [86] The boy pursued her form behind and caught her. 
Having caught her he ran further. There was a hole in front of him. He arrived at the hole and he was 
not able to kill at all, because she was so beautiful. Thereafter his horse said: 

- Kill her immediately! - The boy killed her and ran away. In front of him at the gap of the hole the 
previous young man was standing. Thereafter that young man turned the boy's horse into an anklebone 
and threw it away, put the boy himself into his bag and left. 

Erlg the khan of the Holy Teaching said: 
- He killed Ulaadaa hero and his younger sister. Is there anybody who could kill him and bring his 

soul '54 here? To the man who will bring that boy I will give half of my dependants. - Thereafter two 
demons said: 

- We two will bring him here. 
- How will you two bring him here? - Thereupon they said: 
- When that good young man who overcame his enemy returns, we both will transform into two 

nice arrows and lie [on his way]. He will pick us up in order to put us into his quiver.755 and thereupon 
we will kill him. 

- Well, it's good. — And [the khan] let them go. Thereafter the fiddler came out [of Erlg's place] 
and asked the boy: 

- Have you heard these words? - The boy said: 
- First, I don't know their language, [87] secondly [I heard only] your fiddle's tune. - Thereupon 

the fiddler told him everything. 

753 Bálint sulmus. Kalm. sulm. sulms. in detail cf. Ninth tale. 
54 Bálint sümüsin'i. cf. Kalm. siinsn, siimsn, Mong. siinesiin, Khal siins one of the souls of living beings, the most commonly used 

expression for soul; in details, cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, pp. 1038-1039, 1045-1046. 
755 Bálint biyedän dürükü, Kalm. bldän diirx, lit. "put it on his body". 
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- Take those two arrows, break them and run here to me. - Thereafter the boy left. While he was 
going, there were two nice arrows lying [on his way]. The boy took those two arrows, broke them and 
ran back. That young man was standing at the hole-gap. Again he put the boy into his bag. Thereafter 
those two [demons] arrived one week later. They arrived with broken legs and arms. Thereafter Erlg 
khan also said: 

- Now, who will bring him [to me]? - Saying, he looked for somebody. 
- We will bring [him to you], - Said a demon woman who arrived with her daughter. 
- How will you bring [him]? - Said [the khan]. Thereupon these [demons] said: 
- That good young man who overcame his enemy will return home. His mother sewed for him a 

fine gown, his father prepared for him a dish called iiid.15h We both will go into the gown and the food 
and kill him. 

- Well, it's good. - Said [the khan] and sent [them] away. Thereafter the fiddler appeared and said 
to the boy: 

- Have you heard it? 
- Yes, I have heard it. 
- Now, return home, collect nine white pieces of felt of the yurt, set a big fire, throw into it the 

gown and the food [88] and look at it. Meanwhile those two [demons] will transform into a horsefly 
and a fly7" and they will try to fly away. That time catch them both, give them to the dogs Khasr and 
Basr738 and come back. - The boy left. He arrived home, collected the nine white pieces of felt of the 
yurt, set a big fire, threw into it the gown and the food and looked at it. Meanwhile those two [demons] 
transformed into a horsefly and a fly and flew away. The boy caught them both, gave them to the two 
dogs and ran back. The previously mentioned young man was standing at the gap of the hole. He threw 
away the boy's horse in the shape of an anklebone and put the boy himself into his bag / pocket. Those 
two [demons] arrived burnt in fire. [Erlg khan] said: 

- Well, what can I do now? That boy didn't do anything against me, his destiny was to go and die 
in a war. Well, now I will bless him with a long life. - Thereafter the fiddler came out and said: 

- Well, now return home. [The khan] blessed you with a long life. - Then the boy became [sworn] 
brothers with that fiddler. That fiddler married his younger sister to our boy. Thereafter our boy arrived 
home, married and lived peacefully in joy. 

ELEVENTH TALE 

(Bálint W.Utu túli)159 

Once upon a time760 there lived7''1 a hero, called Chuluun Khar Baatr.7''2 He had a horse called Fast 
brown. This horse had not neighed since it was born.7'" That khan [sic!] had a wife, Shikir Tsagaan,764 

who revealed the [events of] the future for ninety-nine years and knew without forgetting the past for 
eighty years.7"5 While living this way once the Fast brown horse that had not neighed till that time, 
neighed [now] three times. Thereafter the khan asked his queen: 

- Why did this horse neigh? - Thereupon the queen: 

7"' Bálint lud there is not such lexeme in the dictionaries or in parallel texts; its meaning needs further research. 
757 Typical appearance of the soul. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, p. 1038. 

38 Bálint Xasar, Basar, Kalm. Xasr, Basr, or Asr, Basr two dogs frequently occurring in the Mongolian epic tradition, usually appear 
as destroyers of the hostile forces, cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, p. 945. 
™ Manuscript pp. 89-95. 
2M Bálint Kezänä sänji bolona "It happened once upon a time". 
1,1 Bálint bäidek sänji bolona. "There have lived". 

762 Bálint: Colün Xara Bätur, Kalm. C'ulun Xar bätr. "Stone Black Hero". 
''' Bálint Tere mörin 7 mörin bolsonäsu näran incayäyäd ügä sanji bolona. Kalm Ter mörn n ' mörn bolsnäs närn incxäyäd ügä sanj 

boln. Lit. "That horse had not neighed since it became a horse ". 
7W Bálint Sikir Cayan, Kalm. Sikr Cayän "Sugar White". 
71,3 Bálint irädiigä yiren yisen jiligi äildeji mededek. önggöräd odokson nayin jiligi martai ügä äildeji mededek. 



- Ükr Khar Baatr,766 having a yellow spotted horse the size of a mountain, is coming to take your 
life. - Thereafter the khan left. As he was going, there was a man lying asleep in front of him. 
Thereafter Chuluun Khar Baatr arrived [at him] and knocked him down (hit)7''7 him seventy-two times 
and left. Thereafter the Ükr Khar Baatr said: 

- Is it a louse that bites768 me or is it a flea76'' that bites me?770 - And he stood up. Chuluun Khar 
Baatr said: 

- I hit you - Thereafter Ükr Khar Baatr said: 
- Now I will hit you. [90] - He hit Chuluun Khar Baatr, he hit him and his horse and cutting them 

in two killed them. He roasted [Chuluun Khar Baatr's] horse and slept for seven times seven, forty-
nine days.771 

Thereafter a son was born from Chuluun Khar Baatr's wife. That son asked his mother: 
- What happened to my father? - Thereupon his mother said: 
- Your father has been killed by Ükr Khar Baatr having a yellow spotted horse the size of a 

mountain. - Thereafter the son asked his mother: 
- Do we have a horse stud? - His mother said: 

Under the moon 
we have got one million and one thousand one hundred horses. 
Under the sun 
we have got eight times ten thousand horses. 

- Thereafter the boy went to the stud. Arriving at the stud, he asked his groom: 
- Catch and give me a good horse! - The groom caught and gave him a black brown ambler. 

Thereafter the boy arrived home and mounted a poor saddle [on the horse], took a poor sword and a 
poor whip and left. Thereafter the boy 

Galloped for several years, 
Galloped immeasurably much7 '2 pulled [at his horse' mouth] and stopped. Upon looking around, 

[he found that] in front of him there appeared Ükr Khar Baatr having a yellow spotted horse the size of 
a mountain, sleeping after having killed his father and roasted his horse. [91] Thereafter the boy went 
to him and said: 

- Get up! - And hit him. 
- Are naughty lice eating me?773 - Saying so, he got up. Thereafter Ükr Khar Baatr said: 
- Will you die on your father's bones or will you die at other place? — Thereupon the boy said: 
- It is not me, who will be killed here.774 - Thereafter the Ükr Khar Baatr said: 
- Should I, the old[er] strike [first] or should you, the young strike [first]? - Thereupon the boy 

said: 
- I will not strike you, the old one.775 - Then Ükr Khar Baatr arrived at the greatest speed of his 

yellow spotted horse the size of a mountain and hit [the boy]. That blow was for the boy just like a flea 
bite and did not feel it. Thereafter the boy said laughing: 

766 Bálint: Ükür Xara Bätur, Kalm. Ükr Xar Bätr "Ox Black Hero". The epithet: ülain diingge sara cöxor morilä. Kalm ülän dünggä 
sar cöxr mörtä. 
767 Bálint 's interpolation: daräd (cokäd) yaräd odba. 
7,18 Bálint ideji bäinä, Kalm. idj bän lit. "[it] eats". 
769 Bálint bürge, Kalm. bürg "flea". 

" Typical formula in Kalmyk tales. 
' It is an allusion on the Bardo, cf. chapter The Death among the Kalmyks. 

772 For this motif cf. Sixth tale. 
771 Bálint Xorta idedek bösön bp, Kalm. Xortä iddg bösn bp Lit. "Is it a venomous louse?". 
774 Bálint Űndü cigi aladik bisi bi.. Kalm. Űnd cig alüldg (causativ ?) biSw. Lit. "Neither here will I be killed.". 
77 ' Bálint Köksin la cigi cokodik. ügä bi.. Kalm. Köksn land (dativ ?) cig coküldg (causative) ügä w. 
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- I recognised that the good noble uncle's776 whip is heavy. But it seemed to be light. - Thereafter 
the boy galloped [on his horse] and hit him and his horse. Thereafter the boy collected his father's 
bones, revived777 him and sent him back home. The boy himself went to Ükr Khar Baatr's dependants. 
While he was going, a tiny red dust [cloud]778 neared him from behind. Thereafter the boy stopped and 
waited for it; the man approaching was the son of our boy's sister. [92] Thereafter they went away 
[together]. They arrived at Ükr Khar Baatr's yurt and dismounted. Ükr Khar Baatr's wife had given 
birth to a son. They were upon to kill that boy, when he said: 

- Don't kill me; let's become [sworn] brothers! - They became [sworn] brothers with that boy. 
Thereafter they made Ükr Khar Baatr's dependants move and left. After making them move, they 
settled them near their yurt. The boy77'' said to both his younger brothers to play close [to his yurt] and 
left to see his elder sister. While he was sitting at his sister's [home], there was some whispering. He 
went out and saw that Ükr Khar Baatr's son took his elder sister's son and ran away. Thereafter our 
boy pursued him from behind. But the pursued one was not to be caught up with. Thereafter the boy 
left his horse, and pursued him on foot and came closer to him within a fathom's distance.780 He killed 
Ükr Khar Baatr's son and went home with his sister's son. Thereafter our boy married the daughter of 
the Ulaadaa781 khan having long grey horse. He was not able to find a wife for his younger brother. 
Thereafter our boy heard the fame that the Ktlklt Khan living in the direction of the Sun rise782 was 
going to marry his daughter and went there. 

He galloped for several years 
He galloped immeasurably much and 

arrived at the Kiiklt Khan. [93] Thereafter the boy hobbled his horse, entered into the khan's home 
and sat down. While he was sitting there, the khan said: 

- Give some milk brandy to this boy! - [The boy] drank seventy five times from a bowl that could 
be barely lifted by seventy people and asked again. He drank further, now twenty five times.78' After 
drinking a hundred bowls of milk brandy he said: 

- As you are going to marry your daughter, I've come784 to compete for her. - Thereafter the khan 
said: 

- To compete for my daughter one should identify and find her among one hundred girls. If you 
don't find her, we will kill you. - Thereafter the boy ran to his horse. Upon his arrival his horse said: 

- The khan told me to find his daughter from among one hundred girls and then take her. — 
Thereupon the horse said: 

- Those one hundred girls are dressed equally, they are a hundred similar girls. Go from one end 
[of the row] to the other end and look at them. Above the khan's daughter there flies a yellow midge785 

that is hardly visible for people. You look at it and recognise it.786 - Thereafter the boy went to identify 
the khan's daughter. Upon his arriving, there were one hundred similar girls standing in one row. [94] 
Thereafter the boy went from one end [of the row] to the other end and looked at them. While looking 
at them there flew a small yellow fly above the khan's daughter. Thereafter the boy, saying "This is the 
girl." pulled her out [of the row] and returned [with her to the khan]. The girl was indeed [the khan's 

7 " Bálint Axa sayin bäbin mal 'ägi kiindít yumun geji media bi. Kalm. Ax sän bäbän noyn maläg! kündyumn gej medlüw. Cf. Kalm. 
bäbä "father's brother" (Aberle: The Kinship System p 31). 
7 '7 Reviving of the dead protagonists is a typical motif but here it is rather short and approximate. 
778 Typical motif in Mongolian tales. 
779 1 e. the main hero. 
7811 Bálint aldu gazartu /gazartan gülgül ügä kücäd bärädabba, Kalm aid yazrt /yazrtän gülgül ügä kücäd bärädaww. 
81 Bálint bürul möritä Ulada gedekxän, Kalm. bürl mörtä Ulädä gidgxän, cf. Tenth tale. 

787 Bálint Naran yarxu üzüktü bäidek Kükiiltü xän gedek xän. Kalm. Narn yarx iizgt bädg Küklt xän gedg xän "Khan having a Braid 
living in the direction of the Sunrise". 
783 Hyperbolic motif of Mongolian tales. 

83 Bálintyabola bi, Kalm.yaivtóu' lit. "1 went". 
785 The soul transformation of a living being, cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, p. 1038 

8" Bálint Ci bolyajixäl'ä. This expression needs further investigation 
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daughter]. After the boy's arrival at the khan's, they made some festivity for seven days, and taking the 
girl he left. After arriving home he married the girl to his elder sister's son. Thereupon the wife of our 
boy bore a son. That son's body was pure iron. 

That boy787 grew up and his father went to seek father-in-law and mother-in-law788 [for him]. That 
boy's bride was the fifteen-year-old Aragn'i Dängn' i,789 the daughter of Abrsn khan790 living in the 
direction of the falling Sun. That girl was proposed to be his bride. Thereafter the elder sister's son and 
the bridegroom left. Our boy stayed at home. As those two were going, there was a mountain in front 
of them. They went close to that mountain and fell asleep. As they were about to get up after sleeping 
for a long while, they were encircled by a big army. [95] Thereafter they got up and one sabred one 
side [of the army], the other sabred the other side [of the army]. Both of them sabred for long, killing 
them all and went away. While they were going away, there was a tiny red dust [cloud] coming in front 
of them. Thereafter the elder brother791 said: 

- That dust is a rabid wolf. That wolf will enter into my heart and leave through my shoulder blade. 
That time try to catch me without dropping me from my horse. If you can't catch me, I will die. - The 
wolf arrived at them, entered into his heart and left through his shoulder blade. The younger brother 
caught him without dropping him. Thereafter he killed that wolf and they went away. Thereafter they 
arrived at Abrsn khan and sat down. Thereafter the khan said: 

- You two dogs, from where to where are you going? 
- [First] give me some drink, then ask me about the reason! - After drinking they said: 
- If the khan gives his daughter, he should say that he gives her.792 If you don't give her, we will 

kill you and take your daughter.79. Thereafter the khan could do nothing, he gave his daughter. 
Thereafter they took the girl and left. After arriving home the girl was married to the younger 
brother.794 

Then they lived there peacefully in joy. 

T W E L F T H TALE 

(Bálint 12. Utu tüli)795 

[96] It happened once upon a time796: there lived797 a hero, called Ulaadaa Baatr.798 He had 
Two thousand horses and 
Two good grey horses. 

The two good horses were hobbled one after the other at the yurt and he went every week to see the 
stud. After a week he went to the stud and upon looking at it, one thousand horses with the other good 
horse had been eaten up by a wolf. The trail the wolf left was a good way on which no pack camel was 

71,7 From this point of the tale the hero 's son is called köbün, Kalm. köwün "boy, son". 
788 1, e. to seek a bride. 
789 Bálint arban tabun nasuta Aragn' i Dängn' i , Kalm. arwn tawn nast Argn'i Dängn. 
790 Bálint Naran süxu tizüktii Abarsan xän gedek xän, Kalm. Nam süx üzügt Awrsn (?) gidg xän. The meaning of lexeme Awrsn 
needs further investigation. 
791 I. e. the hero's sister's son. 
792 Bálint Xän kükän ökün'i ökän kelel, Kalm. Xän kiikän ögx n' ögxän kel\ The sentence is somewhat obscure and needs further 
clarification. 
79 The subject changed in the sentence: khan (Sg.3.) —• you (Sg2.). 
794 1, e. the main hero's son. 
795 Manuscript pp. 96-104. There was a title attached to this tale, but it is crossed out. On the role of wolf in the mythology of 
Kalmyks: Biiejev, B. A.: Deli neba - Sinije Volki. Mifolgo-religioznyje osnovy etniceskogo soznanija kalmykov. Elista, Izd. KalmGU 
2005. 
796 Bálint kezänä sänji bolna. 
797 Bálint bäidek sänji bolna. "There have lived". 
798 Bálint: Ulada Bätur, Kalm. Ulädä Bätr, in detail cf. Tenth and Eleventh tales. 
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to be seen.74'' Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr chased the wolf from behind. He went for long and got to the 
hole's mouth. Thereafter he hobbled his horse and taking his sword went into the hole. Upon his 
entering there were a lot of wolves lying behind a curtain made of various fine silks. Thereafter 
Ulaadaa Baatr put his sword on his shoulder and stood in the middle [of the wolves].8"" Thereafter the 
wolves got up and put various foods to Ulaadaa Baatr. While they were feasting, an old wolf said: 

- Your bride is our daughter. [We supposed] that you were not able to find us, so we ate one 
thousand of your horses with the good grey horse. [97] The one thousand horses with the good grey 
horse should be the advance payment for your bride.801 - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr feasted there and 
was upon leaving. Thereafter the old wolf gave a small wolfling to Ulaadaa Baatr. Thereafter Ulaadaa 
Baatr beat that small wolfling and ran away. No matter how fast the good grey horse ran, the small 
wolf reached him and did not let him leave. Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr took that wolf home and left it 
alone. Thereafter when people were asleep, that wolf turned into a beautiful woman 

By whose one could guard the stud, 
By whose radiance one could do one's work.802 

Thereafter once Ulaadaa Baatr said: 
- Wife, stay in this shape during the day time. - Thereupon the wife said: 
- It won't be easy for you if I stay in this shape. - Thereupon Ulaadaa Baatr said: 
- No, nothing will happen. Remain in this shape! - Thereafter the wife stayed in her beautiful 

shape night and day. Once Ulaadaa Baatr went to the stud. The khan's son went to hunt with his 
falcon80, and let it catch a bird; but his falcon sat on the smoke hole covering felt of Ulaadaa Baatr's 
yurt. [98] Thereafter the khan's son [also] arrived and said: 

- Ulaadaa Baatr, are you at home? Give me my falcon! - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr's wife said: 
- Ulaadaa Baatr is not at home. - Thereafter the khan's son looking at the wife and seeing her 

amazing beauty forgot to return home. Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr's wife said: 
- It's going to be night above you,804 please return [home], - Thereafter the khan's son left for 

home and told his father: 
- Ulaadaa Baatr has a beautiful wife, bring me that wife! - Thereafter the khan summoned Ulaadaa 

Baatr and told him: 
- There is a sea here, go [there] and visit the winter camp, the spring camp and the autumn camp 

close to the sea and come back. - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr came back to his wife and said: 
- The khan sent me to see such and such a place and then come back. - Thereupon his wife said: 
- That sea is a [place] to soak [everything] from seven days' distance.8 - Thereafter his wife said: 
- Stay at home and go to the khan when the khan told you to go to him [again]! - Thereafter his 

wife said: 
- [Tell the khan the following]: When I went to look around in the winter camp, there was a teal8"" 

eating8"7 its food on the wide sea shore. [99] That teal's food was taken and eaten by a pike. Thereafter 
upon seeing me the teal said: "This pike takes and eats my food." Thereafter I did not favour the pike 
that can find and eat food from everywhere, 1 favoured the poor teal. Tell it |him] this way. Thereafter 

7'w Bálint xalyan 7 acala temän üzükdesi ügä zamo ulän xalya latäd. Kalm. xaly n' acätä lemén üzgdsgö zam (?) ulän xaly tatäd 
Although the approximate meaning is given above, this syntactic unit needs further investigation. 
80.1 Bálint üldän emdäd tal dundun 7 zoksoba, Kalm. üldän émdéd tal dund n' zoksw, emdäd read émdéd "auf den Schultern tragen, 
mit der Schulter stützen; an der Schulter festhalten" (R 130). 
801 Cf. chapter: The Wedding of the Kalmyks (Oirats). 
81.2 For this motif cf. Seventh tale p 64. 
8I" Bálint sobü, Kalm. sowü, lit. "bird", for the falconry among the Kalmyks cf. chapter: About how the Kalmyks Hunt with Birds. 
804 Bálint dér ten sö boljyabona. xärixän-ten (xärixüin-ten). 
805 Bálint Tere dalatan. dolän xonoya yazaräsu sorji abadik dala., Kalm. Ter dalätn, dolän xongyän yazräs [yumn sorj awdg dalä. 
This must be a known motif in the Kalmyk talcs, for its elucidation further parallel data are required. 

8"' Bálint sorgo, Kalm. D sőrgö nuyusn "eine Enteart, Krickente" (R. 366-367) Eat. Anas crecca. 
8117 Kalm meng "Lockspeise; Speise, Fressen w ilder Tiere (= zem) neg cono meng xäyädyowj ein Wolf ging und suchte etwas zu 
fressen" (R. 261). 
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[say the following]: When I went to look around in the spring camp, there was a bird called white-
tailed eagle808 eating its food on the top of a high tree. Its food was taken and eaten by a goshawk. 
Thereafter the bird called white-tailed eagle said upon seeing me: "This goshawk takes and eats my 
food." Thereafter I did not favour the goshawk that finds and eats food everywhere; I favoured the 
white-tailed eagle. Tell it this way. Thereafter [say the following]: When 1 went to look around in the 
autumn camp, there was a poor fox of three fathom length eating its food. Its food was taken and eaten 
by a wolf. Thereafter the fox said upon seeing me: "This wolf takes and eats my food." Thereafter I did 
not favour the wolf that finds and eats food everywhere; I favoured the poor fox of three fathom 
length. Tell it this way. - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr went to the khan on the day he was supposed to go. 
[100] Thereafter the khan greeted him and asked: 

- Which place is good which or bad? 
- It's not bad, it is good. - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr told everything that his wife had told him. 

Thereafter the khan told Ulaadaa Baatr to return and sent him home. Thereafter the khan' son told his 
father again to take Ulaadaa Baatr's wife. Thereafter the khan summoned Ulaadaa Baatr to come to 
him. Ulaadaa Baatr arrived. The khan said: 

- Once 1 threw my hook[s] in the sea on the southern side. Then a pike took a hundred of my 
hooks. Bring back that hook(s) of mine! - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr went to his wife and said to her 
[everything]. His wife said. 

- That is right. Now go and strike the shore of the sea! Then a taimen809 will pursue you streaming 
with water.810 If your horse is fast at that time, you will not be caught. Even if the taimen pulls you into 
the water, it will not be able to flood you.8" Then you yourself should know [what to do]. - Thereafter 
Ulaadaa Baatr left. Upon arriving on the sea shore, he [started] to strike the shore. Thereafter the 
taimen streaming with water pursued Ulaadaa Baatr. Ulaadaa Baatr was not to be caught. Even when 
[the taimen] pulled him into the water and thrashed about itself, [Ulaadaa Baatr] remained standing 
[there].812 Thereafter the taimen said to Ulaadaa Baatr: 

[101] - Let me [back] into the water! — Thereupon Ulaadaa Baatr said: 
- Get all the fish in the water to come out; thereafter I will let you [back] into the water. -

Thereafter the taimen said: 
- Well, good, let me go back! - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr pushed and let [the taimen back] into [the 

water]. The taimen tossed and turned81' and all the fish in the water came to the shore. Thereafter 
Ulaadaa Baatr saw that a hundred hooks are in the belly of a pike and took the hundred hooks from the 
pike's belly. Ulaadaa Baatr brought those hundred hooks to the khan. Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr went 
home and lived further, [but] the khan's son said again to his father: 

- Bring me Ulaadaa Baatr's wife! - Thereafter the khan called Ulaadaa Baatr to come to him and 
said: 

- Once I left a yellow spotted cow on the island of the sea in the direction of the rising sun.814 From 
that one cow there must be one hundred cows now. Bring me those cows! - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr 
went to his wife and said: 

808 Bálint gekse, Kalm. gekse "Weißgeschwänzter Adler" (R. 132). 
8"'' Bálint, Kalm. ml, Lat. Hucho Taimen. 
810 Bálint Tan 'Tgi usu orüläd kökii., Kalm. Tanig us orüläd köx. 
811 Bálint Usun xorän lalaxula, tulu xäirdädyaboji cadaxu ügä. Kalm. Usn xörän tatxulä. tul xargidäd yawj cadxgö. Kalm.Ö. xärgi 
"Stromschnelle, Wasserfall" (R. 177): further xärdx "melet ' " (Mun. 587). 
812 Bálint Usun xorän lataxula. tulu xäirdädzoksäd bäibe., Kalm. Usn xörän tatxulä. tul xärgidäd/xärdäd (?) zoksäd bäw. The above 
given approximate translation needs further specifying. 
813 Bálint nége tüläd, Kalm. neg tűi'öd, cf. the Kalm. tül'xa in the dictionaries refers actually to the movement of horses; "den Reiter 
abwerfen (das Pferd), sich hinundherwerfen, um etwas von sich abzuwerfen" (R. 413); tül'x "sbrasyvat' (vsadnika), brykat'sja" 
(Mun. 521). 
814 Bálint näran read Kalm naran. 
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- The khan told me [the following]: 'There is sea in the direction of the rising sun, once I left a 
yellow spotted cow on the island of the sea. From that one cow there must be one hundred cows now. 
Bring me those cows!' - [102] His wife said: 

- That is right. No leave and go around that sea. While going [around the sea] a path will become 
visible for you. Go along that path and throw a lasso on that yellow spotted cow. Pull it and as that cow 
comes out, the others will follow it. - Thereafter Ulaadaa Baatr left. He arrived at that sea and went 
around it. While going [around that sea] a path became visible for him. Ulaadaa Baatr went along that 
path, threw a lasso on the yellow spotted cow and caught it. The other cows also followed it. Ulaadaa 
Baatr brought them to the khan. Thereafter he called his son, seated them beside him and said to him 
and Ulaadaa Baatr: 

- You two, listen to me! Did I send Ulaadaa Baatr to see the winter camp, the spring camp and the 
autumn camp? - Thereupon his son said: 

- It is true. 
- Did he say, that 'When I went to look around in the winter camp, there was a poor teal815 eating 

its food on the wide sea shore? That teal's food was taken and eaten by a pike.'? 
- That is true. - Said his son. 
- That wide sea is me, the poor teal is this Ulaadaa Baatr, [103] his food is his wife and the one 

called pike are you, my son. Whatever happens, you are the khan's son, and you can find a wife 
everywhere, can't you? - And [the khan] smacked him in the face. 

- Did he say 'When I went to look around in the spring camp, there was a bird called white-tailed 
eagle eating its food on the top of a high tree. Its food was taken and eaten by a goshawk.'? -
Thereupon his son said: 

- That is true. 
- That high tree is me, the bird called white-tailed eagle is this Ulaadaa Baatr, his food is his wife 

and the goshawk are you, you my son. Whatever happens, you are the khan's son, and you can find a 
wife everywhere, can't you? - And [the khan] smacked him in the face. 

- Did he say 'When I went to look around in the autumn camp, there was a poor fox of three 
fathom length in the reed8"' eating its food? Its food was taken and eaten by a wolf. '? - Thereupon his 
son said: 

- That is true. 
- That reed is me, the fox of three fathom length is this Ulaadaa Baatr, his food is his wife and the 

wolf are you, you my son. Whatever happens, you are the khan's son, and you can find a wife 
everywhere, can't you? - And [the khan] smacked him in the face. 

[104] Thereafter the khan chased away his own son and made Ulaadaa Baatr his son [instead of 
him] and they lived peacefully in joy. 

THIRTEENTH TALE 

(Bálint 13. Utu tül i f 

[105] Once upon a time818 there lived81 ' a khan. He had a daughter. That maid was called fifteen-year-
old Aragn'i Dangn'i maid.82" If there was somebody who came to propose to his daughter, the father 

813 Bálint here sörökä, cf. above. 
In the previous passage about the fox this lexeme is missing from the epithet 

817 Manuscipt pp. 105-114 
818 Bálint Kezänä sänji bolona. 
819 Bálint Bäidek sänji bolna. "There have lived". 
8211 Bálint Árban tabun nasär bäidek Aragn'i Dangn'i , Kalm. Arwn tawn nasär bädg (cf. also arwn town naslä) Aragn' Dangn' i 
"Aragn'i , Fairy who was fifteen years old". The use of the instrumental (nasär bädag) refers to the process of living; the typically 
used expression is naslä (sociative) and refers to a more static situation. For parallel texts cf. Thirteenth. Fourteenth tales. 
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killed him. As he killed people, he gained the name Killing Butcher Khan.821 There was a nobleman822 

among the khan's dependants who had only a few yurts (territories).82 ' That nobleman had a son. Once 
that son said to his father: 

- Father! Let us go close to the khan and settle (move) 824 there. - The father hearing his son's 
saying, arrived and settled close to the khan's [territory]. Thereafter the boy said to his father: 

- Father! Go, and propose to the khan's daughter. - His father mounted a light bay horse and rode 
to the khan. After arriving at the khan's, he was sitting for a long while from morning to evening and 
then left. The next day he was likewise sitting for a long while and then returned. When on the next 
day he was also sitting for a long while, the khan said to him: 

- Old man, what are you looking for? - The old man did not say a word. Thereafter the khan said: 
[106] — Old man, I will give you what you want to take. Thereupon the old man said: 

- The khan has but a single order. 
The goshawk has a single swoop.825 - And taking off his hat he flung it down: 

- I came to propose to your daughter for my son. - Thereafter the khan could do nothing but give 
[his daughter]. The khan said to the old man: 

- In order to take my daughter, one has to bring me such and such things and then take [her]. The 
old man went to his son and said: 

- The khan ordered to bring such and such things to him and then to take his daughter. - Thereafter 
the lad who had a friend brought the things the khan had asked for together with that friend and took 
the khan's daughter. Thereafter his friend said to our lad: 

- Now, at a distance of four-five days from here the khans' five hundred sons whose fathers have 
been killed by this khan, are arriving. They will tell you [the following]: "There are two monsters826 

here, the coarse black monsters with twenty-five heads, and the wrinkled black monster with fifteen 
heads. Those two monsters have got fine horses. Let us go and drive away them." When they say so, 
tell them: "1 will not go." Then they will say: "You took the Killing Butcher khan's daughter. [Now] 
you can't leave her?" [107] When they say so, tell them: "Well, I will go [with you]." Then while 
going [there] come to me! — At a distance of four, five days from the lad's yurt,827 the khans' five 
hundred sons whose fathers had been killed by this khan [arrived and] said to the lad: 

- There are two monsters here, the coarse black monster with twenty-five heads, and the wrinkled 
black monster with fifteen heads. Let's go and drive away their horses. - Thereupon the lad said: 

- I will not go. - Thereupon they said: 
- You took the Killing Butcher khan's daughter, the fifteen-year-old828 Aragn'i Dangn'i. [Now] 

can't leave her? - The lad waited for a while and said: 
- Well, I will go [with you]. - He led the fox829 red horse his father used to ride and rode his grey 

horse he used to ride and left. The lad went for a long while and then said: 

821 Bálint kü ala bäiji aläci maxaci xän, Kalm. Kü alj bäj aläc maxc xän. 
822 Bálint zaiseng, Kalm. zäsng "title of Kalmyk (Oirad) clan-heads, noblemen", in detail cf. Sixteenth Song. 
821 Bálint cökön öröktä (äimektä), Kalm. cökn örktä (ämgtä). The expression ämg is inserted in brackets by Bálint indicating that he 
added this lexeme as an explanation: örk "yurt. yurt-place, family", ämg "territory where dependants of a noble live" are, however, 
not synonyms. 
824 Bálint's interpolation as explanation. 
825 Proverb, cf. Xarcx Sowun neg sürlytä. Xan kiln neg zärlgtä. "Jastreb raz napadajet (ne promahivajetsja), han raz prikazyvaet." 
Kotviő, V. L : Kalmyckie zagadki i poslovicy. Flista, Kalmyckoje kniinoje izdatel'stvo 1972. p 74; xän kün neg-l zarl'ikté, xarcxä 
íowün neg-l sürlkté. "Der Chan befiehlt nur einmal, der Habicht greift nur einmal an." Ramstedt, Gustaf John: Kalmückische 
Sprichwörter und Rätsel Aufgezeichnet von G. J Ramstedt Ed. Aalto, Pentti. In: Suomalais-Ugrilaisen Seuran Aikakauskirja / 
Journal de la Société Finno-Ougrienne. 58,2. (1956) pp. 1-38, on pp. 26-27. Cf. also chapter: About how the Kalmyks Hunt with 
Birds. 
82'' Bálint, Kalm. mils, mangys. in detail cf Eighth tale. 
82 Bálint Köbün gerän abäd Kalm. köwünä (?) geräs (?) awäd "from the lad's yurt" (?). 
828 Bálint here arban tabula, Kalm. arwn tan t, cf. also above 
829 Bálint arät, read Kalm. arät (?) "fox". 
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- There is a man here; after meeting him I will come back. - Without making his companions meet 
him,830 [,..]831 left. They went for a long while and arrived at the two monsters' stud. On the closer 
side8 '2 of the stud there was a big wooden corral; they 8" could not find any entrance into it. Thereafter 
our lad said: 

- My father used to say: "There is a narrow path into this wooden corral." - Saying it he galloped 
around [the corral]. [108] While going around, he found the path. Thereafter the lad said: 

- I will drive out this stud and drive it to you. That time the two monsters will arrive with a large 
army. I will drive this stud to you, and [then] I will put my horse across the path and we will shoot at 
each other [with the monsters' soldiers].8,4 

- When 1 flee, please saddle for me the fox red horse my father use to ride! - Thereafter the lad 
went into [the corral] and drove out the stud. Both monsters followed him with a big army. The lad 
stopped his horse across the path and they shot at each other. The lad shot and killed the whole army. 
Upon looking at his horse, a lot of arrows got into one of its sides. He rode his horse and fled. Upon 
arriving at his companions,8 '5 he said: 

- Please quickly saddle for me the fox red horse my father use to ride! - They fled without giving 
him the horse. While going away the man who led the fox red horse said: 

- Have fun with the two monsters, while8''' we have fun with the fifteen-year-old Aragn'i Dangn'i . 
- And without giving him his horse they left. The horse the lad rode perished. The two monsters 
arrived, hit [the lad], bound him up and took him home. [109] Bringing the lad [home] they tied him 
firmly to an iron cart.8 '7 After tying him, the two monsters said: 

- Hit him when he comes in, hit him when goes out!8 '8 - They hit him upon coming in, they hit 
him upon going out, and the lad's face became more and more handsome. Thereafter the wrinkled 
black monster with fifteen heads said: 

- He seems to be a good lad, don't hit him! - And he undid his ropes. Thereafter the monster said 
to the lad: 

- Well, now we will summon the thousand fathers of the thousand men you have killed. I will ask 
them whether they will set you free. If yes, I will set you free, if not I will give you to those people. -
[The monster] convoked the fathers of the dead young men, entertained them with milk brandy and 
said: 

- He seems to be a good lad. Let's not kill but set free the good lad. - Half of those people said: set 
him free, the other half said: don't set him free. 

- We don't set him free. - They said [finally]. Thereupon the monster said: 
- If you don't set him free, take that lad! What you will do with him is your choice.839 - Those one 

thousand old men took the lad and left. They took and sold him to a rich Cherkes. That rich Cherkes 
did not have any sons or any daughters. Our lad became the son of the Cherkes. [110] After being 

830 Bálint öiröki nöködn 7 xaryaldühd ügä. Kalm. örxin nöködl (dative) n' xaryüldüllgö, lit. "without making his close companions (i. 
e. the five hundred khans' sons) meet him (i. e. his friend). 
831 Bálint őikidün'i abäd yaboba, Kalm ciknd «' awädyaww, lit "left putting [his friend) into his ear (?)". Turning the companion 
and his horse into anklebones is a frequent motif in Bálint's and Ramstedt's tales. This motif could be a vestige of this motif-variant 
Further development of this motif, however, is lacking from the tale. This fragmentary syntagm remains obscure and needs further 
investigation. Basangova (BordZanova)'s suggestion: óigt n' "po pravilam". 
832 Bálint aduna näda biyärn 7. Kalm adünä näd biyér n', lit. "on the closer [to the protagonist's] side of the stud". 
8 , 1 I e. the five hundred khans' sons. 
834 Bálint edntä xalcäd bäisu-bi. Kalm. ednlä xalcäd bäisw, i. e. with the monsters' warriors. 
835 I. e. to the five hundred khans' sons. 
8"' Bálint cacayan. read Kalm. cacüxan "beinahe od. ganz gleichebenbürtig, von demselben Alter" (R. 423). 
817 To the motif of tying to a cart cf. Ninth tale. 
838 In the Ninth tale the monster was tied to the wooden frame of the yurts door and hit from inside and from outside, like a kind of 
ball game. Even if the text might be incomplete (lacking the tying to the door-frame) the hitting from outside and from inside refers 
to it. To this motif cf. Ninth tale 
839 Bálint yayana-ta. kegend-la, Kalm yagnl. ként, lit "how will you act, |what | will you do", both verbs bear the personal suffix of 
honorific addressing (-/). 



seven months at the [Cherkes' home], the daughter of his [adoptive] Cherkes father's relative was 
going to marry to the khan 's elder official's son. Thereafter the lad said to his father: 

- I will ride to that girl 's bridal. - Thereupon his father: 
- Go. - He said. [Then] he let him go to [his] big stud and said: 
- Take and ride the horse that you wish. - While the lad was going among the horses, there was a 

grey horse similar to the one he used to ride. The lad took that one and rode that grey horse. Taking 
and riding that horse he arrived at that girl's bridal. Thereafter our lad took a saddle pillow from that 
girl 's place and fled. Thereafter the lad put84" that saddle pillow on the croup his horse and 
disappeared. From behind several [riders] on racing horses pursued him, but he left without kicking up 
the dust. Our lad returned to the official. The official looked at the lad: 

- You evil841 Kalmyk, you brought conflict and quarrel [to us]!842 — He said and beat [the lad]. 
Thereafter the lad arrived home and said to his father: 

- The official beat me, because my horse won. - Thereafter the lad's father said: 
- Even if one is a khan likes booty. - [ I l l ] He filled the flaps of his son's gown with money and 

said: 
- Go and meet [him], — And he sent [the lad back]. The lad arrived at the khan and said: 
- I came according to your custom to the bridal. In the horse race my horse won. Then your official 

saying "You evil Kalmyk, your horse has won." beat me. - Thereafter the khan got the official brought 
[to him] and told the lad: 

- He is an old man, will you set him free or will you revenge yourself on him? - Thereafter the lad 
said: 

- Because he is an old man, I will set him free. I will only take the wound that is in his braid.843 -
Thereafter the khan said: 

- Well, take it. - The lad told the old man: 
- Please stay looking away! - The old man stood [there] looking away. The lad hit the old man 

with his whip; the old man became cut in two.844 He smashed that poor devil845 and pounded him into 
the ground a span deep84" and [then] he was hardly able to pull [back] his whip. Thereafter that khan 
made this lad his own son. The khan commended his dependants to the lad who did not have any 
dependants before and he himself, being old, was lying at home. Our lad occupied the Cherkeses' land. 

There was a Kalmyk who was caught once by a Cherkes. That Kalmyk took one thousand "Honed" 
banknotes84 from a Cherkes. That Cherkes said: 

- Give me my money! - [112] That Kalmyk did not have any money to return, he thought inside: 
"One of our Kalmyk men became the khan, didn't he? Won't he approve countenance me?". He said to 
the Cherkes: 

- I did not take money from you. - Thereupon the Cherkes said: 
- I will go to the khan and report.848 - Thereupon the Kalmyk: 
- Well, let's report. - He said and left. They both reported to the khan. The Cherkes said first: 
- This Kalmyk took one thousand "Honed" banknotes from me and he does not give it to me. -

Thereupon the Kalmyk said: 

8411 Bálint cokoji, lit. "hitting", from cok- "hit". 
841 Bálint kaper and folklore texts at my disposal and in dictionaries dees!, buytccording to the context it is an abusive expression 
The above suggested translation is "evil", but it needs further research. 
842 Bálint ata marya abci ire be-cin ', Kalm. atä maryän awe irw ci. 
841 Bálint zük gijigedän bäiksen sarxatn 7 orom abna-bi, Kalm, züg gijgndän bäsn sarxln orm awnw. 
844 Bálint öbögön 7 xoyur änggi su tusäd. Kalm. öwgmg (accusative) xoyr ängg sü tusäd. 
845 Bálint dosok, cf. Kalm Köksn doskö\ "Du alter Lump!" (R. 97). 
84" Bálint can 7 dosokígi xamxa cokád nége arcim yazartu orülon cokäd, Kalm. cän n' doskig xamx cokád neg arcm yazrt orüln 
cokád. 
847 1, e. Rubbles. 
848 Bálint zarya bäri, cf Kalm. zaryad orxa "zum Gericht geben, einen Prozess führen" (R. 467) 
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- 1 have not taken any money from him. He lies [saying] "You took money from me." - Thereupon 
the khan countenanced his Kalmyk and did not countenance the Cherkes. That Cherkes told in each 
yurt he entered "The evil Kalmyk countenanced his evil Kalmyk." These words were heard by the old 
khan. The old khan called to him that Cherkes cut into eight and got [his body parts] carried in the 
eight directions by eight men. 

- Afterwards I will do the same to those who say "evil Kalmyk" - And sent [the eight men]. The 
Cherkes khan had a daughter. That girl was thirteen years old. Our lad went in that girl's yurt. He 
entered that girl's yurt and while he was talking with her about various things, the girl said: 

- We know that you married [113] the Killing Butcher Khan's daughter, the fifteen-year-old 
Aragn'i Dangn'i. -Thereafter the girl asked the lad: 

- Will you return home now? 
- Yes, I will return. - Said [the lad]. Thereafter the girl gave him a bag: 
- Please give this bag to your spouse, on behalf of me. - She gave a bag to the lad. Thereafter the 

lad left together with the [Kalmyk] man who reported [him about stealing the Rubbles]. While they 
were going, they arrived at a place where the lad slept and the Kalmyk prepared food. The lad was 
sleeping for a while and when he got up, he realised that the Kalmyk who followed him had taken his 
horse and left back to the Cherkeses' place. Thereafter the lad went on foot further. While he was 
going, he ran across a territory full of blood. While he was going, he met an old man who was 
pasturing sheep. The lad asked that old man: 

- What blood is this? - Thereupon that old man said: 
- There were once two brothers. The younger brother was captured by the Cherkeses. Then the 

elder brother looking for his younger brother went to fight with the Cherkeses. - Thereafter the lad 
went further. While he was going, he found [...]84'' of his grey horse he used to ride. Then he came to 
the skin and bones of the fox red horse his father used to ride and he could hardly go further.850 The 
lad's friend arrived riding those two horses. The lad greeted him and said: 

- Brother, brother from where and to where are you riding, torturing these horses? - Thereupon 
that young man said: 

- Once my younger brother was caught by the Cherkeses. I was looking for my younger brother 
and defeated most851 of the Cherkeses, but 1 did not find out anything. Now I am training these two 
horses and I am going to fight once again. - Thereafter they both recognised each other and went 
further. While they were going, they reached the lad's yurt. The lad arrived, he and his parents 
recognised each other and he and Aragn'i Dangn'i recognised each other and they made a seven days' 
feast. After feasting the lad summoned the five hundred khans' sons to come to him. When they 
arrived, he gave them milk brandy and said: 

- I was feasting with the two monsters, while you were feasting with my fifteen-year-old Aragn'i 
Dangn'i. - There was nobody to say a word. Thereafter the lad hit what was to be hit, killed what was 
to be killed.852 

Then the lad lived peacefully in joy. 

849 Bálint ämisxäldun'i Kalm ämsxld n' means supposedly "in breathing", but meaning of the syntagm is not clear, needs further 
investigation 
850 Bálint küreksen ärä xataraji yabodik bolna, Kalm. kürsn ärä xatarj ywdg boln: the approximate meaning of this syntagm is 
indicated above, but the proper translation needs further research 
831 Bálint Serkesigi ike zügin 7, Kalm. Serksin (genitive) ik zügin' lit. "the big hundreds of the Cherkeses". 
852 Tale formula. 
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FOURTEENTH TALE 

(Bálint 14. Utu tüllf53 

[115] It happened once upon a time that there lived a khan854 called Khan Toortsog having a galloping 
black horse; his younger brother was Glad Ulaan Khachir having a magnificent fast chestnut horse,855  

his younger sister was Ginjin Tsagaan.856 They857 had a little858 larch forest. Glad Ulaan Khachir 
defeated the distant enemies; the little larch forest defeated the close enemies (?). Then while one 
morning Glad Ulaan Khachir went shooting wild birds, a hare jumped and ran in front of him. 
Thereafter Glad Ulaan Khachir pursued that hare from morning until evening but was not able to reach 
it. Thereafter he said to his horse: 

- If you don't reach that hare until evening when the sun sets, 
I will make bowls from your four black hooves, 
I will make a leather bag from your square pelvis. 

Upon hearing this, his horse sped so that its two front legs stretched to its jaws and its two back 
legs reached its tail. In the evening towards to the sunset something was sticking out85 ' under the four 
hooves of the horse. [Glad Ulaan Khachir] beat that sticking thing, but as it did so, the sticking thing 
seemed to be the hare they had been hunting after. Thereafter Glad Ulaan Khachir took that hare home 
and while he was skinning it, a piece of brown paper fell out of its right ear860. He took that paper and 
read what was upon it, it was a letter sent by the fifteen-year-old [116] Aragn'i Dangn'i who was the 
most beautiful [girl] in the world8''1 to Glad Ulaan Khachir: "Come quickly, take part in the in the 
competition for me" — So she wrote. Thereafter Glad Ulaan Khachir saddled with the adequate 
saddle]8"2 his magnificent fast chestnut horse, and rode towards that maid's place. Thereafter 

He galloped for several years 
He galloped immeasurably much and8 '" 

Went on a high hill, and looked 
With the eyes [like those] of a four-year-old eagle 
That does not look at what is closer than four years' [distance]864 

And there was 
An unspotted white yurt-palace 
Without straps and belt to be seen.865 

He arrived at that yurt-palace and upon his entering there was a beautiful woman sitting and sewing 
boots. 

853 Manuscript pp. 115-125. 
854 Bálint Xataraléi xara möritä xän Torcok gedek xän, Kalm Xatrlj xar mörtä xän Törcg "Khan [called] Törcg-hat, having a 
galloping black horse". Xän Torcok, read Kalm. Xän Törcg; "Khan Hat", törcg "round cap worn by men and women", 
855 Bálint JibxalanggTn xurdun zerdetä JiryalCin Ulän xacir [sic! only at the first occurrence], Kalm. JawxlngTn xurdn zerdtä JargalCn 
Ulän xaCir "Glad Red Faced [man] having a magnificent fast chestnut horse" Analyse of the main motives: Heissig, Walther: jigürtü 
boro moritai - Jiryaltu-yin ulayan qaiar . In: Motive und Analysen mongolischer Märchen. (Asiatische Forschungen 146). Wiesbaden, 
Harrassowitz Verlag 2003. pp 76.-90. 
856 Bálint Ginjin Zagan [sie!], Kalm. GinjTn cagän "Chain white". 
857 Bálint xoyüron, Kalm. xoyr n ' "both [brothers]". 
858 Bálint bak, Kalm. bay (?) "small". 
839 Bálint erbes gebe, Kalm. envs gexe, cf. erwyr "stojaiij , 2ivoj. podviznyj" (Mun. 701): cf. Kalm. irvis kexe "(lautlos, für sich 
lachen)" (R. 210). This expression is an onomatopoetic unit, its proper meaning needs further investigation. 
86" Bálint xidxäsu, Kalm. xulxa, xul'xa lit. "ear wax", cf. Khal. xulxi "ear-drum, ear-wax, ear". 
861 Bálint yazar dérxe ügä säixan arban tabula Aragn 7 Dangn 7 kiikün, Kalm. yazr dér ügä säxn arwn tawt Aragn 7 Dänggn' kükn, 
cf. Eleventh tale 
862 Bálint tabin 7 olji toxäd, cf. Kalm. tawin' olxa "das richtige (das geeigneste) finden, richtig anpassen" (R. 373). 
863 Usual motif for the hyperbolic description of a horse's speed, cf. Sixth tale. 
894 Bálint dörbön jiläsü näran yumu sirtäd ügä. dönön bürgüdtn nüdären ömnän xäl'än gekün 7, Kalm. dörwn files närn yum sirtäd 
ügä. dönn bürgdin nüdär n' ömnä n ' xäl än gex n'. 
865 Typical motif of the description of hero's or the enemy's dwelling in the Mongolian epic tradition 
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- It's a lucky sign. - He said and touched [the boots (?)].866 He was sitting for a long time and then 
said: 

- Sister, give me some food and then I will leave. - Thereafter the woman said: 
- Leave after spending a night here. - Thereafter our man took his saddle off, let his horse graze on 

the grass and spent a night there. The next day in the morning he was upon leaving when [the woman] 
gave him a handful of ash: 

- Ahead, you will meet a camel bull. That camel bull will pursue you. When it almost catches you, 
sprinkle this handful of ash. - Said [the woman]. Thereafter Glad Ulaan Khachir left. While he was 
going, there was another white yurt to be seen on his way. He went there and upon his entering there 
was a little daughter-in-law sitting and combing her hair. 

- It's a lucky sign - He said and sat down. He was sitting for a long while and then said: [117] 
- Sister, give me some food and [then] I will leave. - Thereafter the woman gave him some food 

and in addition a golden ring. 
- Throw this golden ring into the sea you will find on your way. A golden bridge867 and a silver 

bridge will appear and you will be able to cross [the sea] on those two bridges. - Thereafter he left. 
While he was going, there was another yurt to be seen on his way. He arrived and upon his entering 
there was a little maid gathering the fat from the kumis. Then he entered the yurt, sat down and said: 

- Sister, give me some food and [then] I will leave. - Thereafter the little maid gave him some food 
and in addition a silk carpet. 

- When you sit on this silk carpet, you can get to any place you whish. Thereafter Glad Ulaan 
Khachir left. While he was going, [he saw] ten old men coming towards him. Our lad went to them and 
said: 

- Are you all in health? From where and to where are you going? 
- We were strong and mighty young men like you. We went [to participate in] the Aragn'i 

Dangn'i's wedding. Now, not being able to get there, we are going back. Where are you going? - They 
said. 

- I'm going there, [too], [118] Return [home] in health. - He said and left. While he was going, he 
met one hundred old men coming towards him. 

- Are you in health? - He said. 
- We are in health. - They said. 
- From where and to where are you going? 
- We went [to participate in] the Aragn'i Dangn'i 's wedding. [But that place] is too far and not 

being able to get there, we are going back. - They said. 
- Return [home] in health. - He said and left. While he was going further, he turned his horse into a 

yellow anklebone868 and put it into his pouch. He himself sat on the silk carpet and arrived at the girl's 
place. Upon arriving he erected a tent close to the well where one gets water from and slept. While he 
was sleeping close [to the well], the fifteen-year-old Aragn'i Dangn'i arrived [there] escorted by other 
maids. While they were coming close to him playing, [she] said to one maid: 

- Go and try to wake up that sleeping lad! - Then that maid went close to him, woke him up and 
ran back hiding herself. Then our lad stood up, saddled his horse, went to the maid's yurt and sat down 
at the door.8"9 While he was sitting there, he stole and drank the milk-brandy that was to be served 
according to the custom. Thereafter the maid, not knowing who the lad was, told the son-in-law, Külük 
Bök, the younger brother of the Tögö Bük870 who was sitting beside her: 

866 Bálint yar küréi orkäd süba, Kalm yar kiírd okäd süw lit "touched upon [with] his hand and sat". The syntagm is somewhat 
ambiguous, needs further investigation. 
8,17 Bálint burum, Kalm. burm "bridge", in other tales usually "lagt", cf. Fourth tale. 
81,8 Báliint Sarang say a, Kalm. sarngiayä. 

Bálint üdiin xorondu. Kalm. üdn xörnd lit. "between the door[jambs]" 
870 Bálint: Tögö Bükín dü Külük Bökö, Kalm. Tögö bökín dü Külg Bök "Heroic Wrestler, the younger brother of Round [faced ?] 
Wrestler". 
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- Stand up, strike him in the face and throw him out! - Thereupon Glad Ulaan Khachir embraced 
the lad who was going to strike him in his face, tossed him onto the maid's bosom and left. [119]. As 
he left the yurt, a boy came, he had a two-year-old colt with 

A belly the size of an ox, and 
Thighs the size of grasshoppers and said: 

- Dear871 elder brother, I will hold your horse's reins. - Thereupon Glad Ulaan Khachir said: 
- No, you are not able to hold it. 
- Yes, I am. - Thereupon: 
- Well, hold it! - Thereafter they together [said]: 
- Let's compete for the maid. - One competition is the horse race, one competition is wrestling, 

and one competition is shooting with gun. Who wins in these three competitions will get the maid. -
They talked so. Thereafter: 

- The horse race is [won by the one] who grasps and brings three red apples from a distance of 
forty-nine shouts.872 - And they started the horse race. Then "I will ride," said the boy, sprung on our 
lad's horse and galloped away. The other man sent a scrubby old woman with a copper nose,87, reedy 
shin and eyes the size of a well. After the race started, a thin red dust [cloud] appeared. Then the owner 
of the old woman said: 

- The fisherman should prepare the hook, the hunter should prepare the gun, and the man who 
throws the lasso should prepare the lasso, because our old woman whom we have put in the race is 
coming. - Meanwhile our lad's horse was coming. Then they won the horse race and said: 

- We've won one competition. - Thereafter everybody together said: 
- You've won. - Thereafter [comes] the competition of shooting with gun: one has to hit a cartilage 

of an ox's tail,874 the strap of a bundle of firewood,875 then a fire with nine tongues of flame [120] must 
be set and then the bullet must be caught [marksman's] hand and [finally] put in the maid's hand. Well, 
these [other competing people] shot, shot and could not hit [the target]. Then our lad shot his bullet, hit 
the strap of the bound-up wood for fuel on an oxen cart, the cartilage of an ox's tail, grasped it with his 
hand and put is in the maid 's hand. 

- We've won two competitions. - He said. Thereafter [came] the wrestling; they876 prepared a big 
black cart that was pulled by nine black horses and a big man sat into it. Then our man's [sic!] groom, 
the previous poor boy, said: 

- 1 will wrestle. - Then his master said: 
- Wrestle! - Then that big man in the cart said without getting off the cart: 
- Which is the one who will wrestle with me? - Our poor boy came running and said: 
- 1 am the one who will wrestle with you. - Thereupon that man said: 
- Will you grasp me?877 — He said and was about to come back. - Thereupon our boy ran at him 

and 
Struck him in the right cheek and 
He lost his mind,878 

Struck him in the left cheek, 
He made him rave.879 Thereafter that man: 

871 Bálint bäxan. Kalm. bäxn lit. "little". 
872 Bálint döcin Visen dünä yazar, Kalm. döcin yüsn dünä yazr a typical measuring of the distance among the Kalmyks. Cf. chapter: 
About how the Kalmyks Huni with Birds. 
873 An allusion on the demonic being Mong. mayu sibayun, cf. Birtalan: Die Mythologie, pp. 1007-1008. 
8 ,4 Bálint ükürin sitiin üyen 7. Kalm. iikrin sitiin iiyn n '. 
873 Bálint ürüktä tülän 7 désiin 7, Kalm. ürgtä tülän désn n ' lit. "the strap that fastens the loaded fuel wood". 
8 " I. e. the enemies. 
8 Bálint Nama nada bärin-ta?, Kalm. Namä näda (?) bar nt'' The lexeme näda "on this side, hither" seems to be superfluous. 
878 Bálint yäriktä gäd orkoba. cf. Kalm. garikté kiln "ein Blödsinniger, wahnsinniger Mensch" (R. 145.), yärgtä "durnoj, glupyj" 
(Mun. 163-164). 
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- You are a fretful nerd. - Then they wrestled bang-bang.880 - They were wrestling and our boy 
grasped him and while he was striking him [that big man] died. Then he won three competitions and 
made the maid his wife. They lived this way [for a while] when his horse said: 

- You have man's relatives, stay here, I have earth's relatives and 1 long for my earth. - Then his 
master said: 

- Get lost! - Thereafter his horse came in the middle of the night and said [it again], [121] And the 
same way "Get lost!" said [Glad Ulaan Khachir], Thereafter [his horse] came in the morning and said 
[it again]. And the same way "Get lost!" said [Glad Ulaan Khachir], Thereafter the horse held up his 
tail and said: 

- Even if you don't go, I will go. - And left. Upon [the horse's] leaving his master decided to leave 
[as well]. Thereafter he turned his horse into an anklebone and taking his groom and his house, he sat 
on the silk carpet and left. As he arrived at his camp, 

There was not any orphan to be asked, 
There was not even any stray dog [there].881 

Thereafter the lad said: 
- My elder brother is Toortsog Khan, why didn't he leave anything for me? - While he was going 

around his territory, he found a piece of paper lying [on the ground]. When he took it to see and read it, 
there were the following words written on it: "Don't come after me! I became defeated and captured 
by the three yellow monster brothers.882 I am not alive,88, if you come [after me] you will be killed, 
too." Thereafter Glad Ulaan Khachir 

Drank the second extraction of milk brandy 
And became drunk, 
Drank the third extraction of milk brandy 
And became drunk.884 

He was not able to stay [at home] and left. He left behind his wife and the poor groom boy. While 
he was going, he met in front of him a man who was pasturing many horses. He arrived at that man 
and said: 

- Are you in health? 
- Yes, I am. - Said that man. Thereafter the lad asked: 
- Whose horses are these? 
- Once they belonged to Toortsog Khan, having a galloping black horse. Now [122] they belong to 

the three yellow monster brothers. - [The herder] said. [The lad] asked again: 
- Was the Khan Toortsog good or are the three yellow monster brothers good? 
- I was a mischievous groom at the time of Toortsog Khan, but when the three brothers arrived, I 

became a really good groom. - Thereafter [the lad] thought "You [will get yours]!" and went further. 
While he was going, he met in front of him a man who was pasturing many camels. He arrived at 

that man and said: 
- Are you in health? 
- Yes, I am. - Said that man. Thereafter the lad asked: 
- Whose camels are theses? 
- Once they belonged to Toortsog Khan. Now they belong to the three yellow monster brothers. -

[The herder] said. [The lad] asked again: 

879 Bálint zülük gem ögäd orkoba, cf. Kalm. ziilg "int Schlafe redend, irre redend. Fieberkrank" (R. 485). zülyn. zülx "vyZivaf iz uma, 
terjat' soznanije. bredit', zabljudit'sja, sbit 'sja s puti" (Mun. 261). 
880 Bálint, Kalm. tas-bas, onomatopoetic expression, cf. Ninth tale. 
881 Typical motif in Mongolian epic tradition, cf. Jangyr: ölig noxä, öncin köwü üldelügé lüwä "Nicht einmal die Straßenhunde oder 
die verwaisten Kinder zurücklassend, alles trieb er mit sich fort" (R. 294). 
882 Bálint axa dü yurbun sara mangyus, Kalm. ax dü yurwn sar mangys, cf. Eighth tale. 
881 Bálint amin 7 biyedün 7 ügä, Kalm. äm' n' bid n' ügä lit. "the soul or the life is not in the body". 
884 Bálint: arza üji aman 7 xaläd, xorzo üji xoton 7 nmxar xaläd. 
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- Was the Toortsog Khan good or are the three yellow monster brothers good? - Thereupon that 
man said crying: 

- Do you talk about Toortsog Khan, how could we find a khan similar to him? - Thereafter [the 
lad] thought and said: 

- Well, live in health! — And he went further. 
While he was going, he met in front of him a man who was pasturing many cows. He arrived [at 

that man] and said: 
- Whose homed cattle are these? 
- Once they belonged to Toortsog Khan. Now they belong to the three yellow monster brothers. -

[The herder] said. [The lad] asked again: 
- Was the Khan Toortsog good or are the three yellow monster brothers good? [123] - Thereupon 

[that man said]: 
- How could Toortsog Khan be compared with anything [sic!]? - Thereafter [the lad] went further 

and arrived at those three [monsters'] territory. He himself turned into a poor boy, and turned his horse 
into an anklebone, put it into his bag and went into the kitchen yurt.885 He lived there for a while, when 
one day at noon he asked some soup and meat form the chief cook of the three monsters. Then the 
chief cook said: 

- Look! This bad guy is going to eat the best part of the khan's food. - Thereupon the lad pulled 
with force that chief cook's male organ (?),886 then he ate all the meat. The fellows of that food-
steward ran together to the khan and said: 

- A bad guy came, killed the chief food-steward, robbed and ate the food. - The khan got the boy 
to be taken to him and asked: 

- Why have you killed the chief cook and eaten the meat? - Thereupon the lad said: 
- I didn't kill the chief of the personnel at all, [do you think] I can get flowing blood even from a 

rat's nose? - Thereupon the khan said: 
- Get out! - And pursued him. Thereafter that lad saw that his younger sister, Ginji Tsagaan, who 

was married to the three monsters' younger brother. Thereafter the lad took his younger sister and 
asked [her]: 

- Where is the soul887 of your husband? — Thereupon the maid said: 
- A boy was born from me. 1 will prick him with a puncheon and ask [the monster] about his soul. 

Then the wife pricked her son with a thin puncheon at night. [124] The boy cried and his father asked: 
- Why does this boy cry? - His wife answered immediately: 
- He cries [because he wants] to put the soul in a [good] place. - Thereupon his father said: 
- There are twelve goats with an old man in the direction of the sunrise. A huge wild boar comes 

and eats those goats' kids. My soul is in that wild boar. - Thereafter the wife showed the soul to her 
elder brother. Thereafter the wife's elder brother went the next day in the morning to that old man in 
the direction of the Sunrise. Upon his arriving the old man asked him: 

- What a lad are you? - Thereupon the lad said: 
- I am going to become the son of a childless man. - The old man took the lad into his yurt. 

Thereafter the lad told his father [sic!] one morning: 

885 Bálint zama gertii. Kalm. zam gert, cf. Kalm. zam "Koch (des Klosters) Tib . ja-ma" (R. 466). In the glossary to Balykov's story 
compiled by Arash Bormanshinov the expression interpreted as the follows: "zaman - lamasery kitchen by the Buzava and the 
Torguts and zam by the Derbets". Balykov, Sandji B.: A Maiden's Honour. A Tale of Kalmyk History and Society. Translated from 
the Russian by David Chavchavadze, Notes and Glossary by Arash Bormanshinov. (Mongolia Society Occasional papers 15.) 
Bloomington, Indiana, Indiana University 1990. p. 198 With the help of this information it might be probably concluded that this 
tale was told by a Dörböt informant. 
88(1 Bálint arcik xoronduyärn 7 sit tatäd orkoba. cf. Kalm. arcg "die Geschlechtsteile (sowohl der Männer wie der Weiber), die 
Sehnen zwischen Anus und Geschlechtsteilen), Kalm. D. ärcg" (R 15). Kalm. xörndäyür "in der Mitte zwischen, zwischen" (R. 
192), cf. Khal. xörondür "along, between". 
887 Bálint sümüsün, Kalm siinsn. sümsn, cf. Tenth tale. 
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- Father, I'll graze these goats today. - Thereupon his father said: 
- Graze them! - Thereafter the lad drove the goats and as he arrived at the steppe, a huge black 

wild boar appeared running and ate three-four goats' kids. The lad saw it, ran at it and cut that huge 
black wild boar in two. As he cut it in two a wooden case fell out from its inside. That black wild boar 
itself said: 

- One rests this way (?)888 - And ran away. Thereafter that lad opened that wooden case, there was 
a silver case inside of the wooden case, there was a golden case inside of the silver case, and there 
were three little nestlings in the golden case. [125] Those three nestlings flew away. Thereafter the lad 
lit a fire in his both hands and pulled a whirlwind88'' so that the three nestlings were pushed down [by 
the whirlwind] and flew back [to him]. The lad caught and put them into the flap of his garment and 
returned. After he returned home to his father, gave the goats to him and went to the three yellow 
monsters. When he arrived, he killed those three monsters' soul-nestlings and those three monsters 
died as well. Thereafter the lad took all his dependants, got them moved and returned home. 

After returning home, he lived in joy peacefully as before. 

FIFTEENTH T A L E 8 9 0  

(Bálint 15. Utu tüli) 

[126] Once there lived a Hero called Ketsüü Berkh8" 
Who defeated the people of one country 
When he was one year old, 
Defeated the people of two countries 
When he was two years old. 
Defeated the people of three countries 
When he was three years old, 
Defeated the people of four countries and in addition 
Converted four khans to the [Buddhist] religion892 

When he was four years old, 
Defeated the people of five countries 
When he was five years old. 
Destroyed the brass [palace?] of Tangsal khan89 ' and 
Tried a fall894 with Erlig the ruler of the Hell.895 

He had a wife, Namjil Ulaan,89l> who knew [what would happen] in the coming ninety-nine years, and 
who revealed without making any mistake [about the happenings] of the past eighty years. She had 

888 Bálint elgefi amardik ma, Kalm. tgf amrdgm. cf. Khal. amardagyum: usual contraction in the spoken Mongolian idioms. 
889 Bálint nädaki biyedün 7 surya tatji orkoba. the above approximate translation needs further elaboration. 
890 Manuscript pp. 126-139. 
891 Bálint Kecü Berke, Kalm. Kecü Berk "Heavy Hard". 
892 Bálint dörbön üzügtn xägl norndän orülokson, Kalm. dörwn üzgin zügin xänTg nomdän orülsn is a typical expression in the Jangyr 
epic, cf Basngga, B B. (ed.): Jangyr. Xal'mg bätrlg epos. Eist 1990. [Jangar. Kalmyk epics], 

Dön orgé nasndan In his four year old age 
Dörwn ik bdrin am ewdj He defeated the people of four great countries 
Dördng ik sar mangys xäg nomdan orulsn. Converted to the religion the great, robust, yellow Monster khan. 
Converting to the religion is comprehended as converting to Buddhism (Kalm., Khal nom "book, teaching, religion"). 
89 ' Bálint Tangsal xän 'i kürül ebdeksen, cf. Tangsl xänl kürl ewdsn. Kalm. kürl "brass" the attributed lexeme is missing from the 
syntagm: kürl örgä (?) "brazen palace (?)". However this solution needs parallel texts to be proven Tangsal resembles the name of 
the grandfather of the main hero of Jangyr epics: Tangsg xöni aí "The grandson of Tangsg Khan", jangyr. 
894 Bálint tengsel bulaldaksan. Kalm. tengsl buldldgsn. cf. Kalm. tengsxe "einander prüfen (ob man gleich od. ebenwürdig ist), 
vergleichen, untersuchen" (R. 392). 
895 Bálint Erlek nomin xän, Kalm Erlg nomin xän, the ruler the hell. Cf. notes to Tenth tale. 
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prayer[texts]897 of [the load of] three camels. She burnt those prayer[text]s of [the load of] three camels 
three times in the morning and in the evening. She was upon to burn them one morning, when the 
prayer[texts] slipped out of her hands and fell down three times. Thereafter the khan asked his queen: 

- Why did these prayer[texts] fall down? - Thereupon the queen said: 
- The Sokhor Khar Hero having a blunt black sword898 is going to kill you and move off your 

dependants. - He had got a black dog that has a clawing899 mouth. If that black dog with the clawing 
mouth gets angry with somebody, that man becomes faint for three years, i f i t bites somebody, he will 
suffer900 for twenty years and then die. Thereafter the khan said: 

- Bring and saddle my fast mottled901 horse! - Thereafter the khan left. [127] He went up the Grey 
Hill of the encounters902 and stopped there. While doing so, a thin red dust [cloud] was nearing from 
the direction of the rising sun, from the side of faraway Namjil-land.90 ' Sokhor Khar Hero, having a 
blunt black sword arrived and said: 

- You, knave to whose [... ] dried a [... ] ,904 

In whose palm it caught fire, 
Who became a lost bull, 
Who became a whistling arrow905 that missed its target, 
From where to where are you going? - Thereupon the khan said: 
- Y o u are the one to whose [...] dried a [...], 
You are the one in whose palm it caught a fire, 
You are the one who became a lost bull. 
You are the one who became a whistling arrow that missed its target, 
From where to where are you going? - Thereupon that [Sokhor Khar] said: 

- Are you the one who sets his camp in the uninhabited Artemisia-white land906 or are you the one 
who sets his camp where daughters-in-law and girls play? 

- I am the one who sets his camp in the uninhabited Artemisia-white land. - He said and they went 
away [to fight]. They pulled at each other from the saddle strongly907 until the hooves of their horses 
got entangled,9"8 they pulled at their princely909 silk belts the value of a two-years-old camel until it 

896 Bálint, Kalm. Namjil Ulän, Namji l Ulan "Victorious red", from Tib. mam rgyal "victorious, complete victory". 
897 Bálint yurbttn temän jodobuta, Kalm. yurwn temän jodwtä; the expression refers to the quantity of written prayer texts. Kalm. 
Jodw, dorji Jodow "n. eines Gebetbuches" (R. 114), from Tib. rjod pa "say, recite, pronounce, utter, announce, promulgate, 
enumerate, set forth, treat a subject in writing", http://www.nitartha.org/dictionary_search04.html. 
898 Bálint muxur xara üldütä Soxor Xara Bätur, Kalm. muxr xar üldtä Soxr Xar Bätr "Blind Black Hero having a blunt black sword". 
8 " Bálint xabal. cf. Kalm. xawl- 2. "festnehmen, ergreifen, erraffen (mit dem Munde und Händen)" (R. 174). 
900 Bálint dineräd, lit. Kalm. dinrxe "verblüff verdutzt, betäubt werden; nicht mehr denken od. sagen können" (R. 92). 
901 Bálint xaltar, Kalm. xaltr "braun mit hellem Maul od. weißer Mähne" (R. 163), Khal. xaltar "brown with lighter markings" 
(Bawden 422). 
902 Bálint BorzatTn boro üla, Kalm.D borzai = bolzäte: borzättn boro towxan "der graue Kampfhügel wo die Kämpfenden sich 
begegnen" (R. 52), bolzäte "verabredet, bestimmt, gegenseitig versprochen" (R. 51), cf. Khal. Boljötin bor tolgoi. Ramstedt noted 
that this expression would be a typical Dörböt expression therefore this tale might be recorded from a Dörböt informant. The "grey 
hill of encounters" is atypical motif-element in Mongolian epic tradition. 
901 Bálint Namjil ködä, Kalm. Namji l ködä. Namjil from Tibetan rnam rgyal. see a note above. 
904 Bálint älädän älä xataksan remains a quite obscure expression for me as long as no parallel text is found. As this "salutation" is a 
series of humiliating personifications - which is usual in Mongolian and also Kalmyk folk tales, cf. here the Ninth tale - the first 
syntagm without doubt carries a similar connotation. I tried to explain it from Kalm. äl'än "Müsssieggänger, Spitzbube, scherzend, 
spielend" (R. 22) or on the basis of al "männliche Geschlechtsteile, männliches Glied" (R 6). however, none of them is decisive. 
905 Bálint tosokson yodoli, Kalm. tosxa "gleiten, rutschen; (lautlos) traben, laufen (das Kamel)" (R. 403.), by Munijev a fürther 
meaning is added: tosx "uhodif neizvestno kuda (napr. o byke proizvodetle" (Mun. 511). This last meaning might be applied to the 
whistling arrow, too. 
9"" Bálint ejigü Erem cayän ködä, Kalm. ejigé Erm cayän ködä, the "uninhabited Artemisia-white land" is a typical place in Kalmyk 
folk tales. 
907 Bálint tongxo (cangyar), Kalm. tonggä "nach unten, köpflings, im Bogen nach unten; t. tatxa (vom Sattel herabziehen)" Ramstedt 
quotes a fragment from the Jangyr epics: "ölkédeksn xoyr kiilgin nämn turii söl'wldn tongyä tatldäd odw (DZ. 151, 13) indem die 
achte Hufe ihrer sich bäumenden Pferde sieh zwischen einander einschoben suchten sie (die Reiterl der eine den anderen aus dem 
Sattel zu werfen" (R. 400). Bálint 's interpolation in brackets indicates that he understood it as "firmly". 
9118 Bálint sol 'iboldatala, Kalm. sol 'wldxa "durcheinander sein, sich verwickeln, verwickelt sein" (R 331). 
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became torn off, grasped the black flesh of their thighs until they tore out black flesh of bowl size and 
threw it away. The dogs and birds that came in the morning became sated until noon, the dogs and 
birds that came at noon became sated [with their flesh] until evening.'"" Thereafter Ketstiü Berk said: 

- Not to torture the livestock that belong to the grass-community,'"' let us compete with our manly 
bodies. - Thereafter they both dismounted and 

They hobbled their horses with the best metal, 
They fastened their horses with the best of the iron, and 
Tethered them with iron tethers. 
They rolled up their trousers made of bull skin 
Until [it pressed] their muscles, 
They rolled up their trousers 
Until [it pressed] the hollow of their knees. 
[128] They jumped as the calves 
They butted at each other as the bulls,'"2 

They seized each other across mountains 
They pranced across rivers91' 
They wrestled bang, bang.'"4 

They wrestled for several years. 
They wrestled beyond measure. 

Thereafter Ketsüü Berk said: 

- Since I was born from my mother, I have not seen anybody who [could] stay on [...] hip.'"5 -
And he threw him off. 

- I will kill you! Have you [other] tricks?- Thereupon that one said: 
- Catch me firmly!916 There are still three good rounds. 
- Go on with the [next] round. - Said [the other]. 

He threw him down so many times as there are stars in the sky, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his balance.'"7 

He threw him down so many times as there are blades of grass on the ground, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his energy. 
He threw him down so many times as there are fish young in the waters, 
So he became in bad condition and lost his consciousness. 

They wrestled again bang, bang.918 Sokhor Khar Hero threw [Ketsüü Berkh] behind"1' seven hills 
but he came running back looking at [Sokhor Khar Hero). They wrestled again bang, bang. Thereafter 

909 Bálint täji toryon, read täßn or täßn (genitive ?) Kalm. täß "prince" (?). 
9111 Typical motif in Mongolian epic tradition. 
911 Bálint öbsön kitä mal, cf. Kalm. öwsn kit; kl "Stamm, Gemeinde" (R. 234), ki "obäöina" (Mun 298). if the suggested 
interpretation is correct this expression is an euphemistic designation of horses "the livestock that belong to the grass-community". 

Bálint bürünägär mekseldäd, buxanayar olildäd, Kalm bürüngär (?) bürügär (?)meksildäd, buxär ol'ldäd. Kalm. meksixe 
"hüpfen, springen" (R. 260), olixa "mit Hebestange heben (und drehen) mit den Hörnern stoßen (= mörgöxe)" (R 285). 
911 Bálint üla yacäsu sürüldäd, usun yacäsu degeldäd, Kalm. ül yacäs sürldäd, usn yacäs degldäd; Kalm. yac "die andere Seite. 
Jenseits" (R. 147), yacs "über, hinüber, durch, hinterher, ül yacs Über den Berg weg" (R. 147). In den vocabularies sür- + -Id- + äd. 
and deg- + -Id- + äd belong to the terminology connected to various movements of animals, but they are used in this tale in a wider 
sense. Cf. sürxe "haschen, sich über etwas stürzen (die Raubvögel), in der Luft mit den Krallen festnehmen" (R. 373), Kalm.Ö. degxe 
"sich ein bisschen auf die Hinterfüße erheben und so zu laufen suchen" (R 85). 
914 Bálint tas-baS, cf. notes to the Ninth tale. 
913 Bálint enggel-mönggn Ulsan dérén kümü loklaß, Kalm. enggl-mönggn tasän dér n' kümn toytj (?), the syntagm is obscure and 
needs further investigation: the probable meaning is definitely connected to wrestling: taäa > taää (?) "hip", to stay on the opponent 's 
hip while wrestling (?). 
9"' For the following passage cf. Bálint Sixth tale: some minor differences appear between the two tales, e. g. Sixth tale: batelji bäriji 
bäi. Fifteenth tale: batlas geji bäriji bäi. 
917 Bálint legei säindän, this expression is somewhat obscure, Kalm legs means "straight, plain, even". The suggested interpretation 
is "the hero still was able to stand and fight without falling down". 
918 Cf. Ninth and Fourteenth tales. 
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Sokhor Khar Hero took and hit him. He broke his thigh bone and knocked him [into the ground] a span 
[deep]. 

- Have you [other] tr icks?- Said [Sokhor Khar]. 
- Catch me firmly! There are still three good rounds. 
- Go on with the [next] round. - Said [the other]. 

He threw him down so many times as there are stars in the sky, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his balance. 
He threw him down so many times as there are blades of grass on the ground, 
But he was still in good condition and did not lose his energy. 
He threw him down so many times as there are fish young in the waters, 
He did not lose his consciousness. 

Then [129] fighting [Sokhor Khar Hero knocked Ketsüii Berkh into the ground] four spans [deep]. 
- Well, now have you [other] tricks? - Thereupon Ketsüü Berk said: 
- Let us become [sworn] brothers. 
- [Why] become [sworn] brothers, when I knocked you [into the ground] four spans [deep]? - The 

queen learnt [what had happened] and sent quickly their black dog with thexabal muzzle and said: 
- Well, someone is going to kill your master. - That dog seeing their silhouette ran there, but its leg 

went into a hole on a hill, it fell down through it,920 broke its [leg], tore up its aorta921 and perished. 
Thereafter Sokhor Khar Hero killed the khan and when he was upon to get up, he lost his [...].922 He 
[was sleeping] for three years as if he had lost his consciousness. After doing so, he woke up as a man 
(?).923 Thereafter he thought: "What did I do here? Alas! I didn't kill here Ketsüü Berkh. Did I?" he 
looked for his horse and found it. Then he rode his horse as fast as possible, arrived and cut off the 
straps of [Ketsüü Berkh's ] yurts: 

- Move quickly [from here]! - He said and went away. Thereafter the queen thought: "How could 1 
leave the yellow spotted [yurt]palace with empty base?" and putting a red stone of oxen size on her 
liver, she forced the khan's five-month-old son to be born. "How could I leave the platform of the 
golden well empty?"924 - She said and putting a red stone of oxen size on the liver of the mottled 
ambler mare, the foremost [horse] of the khan, she forced the five-month-old foal to be born. As she 
was crossing a hill, [she heard] the child crying. She returned and gave the breast to him. [130] As she 
was crossing two hills, [she heard] the child crying. She returned and gave the breast to him then put 
him to sleep. Doing as before925 she crossed eight hills, and was upon to cross the ninth hill, when she 
[heard] the child crying. "Now I have no means. The khan's order is hard." she said and left. 

Thereafter the boy lived there and grew up. He made arrows from ribs, string from pea shrub,926 he 
shot the sparrows living in that land and fed himself [this way]. He threw a hook into the water and 
caught fish. He shot the ducks living in the water and fed himself [this way]. One night he was laying 
turning927 when something uttered his father's name on928 the felt-cover of the yurt: 

- Ketsüü Berkh defeated the people of five countries when he was five years old, destroyed the 
brass [palace?] of Tangsal khan and tried a fall with Erlig the ruler of the Hell. - And [the caller] left. 
The boy jumped up. He looked around, but there was nothing. The next day the boy was sitting 

919 Bálint dolän toloya yadaca, Kalm. dolän tolyä yac, cf. above. 
920 Bálint alas abci unäd. cf. Kalm.D. als "quer über" (R. 8), "Cerez" (Mun. 36). 
921 Bálint yol n 7 tasräd, cf. yol sudsn, sudcn "Aorta". 
922 Bálint üriigän aldaji orkoba. cf. Kalm. ürg (?) "Bürde. Last (auf dem Rücken)" (R. 461). An expression with the connotation 
referring to losing one's consciousness would be reasonable at this point of the story. 
921 Bálint sereksen kiln kebtä serebe, lit. "woke up in a woken man 's form". 
924 Bálint kerdek "the stand, the platform of the well", cf. About how the Kalmyks pasture their livestock. 
923 I. e. she returned home after crossing a hill (all together eight times). 
926 Bálint, xaryan, Kalm. xaryn Lat. Caragana cf. R. 169. 
927 Bálint erek-diirek geji kepteteln 'i: is an iconic hendiadys expression, cf. Kalm. ergixe "sich drehen, wenden" (R. 124), ergxe 
"kruzit 'sja, vraäat'sja, krutit'sja" (Mun. 702). 
928 Bálint deregiirn 7, probably dégürn 7 "above". 
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without sleeping. While he was sitting so, something entered through the felt-cover whispering.''2'' A 
black red young man with a white ''" face entered. He stopped in front of the boy: 

- Famous brother,'''1 noble lord'"2 are you in good health? - [The young man] coming to him, 
kneeled. 

- Yes, I am [in health]. 
- Which khan's son are you? - Thereupon the boy: 
- I do not know which khan's son I am. - Thereupon the lad said: 
- You are the son of a man called Ketsüü Berkh. Your father has been killed and his dependants 

have been moved by Sokhor Khar Hero having a blunt black sword. Now let us go! There is a khan, a 
friend of your father, living in the south. Go to him. - [The lad] said. - [131] I am your fate spirit. -
Saying it he was upon to leave, when the boy said: 

- How can I find him? 
- Tomorrow I will tie two tethers to the two doorjambs, follow them running. - The next day the 

boy got up and looked around, there were two way-red paths9" leading from the two door[jamb]s.9 '4 

The boy ran along those two ways. He ran seven times seven, forty-nine days and arrived. Thereafter 
the boy said: 

- How could I enter a khan's yurt naked? - And he slung on his shoulders the black felt piece"" 
that lay in the field and entered [the yurt] running, kneeled at the right leg of the trivet9 '6 and said: 

- Famous brother, noble lord, are you in good health? - Thereupon the khan said: 
- You, knave to whose [... ] dried a [... ], 
In whose palm it caught fire, 
Who became a lost bull, 
Who became a whistling arrow that missed its target! - And he hit the boy in the face. Thereafter 

the boy said: 
- I am the son of Ketsüii Berkh, - and he fell down.9 '7 Thereupon the khan and the queen brought a 

silk and sable skin, covered him and said: 
- Instead of coming in thinking your purpose in your heart, ''8 you should have come in keeping 

your purpose in your mouth.9 '9 - The khan made [him] his own son. Thereafter when the boy reached 
the age of fifteen years, he told his father: 

- My father, I will go and kill Sokhor Khar Hero having a black blunt sword. - Thereupon the khan 
said: 

- Stop,''40 wait! Your age is too small. - [132] Thereafter the boy reached the age of eighteen years 
and said it again. [The khan] said again, that "Your age is still small." Thereafter the boy reached the 
age of twenty years and said it once again. Thereupon the khan said: 

929 Bálint sar sar ged, onomatopoetic expression. Kalm. sar sar gexe, sar sir gexe "zittern, pfeifen (z. B. ein Papier im leisen 
Winde)" (R. 313). 
9 . 0 Bálint xalak cagän (xalxa cayan) üstä, cf. Fourth talc. 
9 . 1 Bálint alder axa, Kalm aldr ax "Herr, mein Herr (als Anrede wie r[ussisch] barin)" (R. 6). 
9.2 Bálint nojin bäba, Kalm. äka. ax nojn bäw "väterlicher Beschützer, mein guter Onkel" (R. 38). 
933 Bálint rama ulän xalya, Kalm.D. ram ulän xälya "die große braune Landstrasse" (R 466), Kalm. :am ulan xäly "trakt, stolbovaja 
doroga" (Mun. 239). 
934 Bálint xoyur üdenäsii, lit. "from two doors". 

Bálint xurmus ködöräd. Kalm. xurms "alte zerrissene und vom Rauch schwarze Filzlappen" (R 199). 
93<> Bálint lulyän Siredü, Kalm. lülyin sir "die (vier) Füße des (mongolischen) Dreifusses" (R. 409). 
9,7 Bálint eräd unäd odba, Kalm. eräd unäd odw, erxe "hoffen, wünschen, fragen, wollen, verlangen, begehren; lanä amri-tn erej 
Ihnen Gesundheit wünschend, Sie begrüßend" (R. 125). The passage is presumably about the hero greeting the khan and the queen 
cf. the last meaning of the lexeme. 
93B Bálint cejidän lit. "in your breast". 
939 Bálint Saxadaya cejidän sanäd oräd irekär. amandän züyäd oräd ireken (in ';. Although the lexeme saxadaya is not identified yet 
the approximate meaning of the sentence is understandable: the lad should have said who he was instead of keeping it in secret. The 
passage needs further research. 

Bálint bäize zokei read Kalm. bäjä zogs (i "Stop! Stay!", cf. bäjä "postoj ?.e" (Mun. 89). 
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- Well, go! - Thereafter the boy got to his 
Million times ten thousand horses 
Living under the feet of the Moon. 

But he did not find a horse to mount.1'41 He went to his 
Eight times ten thousand horses 
Living under the feet of the Sun. 

Neither there did he find a horse to mount. The boy looked around, caught a black chestnut horse 
and tried to ride it. The horse was not able to carry him, its back broke and the horse perished. He rode 
many horses, none of them was able to carry him and [all of them] perished. The boy tried to ride a 
yellow chestnut horse and that horse was able to carry him. He made that horse carry him"42 and 
returned. Thereafter the boy took a saddle from the chest94 ' and saddled the horse. He was about to 
leave, when the side-board '44 of the saddle seceded.'"3 Meanwhile his horse's back broke and the horse 
perished. Thereafter the khan said: 

- There is not any horse for you to ride. There is a wild"4*' black horse at the platform947 of your 
golden well, there is not any other horse good for you. Thereafter the boy took a tether made of a 
man's sinew and of the sinew of a mount, pulled it over his shoulder blade and ran away. The khan 
said: 

- When the top of the yellow mottled palace is seen, crawled as a [...].948 - The boy ran away. 
[133] The top of the yellow mottled palace became visible and he arrived crawling as a [...]. He went 
to the platform of the golden well and lay down. The horse ate grass and came to drink water, lifted up 
its head, looked around 9 " and galloped away."" It happened for three nights and three days that [the 
horse] did not drink any water. Thereafter the boy shouted: 

- Either this platform of the golden well will collapse, 
Or this black wild horse will perish! - So shouted he. 
Thereupon the horse came and drank water. Meanwhile the boy came out [from his hide-out] and 

shouted. The horse galloped away. The boy threw [the tether] and [the tether] got [on the horse].951 

[The horse] pulled the boy and jumped to and fro. 
[The horse] kicked rocks, 
Pulled him and broke [the rocks]. 
[The horse] kicked the bushes,952 

Pulled him and he (?) got [his foot] dislocated.953 

941 Bálint unuxu tasta möri. the lexeme lasla deest in dictionaries. The meaning of the passage is clear from the context: "a horse fit 
for riding". 
942 Bálint ürbüläd. cf Kalm ürül- "auf dem Rücken tragen lassen" (R. 462), "zastavljat" nosit' na spine" (Mun. 558). 
942 Bálint ambarär, Kalm. ambr + -är (instr.). 
944 Bálint emälin xapcusun; Kalm. xaptsn "die zwei Seitenbretten des Sattels" (R. 167). 
143 Bálint tas tusädxamxaräd bäina. 

946 Bálint xangyan xara möri; xangyan, cf. Khal. xangal "wild untamed". Another possible reading: Kalm. xangya "gromadnyj, 
ogromnyj" (Tod. 446). 
14 Bálint kerdeg. in detail cf. chapter: About how the Kalmyks pasture their livestock. 
948 Bálint sarangjögürü, deest in dictionaries; the possible explanation: a kind of crawling animal (?), cf. Bálint sarang, Kalm sarng 
"gelblich" (R. 351). 
,4'' Bálint önggeji. Kalm önggéxe "sich erheben, sich aufraffen; noch hoffen" (R. 297), önggäjxäläx "smotret" sverhu, vytjanuv äeju" 
(Mun. 418). 
93U Bálint xäd buxäd yaräd odna. Kalm. buxxa "unsinnig, eigensinnig sein, den Zügeln nicht gehorchen, galoppieren (vom Pferde)" 
(R. 58), buxx "brykafsja, byt' upr jamym, ne sluäat'sja; beiat" zakusiv udila (o loäadi)" (Mun. 125), buxx 1. "zütkx, jolayan es daxx, 
ceglx; ne sluäat'sja povoda, brykat 's ja; 2. amyayan züjgüx beZat" zakusiv udila" (Pürbän 40). 
931 Bálint oräd odba. Kalm. oräd odw, lit. "went in, got in". 
952 Bálint xada iskiläd tataba, xamxaciäd odba. butu iskiläd tataba bulukciäd (bulyaciäd) odba; cf. bud 1. "in Märchen Parallelwort 
zu xad Fels, viell. = bui Gebüsch" (R. 57). 
933 Bálint bulyaciad odba, Kalm. bulycxa "(stark, heftig) verrenken" (R. 60). bul'glx "longyrcglx, tül'x; őasto vzbrykivat", pytajas' 
sbrosit' sedoka; dege dolan mingy bul 'ylad odw [kon"] vysoko podnimaja zadnije nogi, podprygnul sem' tysjaC raz podrjad" (Pürbän 
40). 
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It pulled him that he got stuck into the earth up to his waist, he? pulled out. '54 It pulled him that he 
got stuck into the earth up to his neck. The tether955 [on the horse] once loosened and once remained. 
[Then] The horse said: 

- Are you [my] owner? 
[Or] are you a demon?956 

Are you the proper person to ride on me? 
Aren't you the proper person to ride on me? 

Tell me if you are the proper person to ride on me [otherwise] I am able to tear your tether and kill 
you. - Thereupon the boy said: 

- I am the proper and right person to ride [on you], - Thereafter the horse opened its mouth in order 
that the boy could bridle it and bent its back so that he could ride on it. 

They ambled so that the 
Thick grass did not bow 
They ambled so that the 
Thin grass did not bend;957 and arrived. 

[The boy] himself cut a thick black tree and made a saddle. Thereafter he took a sword from the 
chest, [134] brandished with it, but it broke in two and fell down. As he did so [several times],958 the 
swords ran out. Then the khan got angry: 

- There is not any sword for my destined son to take in the war! - He went to the demesne and 
stirred an enormous black fog.959 Thereafter the khan's daughter, the thirteen-year-old Aragn'i 
Dangn'i960 said to her mother: 

- What made our father so angry? - Thereupon her mother said: 
- He got angry because there is no [proper] sword to go to war for your brother destined [to us] by 

fate. - The girl said: 
- There is the hidden961 sword of the late Ketsüü Berkh. Will my father get angry if [I] give it to 

[my brother]? - Her mother said: 
- Your father will calm down, won't he? - Thereupon the girl took and gave [the sword to him]. 

The boy tried to fling it, it was the proper one [for him]. There was a bow in the chest, he pulled it,962 

but it broke in two and fell down. Thereafter the khan said: 
- There is not any bow for my destined son to take to war! - He went among his yurts and stirred 

an enormous black fog. Thereafter the girl asked her mother: 
- What made our father angry? - Thereupon her mother said. 
- He got angry because there is not any [proper] bow to go to war for your brother destined [to us] 

by fate. - The girl said: 
- There is the hidden bow of the late Ketsüü Berkh. Will my father not quarrel if I give it to [my 

brother]? - His mother said: 

954 Bálint sönggö tatäd, Kalm. söngg 2. "auf, in die Höhe", s. taxa "nach oben ausrissen, herausziehen" (R 333), cf. söngglx 
"vyrivat' s komem, vytjagivat' " (Mun 457). 
955 Bálint aryamalfin, Kalm. arymji "Strick, (auch durch Fehlsprechen (?) amyatji und armlji" (R 13), arymji (Mun 49). In the 
dictionary of traditional culture the form appears without an inserted -/-: arymjlx "arymj desär arxlx privjazyvat' arkanom; calmar 
mör bärx lovit' loäad" arkanom" (Pürbän 39); concerning the lexeme the above discrepancy appears in the same text: p 127. 
aryamjiär. 
956 Bálint erlek "harmful spirit, evil spirit", Cf. note to the Tenth tale. 
957 Bálint närin öbösö näixelüUil ügä joraläd kiiräd irebe; cf. närn öwsig näxlüll uga "[miitsja kon'] ne poäeveliv kopytami i melkije 
travki" (Tod. 342). 
958 Trying the swords. 
9,9 Bálint bolSi ügä xarangyu xara budu tatäd orkoba, Kalm. bolsgö xarngyö xar bttdn tatäd okw 
9611 Bálint Aragn'i Dangn'i female proper name, appears frequently in Bálint 's tales. E. g. Eleventh Tale. 
961 Bálint dürültä, Kalm. dürülxe "einem etwas am Sattel festbinden und vor sich haltend mitnehmen lassen" (R. 107); but here 
probably the verb diir- + -ül- (factitive) is used here "hineinstecken, wegstecken" (R. 105), "vkladyvat', prjatat'. zasovyvat' " (Mun. 
220). 
962 Bálint deleji, Kalm. Ö. delx "(einen Bogen) spannen" (R. 86). delx "rastjagivat". natjagivat". razdvigat' " (Mun. 198). 
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- Your father will calm down, won't he? — [135] Thereupon the girl took and gave [him the bow]. 
The boy tried to pull it, it was the proper one [for him]. The boy set forth, pulled his horse's mouth to 
the right96 ' and said: 

- Live all in health! - Thereafter the boy 
Made his horse run 
Made it run beyond measure. 

On his way there was a man pasturing a lot of horses. The boy turned his horse into a two-year-old 
skinny chestnut foal,964 

From his own (?) body he made a 
[ . . . f 5 

From his body he made 
a body eaten by worms, he became such a boy. 
He whipped snip-snap (sab-sab)966 

He galloped rat-a-tat (dab-dab) and arrived.967 

- Do you live in health? - The boy said. 
- Yes I do. From where to where are you going, boy? 
- I have lost the nine white camels of the khan, now 1 am nine-ten days on the way and I am 

hungry. Please give me a horse! - Thereupon that young man said: 
- If it was the former Ketsüü Berkh's time, I would give [one] to you! Now I can't give any to you. 

- The boy said: 
- Please give me [one]! - The young man caught a fierce, untamed horse and gave [the boy]. The 

boy grasped the horse by its ears, took his tether, stuck ten prods into the rear of the horse, stuck ten 
prods into the mouth of the horse and ate [the horse]. Then [the boy] left. That young man stayed 
[behind] wandering. Thereafter he went further and met an old man pasturing a lot of camels. 

- Old man, do you live in health? - The boy said. 
- Yes 1 do. Boy, what are you looking for? 
- I have lost the nine white camels of the khan, now 1 am looking for them [and I am] hungry. 

Please give me a camel! - [136] Thereupon the old man said: 
- If it was the former Ketsüü Berkh's time, I would give [one] to you! Now it is not possible to 

give any to you. - The boy said: 
- Please give me [one]! - [The boy] asked. The old man caught and gave him a castrated fierce 

camel. The boy stuck ten prods into the mouth of the camel, stuck ten prods into the rear of the camel 
and ate [it]. Then he left. That old man stayed [behind] wandering. Thereafter the boy went further and 
met again an old man pasturing a lot of cattle. 

- Old man, do you live in health? - [The boy] said. 
- Yes I do. Boy, what are you looking for? 
- I have lost the nine white camels of the khan, now I am going [after them and I am] hungry. 

Please give me a cow! - Thereupon the old man said: 
- If it was the former Ketsüü Berkh's time, I would give [one] to you! Now it is not possible. — 

[The boy] said: 

963 Bálint barün ama laläd. i. e. the right corner of the horse's mouth. 
9W Bálint xuxula zérd: cf. Kalm. xüxta "zahudalyj", ocl kök yalznan xüxta kök däy käyäd ...; "(Dzangar) prevrativ svojego lenivogo 
Lysko v zahudalogo Zerebjonka . . . " (Mun 616), "zahudalyj" (Tod 467), xüxla däyn: cidl-cinän uga mu däyn "zahudalyj, parSivyj 
lonCak" (Pürbän 62). 
965 Bálint örö cübiirüsen unidentified expression, needs further investigation. 
966 Bálint sab sab cokäd, Kalm. sab "onom. 1. das Knipsen (mit den Fingern); 2. das Klatschen, Zuschlagen (mit der Peitsche usw.) 
sab gej cokxa klatschend zuschlagen, einen Hieb geben" (R. 343), " I . podraZ.anije zvuku íastyh i drobnyh udarov kap-kap; 2. 
podraZanije (őmokajuSCemu zvuku)" (Mun. 658), "sab-sab hljupat 'fnapr. o grjazi)" (Mun. 658). 
967 Bálint dab dab xataräd: cf. Kalm. däyn: däyan unad. daw-daw giyäd. bäsng temcäd yarw "sev verhorn na svojego lonőaka, on 
trusckoj pojehal k dvorcu (Dzangar)" (Pürbän 42), also dew dew giyäd xatrx: adylgo. ürwäd güx "beZat" ne speäa, trusit' " (Pürbän 
43). 
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- Please give me [one]! - [The boy] asked. The old man caught and gave him a castrated fierce ox. 
The boy stuck again ten prods into the mouth of the ox and ate [it]. Then he left. The old man thought 
looking at him: "Well9"8 his sitting is [similar] to Ketsüü Berkh's." - He said. 

- He might have recognised me. - Saying that [the boy] left quicker"'9 than before. Again he met 
an old man pasturing a lot of sheep. 

- Old man, do you live in health? - [The boy] said. 
- Yes I do. Boy, what are you looking for? 
- 1 spent nine-ten days on the way, now I am hungry. Please give me a sheep! - The old man said: 
- Ifit was the former Ketsüü Berkh's time, I would give [one] to you! Now it is not possible. 
- Please give me [one]! - [The boy] asked. [The old man] caught and gave him a sheep. The boy 

stuck again ten prods into the mouth, stuck ten prods into the rear of the sheep and ate [it]. Then he 
left. The old man thought to himself, looking at him [137]: "Well, his sitting is [similar] to Ketsüü 
Berkh's.". 

- He might have recognised me. - Saying that, he left quicker than before. Thereafter he went 
further and took on his usual form. While he was going on the other side of a hill [he saw] an old 
woman who pastured a lot of calves, led a mottled ambler mare, threw '70 a lot of sacks '71 on the other 
side [of her horse] and collected dung. While going, the old woman told her horse: 

- I had a dream that my son whom I had left in the depth of the yellow mottled palace, became a 
hero-like'72 strong man, and as in his baby-age, he sucked my breast. - Thereupon her horse said: 

- I also had a dream that my foal that 1 had left at the platform of the golden well1'7 ' became a wild 
black horse and as in its young age, it sucked my milk. - The boy heard it and came galloping from the 
top [of the hill], 

- Are you in health? - He said. 
- Yes I am. - Said [the woman]. 
- Mother, mother what did you say? - Thereupon [she]: 
- I have not said anything. 
- Mother, I am your son. - He said. 
- Don't humble me, I am collecting dung. - She said. 
- No, I am really that [son of yours]. - He said. 
- Don't humble me; [actually he should be] as nice as you are. - [She] said. 
- Mother, what kind of sign did your son have? - [He] said. Thereupon the old woman said: 
- When he was born, he had a red birthmark the size of a nail-moon974 on his right shoulder. That 

has supposedly become now the size of the base of an eight-walled yurt. — [She] said. Thereupon the 
boy dismounted in front of her, took off his clothes and showed [the birthmark]. The old woman lost 
her consciousness. [138] The boy sucked his mother's breast. Thereafter they left. They arrived at the 
Artemisia-white meadow and found [their] palace there. His mother turned into her previous form, 
Namjil Ulaan, who knew [what would happen] in the coming ninety-nine years, and who revealed 
without making any mistake [about the happenings] of the past eighty years. Thereafter the boy told 
his mother: 

%li Bálint ca basa, Kalm. cä-was! iä-wasl "Schade! Schande!" (R. 438), "(me2d. vyraiajet ?.alost', soőustvije, soZalenije, otéajanije)" 
(Mun 644). 
969 Bálint, Kalm. müyär (instr ). i. e. "in a bad [manner], the expression alludes here to the speed of the hero's moving". 
9711 Bálint alas cokoji, lit. "hit through something", cf. Kalm als xayxa "auf die andere Seite hinwerfen" (R. 8), als "Cerez", als täwx 
"perevernuf őto-l", als xaix "perekinut' " (Mun. 36). The women probably threw the sacks on the other side of the horse. 
9 1 Bálint misik üla, Kalm.D. miseg "Sack" (R. 263), misg "meSok, kul' " (Mun. 353); a hendiadys expression consisting of a 
Mongolian lexeme and a Russian loanword (Russ. rnesok). 
972 Bálint arbas. Kalm. arws (syn. bälr) "Held, anvs kíin (G.) (R. 16.)", "silnyj, ter anvs ädl íidltä kiin on oíen' silnyj éelovek" 
(Mun 48). 
973 Bálint saba alten xudugtn, Kalm. saw altn xudgin (?) lit. "of the vessel-gold well ". 
974 Bálint xumsun tölln cinén, cf. Kalm. töl "Stem (an der Stirn) (R. 408)", "belője pjatno, zvjozdoíka napr. na Ibu Zivotnyh" (Mun. 
513). 
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- Mother, mother, 1 will go and kill Sokhor Khar Hero having a blunt black sword. - Thereupon his 
mother said: 

- Don't go! The man who had killed your father, will kill you. - The boy left without listening to 
his mother's saying. When Sokhor Khar's palace was to be seen [for him] the craftsmen [living] there 
began to tremble. When he arrived there, he moved the palace and the craftsmen were turned upside 
down. The boy arrived, [took] the corners on the four sides of the palace and threw it away. 

- Sokhor Khar Hero having a blunt black sword, are you here? Come out here! - [The boy] said. 
He came out running: 

- [My] son, save my life!975 - He said and falling on his knees97" he embraced his legs. [The boy] 
threw [him]977 on the mane of his horse and left. While taking [him the boy] said: 

- Show me my father's bones! - Then [Sokhor Khar] took him to his father's bones. [The boy] 
collected the bones, jointed them978 and said: 

- Well, isn't this the palace where my father lay for many years? I will put you in his place. - [The 
boy] killed him, cut off his flesh and scattered it in all directions.979 [139] He bound his father's bones 
into a yellow mottled kerchief, took them home and put them on the bed in the right order. Then he 
smeared them with white remedy980 and revived him. He moved his own and Sokhor Khar Hero's 
dependants and left. After having moved them, he settled them as before. The boy made his former 
[adopting] father's thirteen-year-old daughter Aragn'i Dangn'i his wife. 

Then they lived peacefully in joy. 

" ' Bálint Kükün eime abira\ cf. Kalm. Kükn/Kükm ämi[m] awar! Kalm. äm awrx "spasat" i i zn ' komu-l." (Mun. 66). 
9 '' Bálint kisäd odba. Kalm.D ktsx "umfallen, stürzen, zur Erde fallen" (R 234), "padat ' , svalivat'sja, otvalivat'sja" (Mun.299). 
177 Bálint kömölji abäd, Kalm kömixe "nach unten gebogen, etwas von der Erde autheben (beim Reiten) syn. sürxe" (R. 239), kömlx 
"shvatyvat" na hodu (sidja na kone)" (Mun. 315). 
978 Bálint yumu salyal-ügä olji abäd. Kalm. yumn salyl-gö olj awäd. lit "found them not falling apart". This means that his father's 
bones are complete and he can be revived, on this phenomenon cf. Birtalan, Ágnes: Ritualistic Use of l.ivestock Bones in the 
Mongolian Belief System and Customs. In: Allaica Budapestinensia MMII. Proceedings of the 45lh Permanent International 
Conference Budapest. Hungary. June 23-28. 2002. Ed. Sárközi, Alice - Rákos, Attila Budapest, Research Group for Altaic Studies 
HAS - Department of Inner Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University 2003. pp. 34-62. 
979 Opposite to the above statement, the enemy's bones - being scattered - cannot be revived. 
980 Heissig, Walther: De Heilung mit der "Weissen" Arznei in der mongolischen Heldendichtung. In: Heilen und Schenken. 
Festschrift für Günther Klinge zum 70. Geburtstag. Ed Franke. Herbert - Heissig, Walther. Wiesbaden, Otto Harassowitz 1980. pp. 
30-35. 
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ETHNOGRAPHICA CALMYCICA 

In addition to recording Kalmyk and East-Mongolian folklore, Bálint was interested in documenting the 
material culture, folk customs and other remarkable facts of every day Kalmyk life. Unfortunately he did 
not provide particulars on his ethnographic collection in his letters and reports cf. only: 

"The last passage of my collection comprises the articles demonstrating 
the main features of the Kalmyk life, written by Muchka Baldir the best 
student of the upper level at secondary school and my teacher, the surgeon for 
me for [some] presents and the teaching help I offered the Kalmyk pupils at 
secondary school in learning Latin, Greek and French languages."981 

These concise accounts contain valuable information on various aspects of the Kalmyks' social and 
cultural environment and provide supplementary material to other well-known reports noted down by 
earlier travelers and researchers (as Pallas, Bergman, Nebol'sin, Ziteckij, Kostenkov, Dubrov, Dusan 

982 • * i 983 

etc.) and later ethnographic and folklore publications (Erenjänä, Erdnijev, Bordzanova, Habunova). 
The ethnographic accounts do not form a cohesive body of information in contrast to the folklore genres, 
they are scattered within, the Manuscript. Nevertheless with regards to their subject matter, these texts 
deserve to be brought together and will be discussed in this chapter irrespective of their sequence in the 
Manuscript. The accounts that will be discussed in the frame of Ethnographica Calmycica are the 
following: 

981 "Gyűjteményem záradékát képezik a khálymik életet főbb vonásaiban ismertető czikkek, melyeket a felgymnasiumi tanulók 
legkitűnőbbje Mucska Baldir és tanítóm a sebész irtak számomra ajándék, de azon segítség fejében is, melyet én a gymnasiumi 
khálymik tanulóknak a latin, görög és franczia nyelv tanulásánál nyujték." Bálint: Jelentése, p. 12. On Baldrln Müéka cf. chapter 
Introduction. 
982 Some of the major works: Schnitscher, Johann Christian: An Account of the Kalmyk Land Under Ayuki Khan. Stockholm 1744. 
(Publications of the Mongolia Society, Occasional Papers Nr. 20.) Ed., transl. Krueger, John R. Bloomington, Indiana, The Mongolia 
Society 1996; Pallas, Peter Simon: Samfmjlungen historischer Nachrichten über die mongolischen Völkerschaften. I—II. St. 
Petersburg, Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften 1776, 1801; Bergmann, Benjamin: Nomadische Streiferein unter den 
Kalmücken in den Jahren 1802 und 1803. I-1V. Riga 1804-1805; Nebol'sin, Pavel: Ocerki byta kalmykov hosoutovskago ulusa. 
Sanktpeterburg, Tipografija Karla Krajja 1852; Kostenkov, K. I.: Kalmyckaja step' Astrahanskoj gubernii po izsledovanijami [siel] 
Kumo-Manycskoj ekspedieii. Izdanije Ministerstva gosudarstvennyh imuscestv. S.-Peterburg, Tipografija V. Bczobrazova i K. 1868; 
Ziteckij, I. A.: Ocerki byta astrahanskih kalmykov. Etnograficeskija nabljudenija 1884-1886. (Trudy etnografiéeskago Otdela T. 
XIII. vyp. 1.) Moskva, Tipografija M. G. Volcaninova 1893; Dubrova, Ja. P.: Byt kalmykov Stavropl'skoj Gubernii. (Izvestija 
Obséestva arheologii. istorii i etnografii pri Imperatorskom, Kazanskom Universtitete XV 1-2). Kazan, Tipo-litografija 
Imperatorskago Kazanskago Universitcta 1899; Kaarsbcrg, Hans S. Dr.: Among the Kalmyks of the Steppes on Horseback and by 
Troika. A Journey Made in 1890. Transl. and ed. John R. Krueger with the collaboration of Dr. Arash Bormanshinov. (Publications 
of the Mongolia Society. Occasional Papers Nr. 19.) Bloomington, Indiana 1996; Dusana, Olm): Xal 'mg ulsin vorlyn, sejglyn boin mu 
bare badl. Mosku, SSSR-in Kein ulsin ax izdatel'stv 1931. [Omens and taboos of the Kalmyk people]. On the travelogues recorded 
among the Kalmyks cf. Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 47-51. 
983 On the recent (second half of the 20,h century) relevant ethnographic publications cf. Erdnijev, U. E.: Kalmyki. Jstoriko-
etnograficeskije ocerki. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 1985.3; Emjänä, Konstantin: Cecn bulg. Eist, Xal'mg degtr yaryaő 
1980 [The wise spring]; Erendzenov, Konstantin: Zoiotoj rodnik. O kalmyckom narodnom t\'orcestve, remeslah i byte. Elista, 
Kalmyckoje kniznoje izdatel'stvo 1990; Habunova, Je. E.: Tuimt. Xai'mgudin cimdrlin ergcin zang-iil boin amn üdäwr./Ocag 
Obrjady i obrajdovyj fol 'klor ziznennogo cikla kalmykov. Elst/Elista, Kalmyckij gosudarstvennyj univcrsitet Kafedra kalmyckoj 
literatury 2005; BordZanova, T. G.: Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov (sistema zanrov, poétika). Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje 
izdatel'stvo 2007. Other works, specialised in a particular topics will be quoted in the appropriate subchapters. 
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Rites du passages 
° The Wedding of the Kalmyks (Oirats) (Bálint Xal'imigTn (öirädln) ger abalyan, Kalm. Xal'mgln 

(ördin) ger awlyn)984 

° The Death among the Kalmyks (Bálint Xal'imigTn ükül, Kalm. Xal'mgln ükl)985  

Customs 
° Horse racing. Wrestling and Stealing (Bálint Uruldan, nöldan xulxa, Kalm. [Mördln] urldän, 

nöldän, xulxaf86 

° About the Oath taking among the Kalmyks (Bálint Xal'imigTn saxa abdigln tuski, Kalm. Xal'mgln 
saxä awdgln tusk)9*1 

Nomadic way of life 

° The Nomadising of the Kalmyks (Bálint Xal 'imigln nüdül, Kalm. Xal 'mgln nüdlf88 

° About how the Kalmyks Pasture their livestock (Bálint Xal 'imiyüdyayaji malän xäriüldek tuskin 7, 
Kalm. Xal 'myüdyäj malän xärüldg tusk n ')989 

° About the Milk of the Domestic Animals of the Kalmyk(s) (Manuscript Xal 'imigin matin üsünä 
tuski, 990 Grammar Khal 'imagln malin üsünäi tuski, Kalm. Xal 'mgln malln üsnä tusk) 

° About how the Kalmyks Shear the Sheep. (Bálint Man'i xal'imiyüd yayaji xöiyän xäiöiledek 
(kiryadik) tuski, Kalm. Manä xal'myüd yäj xögän xäöldg (kirydg) tusk)991 

° About how the Kalmyks Hunt with Birds (Bálint Xal'imiyüd yayaji Sobüyär angyuőildigín tuski, 
Kalm. Xal'myüd yäj äowüyär angyücldg tusk)992 

As it is apparent from the above list, not all these areas of folk life - more commonly portrayed in various 
travelogues and other reports - , can be found among Bálint's texts. Concerning the traditional sequence of 
the rites du passages, birth and its associated rituals and the haircutting ceremony (which is a 
characteristic event in the cycle of life for all Mongolian ethnic groups), are missing in the records. Some 
fields of the traditional material culture, such as food and drink (with the exception milk products), typical 
Kalmyk garments are also unrepresented . It is difficult to assess whether these topics simply did not 
attract Bálint or that he made records which were subsequently lost. 

As the limited space in the present book does not allow a thorough analysis of this treasury of data, I 
plan to issue the Kalmyk and Khalkha ethnographica"' in a separate volume introducing it in the larger 
context of early (19th century contemporaries) and present day accounts. Here I can only highlight a 
selection of interesting facts and data and present them in a wider context, in form of brief assays attached 
to the translations. 

984 Manuscript pp. 140-146. 
1,85 Manuscript pp. 181-184. 
986 Manuscript pp. 170-171. 
987 Manuscript pp. 178-180. 
' m Manuscript pp. 147-148. 
989 Manuscript pp. 149-153. 
990 Manuscript pp. 154-161. 
991 Manuscript pp 162-164. 
9,2 Manuscript pp. 165-169. 
991 The tentative title of the issue planned: Kalmyk and Khalkha Ethongraphica in Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna's Records (1871-
1872). 
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THE RITES DU PASSAGES IN BÁLINT'S MATERIAL 

g T H E WEDDING OF THE K A L M Y K S ( O I R A T S ) 

(Bálint Xal 'imigin (öirädin) ger abalyan, Kalm. Xal 'mgin (ördin) ger awlyn)'m 

§ [140] First, when a Kalmyk man is going to marry,9''5 he goes secretly in the yurt where people having 
daughter(s) live and examines maid(s). If a maid attracts him, he asks the family members about the 
maid's age and year,9'"' appearance, working and speech. Thereafter he goes home and visits the 
astrologer [Lama] (Bálint zurxäci, Kalm. zurxäc) and asks about the maid's and his own age and year, 
whether they fit (Bálint ibegel, Kalm. iwdl) to each other or do not fit (Bálint ibegel bisi, Kalm. iwäl 
bis) to each other. That time the astrologer looks up in the astrology book (Bálint, Kalm. zurxän nom) 
and tells whether their years fit or not. If the years fit to each other, some milk brandy (Bálint ärki, 
Kalm. ärk) is sent from the lad's place ' '7 to the maid's place. In fact the first two milk brandies sent 
previously to the maid's place are drunk without telling the reason why they have been sent." "8 When 
the third milk brandy is sent, the lad's [people] give their consent [to the wedding].'"' That time the 
maid's parents, brothers and sisters tell all this to their close relatives."'00 If they ail approve [of the 
proposal], 1001 they drink the third milk brandy, and let the people who brought the milk brandy go 
home. If the relatives do not approve [the proposal] [the people who brought] the milk brandy are 
chased back without drinking it. [141] If the people getting the approval return, they visit the maid's 
place a fourth time and introduce the son-in-law"lo: [to the maid's family]. That time a few people 
bring milk brandy, [boiled] mutton, tea and fruits10"' from the lad's place. Thereafter, following this 
[event] two-three people come again from the son-in-law's place to the maid's parents and ask the 
details (Bálint ucir zügin'i surduk, Kalm. ucir zügin' surdg), when they would give their daughter. If 
the maid is under age, they wait for four-five years. When the suggested time (Bálint bolzokson cak, 
Kalm. bolzgsn cag) is approaching, all the necessary things and goods for the son-in-law's marrying 
(Bálint kürgünä ger abalyan, Kalm. kürgnä ger awlyn) and the maid's giving (Bálint küki ögölgen, 
Kalm. kükin öglgn) are brought to the yurt of the maid's parents. All these goods are called xuld.1001 

9,4 Manuscript pp. 140-146. 
995 Bálint ger aba-, Kalm. ger aw- "to marry (from a male point of view)", lit. "get a yurt". Below the termini technici of wedding 
will be selected from Bálint's record and explained in the notes added to the first occurrence in the text. On the sequence of the 
wedding ceremonies: Pallas II. 235-241; Nebol 'sin pp. 66-80; Ernjänä pp 81-130; Erdnijev pp. 184-188; Habunova: Fulmt. pp. 4 5 -
63; Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 83-86: Batmajev, M M.: Sem ja i brak v tradicijah kalmykov. Elsita. GU Izdatel'skij dom 
"Gerel" 2008. 
9 % Bálint jil nasun. Kalm. / / / nasn. The combination of the twelve years, the five colours, the five elements gives the characteristics 
of a person. There is a strict rule what kind of pairs might fit together. About these rules among the Kalmyks, cf. "Nunmehr 
erkundigt sich man hei dem Geistlichen Astrologen ob die jungen Leute, nach ihren Horoskopen, für einander passen? ... Nach der 
Geburtsjahren des jungen Paares kann es sich zutragen, dass sich deren elementarische und andere Eigenschaften schnurstracks 
entgegen sind, und keine Ehe. ohne viele Gegenanstalten, glücken kann. Pallas II. pp. 236-237. 
99 Bálint köbünä yazaräsu kükünä yazartu. Kalm. köwünä yazräs küknä yazrt. Here yazr means not only "the camp and territory" of 
the bridegroom or the bride, but also the "his or her side, i. e. his or her family, relatives, friends" who are involved in the preparation 
of the wedding. Kalm. köwünä yazr lit. "the lad's place", cf. Khalkha usually: xürgeni tal "the son-in-law's side". 
9 , 81, e. that the milk brandy has been sent in order to propose to the girl in her family. 
999 Bálint zöb zügän keledek, Kalm zöw zügän keldg, lit. "say their approval". 
1000 Bálint eberän 'i siderlekci eigen sadudan. cf. Kalm. elgn sadn that is a usual term for the relatives of both maternal and paternal 
sides, the word siderlegdi "being close" indicates the relatives who live close to the family. For the kinship terminology among the 
Kalmyks and Mongols, cf. Aberle, David F.: The Kinship System of the Kalmyk Mongols. In: University of New Mexico 
Publications in Anthropology 8. Albuquerque, New Mexico 1953. pp. 3 ^ t 8 ; Gongor, D.: Xalx mongolCüdTn urag törlln togtolcön. In: 
Studia Mongolica IV. (12)/8. (1976) pp 185-258. [The kinship system of the Khalkha Mongols] on p. I I ; Vreeland, Herbert H : 
Mongol Community and Kinship Structure. New Haven, Human Relations Area Files Press 1962. 
1001 Bálint zöbln 'i ögäd, Kalm. zöwi n' ögäd lit. "give their approval". 
1002 Bálint kürgü. Kalm kürgn: from this part of the text instead of the "lad" the lexeme "son-in-law" is used. 
I""1 Bálint ärki, xöinä maxa. cäi, zerzemeslä ododdok, Kalm. ärk, xönä manxn, cä. zer zemslä oddg. These are the items of the gift 
"Kl4 Bálint xuldu Kalm. xuldän "Handel, Verkauf und Kauf ' , (R 196), xuld "pokupka" (Mun. 608) In the dictionaries there is no 
reference to this special term of wedding, only its basic meaning is given: "to sell, to buy". The expression indicated in Bálint 's text 
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Together with the goods (Kalm. xuld), the festive food [called] sayät*005 is also brought.100" The festive 
food contains boiled beef and mutton, some gourds of milk brandy and some packets of tea.1007 If the 
son-in-law is rich, this festive food is ample; if he is poor it is scanty. 

When the maid is taken, a similar gift (Kalm. xürm)um to the previously mentioned] festive food 
is brought. Seven-eight days before the delivery of this festive food (Kalm. sayät), several old men, 
women, daughters-in-law, children"""' and young men come together. [142] People coming from the 
son-in-law's place send two young men ahead with three sacks of milk brandy and the boiled meat of a 
whole sheep (Bálint bolyokson xöinä maxatägi, Kalm. xönä bolysn maxtäg) to the maid's parents 
before their arrival at the destined place. While the gathered people eat the meat and drink the milk 
brandy that was brought, [people] who brought the gift (Kalm. xiirm) sit outside and wait for what the 
maid's father or brother say [concerning the wedding]. If one of them1010 says to them: "Please let 
them enter!", they are allowed to enter the yurt. But before they enter the yurt, some daughters-in-law 
and children hide half of the milk brandy in another yurt. The people who brought the gift enter the 
yurt and sit down according to their age; but the son-in-law sits last, at the end.""1 All the food is 
brought by the son-in-law for the people who gathered in the yurt. After seven or eight days the 
wedding celebration1012 takes place. If the son-in-law is ashamed at the celebration and does not 
dance"" ' and sing, the daughters-in-law and the children hit him with pieces of wood or whips and 
force him in this way to dance and sing. [People] from the maid's place [sit] on the right side [of the 
yurt] and all the maid's goods are also collected separately [there]. For the taking of the maid, one 
person should first touch her and her goods. [143] That person — not [only] the son-in-law - who 
touches the maid first should match her concerning the year of birth. Then at the time the astrologer 
said was proper to take the maid, the person touches [first] the maid's goods and thereafter the people 
who arrived from the lad's place pack them on camels. Meanwhile the children and the daughters-in-
law hit [them] with pieces of wood and whips. Meanwhile he enters the yurt where the goods are, takes 
her goods and packs them on camels. While he packs [the goods] on camels, the children and the 
daughters-in-law hit him and get the camels to stand up as well and [try] not to let him pack [the 
camels]. [But] meanwhile he packs the camels. After the packfed camels] depart, the man that should 
touch the maid touches her and the son-in-law's people together kidnap the maid (Bálint kükülgi 
bulädik, Kalm. kükig bulädg).1014 While the maid is being kidnapped, children and daughters-in-law hit 
the young men while others [try] not to give the maid yet. Before talking the maid, the son-in-law's 
people ask the astrologer about the colour of the horse the maid should be set on. A strong man sits on 

is definitely derived from this meaning. This term can be found in the description of Kalmyk wedding rituals and ceremonies cf. 
Habunova: rulml. pp. 51-53. 
1005 Bálint sayäta, Kalm. sayät lit. "with shine-bone"; Kalm.Ö. sayät "Hochzeit", cf. sayät xür 'm (R. 344), sayat xürm "svadebnyj pir 
(v dome u otca 2eniha)" saya cimg bärülx "vruőit' maluju bercovuju kost' (svadebnyj obrjad)" (Mun 661).This is one of the most 
significant symbols of Mongolian and particularly Oirat wedding rituals, for the semantics of this phenomenon cf. Szynkiewicz, 
Stawoj: On Kinship Symbolics among the Western Mongols. In: Religious and Lay Symbolism in the Altaic World and Other 
Papers. Proceedings of the 27"' Meeting of the Permanent International Altaislic Conference Walberberg. Federal Republic of 
Germany June 12,h to 17'h, 1984. Ed Sagaster, Klaus in collaboration with Eimer, Helmut. Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz 1989. pp. 
379-385. Further detailed description on the phenomenon: cf. Pallas II. p. 240; Nebol'sin pp. 69. 73. 
loo« <<p)jese Verlobung nun, welche bey der Braut mit Zuziehung beiderseitiger Eltern und Verwand[t]schaft in Schmausen und 
Lustbarkeit feierlich begangen wird, heißt wegen der dabei unentbehrlichen Schatkeule, Schagailu " Pallas IL p. 236. 
"H'7 Bálint cinäd bolokson ükiirä, xöinä maxa bederä ärki biiküle cäi . Kalm. canäd bolsn ükrän. xönä maxn bedrän ärk 

bükl cä. 
1008 Bálint xorim. Kalm. xürm, xürm means the "wedding celebration" and the previously to the wedding given "gift" from the 
bridegroom's side, as well as the "gift" contributed previously to the wedding given by the bridegroom's side. Cf. Pallas II p. 239; 
Habunova: Fulmt. p. 49. 
1009 Bálint küküd, Kalm. kükd "children" or "maids"; here the more general meaning, that includes both sexes, is used. 
1010 I. e. the father and the brother of the bride are meant here 
" ) n Bálint ämitäin süldü, Kalm. ämtrii süld. The place is closest to the yurt's door and is less honoured. This is a kind of prostration 
gesture on the bride-groom's side for the bride's relatives. 

Bálint näir jiryal, Kalm när jiryl lit. "feast and enjoyment". 
I 0 " Bálint. Kalm. bil-. 
1014 Cf. Nebol'sin p. 80. 
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the croup of the horse. Then when people lift the maid [144] that young man sets her in the saddle and 
leaves [with her]. After she is taken away, her parents, sisters and brothers and all the daughters-in-law 
and children who are close [to her] cry after her together. While the maid is covered by a gown (Bálint 
lapsig, Kalm. lawsg) on the way [to the bridegroom] a curtain is pulled in front of her.1015 When they 
are nearing to the yurt, there is a competition called competing up to the smoke hole of the yurt."1"' A 
red mottled kerchief with a piece of white silver bound""7 in its corner is offered to the horse that 
wins. Until these people arrive at the camp,""8 a white yurt is erected for the lad behind his father's 
yurts. The goods coming from the maid's place are collected in that yurt. After the maid is taken 
monks come and perform blessing rituals.""'1 After the monks return, the lad's tea is cooked. When the 
tea is ready, the son-in-law's parents, brothers and relatives102" are called and offer the tea. After the 
tea the many gowns made of various silks1021 are put on them. Thereafter the children and the 
daughters-in-law gather in the lad's yurt and amuse themselves. At night a sheep is slaughtered in the 
lad's father's yurt and offered to the fire.1022 The maid is called to come to the lad's father's yurt, 
where a white rug (Bálint sirdeg, Kalm. sirdg) is laid at the door.10" ' [145] The maid is set down on the 
felt rug, a curtain is pulled in front of her and she is given a bowl with fat cut into small pieces (Bálint 
bicixän bicixänär utuluksun äyata ökö, Kalm. bickn, bicknär utlsn ägtä ök). Thereafter the man who 
was supposed to touch her and her goods [for the first time] makes her bow (Bálint, Kalm. ber mörgül-
)'°24 as follows. That man takes the maid's head [and says]: 

- [You] bow to the Buddha. - He makes the maid bow and she throws a piece of fat into the fire. 
Thereafter: 

- Live well with your husband!1025 - He makes the maid bow again and [she] throws a piece of fat 
into the fire. Thereafter: 

- Respect your husband's1026 parents, elder and younger brothers and relatives!1027 - He makes her 
bow again. Thereafter, when the maid arrives at the lad's yurt, some wives send the little children and 
boys to say: "Her [i. e. wife's] hair will be prepared." (Bálint üsii xagal-, Kalm. üs xayal-y028 The 
maid's hair is plaited into two [parts] and the decoration1029 is put on it. Thereafter the pillows are 
joined10 '0 and they both go to bed together. On the next day the people who accompanied the maid, 
return. After their return home the maid's coat (?) (Bálint bürkg) is not taken away for three days. 
After these three days the coat (bürkg) is taken away. Thereafter she is treated as the small daughter-in-
law (Bálint bicixän bere, Kalm. bickn ber). That small daughter-in-law is treated by the son-in-law's 

1013 Bálint ömnögärn'i kos ige tatäd yabodok, Kalm. ömnär n' käsig latäd ycrwdg. cf. "... und zwey neben ihr reitende halten einen 
seydnen oder baumwollenen Schleyer über ihren Kopf, womit sie so lange bedeckt auf dem Pferde sitzen bleibt, bis das für sie 
bestim[m]te Zelt aufgeschlagen, und das Hausgerät in Ordnung gestellt ist."' Pallas II p. 237. 
10"' Bálint xaracidu. Kalm. xaräcd (dative) "the smoke hole on the top of the yurt". This refers probably means that the guests 
compete up to the yurt of the bridegroom's parents. 
1017 Bálint boyäd read böyäd from bö- "to bind". 
1018 Bálint xolon. Kalm. xotn. 

Bálint yasalya. daralya kedek, Kalm yasly. darly refer to purification and blessing rituals, cf. Kalm. yas- cf. Khal. jas-,jasal 
"purificatory rituals", lit. "correction", Kalm. Khal. dar- "press down", here "oppressing evil forces". Kalm yasalgn vaslna "Gebete" 
(Pallas II. p. 238.). 
11,20 Bálint töröl sadu, Kalm. töri sadn, cf. Aberle: The Kinship system pp 10-11 
"'2I Bálint cemgen. yaslim toyon debelmüd. Kalm. cemgn. yäsl, toryn dewlmüd. Kalm.Ö.D. cemgn "wollenes dickes Tuch" (R. 426), 
yäsl.yasl "Atlas (Seidenanzug)" (R. 217). 
1022 Bálint yal täi-, Kalm. yal lä- "fire offering"; in detail, cf. Batmajev: Sem ja i brak. pp. 224-226. 
1023 Bálint üden xorondu. Kalm. üdnxörnd; this place is significant as the location of sacred and other important actions. 
1024 Detailed description of the ritual: Pallas II. pp. 238-239, Habunova: Tulml. pp. 59-61. 
11123 Here also the son-in-law (Bálint kiirgii) expression is used. 
,02" BálintAöéiín lit. "lad". 
1027 Bálint töröl sadu. cf above. 
11128 More details: Berin üs xuwalyn. in Habunova: Iülml p. 61. 
")2') Bálint siberlek. Kalm. Siwrlg, cf. Pürbän p. 138; illustrations: cf. SyCev, D. V.: Iz islorii kalmyckogo kostjuma. Oéerk s 
prilozenijem malerialov i: dokumentov, dnevnikov i soiinenijpuieiestvennikov, uéjonyh i sluzilyh ljudej Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje 
izdatel'stvo 1973. 
10311 Bálint dere nellül-, cf. Khal. der riilül- lit. "to join the pillows" is a taboo-expression for sleeping together. 
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parents, elder brothers and their wives and relatives according to the in-laws [custom].1"4' [146] The 
in-laws [custom] is as it is written below.10,2 That daughter-in-law calls his husband's10 '4 mother and 
father "mother and father"1034 or "dear father and dear mother".10 '5 The brothers and their wives and 
other relatives call the daughter-in-law and the husband by their names name following the in-laws 
[custom]. The daughter-in-law calls them mother and father [sic!].1036 When these many relatives (in-
laws) come to visit [her] yurt, that daughter-in-law stands up and until her death she does not say their 
names,1"'7 what is more, she is ashamed and tries to hide herself from them. That is why our Kalmyks 
used to say that earlier many old men died without seeing their daughter-in-laws. Now it is not so, 
these many relatives1"'8 consider their daughter-in-law as their own daughter. 

RITES DU PASSAGES 1. W E D D I N G : LOOSING AND TYING 

Weddings are one of best documented areas of early and present day Kalmyk life. The majority of the 
wedding's ceremonial segments - as a research discipline - can be examined without major difficulties 
and outsiders are also welcomed to participate in most of its different stages (contrary to the birth and 
funerals). Compared with the reports of Pallas, Bergman, Nebol'sin and Ziteckij and later works,10'9  

Bálint's informant gives a less detailed narration, but nonetheless, one which is very unique concerning its 
terminology. 

The I9,h century Kalmyk wedding traditions and the present day Oirat customs show typological 
similarities. To demonstrate the correspondence of Kalmyk wedding with the series of events of wedding 
ceremony as they have been preserved in the Kalmyks' original homeland of Turkistan, one segment of 
the Oirat nuptial ceremony follows. The ritual of "making the bride bow" among the Turkistan-Oirats (in 
Xingjian) is demonstrated in a more detailed way, but the basic structure has remained the same since their 
migration to the Volga-region even in the Russian and Turkic environment. 

Ber mörgülx "Making the bride bow"1040 

In the evening when the bride arrived to the yurt of the parents-in-law, a white felt rug will be spread out 
and in front of it a curtain will be pulled. Then all the elder, respected relatives, to whom the bride should 
pay homage, will come to get to know the new daughter-in-law. Everybody will be called by name and the 
bride bows before them. The parents-in-law saying blessings give the young couple garments or support 
them with the "five kinds of livestock". The new daughter-in-law should not mention the names of her 
parents-in-law, should not go to the honoured place in their yurt, she should not be seen by them without 
head kerchief or barefooted. These prescriptions she has to keep all life long.1041 

10" Bálint xadamana-. Kalm.D. xadmla- "die Wörter und Namen verdrehen od. durch Synonyme ersetzen, wie es die junge Frau tun 
muss, die Frauensprache sprechen (vor den Schwiegereltern und ihren Verwandten)" (R 158) The custom is discussed by others as 
well: Pürbän p 148, Duäan pp. 24-25. 
10,2 This statement is a piece of evidence that Bálint asked to write down the texts he collected. 
1033 Bálint kiirgii. Kalm. kiirgn. 
""4 Bálint éji, äba "mother and father", the usual neutral expressions for the parents. Cf. Aberle: The Kinship System, pp. 30-31. 
1015 Bálint bäba. äka respectfully calling expressions for elder male (bäba) and female (äka) relatives, not only mother and father-in-
law. Aberle: The Kinship System, pp 30-31. 
10,6 Bálint eke. edge "mother and father", cf. above. Aberle strictly declared in his article devoted to the kinship system among the 
Kalmyks that these two terms can not be used as addressing. Cf. Aberle: The Kinship System p. 31. 
" '" On the name taboo cf. Aberle: The Kinship System p. 34. 
1038 Bálint xadamadüd "all the relatives of a husband's side". 
1039 Pallas II pp. 235-241; Bergmann III. pp. 145-152; Nebol'sin pp. 70-83; Ziteckij ...; Kara, György (ed.): Early Kalmyk Primers 
and Other Schoolbooks. Samples from Textbooks 1925-1930. (The Mongolia Society Special Papers, Issue 13) Bloomington. The 
Mongolia Society 1997. pp. 72-73; Habunova: Tulmt. pp. 45-63; Batmajev, M. M.: Sem'ja i brak v tradicijah kalmykov. Elsita, GU 
lzdatel'skij dorn 'Gerel' 2008; BordZanova: Magiceskaja poezija kalmykov. pp. 87-92, 176-180; Birtalan - Rákos: pp. 83-86 and 
many others. 
'"4" The above account is taken form the Oyirad-un Jang ayali. Ed. N. Basang. Kökeqota, Öbör Mongyol-un Arad-un Keblel-iin 
Qoriy-a 1990. [The Customs of the Oyirads] pp. 238-243. Hereafter the spoken Oirat form of terms will be quoted. 
,041 Cf. the taboos for the bride in Bálint's text. 
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For the ceremony her mörgülx the new daughter-in-law has to bring a felt rug, a pot of tea, a plate of 
pastry and a ceremonial xadg called ölgc (it is a usual white xadg with a red piece of silk, sewn on it) all of 
those things will be put before the Buddha in the parents-in-law's yurt. During the ceremony mutton will 
be served to the guests by the parents of the bridegroom. A special""2 person from the bridegroom's side 
will be asked to conduct the ceremony. This person asks the daughter-in-law first: "Did you bow before 
the Buddha?" while the elder daughters-in-law make the bride make kowtow and say: "She bowed before 
him." Then a person says a blessing: 

"Buddhas protected you 
granting hundred thousand years on your back, 
granting grey hair on your head, 
be a meritorious child!" - Then [they] make the bride grasp an anklebone asking "Did you 

bow before the anklebone that is like the yellow Sun?" and when the bride answers "1 bowed before him." 
Then a blessing will be told: 

"Be like the yellow Sun of morning, 
spread like the reddish-yellow flower, 
live under the shine of yellow Sun, 
be as strong as you grasp [now] the anklebone, 
have numerous relatives, 
live in peace and calmness!" - After the next question "Did you bow before the protector 

spirit of the parents?"104 ' and the answer "I bowed before him." follows the next blessing: 
"Protector spirit of gracious parents protected you 
granting hundred thousand years on your back, 
granting grey hair on your head, 
be a meritorious child!" - After putting some food on the right flap of her garment the new 

daughter-in-law will be introduced - to the dog. It means that the bride became a member of the family. 
Then the new daughter-in-law bows before all the relatives one after the other and at last her father-in-law 
giving her a name presenting her five kinds of livestock: 

"Zee! Be your bowed head eternal, 
have silver and gold, 
live eternal, 
being lucky 
on the black ground, 
on the blue grass! 
Live long 
because you bowed before me! 
You will be lucky 
as you bowed before Buddha! 
Because you bowed before the law 
you will be stronger than iron! 
Have seat, when you sit down, 
have settlement, when you settle down, 
settle down on the settlement of heroic father, 
sit down on the seat of meritous mother. 
Shine like offering [statues], 
grow in bushes like crop! 
Let grandchildren step 

11,42 For the role of this person cf. Bálint's Ninth tale. 
1045 Cf. Bálint's text. 
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on the front flap of your garment, 
let lambs step 
on your back flap of garment! 
Herd your sheep 
on the spot without wolves, 
build your yurt 
on the place without stones, 
pull your tether on wide place, 
build your yurt on high place. 
Let your wind horse1044 fly in the wind, 
let the merit spread, 
have a large family! 
You my child, who bowed before us 
have eternal settlement, 
live long, live in peace and calmness!" - Then the ceremony of ber mörgülx will be finished 

with name giving for the daughter-in-law and presenting to her the five kinds of livestock. 

g THE DEATH AMONG THE KALMYKS 

•JS (Bálint Xal'imigln ükül, Kalm. Xal'mgin ükl)1045 

"M 

§ 1181] The Kalmyks have strong bodies, so if they become ill,1046 they do not seek curative treatment 
^ (Bálint emnülkü, Kalm. emnülx) they simply try to recover using home practice(Bálint gerini aryayar 

edgekü, Kalm. ger'in aryär edgx). If they fall dangerously ill104 they employ the physician's [help]. 
The Kalmyk family members respond to a mortal sickness by sending his/her family members send for 
a physician and monks of gelng-rank. Its purpose is to ask [the monks] to pray (Bálint mörgöl 
ungsituya, Kalm. mörgl ungstxä) beyond the healing treatment. When they arrived, the physician and 
the monk[s] diagnose that patient's illness by [examining] his/her urine and beating of pulse (Bálint 
säsärn 7 bolon sudusun 7 cokolyär medäd, Kalm. sesär boln sudsni cokltär medéd)and they prescribe 
what kind of remedy is necessary for him/her. Then in addition to praying, the The Book of the 
Dead*Mi will be read above the sick person's the head. The monks use to say that if the The Book of 
the Dead is read above the head of an ill person, the sickness (Bálint, Kalm. gem) will improve, that is 
why our Kalmyks are keen on it, if the [monks] read that The Book of the Dead when they are sick. 

If a sick Kalmyk dies (Bálint ükü-, Kalm. wA-)104'' many monks will be called. Then the astrologer 
monk (Bálint zurxäci geleng, Kalm. zurxäc gelng)*""' looks at that person's heart and touches the 

11144 Ritual flag usually with a figure of magic horse carrying the cinlämani jewel, Mong kei mori, kimori, Tib. rlung rta. In details cf. 
Kelényi, Béla: "... May They Here Increase! May All Gather Together!" A Woodprint and its Inscriptions from the Mongolian 
Collection at the Ferenc Hopp Museum of Eastern Asiatic Arts. In: Ars Decorativa 21. (2002) Budapest pp. 79-102. 
1,145 Manuscript pp. 181-184. 
1046 Bálint icäkülären, cf. Kalm. ecklärän seems to be a taboo expression on becoming ill, lit. "getting tired". Kalm. ecxe "mager, 
kraftlos werden, abfallen, müde sein (Menschen und Tiere)" (R. 129), ecx "hudet', toäat' " (Mun. 705). 
1041 Bálint äimsiktä kiiciär gemtä bolxuläran seems to be an explanatory expression and not a term. 
")4" Bálint Züradin sudur gedek dekter, Kalm. Zürdin sudr or Zürdin nom, the Mongolian translation of the Book of the Tibetan 
"Book of intermediate state" (Tib. bar do thos grol), a version is kept in the Oriental Collection of the Library of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences (Mong 230) Kara, György: The Mongolian and Manchu Manuscripts and Blockprints of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó 2000. p. 292. In details: Krueger, John R.: The Great Doctrine of Liberation by 
Hearing. (Sonusuyadyekede tonityayci). Mongolian text of the Tibetan Book of the Dead (Bar-do thos-grol). (The Mongolia Society 
Special Papers 1.). Bloomington, Indiana 1964 In all probability the texts were recited in Tibetan even if the Mongolian translation 
existed. 
104'' Bálint's informant did not use any of the numerous taboo-words for dying, the lexeme he refers to "to die and death" is the most 
vulgar known among Mongolian ethnic groups, cf. some Kalmyk taboo expressions: säyänxäj"he/she looks for a better [rebirth]", 
cogcän sol'j"he/she changes his body" nasän naslj"he/she fulfills his life", amn yarc "his/her soul has departed" xuwcsnä tö ilijocf 
"ended up the amount of his/her clothes"; for further expressions cf. Bordzanova: Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov. p. 262. 
,05" On the astrologists' activity in the monasteries and during the funerals, cf. Bergmann II. pp. 266-261, III. 153-157. 
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corpse (Bálint yasain'i köndädek, Kalm. yasig n' könddg),i0il too. [The monk] also designates the 
burial place (Bálint orosiülxu yazar, Kalm. orsälynä yazr), and further more instructs what kind of 
cloth [the corpse] must be dressed in.1052 [Then tells] whether [the corpse] must be washed or not 
(Bálint uyaxu ese uyaxun'i, Kalm. uyäx es uyäx n'). Then he reads the blessing of intermediate 
state.105,At that time a horse will be saddled and bridled. [182] That saddle does not have any saddle 
pillow.1054 A silk gown will be fastened to the saddle thongs of the saddle with a rope1055 and [the 
horse] will be tethered.1050 Thereafter the j'angya1057 and the danjik books1058 are read above the corpse 
(Bálint vasa déren 7, Kalm. yasn dér n •)1059 of that person. After finishing these books, if that person's 
brothers and [other] relatives are [born] of the same year (?),'06U they ask about their year""'1 from that 
man [i. e. that monk]. If he [i. e. the deceased] is told to be buried in a nice cloth, [the corpse] will be 
washed with hot water and a cloth worn by him when he was healthy will be put on [him]. If there is 
not a coffin (Bálint xäircäk, Kalm. xärcg)n>t'2 to put the corpse in, it will be put into a chest (Bálint 
abder, Kalm. awdr), then taken and buried. After the person was buried, a white kerchief of four spans 
size1063 will be cut into four pieces and on each piece [Buddhist prayers] will be written. [Further] four 
[pieces] of wood will be punched out and the four pieces of kerchief [with the prayers on them] are 
bound one by one to [the pieces of wood]. These [pieces of] woods will be driven into the ground at 
the four cardinal directions around the corpse.1064 These four [pieces] of wood with the kerchief are 
called mein 7' "prayer [woods]".1065 For the merit1066 that dead person his/her remaining family members 
offer [to the monks ?] much of livestock and money. After the monks have buried the corpse, they 
return and through praying purify (Bálint ariüldik, Kalm. arüldg)1067 his/her home. Further the 
astrologer monk tells when the [so called] "period of the deceased" [up to the next ritual] will end.""'8 

Bálint yasaigi köndädek, cf. Kalm. köndéxe "bewegen, von der Stelle schieben od. heben; berühren" (R. 239); is a taboo 
expression for taking care of the corpse 
105 Bálint yamärän xupcanäsu ümüskeküin 7. 
1031 Bálint züradin yöräl ungsidok, Kalm. zürdin yöräl, this refers probably also to Tibetan text-recitation as above in the case of The 
Book of the Dead, though Mongolian texts, as translations of the Tibetan origin (e. g. a Bardo prayer Nr. Mong. 64. referred by Kara: 
The Mongolian and Manchu Manuscripts, p. 88.) and more over folklore genres (Kalm yöräl) also existed, cf. BordZanova: 
Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov. pp. 267. 284-285. 
1,134 Bálint köpcök ügä. on the role of saddle pillow in folk customs, cf. Thirteenth Tale (13. Ulu lüli). 
"I53 Bálint aryamlaji yäsa read Kalm. arymljäs (?). 
1056 Bálint sögäd orkodok: cf. Kalm. söxe (?) "ein Pferd festbinden, um es nach dem Ritte abzukühlen, od. um es für eine längere 
Reise zu trainieren" (R. 335). 
1037 Bálint jangya: Pallas provided a detailed description on the ceremony transcribed by him s Dshanga "Seelmesse" (Pallas II. p. 
293), cf. Kalm.Ö. jangya "Glocke (Musikinsrument)" (R. 108). jangya refers probably on the texts recited during the above 
ceremony. 
'"3I< Bálint danjik gedek nom. this phenomenon needs further investigation; conceivably the referred texts might be in connection with 
the dansig-ceremony (Tib. brtan-bzugs, Mong. dangsuy. translated as balu orusil into Mongolian) the mandala-offering to the high 
ranked Lamas. In details: Pozdnejev, A.: Ocerki byta buddijskih monastyrej i buddijskogo duhovenstva v Mongolii v svjazi s 
otnosenijami sego poslednego k narodu. Sanktpeterburg, Tipografija Imperatorskoj Akademii Nauk 1887. pp. 254-257. 
1059 Bálint vma déren 7 
1060 Bálint ötäyaboksan bolxulä, cf. Kalm. ö I. "Jahr. Jahrgang" (R. 303); 3. ölé kün "gewandter, geschickter Mensch" (R. 303); the 
translation of this expression is uncertain and needs further research. It is widely known that people born in certain years which do 
not fit the year of the deceased might not take part in the ceremony. 
,0<'1 Bálint ögin 7 nomár surulji: cf. Kalm. surulx "zastavljat' spraSivat'. podvergat'sja oprosu" (Mun 463). 
""'2 Bálint üküsen kü täbidek xäircäk: lit "a coffin to put the deceased in"; as the lexeme xäreg has other meanings the informant 
explained the meaning for Bálint 
106 Bálint kencir. Kalm kencr refer to the xadg (from Tib kha blags) ritual kerchif used in both Buddhist and shamanic offerings. 
I<l<'4 Bálint tere künä dörbön üzüklün 7, Kalm. ler künä dörwn zügl n', lit. "to the four directions [from] that person". 
1063 Bálint mán 7, Kalm. man ', commonly used expression among Mongolian folk groups in the sense of a "Buddhist prayer" form 
the Skr mani (lit. "jewel" from the mantra formula Om mani padme hüm). Here the word refers also to the "wind horse flag" (in 
detail cf. above, in subchapter Ber mörgülex), cf. Pallas II pp. 285, 304, Bergmann III. p. 157. 

Bálint künän 7 buyindu. Kalm. künä n ' buyind "for the merit of the [deceased] person". 
1067 Bálint ariüldik 
'""" Bálint önggöröksen kiln 7 xonokn 7 kezä kücükiiin 7, Kalm. öggrsn künä xong n' kezű gücx n' lit. "when the day[s] of the deceased 
will expire". 
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After the mentioned days have passed, the fire offering will be undertaken (Bálint yal täidik, Kalm. yal 
. — i \ 1069 
tadg). 

[183] If a monk of ge/ng rank or a novice (Bálint geleng manji, Kalm. gelng, man/)'070 dies, the 
same will be undertaken [as above], but the mán 7 prayer wood will be made of red or yellow [painted 
wood]. If a monk, a master monk, a nobleman, a zääsng or a monk of gelng rank of good fame and 
activity1071 dies, they are not buried as the commoners,1072 they will be cremated (burnt).1073 The place 
of cremation is a hill. On the top of the hill of the cremation, stones will be heaped up to the height of a 
sitting person. To this place - where the stones were heaped up - a few monks of gelng rank carry the 
corpse on their shoulders to this place. Some monks of gelng rank walk playing on instruments that are 
played in the monastery, such as trumpets, flutes and trumpets made of a human thigh-bone (Bálint 
bűre, biskiir, yadama, Kalm. büré, biskür, yadm).'"'' The cremation proceeds as it is written below 
here. On the above mentioned stones a lot of fat will be placed and on the four cardinal direction form 
the stone [heap] fuel will be put. Then the corpse [dressed up] in a silk gown will be sat on the fat and 
burnt up. Thereafter a small square house1075 will be erected from stones or wood on that place and 
later will be named after the dead person. That house is called cac.'076 The objects inside of the cac 
are: a [Buddhist] image1077 and a candle burning night and day.1078 Kalmyks living there and going 
nearby throw some money into a box.1079 All this money goes towards the [costs] of that cac. [184] If a 
person died of smallpox1080 there will not be prayers for his/her merit on that day. [The ceremony] will 
be carried out after forty-nine days.1081 Until these forty-nine days have ended, the family members do 
not go to others' homes. 

Our Kalmyks bury their deceased people this way. 

R I T E S DU PASSAGES 2 . T H E L A S T TRANSFORMATION 

Deaths and funerals always attract the attention of the external observer, such as travellers, ambassadors, 
foreign guests, specialists or even captives. Foreign observers feel the necessity to record a particular 
event, a costume they have witnessed and probably comprehended to be strange and even frightening. 
Nevertheless, people who spend only a short period of time among a group of people they not belong, can 
only gain superficial knowledge with this particular topic, since it is surrounded with a set of taboos, 

""'9 The offering to the fire plays an important role in the funeral rituals of all Mongolian ethnic groups, both Pallas and Bergmann 
devoted a significant part in discussing the details of the funerals. For the ritulistic context of Kalmyk fire offerings, cf. Dumas, 
Dominique: Aspekte und Wandlungen der Verehrung des Herdfeuers bei den Mongolen. Eine Analyse der mongolischen 
..Feuergebete". Bonn 1987. 

On the Kalmyk Buddhist clergy in the 19th century cf. Bergmann III. pp. 73-90, Schorkowitz, Dittmar: Die soziale und politische 
Organisation bei den Kalmücken (Oiraten) und Prozesse der Akkulturation vom 17. Jahrhunderl bis zur Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts. 
Frankfurt am Main - Bern - New York - Paris. Peter Lang 1992. pp. 411-414. 
1071 Bálint säin neretä töretä geleng; Kalm. sän nert tört gelng. 
11,72 Bálint yirin xara ulusla, Kalm. yirin xar ulslä. 
1072 Bálint cinderledek (tüiedek), Kalm. cindrlxe "einen Leichnam verbrennen (und die Asche beerdigen)", Kalm.Ö. cindr 
"Feuerflamme, von den Feuerflammen vernichteter Leichnam, Leichenasche, Leichnam" (R. 441). 
1074 On the musical instruments of Buddhist ceremonies, cf. Pallas II. passim; yadm is probably identical with Khal. gandan, Mong. 
yangdang from Tib. rkang dung "tighbone trumpet". 
1075 Bálint dörhöljin kehtä bicixän ger, Kalm. dörwljin kewtä bickn ger is an explanation added to the term. 
1076 Bálint caca, Kalm. cac "Grabmal, Grabtempel, Gedächtniskapelle auf dem Grabe" (R. 428); a very detailed description with 
illustrations is provided by Pallas IL pp. 296-306. 
1077 Bálint süten, Kalm. sutén 2. "der Gegenstand der Andacht, der Hingabe, Gott, Götterbild" (R. 372). 
11178 Bálint ödör so ügä ürgüljidü satäd bäidek zula. 
1,1 9 Bálint cindertä bicixan xäircek, Kalm. cindtra bickn xärcg, cf, the use of the lexeme: xärcg above. 
"""' Bálint cecek gem, Kalm. ceceg öwcn "Pocken (Krankheit)" (R. 428). "Smallpox (variola) is, as stated, the most feared illness in 
the steppe. ... The ill persons were often left helpless in the steppe People would flee, horror-stricken, from these unfortunates." 
Kaarsberg, Hans S. Dr.: Among the Kalmyks of the Steppes on Horseback and by Troika. A Journey Made in 1890. Transl. and ed. 
John R. Krueger with the collaboration of Dr. Arash Bormanshinov. (Publications of the Mongolia Society. Occasional Papers Nr. 
19.) Bloomington, Indiana 1996. p. 115. 
"'8I Bálint döcinyisen xonok, Kalm. döcnyesn xong is the usual time in the Bardo before the new rebirth. 
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prohibitions, secrets. This was my own experience during the fieldworks among various ethnic Mongolian 
groups. Even those records on the Mongols' funerals that seem to be the fullest and most detailed do not 
contain all the details of the costumes connected to the funeral. There are informants who give particulars 
to the researcher, however other members of the community would like to keep it in secret or are afraid to 
talk about it, however, we had the possibility to record valuable material from some of our Oirat friends in 
the Mongol Altai area. Pallas, Bálint, Bergman, Nebol'sin and other travellers and researchers also found 
proper informant who revealed some aspects of this topic.1082 It is a significant reflection on Bálint's 
research success that his records are so comprehensive (also form among the Khalkhas). 

Below I offer a concise summary of published material concerning these topics in order to create a 
cultural background, perspective for Bálint's record necessary for the uninitiated readers reveal some 
hardly understandable particulars. In the present monograph there is sadly not enough space to show and 
analyse all the existing records of death and funeral rites among the Mongols, only some comprehensive 
studies will be referred to. The death and its rituals appear in written sources (in Buddhist and 
Buddhiscised folk religious ritual texts, cf. Charles Bawden's studies in this respect).108' Concerning 
contemporary fieldwork there are two main approaches: I. recording the traces of old traditions still 
practiced and remembered;1084 2. documenting the transition (socialist and post socialist period, changes 
according to the political requirements.1085 

Unsurprisingly, the versatile scholar P. S. Pallas was interested in recording and revealing the funeral 
rites among the Kalmyks. In his usual sarcastic style, he introduced his records as belonging to customs 
whose aims are the delusion of poor Kalmyk folk by the Buddhist clergy. Nonetheless, his special 
standpoint did not hinder him from providing very precise descriptions of funerals and moreover, detailed 
translations from religious books recited over the deceased. 108" Both Pallas and Bergman mention other 
kinds of funerals (know also among other Mongolian ethnic groups), namely: burying (entombing), 
cremating, water burial and the most frequent, according to their estimation, the putting out in the steppe. 
Bálint's informant withheld information on the manner in which funerals might be unusual or even 
shocking for a foreigner. He dealt with burial in the ground (in a coffin or in a chest) and the cremation of 
high ranked Lamas and noblemen. The practise of putting out into the steppe or among other Mongolian 
groups is the most customary and is in accordance with the Buddhist concept of the nature and cyclic 
perception of life. Bergmann provides particulars on the astrological context of funerals - according to his 
informants, the twelve year cycle zodiac also influence the funeral (the year of death determines the 
method of burial).1087 In Bálint's text, in concordance with the accounts of Pallas and Bergmann, an 
emphasis is laid on the textual tradition during the funerals. Bálint's predecessors discuss meticulously the 
text called Allan Saba "The Golden Vessel" (Pallas provides a translation as well), while Bálint's 
informant mentioned several kinds of texts (some of which can not be identified as yet). All three 
discussed sources that emphasise the differences between the burial of a commoner and the funeral 
ceremony of a Lama. Bálint's data completes the information of Pallas and Bergman concerning the 

,082 Pallas II. pp. 249-306; Nebol'sin pp. 96-99; Erdnijev pp 190-191; Ernjänä pp. 171-172; GuCinova, E.-B : Transformacija 
pogrebal'nogo obrjada Kalmykov. In: Problemy sovremennyh elniceskih processov v Kalmykii. Elista 1985 pp. 90-97; Habunova: 
Tulmt. pp. 64-71: BordZanova, T.: Magiceskaja poezija kalmykov; BordZanova, T. G.: Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov (sistema 
zanrov. poétika). Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel'stvo 2007. 260-286; Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 86-87. 
"""Bawden, Charles R.: Confronting the Supernatural: Mongolian Traditional Ways and Means. Collected Papers. Wiesbaden, 
Harrassowitz Verlag 1994. 
"I8J Sárközi. Alice: Halottkultusz, őstisztelet. In: Őseink nyomán Belső-Azsiában. Tanulmányok a mongol népi hiedelemvilágról. I. 
Ed Birtalan, Ágnes. Budapest, Nemzeti Tankönyvkiadó 1996. pp. 91-118. [The cult of dead and the veneration of ancestors. In: On 
the traces of our ancestors. Studies on Mongolian folk belief). 
1085 Humphrey, Caroline: Rituals of Death as a Context for Understanding Personal Property in Socialist Mongolia In: The Journal 
of the Royal Anthropological Institute. 8./I. (2002) pp. 65-87. 
"""' Pallas II. pp. 249-306, Bergmann III. pp. 153-159 and farther. 
1081 Bergmann III 153-155. 
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edifice (Kalm. cac) erected above the ashes of the noted person, primarily a Lama. All sources provide 
data on the prayer flags1088 raised in the cardinal points around the grave the corpse is put out. 

U. E. Erdnijev and E.-B. Gucinova discussed the contemporary costumes and rites. While Erdnijev 
describes the transition and changes during the period of socialism, GuCinova tried to discern the relicts in 
recent customs. Bordzanova recorded numerous ritual texts concerning death and funerals and published 
these in two issues which are core reading for the studies of Kalmyk traditions.108'' 

C U S T O M S 

g H O R S E RACING, W R E S T L I N G AND STEALING 

(Bálint Uruldan, nöldan xidxa, Kalm. [Mördin] arldän, nöldän, xulxä)um 

§ [170] The Kalmyks like horse racing, wrestling and stealing. When they want to race, people who have 
f-1 a stud ride their own racing horses (Bálint xurdun möriän, Kalm. xurdn möräri). About a hundred 

people gather and race from a distance between two camps (Bálint büri, Kalm.B. Ö. bür').w" [People] 
bet on"1'" whose horse will arrive first, and [the owner] will be given a horse, a silk gown and [some] 
money. 

When [the Kalmyks] want to wrestle, they select10'' all the wrestlers (Bálint bökő ulusJgi, Kalm. 
bök ulsig) of the area and make them wrestle (Bálint nöldüldik, Kalm. nöldüldg) with each other. 
Whoever becomes the strongest of all those people will be regarded as an honoured wrestler (Bálint 
erken bökö, Kalm. erkn bök) in his own area. Thereafter, he is made to wrestle with Russians or with 
people from other places. [People] bet on who will be the winner of the two, [the winner] will receive a 
big [reward]. The people of that person's area also give something to [the winner], one gives a horse, 
one gives some money, one gives a camel [and] one gives a silk gown. 

When the Kalmyks are going to steal something, about twenty people gather or about ten people 
gather and then drive away some horses, camels or horned cattle belonging to the black Tatars, the 
Cherkesses and Kazakhs and also from some other places other than their own [Kalmyk] place. If the 
owner notices the driving away of the cattle, he pursues them. If he [and his companions] decides to 
catch them while pursuing them, five-six persons stand in front of the [pursuers] in order to hold them 
up. If the pursuers get frightened by the opponents, [171] they stop. If they are not frightened by them, 
they pursue the withstanding people. They shoot and kill the pursuing peoples' horses or hit the riders 
with a huge stick (?)1094 pushing them off [their horses] and taking their horses. If the pursuing people 
catch one of the thieves, they beat him almost to death,1095 tie him up and then take him to their home. 
Then the people who took the livestock send two-three persons to the owner of the livestock: "Take 
your livestock and give back our man!" The owner of the livestock says [to them]: "Give me [back] 
my livestock and such things in addition!" and does not give back that captive. Then the thieves give 
the things they are required to give in addition to the [returned] livestock and take the captive.1096 If 

""" Pallas II. p. 285. Bergmann III p. 157. 
"'*'' Bordzanova: Magiceskaja poezija kalmykov. passim; Bordzanova: Obrjadovaja poezija kalmykov. pp. 260-286. 
1090 Manuscript pp. 170-171. 
1091 Bálint xoyur bürin yazaräsu. Kalm xoyr bürin yazräs, cf. neg bürin yazr "Jurtenplatz od. (gewöhnt) eine Wegstrecke, wo man 
einmal absteigt und übernachtet, d. i. zwei Tagereisen" (R. 70). The context of Bálint's record, however, suggests that his informant 
counted this distance shorter than it is indicated by Ramstedt. 
1092 Bálint tere mörindü maryän gegäd, Kalm. ter mör'nd maryän kegéd, lit. "to bet on that horse". Kalm.D mar/a, Kalm.Ö. maryä 
"Wette. Wettspiel, Wettpreis", Kalm.Ö. maryän "Wette" (R. 257), maryän "sostjazanije, konkurs; turnir; spor, pary" (Mun. 343). 
1093 Bálint süß abdik. Kalm. süf awdg lit. "check, choose". 
" m Bálint dobumayär (sürügär) (instrumental) in dictionaries deest. the supposed meaning is a "stick, stab"; cf. Russ. dubina "id." 
(?)• 
1095 Although the expression ükütiiln i giibdäd (Kalm. üktl n' giiwdäd) indicates to be beaten to death, the following text refers to an 
exchange of the captive (i. e. still alive person) and the stolen livestock. 
1096 Bálint kiigän abdik. Kalm kiigän awdg, lit. "take their man". 
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none of the thieves is caught, they return home and they follow on seven-eight traces. They take the 
livestock from the camp the traces lead. If there are not any traces, the livestock is [considered to be] 
lost (Bálint maln'i iiräd baidak, Kalm. mal n' iiräd bädg). The thieves distribute the livestock they 
have taken. 

COMPETITION OF HORSES ( INCLUDING THE STEALING LIVESTOCK) AND COMPETITION OF STRENGTH 

( W R E S T L I N G ) 

Although the three famous competitions (Mong. er-e-yin yurban nay adum, Khal. ertn gurwan nádam, cf. 
Kalm. folklore bätrmüdin yurwn maryän) are quite popular among the Mongols of various ethnic groups, 
Bálint devoted only a tiny chapter to these activities. Besides the two main endeavours of confirming 
whose horse is the best and to which family and clan belong the strongest man, the third, the proof of 
marksmanship (Kalm. sumär xarwx) is missing from the informants' data. Furthermore, these amusements 
of steppe nomads - otherwise meticulously described in the 18-191'1 century travelogues and later 
fieldwork accounts1" '7 - are only superficially mentioned here. 

As Bálint spent only the cold seasons among the Kalmyks, his possibility to observe horse racing and 
wrestling were reduced, and also life in a big city (as opposed to the countryside) probably hindered him 
from seeing amusements more related to steppe life and festivities. It is also remarkable but not entirely 
surprising that Bálint's informant grouped together the theft of livestock with the historically established 
tradition of male trials of strength and fastness of the closest companion of the Mongols - the horse. Since 
inner sources are available (13lh century) on the Mongols, driving away livestock and obtaining back the 
stolen property belonged to the virtues of men folk. This notion led Bálint's informant to range of theft of 
livestock with the amusements and virile competitions. 

In the above sample text horse racing has been introduced at its most simplistic level, a similar 
example is also mentioned in the chapter on wedding ceremonies, where the wedding process provides 
several possibilities for competing on horseback.1"'8 In the present fragment the distance (xoyur bürTn 
yazaräsu) and the prize (a horse, a silk gown and [some] money) are determined, but concerning the 
participants and rules only approximate data is mentioned. 

g A B O U T THE O A T H TAKING AMONG THE K A L M Y K S 

•55 (Bálint Xal'imigTn saxa abdigm tuski, Kalm. Xal'mgtn saxä awdgTn tusk)10'9 

g [178] A man whose livestock has been stolen looks for the trail of the stolen livestock [by thief] among 
^ the people of his neighbouring families. If traces of the livestock are found, the owner of the livestock 

accompanied by his numerous fellows follow these traces. Then, if the trail they followed leads to 
somebody's camp, they send one of them there to say to that camp's people: 'There are [livestock] 
traces coming here, please [come and] see!' Those people go to see the traces and they give as many 
[animals] from their camp, as there are trails of stolen livestock leading there. In the instance that there 
are no traces of any livestock and livestock had been stolen from them as well, they say to the 
livestock's owner:1100 

'"'" On Kalmyk horse racing cf. Erdnijev pp. 251-252, Ernjänä pp. 178-179; Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 90-93. On wrestling 
cf. Erdnijev. p. 251. ... A recent survey of the contemporary sports and games of Mongols, based on field research with rich 
bibliography: Mongol játékok és versenyek. Ed. Birtalan, Agnes. (Körösi Csorna Kiskönyvtár 27. Ed. Ivanics, Mária). Budapest, 
Akadémiai Kiadó 2006. [Mongolian Games and Sports], 
104« "When they are nearing to the yurt, there is a competition called competing up to the smoke hole of the yurt. A red mottled 
kerchief with a piece of white silver bound in its comer is offered to the horse that wins." 

Manuscript pp. 178-180. 
1 '"" This sentence is obscure and needs further investigation. In the present text there are other ambiguities that provide material for 
further analysis. 
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- We have not stolen your livestock, believe us. Announce it and look [further]; and we will do our 
best to try to find them without hiding them. - The livestock's owner believes them and later he returns 
home. After a while, one man from the people to whose [camp the traces] led into,1101 will come: 

- I have heard news about your stolen livestock. Well, give me some money! - Then he gets the 
money and tells clearly all about the theft, how many people came [to steal the livestock], the colour of 
the horses they rode, and then he leaves. 

Upon hearing this news the owner of the livestock goes to the court, [the court] summons the thief 
[or thieves] and forces a confrontation.""2 [179] The thief [or thieves] are defamed [and argue(s)]:110' 

- Bring your witnesses! - If the man who informed about the theft agrees 'Yes I will tell you[about 
what has happened],' it is likely he will be called as a witness. If not or the owner of the livestock says 
T will not give [his name],' the [thief or thieves] can take an oath:"04 

- I will get an oath from one of the thieves. - He says. A ritual object of veneration is put in public 
view, a candle is lit, and the supposed thief says a severe oath:""5 

- I have not taken your livestock. - He bows to the Buddha and puts out the candle. 
There is another kind of oath as well. People who stole something important are supposed to 

undergo that oath ritual, or those who have polluted something pure must take this oath. For this great 
oath a black bald ox is killed. The skin and the heart of the slaughtered ox are necessary [for the oath]. 
At the time of the taking of the oath, someone plays on a stringed instrument (cengelge),UOb a candle is 
lit, and the wet skin of the ox is spread between the doorjambs.11117 The heart is put close to the burning 
candle. Between the doorjambs two men stand carrying guns filled with dry gunpowder. The man who 
will take the oath should take off all his clothes except for his pants and then enters the place.""8 When 
he enters all the trumpets and flutes are blown, [the monks] pray and the two persons who are at the 
door fire their guns. That man goes over the skin, bows to he image of veneration, extinguishes the 
candle, [takes the heart into his mouth] and without leaving any trace of his teeth must bring it out to 
the people who are gathered for the oath. [180] If there are some traces of his teeth in the heart, that 
man [is guilty] and should pay the penalty. One looks at it and if there are no traces of [his] teeth, [he is 
considered to be innocent]. If he becomes scared before entering [the place] or he leaps on the ox skin, 
then one pays [for the aggrieved party] according to the loss. 

1101 Bálint orüluksan, Kalm. örül- " to let in" this lexeme refers probably to the traces that were followed before by the livestock's 
owner(s). 
1102 Bálint nürcefi, Kalm nitre- "Abrede treffen (wegen Schulden u. a.)" (R. 283); "vsteréat'sja na oCnoj stavke s kem-l." (Mun. 390). 
"" ' Bálint gördäd, cf. Kalm. görd- "etwas als Lüge od. Verrat ansehen, leugnen, nicht eingestehen; Ranke schmieden, mit jmdm 
anbinden" (R. 138); "ne soznavat'sja. otvergat' obvinenije" (Mun. 147). 
1104 Bálint andayarän ögöksen, Kalm. andyrän ögsn "took an oath". The terminology of oath, swearword and vow among the 
Mongols comprise a variety of different lexemes. In my articles devoted to the "sworn brotherhood" I investigated the root and, its 
use and its historical and folkloric background Birtalan. Ágnes: A Western-Mongolian Heroic Epic: Ülr) Tiw. A Story About the 
Sworn Brotherhood. In: CAJ 48.1 (2004) pp. 8-37: Birtalan, Ágnes: Rituals of Sworn Brotherhood (Mong. anda bol-, Oir. and, ax 
düü bol-) in Mongol Historic and Epic Tradition In: Chronica. Annual of the Institute of History, University Szeged. 7-8. (2007-
2008) Szeged pp 
1105 Bálint tamlaya xaral täbiji, Kalm. tamly xaräl täwj, both expressions denote folklore and shamanic genres and indicate "calling 
the spirits" (tamly) and "cursing" (xaräl). The use of these words emphasises the solemnity of the ritual. On the shamanic and 
folklore genres, cf. Birtalan. Ágnes: Mongolian Shamanic Texts. Text Collections and Monographs on Mongolian Shamanic Texts. 
In: Shamanism. An Encyclopedia of World Beliefs, Practices, and Culture. Ed. Namba Walter, Mariko - Neumann Fridman, Eva 
Jane. Santa Barbara. California - Denver, Colorado - Oxford, England 2004. pp 586-593. On the Kalmyk curse and cursing ritual, 
cf. Oéirov. N.: Jorely, haraly i svjazannyj so vtorym obrjad "xar kele utulgan". In: Zivaja starina 11—111. (1909) pp 70-78; 
BordZanova: Magiceskaja poezija kalmykov. pp. 49-64, 99, 151-156; Birtalan - Rákos: Kalmükök, pp. 128-130. 
1106 Bálint cengelge, Kalm. cengglgen "das Saiteninstrument" (R. 427). 
1107 Bálint ilden xorondu delgäd, Kalm. iidn xörnd delgäd, similar action is carried out during the wedding ritual, when a wet sheep-
skin is put between the doorjambs and the relatives seat the bride on it. In details cf. Pallas II. p. 239. 
1108 Bálint örgö, Kalm. örgä "palace, yurt palace,". Bergman reports about a kind of tent (cf. below). 
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SAXA, A W A Y OF JURISDICTION" 0 9 (JURAMENTUM ASSERTORIUM OR REVELATORIUM "REVELATORY O A T H " , 

LITIS DECISORIUM "DECISIVE O A T H " ) " 1 0 

A description of a remarkable procedure of Mongolian jurisdiction is preserved in Bálint's Manuscript: 
the saxä (Mong. siqayan), i. e. a way of oath-taking as a trial by ordeal i. e. a kind of demonstration of 
innocence or guilt. The verb sax- means "to press, to push something, to force somebody to do something" 
and the meaning "oath, trial by ordeal" is derived from this semantic field, "to push, to force somebody to 
take an oath in order to testify his /her or someone else's innocence or truth". The expression is apparently 
a nomen verbale, derived from the stem: sax- + -ä (nomen imperfecti). The lexeme saxä is interpreted in 
several ways in dictionaries: 

Kalm. saxän "prisjaga, saxän-du oroxu prinimat' prisjagu, saxän-yen örgöji prinjos svoju prisjagu", 
saxaxu 3. "privodit' k prisjage, mör orülxula ayiliyin axayini saxa jesli sled budet podvedjon, dolzno 
privesti k prisjage staräinu koöevja"11" (Pozd. 162); säxä, saxän "1. Bedrängnis, das Drängen, Zwingen, 
2. Eid, Ehrenwort, syn. andayar; saxäyän ögn-ci Kannst du darauf schwören? Gibst Du dein Ehrenwort? 
säxänd orxa zum Ablegen des Eids herbeigerufen werden" (R. 344); saxan "1. nasilije, prinuzdenije; saxa 
üzülx (yaryx) primenit' nasilije; 2. kljatva, prisjaga; ci saxayan ögc cadaxwcl mozeä' Ii ty pokljast'jsa?; 3. 
zazim; pritesnenije prinuzdenije" (Mun. 668). 

Mong. siqayan "Type of an oath taking which consists of a person's going under 'unclean' objects 
(such as the underwear of a woman in her menstrual period) in order to prove his innocence." (Lessing 
721). 

Khalkha saxä(n), saxän "an ordeal (by which an accused person, or persons in a dispute, would be 
made to pass under a line on which were suspended unclean objects, such as a human hip-bone, a 
woman's underclothes stained with menstrual blood, or an old leather hobble, and then take an oath), 
saxänd orülax, saxänd surgülax to make (someone) undergo an ordeal, saxänd surgax, saxänd orox to 
pass under a saxä, to undergo an ordeal" (Bawden 538). 

Bur. saxä(n) 1. kljatva, prisjaga; saxä tangarig, tangarig saxän kljatva, tangarig saxä abaxa brat' 
kljatvu s kogo-1." (Ceremisov 724). 

On the ways and means of the procedure saxä among he Kalmyks there is only sporadic data in 
travellers' accounts and researchers' studies. Pallas and Bergman mentioned this type of jurisdiction in 
detail and issued their observances from the late 18th and early 19th centuries."12 As an example of the 
possible approaches of Bálint's data in a broader context will be demonstrated here below, highlighting 
some aspects of the ritual circumstances during the saxä procedure, as the person who takes the oath, the 
ritual-place and the objects arranged for the ritual. Bálint's informant gave an especially detailed 
explanation of the ritualistic environment, action and ritual objects. 

The person who is asked - not forced - to take an oath. 
Pallas and Bergman emphasised that the person who undergoes a iaxd-ritual usually comes from the 

aggrieved party, and is a venerated member or leader of the community or is an honoured monk. Bálint's 
informant did not give any details in respect to this. Bálint's report partly repeats the data in his 
predecessor's accounts, but in some respects also complements them (cf. below). 

' ""Studies devoted partly or entirely to the Saxä. Mitirov, A. G.: ObyCai i obyCnoje pravo kalmykov v trudah dorevoljueionnyh 
issledovatelej Rosii In: Katmykovedenije. Voprosy istoriografii i bibliografii. Elista, Kalmyck) Nauéno-Issledovatel'skij Institut 
Istorii, Filologii i Ekonomiki pri Sovete Ministrov Kalmyckoj ASSR 1988. pp. 83-93; Heuschert. Dorothea: Die Entscheidung über 
schwierige Rechtsfölle bei den Mongolen des 16.-19. Jahrhunderts. Zum Beweismittel des Siqaya(n). In: ZAS 26. (1996) pp 49-83 ; 
Batbayar. Bayanbätar: "Ix cäj"-in ex bicgin sudalgä. Ulänbätar, MUIS-Tn XüF jüin surgül' mongolTn tör, erx jüin tüxTn sudalgänT 
töw 2008; a recent review of numerous sources: Gulyás, Gábor: Az eskü szerepe a mongoloknál. (MA-thesis) Budapest, ELTE Belső-
ázsiai Tanszék 2005 [The role of the oath among the Mongols) 
1110 For a more detailed interpretation of this way of jurisdiction a researcher of legal history will be needed. Here only a few aspects 
will be discussed. 
" " Source: Mongolo-ojralskije zakony 1640-gogoda K. F. Golstunskago SPB 1880. p. 12. (quoted by Pozdnejev p. 162.) 
1112 Pallas: Sammlungen I pp. 219-220; Bergmann: Nomadische Streifereien II. pp. 42-43 The text fragments are quoted also by 
Heuschert: Die Entscheidung über schwierige Rechtsfälle pp. 65-67. 
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The ritualistic surroundings (the place and the objects used during the procedure): 
1. The place for the ritual is indicated in Bálint's text only indirectly: one learns that at the door 

(doorjambs) of a (temporary?) yurt and not a temporary tent (made of stocks and pieces of felt) an object 
is put (the wet skin of the black ox) and an action is carried out (two men stand there with guns and shoot 
with them). So the saxä in Bálint's account is carried out in a yurt (without closer identification). By 
Pallas and Bergman a ritual "tent" is erected at a place not defined more closely. 

"Im freyen Felde wird mittelst einiger in eine Pyramide zusammen 
gelehnter Stöcker und eines darüber gehängten Filzmantels eine Art von Zelt 
formirt [sie!]..." (Pallas I. p. 219.) 

"so wird bloss eine kleine Hütte von drey Stäben aufgerichtet; mit einem 
Filzmantel umhüllt ..." (Bergmann II. p. 42.) 

2. The image is introduced only very briefly in Bálint's text: the oath-taking person bows in front of the 
image of veneration (Bálint saxan'i sütäigi, in accusative, cf. Kalm. saxärii sütän) and no further detail is 
given. The temporary "tent" or the yurt is supplied with various objects by Pallas and Bergman. The 
sources place emphasis on the presence of Buddhist images, apparently pictures (probably scroll paintings, 
i. e. thagkha). 

" . . . über demselben [i. e. the table] aber entweder das Bildnis eines der 
schrecklichen Götzen (Naiman dokschin)1" ' aufgehängt, oder eine Figur des 
obersten der guten Götzen, Schakschamunih,"14 aufgestellt wird." (Pallas I. 
219.) 

"... und die Vorderseite [i. e. of the tent] mit einem Götzenbilde behängt." 
(Bergmann II. 42^13.) 

There is a table in the temporary tent or yurt that serves as an altar, with a [tallow] lamp and also further 
objects on it. 

" ... unter welchem [i. e. the tent] ein Tischchen und darauf eine 
brennende Butterlampe (Sulla)11*5 mit einem aus Grasshalm und Baumwolle 
gewickelten Tocht gesetzt, . . ." (Pallas I. 219.) 

"Eine Laterne steht vor dem Bilde angezündet." (Bergmann II. 43.) 

The lamp is mentioned by Bálint as well: the lamp is lit and extinguished and the ox heart is put close to 
the burning lamp. 

Here only a few peculiarities have been discussed, the topic will be studied separately in another 
article. 

N O M A D I C W A Y OF L I F E 

The Kalmyks who migrated from Jungaria to the steppes on the right shore of Volga preserved their 
nomadic way of life and in some respects have done so up to the present day. The cattle breeding animal 
husbandry undertaken during the timeframe of this migration of migration was still an essential part of the 

" " Kalm. Nämn dogSd, Mong. Nayiman doySid "the eight wrathful gods, the Dharma-protectors". 
1114 Buddha Säkyamuni. 
1115 Kalm.ru/ . " 
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Kalmyk way of life , when Bálint stayed among them in 1871-1872. As mentioned in the Introduction, 
Bálint's direct experiences of nomadic life were limited; he did not live with the nomads in Yurts nor 
travel with them. Instead, ,he obtained detailed information on their way of life from the schoolboys and 
his language tutors or other informants not mentioned in his accounts. Probably, this is the reason his texts 
do not cover more aspects of Kalmyk nomadism. As with other nomadic Mongolian ethnic groups, the 
Kalmyks have herded more, usually four (cf. Bálint's data) or five arts of livestock: sheep (xön), horse 
(mörn), horned cattle (iikr) and camel (temäri). The fifth one - the goat (yamäri) is missing from Bálint.'s 
records The most comprehensive data concerns sheep breeding, particularly the pasturing, the watering, 
the milking the shearing, the dropping of young, but there is no reference to such important labours with 
the livestock as castration, putting on property marks or slaughtering the livestock. The topics of milking 
the livestock and preparing milk products occupy more than half of the material. These chapters have been 
translated by Bálint and are included in this volume with some minor corrections. The texts and their 
translations on milking the livestock incorporated into the Chrestomathy of the Grammar differ only 
slightly from the texts of the Manuscript with the exception of milking the sheep (Manuscript Xöinä üsürí), 
as this part of the Grammar is combined with information given in the chapter About how the Kalmyks 
Pasture their Livestock of the Manuscript. 

Concerning the Kalmyk terminology , these brief descriptions of the nomadic way of life are very 
valuable,. All the significant terms will be quoted in the text body and not in footnotes (as was followed in 
other chapters devoted to various folklore genres). 

g THE N O M A D I S I N G OF THE KALMYKS 

(Bálint Xal 'imigin nüdiil, Kalm. Xal 'mgin nüdt)'16 

m 
g [147] All our Kalmyks have got a felt tent (Bálint isigä ger, Kalm. isgä ger). The supporting frame" 1 7 

~ for the building of the tent [consists of the following things]: six or eight or ten or twelve lattice walls 
(Bálint terme, Kalm. term), a roof ring (Bálint xaräci, Kalm. xaräc), sixty, seventy, eighty or ninety 
rafters (Bálint unin, Kalm. un'n) and a threshold (Bálint erken, Kalm. erkri). The lattice walls are 
joined to each other. All the joints consist of a rope (Bálint xosolong, Kalm. xoslng) and strap[s] 
(Bálint, Kalm. biic)\ with these rope and strap[s] are [the lattice walls] bound. The four wall-covering 
felt pieces (Bálint türya, Kalm. türy), the two roof-covering felt pieces (Bálint déber, Kalm. déwr) and 
the six edge-covering felt pieces (Bálint irgepci, Kalm. irgwc) have straps. The reason why they have 
straps is so that they can be bound to the lattice wallfs] when the frame built. In spring when the 
Kalmyks move from the winter camp (Bálint übülzeng, Kalm. iiwlzng) [to the spring camp], there is an 
interesting matter. It is caused by the livestock who start to give milk that at that time."18 The newborn 
lambs, sheep bleat (Bálint malildäd, Kalm. mälxa), the cattle and the calves low (Bálint möreldäd, 
Kalm. mörxe), the camels bellow (Bálint bulildäd, Kalm. bül'xa), the black soil turns green, and 
people get tired,"1 ' ' [because] they have had many" 2 0 different livestock with young. When moving 
from the winter camp, the family head, the wife, the daughters] and son[s] who know [how to do it] 
and the friends present take apart the tent (Bálint gerän cucadik, Kalm. gerän cucdg). The family head 
then goes ahead(of the others) to see the base of the tent of the [spring] camp, driving with him cattle, 
sheep, or horses. If there are not many family members, the wife and the husband load the parts of the 
tent (Bálint gerän acidik, Kalm. gerän acdg) [on camel]. When this works is done, young people [148] 
ride horses, whilst the wives sit on the pack-camels (Bálint acita temän, Kalm. actä temäri), smoke 

""' Manuscript pp. 147-148. For the contemporary nomadising and pasturing of the five kinds of livestock among the Oirats and 
Khalkhas, cf. Birtalan. Ágnes: Nomadism, migration, moving, changing campsites (nüdel, mix, nutag selgex) and Birtalan, Ágnes: 
Five kinds of livestock (tawan xosü mat) and pertinent activities (mat mallaga). In: Material Culture. (DVD). 
1117 Bálint döngnödök, Kalm. döngnxe "stützen, unterstützen, etwas tragen" (R. 99), döngnx "operet 'sja, upirat 'sja" (Mun 210). 
1118 Bálint mat ekelji sime gekülegsen, the above translation is only approximate, the expression needs further investigation. 
" " Bálint kümün uyadaxu mete, Kalm. kiimn uydx met. lit. "people seem to be tired". 
1120 Bálint äbiri is an obscure word that needs further investigation Cf. Kalm. ärwn (?) "many". 
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pipes (Bálint tämkiän nereji tatäd, Kalm. tämkän nerj tatäd) and progress talking with each other [to 
the spring camp]. Well, the maids with plaited hair (Bálint gijigetä kükiid, Kalm. gijgtä kükd)u2]  

mount and ride [horses with] silvered saddle and bridle (Bálint mönggötä emäl xazar toxäd, Kalm. 
möngn emel xazär toxäd). Upon nearing a camp or the base of a tent, the young men and the maids 
with plaits the horse race starts."22 They compete with or without betting. A z(Ä«g-nobleman"2 ' 
[moves] followed by his accompanying persons he competes with them. As for the zäxwg-nobleman's 
wife 's suit, she is followed by maids. They compete similarly to the young men. When they arrive at 
the camp, they build the yurt together. After building it, they cook tea. The tea having been prepared, it 
is strained and the best part of it is poured into a little cup (Bálint cökcidü, Kalm. edged) and placed at 
the honoured place [of the tent] (Bálint dédü biyedän, Kalm. déd bJdän)U2A Then some tea is scooped 
up with a ladle for drinking, it is sprinkled through the door as an offering for the spirits (Bálint zuluk, 
Kalm. zw/y)."25 [...]1126 Moving from the spring camp to the winter camp is the same as described 
above. But all kinds of the livestock do not drop [young in winter time] unlike [the description] above 
[concerning the spring time]. 

I have written a few words about the Kalmyks' nomadising. Well, I wrote this writing from start to 
finish in order to provide an interesting read for a person from a foreign country. 

A B O U T HOW THE K A L M Y K S PASTURE THEIR LIVESTOCK 

(Bálint Xal 'imiyüdyayaji malän xäriüldek tuskin'/', Kalm. Xal 'myüdyäj malän xäriildg tusk n ')1127 

[149] We Kalmyks have got four kinds of livestock (Bálint dörbön ziisn, Kalm. dörwn züsn): sheep, 
cattle, camel and horse; these four ones (Bálint xöin, iikür, temän, mörin, Kalm. xön, iikr, temän, 
mörri). When the Kalmyks pasture sheep during the three seasons, in spring, summer and autumn, 
three girls or three boys go with the sheep. They get up with the yellow morning light and drive sheep 
(Bálint xöiyän tüyäd, Kalm. xögän tüyäd) to the pasture with good grass. They [the herd] graze from 
morning up to noon. Then at noon they drive [the herd] home and let it lie and rest for a while. 
Meanwhile [the shepherds] eat their food at home. Then three men drive the sheep to the well (Bálint 
xuduk, Kalm. xudg) for water (Bálint xöiyän usulna, Kalm. xögän uslri). Two of those three men go to 
the head of the well and put the trough (Bálint ongyoc, Kalm. ongyc) for watering the sheep on an 
elevation (Bálint dender, Kalm. dendr)"28 made of clay at the head of the well. The height (dendr) is a 
square clay heap similar to a chest. The trough (ongyc) is similar to a chest [too], but it is longish in 
comparison [to a chest]. In addition, there is a bucket (Bálint utuxur, Kalm. utxür)"29 attached to the 
end of a pillar (Bálint sürug, Kalm. sürg) ." ' 0 This bucket is called utxc (Bálint utxuca, Kalm. utxc) 
"well-bucket"11'1 by the Kalmyks. One person takes that bucket and stands on the steps (Bálint, Kalm. 

1121 I. e. girls wear braids before get t ing married (cf. chapter: The Wedding of the Kalmyks (Oirats)). 
1122 In details cf. chapter: Horse racing. Wrestling and Stealing. 
1123 Bálint zäisang. Kalm. zäsng, cf. S o n g Nr. 16 
1123 The honoured place of the yurt referred in many texts (including Bálint's tales) as the barctn; cf. note to the Fourth tale. 
1125 Bálint zuluk, Kalm. zuly örgexe "den Himmelsgöttern Tee als Opfer darbringen (der Opfernde tritt mit einem Fuß über die 
Schwelle des Zeltes und spritzt mit den Fingern aus Napf den Tee nach außen) " (R. 480). 
1126 Bálint uru tataksan caktän, this expression needs further investigation. 
1127 Manuscript pp 149-153. For the contemporary pasturing of the five kinds of livestock among the Oirats and the Khalkhas, cf. 
Birtalan. Ágnes: Pasture (beleér), graz ing (mai belcéx, mal xariulax, malm xariulga) and Birtalan. Ágnes: Five kinds of livestock 
(tawanxosü mal) and pertinent activities (mal mallaga). In: Material Culture. (DVD). 
1128 Bálint, dender. Kalm. dendr "Erdehöhung (z. B unter dem Sauftrog od. unter der Feuerstätte)" (R 87) "zemljanoje vozvyäenije 
(na k.-rom razvodjat kostjor)" (Mun. 199). 
M2'' Bálint utuxur. Kalm.D utxür "ein lederner Eimer für Milch od. Wasser, Kalm.ö . Kübel. Brunneneimer" (R. 453), utxur "vedro 
(koZanoje)" (Mun. 540). 

Bálint sürugin üzürtii, read süry. sury cf. Kalm.D.O. süray, suruy "Stange (womit z. B. die Filzdecke des Rauchlochs von Innen 
gehoben wird) vgl. baxna" (R. 370), süray "id." (Mun. 684). 
1131 Bálint utuxuca, read utxc Kalm. utxac "Brunneneimer" (R. 453), utxc "öerpak, Cerpalka" (Mun 540). 
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kerdeg)*m of the well and scoops water from the well with that bucket. Another person takes the water 
that has been scooped and pours it into the trough. Thereafter when the trough is full, the person who 
divides (Bálint xöi tasalfi, Kalm. xön taslj) the sheep [herd into smaller groups] is called: "Bring the 
sheep!" (Bálint xöi täbi, Kalm. xö law j [150] The person who stands far from the well, divides the 
sheep [herd] by ten according to the amount of water in the trough and lets them run [to the trough]. 
After the three persons have watered the sheep, they drive the [herd] back home again and spend the 
early afternoon there. After spending the noon [at home] three boys or three girls mix some water with 
boz"33 and pour this drink called cidm (Bálint cidem) ' into a vessel. Taking it with them, they drive 
the sheep (Bálint xäriülfi, Kalm. xärülx) to graze until the evening when the sun sets. As soon as the 
sun starts to set, they drive the sheep quickly"'5 back home also grazing [on the way home]. By the 
time the sun is setting they arrive home and the sheep are kept there [overnight]. When they have tied 
up the livestock," '1' the sheep are left to rest in the corral (Bálint xöiyän xotondän orülfi, Kalm. xöyän 
xotndän örülj). Further, [the sheep] are watched (Bálint manüldik, Kalm. manüldg) at night in order [to 
protect them] from wolves and thieves. In spring the sheep are milked (Bálint xöi säxulärän, Kalm. xö 
säxlär n j and then joined with the lambs (Bálint xuryundun 7 nelldüläd, Kalm. xurydig n' riildüläd) at 
noon and are pastured until evening. In the evening [the herd] is driven home and the lambs are 
separated from their mothers (Bálint ekenäsüni yilyafi abäd, Kalm. eknäs n'yilyj awäd) and tied to the 

1 137 1 1 
lamb-rope; or just set free in a corral (Bálint sitem Kalm. slim). These [sic!] are called sterile 
[sheep] (Bálint suburxa, Kalm. suwrxa), the sheep having a lamb [sic!] are called suwä (Bálint süve 
xöid) "infertile sheep"."''1 

[151] Our Kalmyks get up early, untie the cattle from the rope (Bálint kerägäsün'i tailäd, Kalm. 
kerégés n' läläd)'lA0 and drive them to the pasture. But the calves are left at the yurt and they are 
watched by children until the cows"4 1 come back. The cattle graze from morning until noon and then 
come back by themselves at noon. If they do not come by themselves, someone from the yurt goes" 4 2 

and drives them home. Then, when the cows come back, the calves are taken and tied to the rope 
(Bálint zeläsii uyufi, Kalm. zélés uyf). When the cows come near the calves on the rope, a girl from the 
family lets the calf to go the cow. Then, after the calf [has sucked] and the milk is let down," 4 ' the 
head of the family or a girl milks [the cow]. For milking both flaps of the gown are turned up, both 

1132 Bálint kerdek, Kalm.D. kerdeg "Treppenansatz, Balkon" (R. 226), kerddg "stupen'ka" (Mun. 295). Cf. a motif-element in the 15"1 

tale: the stair of the well is a significant place where the horse of the future hero was born and where the hero catches the horse while 
it goes to drink. 
1133 Bálint bo:a, Kalm. bo: a drink prepared from boiled milk product, such as eigen "kumis" or cagä "the residue left after the 
distillation of kumis". Cf. Tartsák. András: White food (cagän ide). In: Material Culture (DVD). 
1134 Bálint cidem, Kalm. cidm, cidm "Gemisch von Wasser und bo: (als Trunk), s. cidm" (R. 428, 443), cidmg (Mun. 648). 
1135 Bálint delskülji, read delsülj (causative) from Kalm. dels- "jehat' bystro, beJa f , idtl bystro" (Mun 198). 
1136 Bálint malän kereksen caklu, here the use of expression mal "livestock" refers to the general evening activity with the livestock 
and not only with the sheep. 
1137 Bálint köngnö, Kalm. kögn (Ramstedt), kongná (Munijev) " I . ein Strick zum festbinden der Kälber id. Lämmer" (R. 336), 
"petlja. privjaz s petlej dlja molodnjaka Aivotnyh" (Mun. 317), cf. Khal xögn "id". The diverse phonetic structure of this lexeme in 
various sources shows dialectal differences 
1138 Bálint ergenä sitem, cf. Kalm. ergn "okrestnost' " (Mun. 702); Bálint sitem, Kalm.D. sitm "geflochtener Zaun, Flechtwerk. Zaum 
für de Schafe, Schafstätte" (R. 361) 
"3 ' ' Bálint Nädki suburxa xöidigi xurgudtaigin 'i süwe xöid geji nerädedek. This sentence is probably incomplete. Both lexemes 
mentioned in the sentence designate barrenness of the livestock. Cf Meserve, Ruth, The Expanded Role of Mongolian Domestic 
Livestock Classification. In: AOH 53/1-2 (2000) pp. 23—45; Birtalan, Agnes: Terminology connected to the age, gender, special 
features and behaviour of the livestock In: Material Culture. (DVD). Khal. suwai is "a female that did not produce young for a 
year", Kalm. suwrxa "jalovyj" (Mun. 459), suwrxä Kalm.Ö. "steril od. jeder zweite Jahr trächtig", Kalm.D sowrxä, suwä (R. 339), 
Ö. T. suwä, suwä "gelt, steril, ohne Junge (Kuh, Stute, Kamelkuh, Henne) (R. 338). Cf. also Khal. xusran "barren (grown harren) 
female", xar suwai "sterile female". 
1140 Bálint kerägäsü, read Kalm kerégés. 
" 4 I Bálint eke "mother". In all his texts Bálint refers to the cow with the general word for the horned cattle iikiir (Kalm. ükr) that 
means mostly "cow" indeed 
1142 Bálint nayäsun 7 read nägäs n' lit "from here". 
1143 Bálint ibelkülän 'i, cf. Kalm. iwlxe "die Kuh (Ziege) zum zweiten Mal melken, nachdem das Kalb (Zicklein) schon gesogen hat" 
(R. 212), iwlx " I . davat' moloko, doitsja (napr. o korove posle podpuski teljonka), 2. projavlenije moloka (u korovy)" (Mun. 262). 
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sleeves are also turned up and a flask sewn from cattle skin similar to a pail (Bálint sülya bäideltä 
bortoxän, Kalm. süly bädltä bortxän) is put between the person's thighs [and milk the cow]."44 After 
finishing the milking, the calf is joined again with the cow. Then the calf is tied again, a bowl or a pail 
taken and [the cow] is milked. That milk is called xöt iwlcn (Bálint xöitö ibelcen) "late, next milking". 
From a good milking cow one gets a pail or leather flask of milk. From a bad milking cow one gets a 
half pail or a half leather flask of milk. After milking the cattle is watered and driven to the [grazing] 
place. The cattle go by themselves [to the pasture] and come back in the evening when the sun sets. 
They are milked again when they come back. 

[152] Our Kalmyks get up early, untie the camels from the rope, water them at the well and give 
them for grazing to the person who pastures them. The man who pastures the camels is called teméc 
(Bálint temäci, Kalm. temäc) "camel-herder". That camel-herder takes a lot of cidm drink (with him) in 
the hot season and pastures [the camels] from morning until the evening darkness. When it has got 
dark, he takes [the camels] home. After he has driven [the camels] home, their owners pick their 
camels and tie them turning [their heads] down. '1 4 5 

[153] Our Kalmyks water their horses (Bálint, Kalm. adüyän) in the morning and water them at 
noon and after darkness. For watering, some people collect and drive the horses from the meadow to 
the well and water them in separate groups. A few people drive back the horses that have already 
drunk to the destined [pasturing] place. i l4h Well, the mares (Bálint gügi, Kalm. güg) are milked. 

A B O U T THE MILK OF THE DOMESTIC A N I M A L S O F THE KALMYK(S) 

(Manuscript Xal 'imigin malm üsiinä tuski,1147 Grammar Khal'imagtn malin üsiinäi tuski,Kalm. 
Xal 'mgin malin üsnä tusk) 

[Manuscript 154; Grammar 205] What are the Khalmyks making with the milk in the season of the 
spring? The catties of the Khalmyk(s) suckle commonly in the first month of the spring (i. e. in 
February). The Khalmik-man is that time rejoicing at the abundance. The cows (prop, the milk of their 
own cattle) milk commonly the daughters of the Kalmiks; when milking they tuck up their both skirts, 
turn up their both sleeves and putting the milking vessel (bortokha) - made by sewing out of the 
(hairless) skin of cattle and having the shape bucket - between their feet, milk. A good milking cow 
gives a bucket milk and a bad one gives half a bucket, The Khalmik girls after having put the (milked) 
milk into a narrow mouthed and three [...] vessel (arkhad, arkhat) made out of the (hairless) skin of 
camel and smoked, churn and make it turned. The turned or soured milk is called airak (pron. äirek). 
After that they churn it yet for the time of milking a mare thrice and while churning the butter will be 
separated, They gather the separated butter with a ladle, put it on a plate and by beating it with the 
hand express its butter-milk. [Grammar 206] 

The milk, which after having been taken away its butter, remains in the vessel, is called tshigän 
(butter milk). They pour that butter-milk into the large kettle used to distil spirit which they put upon 
the iron trivet (having three feet). This done, they cover the kettle with a wooden lid consisting of two 
halves. That wooden lid of two halves has two square apertray (holes); to the one of them they put 
stopper and to the other one they adapt a distilling pipe (tsorgho) and damb with paste (so as to make 

" " B á l i n t arcik. Kalm. arcag, "d ie Geschlechtsteile (sowohl der Männer wie auch der Weiber, die Sehnen zwischen Anus und 
Geschlechtsteilen" (R. 15), Kalm D ärcag Geburtsteile, die Sehnen zwischen Anus und Penis, die Schamteile, das Fleisch zwischen 
der Schenkeln" (R. 21), by Munijev it designates simply "promeZnost ' " (Mun. 19), cf. Khal. ärcag "pelvis" (Bawden 2). 
1145 Bálint ürüxätälyaji keredek lit. "tie them having them look downwards". 
"4" Bálint tere yazar talan 'i lit. " towards that place". 

Manuscript pp. 154-161. 
1148 Grammar pp. 205-213. In this chapter Bálint's translation from the Grammar will be provided. The text in the Grammar is 
almost identical with the one in the Manuscript, however the sequence of passages differs occasionally. A major divergence arose 
only in the subchapter on Ewe milk, as the text in the Grammar is combined with the description of subchapter: About how the 
Kalmyks Shear the Sheep. NB! I have not changed Bálint 's spelling. 
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it airtight). The thing called tsorgho (pipe) is made of a curve wooden piece cut in two halves hollowed 
out. [Manuscript 155] Then fitly joined, firmly bound with thread and inserted with horse gut washed 
cleanly, which all they dry well on the sun. The distilling pipe used to be two arshin long. 1 '/: span 
thick, in its outer circumference and I span wide in its inner circle. To the one and of the so made pipe 
they put a smaller kettle with a round lid, under this very kettle (the receiver) they place square 
through filled with cold water (the refrigeratory). [Grammar 207] That (round) lid (of the receiver) has 
a larger and smaller hole; to the larger one they adapt the distilling pipe and damb it; by means of the 
smaller hole it will be known whether the distillation of the spirit, when fried under the (larger) kettle, 
does procede or not. (As there is no wood for fire, the Khalmiks use for fuel the dried dung of cattle 
which is called arghasun [E. Mong. arghalj. They gather the dung of cattle, horse, sheep, camel and 
goat, unite these all knead and make keitesii pron kitse). If the distillation procedes (prop, the spirit 
goes) vapor is seen (known) go out by the small hole. Whether the spirit is right (prop, ripe) or not, it 
will be known by the taster. The tasting instrument (amsür) is made of the neck hair of camel (attached 
to a handle made of medlar and other kind of tree. [Manuscript 156] In tasting. In tasting (the spirit) 
they thrust in the kavied end of the taster by the smaller hole of the receiver when the vapor 
comonence to go out. They then pull out the taster and by pressing the dipped hair tuft upon a small 
cup they get a draught of spirit and know thereby whether the spirit is strong or mild. [Grammar 208] 
The properly distilled spirit is of milk taste, white, the unripely distilled one is of bitter taste. The spirit 
being ready, they taste off the lid of the receiver (prop, spirit) and get out the spirit. After that they 
used to sprinkle of the spirit firstly to the fire and then toward the sky whereas they pray: '(Ye) blue 
colored blue sky, though we have this year distilled spirit but in this quantity, let us distill in future 
(hereafter) the more!1 Thus having prayed they sprinkle toward the domestic goods, (barän). This done 
they sprinkle toward the door. After that the husband (the lord of the home) speaking to his wife: 'Wife 
go and call the old men of the hamlet!' sends her (his wife) out. [Manuscript 157] If they pour milk to 
the warm or hot bozo, the milk when mingled with the bozo becomes thick. [Grammar 209] They call 
the milk curdled by ming up with hot bozo, makhan idmek (flesh meat); and drink the cold bozo 
mingled with milk which they call khoirmak, (pron. khöirmik). They then get the bozo cooled, put it 
into a bag made by sewing of canvas (linen) and hang up on the top of the lattice wall of the tent. The 
watery part (prop, water) straining through (the bag) is called whey, and the remained thick part is 
called admak (pron. admik curd ?) of which they make (gripe) shiirmiik morsels of curd). When making 
the shiirmiik they firstly spread a white (piece of canvas or in w[...]! of such a one a trush-mat [?] and 
upon that they squeeze out the curd with the hand, and when this squeezed out curd is dried on the sun 
is called shiirmiik. They mix up dried curd morsels in the spring with fresh butter (cow yellow butter) 
and eat instead of bread. In the spring they prepare plenty of such curd put into bags of sheep skin the 
mouth of which will be sewn up and lay by in the chest of goods. [Manuscript 158] Then in the winter 
they add from it in the pap to make it (more) savory. 

M A R E ' S MILK 

(Manuscript, Grammar Günä üsün; Kalm. günä üsn)u49 

[Manuscript 160; Grammar 210] If the Khalmiks will milk the mares, they firstly extend a rope (called 
zel) which they make by twisting of wool or horsehair. Both ones of his rope are provided with bow or 
knot to take up the [...] which they drive - while fast extending the rope - into the ground by beating 
with a wooden [...] so as not to be after pulled up. Then they attach to that (extended) rope short 
pieces of rope (called tshikta) which they twist of wool. To the end of the tshikta they attach (a small 
piece of) wood which will be put into the knot of the halter put on the head of the foal. The halter is 
made of wool in likeness of a briddle [sic!]. The mare is milked a day six times and the milk drawn too 

1149 Grammar p. 210-211. 
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by the daughters of the Khalmik is put in the bucket and churned. They put water to that mare's milk 
and churn again. This churned mare's milk drink the old men, women and the young people. The man 
having large horse herds sends the mare's milk into the convent and the priests drink it instead of 
spirit (brandy). [Grammar 211] If cow milk is added to the churned mare's milk, it is called biserek, 
and the spirit distilled form biserek is called arza. Will the arza be again mixed with cow milk and be 
again distilled, (the new spirit is called khorza). At the season of the spring the young people herd the 
horse herd, which they water daily three times; [Manuscript 161] by night fearing for thieves and 
wolves they guard it. In the winter after being the hay out, the old men and young people drive their 
horse herd looking after places where the grass was in the spring left unmown; and it often happens 
that for the intensive coldness of winter and snowstorm being not able to find their home they perish 
together with their herd buried under the snow-drift. If the Khalmik have in winter no water, they melt 
snow and preparing therewith their food eat it (prop, drink). In winter they do also not water the 
cattle, but these when dry [...] themselves their thirst with snow. 

EWE-MILK. 

(Manuscript xöinä üsün, Grammar Khöinäi (khoini) iisiin, Kalm. xönä üsn)"'" 

[Manuscript 159; Grammar 212] In the spring the daughters or sons of the Khalmyk used to herd the 
sheep. For that purpose (pr. in order to tend) they rise at dawn and driving their sheep to good gassy 
places tend them from moving till midday. At midday they drive their sheep home and let them lie. They 
then go themselves home and drink their liquid food which done. Three men drive the sheep to the well 
to water them. One of those three men dips water from the well, the other one puts the water dipped 
out into a trough, the third of them stopping the sheep (somewhat) far from the well and dividing the 
by ten drives them. After having these three men watered the sheep drive them home. Bind them two by 
two together and three or four girls sitting behind the sheep milk them. They put the drawn milk into a 
large kettle and adding to it rennet boil it from morning till evening. When that boiled milk thickens 
become ezegä (curdle). The watery part (prop, water) remaining under the curdle in the kettle is called 
whey (the yellow water of ezegä). [Grammar 213] In the spring the Khalmiks used to mow grass for 
their cattle and heap it up at the wintering place and in winter give it to the cattle. As the Khalmiks live 
on a ground which is mere sand without water and wood. If they also would in the winter build some 
shelter for their cattle cannot for having no materials (shelter making wood) and therefore they keep 
them (let lie) at night amidst the tents. If the gathered hay is out, the householder early rises, drives the 
sheep looking for places, where the grass was in the spring left unmown and it happens some times 
that while driving his sheep loses the way and aring [sic!] without food (khoto kholo) perishes frozen 
by the strong cold of winter and snow storm. 

A B O U T H O W THE K A L M Y K S SHEAR THE S H E E P 

(Bálint Man'i xal'imiyüd yayaji xöiyän xäiciledek (kiryadik) tuski, Kalm. Manä xal'myüd yäj xögän 
xäcldg (kirydg) tusk)"51 

[162] The time when our Kalmyks shear (Bálint xöiyän xäiciledek, Kalm. xöyän xäcldg) the sheep is 
the middle month of summer and the first month of autumn. The sheep wool (Bálint noso, Kalm. nös) 

1150 Grammar pp. 212-213. 
1151 Manuscript pp. 162-164. For the contemporary pasturing of the five kinds of livestock also among the Oirats, cf. Halász, Ádám: 
Schur (nös, nölür xyargax) and Birtalan, Ágnes: Felt making (esgi xix, esgi tatax). In: Material Culture. (DVD). This chapter 
contains not only the shearing of sheep, but also the preparing of felt which is a well documented part of the life of any nomadic 
Mongolian ethnic group. All the sources from the earliest up to the contemporary at my disposal offer at least a short description of 
the unique way how the Kalmyks make felt. Cf. Pallas I. pp. 141-142; Ernjänä pp. 35-39 ; ErendZenov. Konstantin: Zolotoj rodnik. O 
kalmyckom narodnom tvorcestve. remeslah i byte. Elista, Kalmyckoje kniZnoje izdatel 'stvo 1990. pp. 30-33; Erdnijev. pp. 134-135. 
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shorn in autumn is called möcr1152 (Bálint möcir) "short wool", the wool shorn in the summer month is 
called ul (Bálint utu) "long". Before shearing, the Kalmyks choose the sheep to be shorn from the 
[herd]. The sheep that are chosen are bound by rope (Bálint zeldii köngnäd, Kalm. zeld kögnäd), or a 
corral (Bálint sitem, Kalm. sltm)"5' is built and the [sheep] are led there. The man who shears the 
sheep takes his scissors (Bálint xäici, Kalm. xäc), takes a sheep from the group of sheep [to be shorn], 
drops it [on the ground], and ties its four legs crosswise (Bálint soliji köläd, Kalm. sol'j köläd). One 
person builds the corral and puts the shorn wool into it. After the shearing is finished, (Bálint nösoTg 
sabana, Kalm. nősig sawn) two-three pieces of weaves (Bálint terme, Kalm. term)"'4 are laid out, in 
order to loosen that wool On the weaves either ox or whatever [animal] skin is laid out. This skin is 
called by our Kalmyks adsy (Bálint adasxa) "rough skin". For the time of wool loosening a lot of boys, 
girls, and wives are taken there."55 To loosen [the wool] a pair of thin sticks are taken by each person 
and they loosen [the wool]. [163] This stick is called modn saw (Bálint modon saba) "wooden stick". 
Into that loosened wool some lamb's wool is mixed."56 That loosened wool is called saw nösn (Bálint 
saba nősön) "wool [of the] stick". When the loosening of the wool is finished, the wool is spread out in 
layers (Bálint, Kalm. zulj)and a lot of old women and wives are gathered in order to make felt (Bálint 
iskä kend, Kalm. iskä kin/kén). To lay out the wool, [for this purpose] two-three bars (Bálint xäca, 
Kalm. .väc)1" are jointed and bound together. Two pieces of felt are laid out between the bars and [the 
wool] is distributed [on it]. When they are filled with wool, the afore mentioned two pieces of felt are 
folded alongside and taken outside. Then water in two-three big pots (Bálint xäisän, Kalm. xdsn) is 
warmed, the pieces of felt are laid out again and the warmed water is sprinkled [on it]. After sprinkling 
the water, the pieces of felt are folded again, tied with ropes (Bálint aryamaljiär köläd, Kalm. arymjär 
köläd) and put on the top of many pieces of weaves. After the preparation is finished, about twenty 
people are called: "Come to the felt [preparing]!" The people who have been taken there arrive and in 
order to start felt [making] turn their pants up to their tights and sit in a row. They take the rope the felt 
is tied with, lift it onto their knee and hit the felt on the pieces of weave one thousand five hundred 
times. [164] That felt is then separated from the other"58 felt, the people who take part in felt [making] 
stretch their legs, and put the bars on them. Then they put the new felt on the bars and sprinkle water 
on it. Then that felt is taken fifty times (?) turned on its white coloured [side]. They seize it seven times 
this way. The people who were sitting with stretched legs kneel up again and press [the wool] with 
their elbows (Bálint toxoldäd, Kalm. toxäldäd/toxäldäd) hundred and fifty times and make [the felt]. 

1152 The explanatory terms given by Bálint's informants are inserted into the text in the reconstructed Kalmyk form, while Bálint 's 
transcription is given in brackets Bálint möcir. Kalm möcr nösn "kurze Herbstwolle = Kalm Ö. axr nösn" (R. 267), möcr "korotkij 
(o äersti osennej striZki)", möcr nösn "äerst' osennej striZki" (Mun. 361). 
1153 Bálint sitem, Kalm.D. silm "geflochtener Zaun, Flechtwerk, Zaum für de Schafe, Schafstatte" (R. 361). 
1154 Bálint terme. Kalm. terme, term 1. "dünner wollenes Gewebe" (R. 393). 
1155 Bálint nära lit. "here". 
l l5 ' ' Bálint eke geji; the meaning of this expression needs further research. 
1157 Bálint xäca, Kalm, xäc "das Geschlossensein: etwas zugeschlossenes; Verbot, das Zuschließende; Damm. Teich, Abgedämmt" 
(R. 175). "izgorod', ukritije, zagon (dlja skota)" (Mun 561). 
" ' " I . e. the old felt. 
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A B O U T H O W THE K A L M Y K S H U N T WITH B I R D S 

(Bálint Xal 'imiyüd yayaji sobüyär angyucildigm tuski, Kalm. Xal 'myüdyäjsowüyär angyücldg tusk)'139 

[165] The birds Kalmyks hunt with are: goshawk,1"'0 Saker falcon,"61 falcon (?),"62 peregrine falcon 
(?)1163 and eagle.1164 If the Kalmyks wish to hunt with birds, they catch the bird while it is a nestling 
(Bálint yüjimal, Kalm. yüjmül). As it is caught, its both legs are fastened at the shinbone, hobbled 
firmly with a long thin strap and a hood (Bálint maxala, Kalm. maxla) is put on its head. It is possible 
to make this hood from thick leather or red morocco (Bálint satiyägär, Kalm. sär'sär).Ub5 Both [of the 
bird's] eyes are covered in order that the bird could not see; a small pointed hood on its head [serves 
this purpose]. The hood is put on to cover [the bird's] sight. Its reason is that if the bird is with 
uncovered eyes, it looks around,"66 and jumps to and fro. Seeing some meat, it bounces and breaks its 
leg. That is why [the bird] is kept with covered eyes until its eyes get acclimatised. Under that bird 
there is a board1"'7 similar to a [small] table."6 8 The [bird] is put on that board hobbled by its both legs 
permanently to that board on the end of the above mentioned long strap. That table-like board is called 
tor.Ub9 [166] The food given to the bird is palm-size meat twice or three times a day. When a bird is 
caught newly, it is kept this way [i. e. with a cap on its head] until it gets accustomed [to his owner] 
(Bálint ijildükii, Kalm. ijldx). Thereafter the hood is taken from the bird's [head]; although it is not 
taken off permanently; sometimes it is put on [its head]. The food given in the evening is bound to the 
lure (Bálint dalaba, Kalm. dalwä, da/wag (?)) and when it is shown to the bird, it tries to swoop down 
(Bálint sürji, Kalm. sürjf) [on the meat]. After swooping this way four or five times, the piece of meat 
will be given [to the bird]. The reason why it is made so is that [the bird] must get accustomed to 
swooping on the lure. While [the bird] gets accustomed to the swoop on the lure, it gets accustomed to 
swooping on another bird, too, as the lure is similar to a bird. If one asks what kind of thing it is [i. e. 
the lure], it is [made of] the whole wings five-six black birds. The wings are bound together into a 
bunch. So they look like a bird. The newly caught and trained bird is taken out [of the yurt] every 
evening after the sunset, and all kinds of birds and other things are shown it in order to make it 
accustomed to them. When it gets accustomed, it is put on the board. This way [the bird] is put [there] 
every evening, [then] it is set free. For a while they make the bird fly back [to its owner] who shouts 
and waves with the lure. When shouting [167] the owner does not cry straight (?), but shouts [...].1170  

When the lure is shown to it, the flying bird perceives it as the above mentioned meat and swoops 

1159 Manuscript pp. 165-169. For the contemporary hunting with birds: Uray-Kőhalmi, Katalin: Die Jagd (an. an görö. an agnax). In: 
Material Culture. (DVD) and further bibliography in her article. 
'" '"Below I tried to identify the species of birds, however, there are more possibilities and some names are used for general 
designation. Bálint xarcaga, Kalm. xarcyä. xarcxä "Habicht" (R. 170), xarcx "jastreb" (Mun. 581), W.Oir. xarcaya "jastreb", 
xarcaya subún nige sürlügetei "u jasterba odin napadajuSCij udar" (Pozd. 89), xarcagang "der Habicht" (Zwick 187), Lat. Accipiter 
gentilis. 
1161 Bálint itelge, Kalm. itlya, itlyan "ein Raubvogel, Geierfalke?, (weiblicher) Würbfalke" (R. 211), itlg "baloban" (Mun. 274), 
W.Oir. itelge "balaban ptica (samka)" (Pozd. 24), "der Falke" (Zwick 56), Würbfalke? Lat. Falco cherrug. 
'"'2 Bálint songxor, Kalm. songxr "eine Falkenart", nacn s. "der große Jagdfalke" (R. 364), songxr "kreöet, sokol" (Mun. 679), 
W.Oir. songxor "kreóet" (Pozd. 172), songyor "ein Raubvogel, Falke" (Zwick 396). 
1161 Bálint nacin songxor. Kalm. nacn sonxar. nacn "Falke" (R. 272), nacn "sokol" (Mun. 370), W.Oir. nacin "sokol" (Pozd. 64), 
"eine Falke" (Zwick 115). 
11('4 Bálint biirged, Kalm. bürgd, Kalm.Ö. "grosser schwarzer Adler", Kalm.D. bürkd (R. 67), "berkut" (Mun. 128), W.Oir. bürküd 
"Cjornyj orjol" (Pozd. 140). bürgüd "der Adler" (Zwick 166). 
" 6 S Cf. W.Oir. satiya "saf yan" (Pozd. 145), "id." (Zwick 378). The use of the written form instead of the spoken variant (Kalm. 
sär'sn) refers to the presence of the written text (cf. the end of the chapter where BaldrTn MQSka's name is mentioned as the 
informant who provided this text in written form). 
1166 Bálint silibkäd, Kalm. silwkx "ozirat 's ja (po storonam), taraäit ' " (Mun. 672), but cf. also Kalm. silwéxe, silwixe "starren, sich 
umdrehend die Augen auf etwas ruhen lassen" (R. 357). 
'"'7 Bálint dos[z]ka a loanword from Russ. doska; was originally written with sz according to Hungarian pronunciation. 
1168 Bálint usztul, a loanword from Russ. stol; also written according to the Hungarian pronunciation with sz. 
1169 Bálint tor; in the dictionaries this lexeme has different meanings from the above indicated one: Kalm tor 3. "Käfig" (R. 401), tör 
"kletka, setka (dlja lovli ptic)" (Mun. 506). 
1170 Bálint darü darün 7 düyän sonosxu düngegär; the syntagm is obscure and needs further research. 
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straight on it. So [the bird] is given the previous [amount] of meat. The meat is given this way every 
day, and when [the bird] has got accustomed to it, two days are spent [without feeding], then [the 
meat] is given again. When this bird flies and swoops on the lure without forgetting it, it is kept this 
way for some days and then [the bird of prey]"71 is let first on a bird [of booty]. A hood made of 
morocco leather is put on the head of a domestic goose. Its two eyes are left uncovered. On the top of 
the hood meat with sugar (?) is attached. That goose is hit with a thin strip on its feet. Behind [the 
goose] the bird of prey is let free from a distance of "six shouts"."72 A horseman gallops behind the 
bird of prey. The bird catches this goose two-three times and when it catches [the goose] last time, the 
goose is cropped (?)"7 3 and its heart given to the bird of prey. The bird of prey trained this way catches 
later wild geese (Bálint zerlek yaliin, Kalm. zerlg yalü) and ducks (Bálint nuyus, Kalm. nuysn) and 
swans (Bálint xung, Kalm. xun) and other birds flying in groups.1174 

Our Kalmyks hunt with birds of prey (Bálint sobücilana, Kalm. sowüclari) in autumn months and 
look for birds. While going for hunting [the Kalmyks] ride a fast horse, take the lure and the whistle 
(Bálint dülxu, Kalm. dülx), and the bird is set on the right hand. Possibly not on a bare hand, but on a 
glove made of morocco leather (Bálint zuzän särisär kéksen xuryunä belä, Kalm. zuzän särsär késn 
xurynä belä). One carries the bird of prey wearing the gloves, otherwise it will harm with the claws of 
its hobbled legs. While one carries [the bird] this way and a [wild] bird is to be seen, [the bird trained] 
is let behind as if tossed above. Then [the bird trained] chases it and upon catching it pushes it on the 
ground and kills it [with its beak] until the owner comes. The owner comes quickly on his horse and 
takes the booty."75 Right thereafter the bird is given some meat at that very place in order to train it for 
catching [booty]. If there is a group of birds, the bird of prey catches one from above and lets it on the 
ground; then chases it further and catches it. A goshawk swoops only once from above and catches the 
bird. If the goshawk cannot catch it swooping once, it will not chase it any more. That is why our 
Kalmyks have a proverb: "The Khan has three (one)"76 order, the goshawk has an only swoop.""7 7 

The Kalmyks obtain much booty from falconry. The reason is that a destitute Kalmyk might hunt 
ten swans"78 in seven days and these seven swans earn him ten horses. The reason is that if he presents 
these ten swans to ten rich Kalmyk noblemen, he, the destitute [person] gets a horse [in return]. If a 
presented swan was caught by this bird of prey, he gets a horse and above it ten or fifteen "Lion" 
Rubbles"7'1 or sometimes even more. Additionally there are rich Kalmyks who hunt with birds. A long 
time ago, when the Tatars and our Erketens"80 lived in peace, our falconer (Bálint sobuci, Kalm. 
sowüc) Kalmyks dressed in a [nice] gown, rode their fast horses and presented a bird of prey to the 
Tatar officials and put money [received in return] into the pocket and came back. The Tatar falconers 
also dressed in a [nice] gown, rode their fast horses and presented a bird of prey to the Kalmyk 
officials and put money [received in return] into the pocket and came back. Nowadays it is not so. The 
reason is that they steal each other's livestock, kill each other's people and are very hostile. 

Our Kalmyks hunt with birds and get booty this way, as it is written here. 
(Baldariin Muushka)1181 

1171 Hereafter I use the lexeme "bird of prey" for the birds trained, in order to distinguish from birds of booty. The Kalmyk texts uses 
for both the designation Sowü. 
1172 Bálint zur/an dünä yazräsu, Kalm. zuryän dünä yazräs, the expression refers to the usual measurement of distance, indicates a 
space where a shout is to he heard Here: "a distance of six shouts". "Stimmeweite auf 500 Klafter" Cf. Bergmann It. p. 181. 
1173 Bálint saläd. 
1174 Bálint xung. Kalm. xun. "swan" is a bird tabooed for hunting, however Bergmann and DuSan mention its hunting. 
1175 Bálint sobüyän, lit. "the bird". 
Il7'' Bálint's supplement 
1177 On the proverb cf. Thirteenth tale. 
1178 NB! Hunting swans is tabooed, cf. above. 
M7'' In detail cf Thirteenth tale. 
""" Erktn is a clan designation, in detail cf. notes to Song Nr. 16. 
1181 Bálint Baldarín Müäka, one of his main informants, in detail cf. Introduction 
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O N B Á L I N T ' S ACCOUNT A B O U T HUNTING WITH B I R D S 

Although Marco Polo writes with highly praising words about the royal falconry in Kubilai's court, this art 
of hunting almost disappeared with the centuries from the tradition in the Mongolian cultural area. In 
contemporary Mongolia the Kazaks in Bayan-Ölgii district practice the raising of hunting eagles, utilise 
them in hunting and as tourist attraction during summer festivals. From the 18-191'1 century accounts 
Pallas"82 and Bergmann"8 , gave detailed descriptions of falconry. In Pallas' work one also finds 
terminology (names of birds) and the description of training the bird. Bergmann reported about the process 
of hunting and the booty. Their data complemented with Bálint's records might serve as the basis of a 
unique account on this way of hunting already forgotten by the Mongols. 

O N THE PRESENT-DAY C O N T E X T OF BÁLINT'S M A T E R I A L 

As pointed out in the introduction to this chapter,, some characteristic phenomena of traditional ways of 
life are absent, such as descriptions of costume, fishing (that became essential for the Kalmyks in the 
vicinity of the Volga) and the preparation and consumption of meat products. Thee migration process and 
the felt tent including the felt making are described in details. As a member and leader of the Hungarian-
Mongolian Expedition, 1 had the opportunity to visit Oirat and Khalkha nomadic families regularly over 
several years. One achievement of this long lasting fieldwork is the DVD which introduces the 
contemporary nomadic way of life on the basis of current materials recorded by the expedition. Checking 
the materials of various cross-referencing of materials from travelogues, early reports and the situation 
today, further emphasises the importance of Bálint's material, as his short texts are fairly accurate and are 
endowed with excellent terminology in Kalmyk. As it has been stated in the Introduction, a separate 
volume is planned for the Kalmyk and Khalkha Ethnographica recorded by Bálint, to be presented in the 
context of 18lh and 19th century travelogues. Here, merely parallel material is offered from the present day 
life of the Altai Oirats and Khalkhas, taken from the DVD devoted to the material culture of the Mongols, 
in order to demonstrate the broader context of Bálint's data. First an article on the various works with the 
livestock, in order to show parallels to and highlight omissions in Bálint data. In addition, a concise 
presentation of felt making among the Oirats and Khalkhas will be provided as the context to the method 
of preparing felt among the Kalmyks. Finally general information about the felt tent will be discussed 
,showing the similarities between 19lh century and present day practices on the basis of out team's field 
research. 

FIVE K I N D S OF LIVESTOCK (TAWANXOSUMAL) AND PERTINENT ACTIVITIES ( M A L MALLAGÁ)UM 

For Mongols, the basis of existence is the five kinds of livestock. Nearly all areas of the economy, society 
and culture, and all activities — be they ordinary, festive or sacral - are related in some way to livestock. 
Domestic animals also appear in every unit of this publication aimed to introduce the material culture of 
the Mongols. 

Livestock is generally called mal, a term also denoting horned cattle in particular. Mongols breed five 
kinds of livestock called tawan xosii mal: sheep, goat, horse, horned cattle (and yak), and camel. The main 
aim of animal husbandry is to acquire meat and dairy products, as well as leather and wool for their own 
needs and also for commercial purposes. Besides, the livestock provide the saddle, pack and draft animals 
needed for transport and migrating. Each pastoral family does not usually possess all five kinds of 
livestock; climatic conditions and vegetations determine the kind of animals they keep. Yaks are mainly 
bred in cooler northern areas and camels in drier regions of the Gobi. From among small-sized livestock, 

1,82 Pallas I. pp. 147-148. 
1181 Bergmann II pp. 182-190, also DuSan pp. 112-114. 
1184 Birtalan, Agnes: Five kinds of livestock (tawanxosü mal) and pertinent activities (mal mallaga). In: Material Culture (DVD). 
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either sheep or goats are predominant, depending on the kind of produce (dairy products, mutton, 
cashmere) the family trades in. Even families who are not horse breeders have a few horses, first of all for 
riding (unalgin mori) and rarely to draw carts. 

On the basis of millennium-old observations, the five kinds of livestock are categorized by the Mongol 
herders in various ways. 

1. Large-sized (bod mat) and small-sized (bog mat) livestock. The size of the animal is important for 
both breeding customs, the implied work processes and for utilisation. Horses, cattle and yaks and camels 
are large-sized animals or bod mal, sheep and goats belong to bog mal, or small-sized livestock. 

2. Warm-muzzled (xalün xosüt mat) and cold-muzzled (xiiiten xosüt mat) livestock. This is not merely 
a physiological differentiation, but it also alludes to the relationship between herders and livestock. Warm-
muzzled are the animals that the nomads regard as the essential stock for their subsistence: horses and 
sheep. The horse helps people meet (i. e. the horse is the mount) and is the ornament - "forehead" — of 
festivities, games, races, weddings; the best part of mutton is served up for the guests at festive meals and 
the wool of sheep is used to make the felt for the dwelling. The camel, cattle and goat have less central 
roles; hence they are ranged as cold-muzzled creatures. NB! Horned cattle are also placed in the group of 
the warm-muzzled livestock. 

3. Another determining factor in keeping animals is to see which kinds can be grazed simultaneously 
and which successively, and how far each kind must be driven to pasture. Livestock grazed in nearby 
pastures is called oir belcerln mal, those grazed at faraway pastures are xol belcerln mal. 

Unlike e. g. in Hungarian in which groups of various livestock have different names, in Mongolian all 
are called siireg: adünl süreg "horse herd", iixrln süreg "cattle herd", sarlagln süreg "herd of yaks", temen 
süreg "herd of camels", xoninl siireg "herd of sheep", yarnan siireg "herd of goats". 

Among the work processes required by keeping animals, some are permanent, e. g. grazing (cf. 
Pasture, grazing), others are seasonal, e.g. propagation, castration, accustoming the livestock to saddle, 
bridle, harness, shearing (cf. Felt making), branding (cf. Property marks), penning (cf. Penning), 
slaughtering. 

Pasturage (mal xariulax) is done in the pastures (beider) belonging by traditional proprietary right to 
the pastoral family, usually sharing chores with other related families. Watering places are also used by 
several families to water the livestock (uslax). One form of pasturing is to separate reserve pastures (otor) 
and graze the stock on them. In winter and spring they help the livestock to gain strength (ond orfilax 
otor); in summer and autumn they serve its fattening (targa xiicnJ otor). 

SEASONAL DIVISION OF PASTORAL W O R K PROCESSES 

In winter (öwöl) the most essential task is to protect the livestock (ond orülax "to pull through", lit. "to 
admit them into the [new] year"). The danger of perishing (jud; plague, natural calamity) of the livestock 
caused by harsh weather conditions is great in this season. Even the survival of a nomadic empire could be 
jeopardized by recurrent extreme weather and loss of livestock. The ethnic group that had lost its livestock 
moved away from its native area to acquire new pastures and animals. It may also happen in our days that 
there is too much snow and the livestock cannot scratch out the vegetation from below the frozen crust 
(cagän jud "white plague"), but when there is too little snow, the livestock may thirst (xar jud, "black 
plagues"). Foraging is also spreading in Mongolia. Some kinds of pasture are used as hayfields (xadlan) in 
the summer and the hay is transported to the winter camp to feed the animals (tejex). Giving birth to the 
young begins in late winter (mal töllülex, töl tosox, töl cagälax), goats and sheep yean from February, 
March. Penning (mal xotlülax) is particularly important in this period because harsh weather easily kills 
the young. Mainly in windy areas herders erect pens (xasä, xot). The young are sometimes moved into the 
yurt and tied to ropes on the man's side (xurga isigxögnöx "tie up lamb, kid", xogln töl "young bound to a 
rope"). When an animal drops its young later than the rest, the little one (xenj "late offspring") is often 
kept as a pet around the yurt. Some sheep and camel mothers refuse to accept their young (golonxoi). In 
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such cases toig and xös rituals are held to get the mother nurse its offspring (cf. Encouraging a female to 
nurse its young). 

Though the weather is warmer and ice and snow begin to melt in spring (xawar), there are enormous 
wind storms that also endanger the young. The emaciated, weak livestock have to be strengthened. It is 
important to make the right choice about the greenery cropping up from under the snow and to divide the 
livestock into groups lest the pastures should be exhausted too early. It is pastoral wisdom that xawar 
tenxreltendé, jun targalaltandä "spring is for strengthening, summer for fattening". Reproduction 
continues in the early summer: the large-sized livestock - cows, yaks, camels and horses drop their young. 
Parallel with that, the making of white (milk) food begins. 

In summer (jun), the main goal is to fatten the livestock. In choosing summer pastures, the alkali 
content of the soil (xujir) is important, since it is indispensable for the development of the livestock. 
Grazing on sodic soil is called xujirlax. An important job is milking and making dairy products (both for 
immediate use and for conservation). Castration (agtlax) and branding (tamaglax, imnex) are usually in 
summer, but their date may change occasionally and regionally. Shearing (nös xyargalt, xyargax) is in 
summer and autumn, as is the processing of wool and hair and partly the making of felt. Saddle-breaking 
and preparing the mounts for the race also take place in early summer (soilgox). 

The main objective in the autumn (namar) is to maintain the energy reserves accumulated in the 
summer, thus preparing for the winter. The production of milk food ends in autumn and felt-making (esgl 
xlx) takes place in late summer and autumn. Mating (oro) is in autumn using fathering animals (eceg mal) 
carefully selected at the time of the castration. Slaughtering on a mass scale (mal gargax) takes place in 
late autumn, early winter, together with the preparation and conservation of meat products. 

F E L T MAKING (ESGI x l x , ESGI TAT A X ) " 8 5 

Felt (Mong. esegei, Khal. esgl, Bur. heyé, Oir. iske) is used for the cover of the dwelling of the Inner Asian 
nomads, the round tent or ger, for beddings (dewsger) and rugs (sirdeg), various sacks and bags (üt), and 
to mention garments worn by the Mongols, for the socks (oims) worn in the leather boots. Some Central 
Asian nomadic groups, e.g. the Khazaks and Kyrgiz make other garments such as their headgear out of 
felt. 

Traditionally, the time of felt-making is the late summer and early autumn. Presumably, the greatest 
feast of the nomads, the new year, also received its name ("White Month", cagän sar) from the white 
colour of the felt and the milk products. Felt making is beyond the traditional labour division within a 
single family, since often several households (ail) do it together, but of course there are families who make 
felt separately. Felt making consists of three phases: 

1. Shearing of the sheep (xoni xyargax) carried out on a sunny day at a place sheltered from the wind. 
A few days prior to the scheduled day, a "herald" is dispatched to inquire at the neighbouring camps who 
would come and help with shearing. The required tools are: a pair of sharp scissors (xaic\ everyone brings 
their own), ropes to tie the legs of the sheep (xölln bölt), and sacks (üt, dünxü). Everyone takes part in the 
preparations and the shearing: the children round up the sheep (xoni erex, lit. "search"), young people 
catch the sheep (xoni barix), the women tie up their legs (xoni xolböx). A few men whet the shears (their 
tools are: guranj "whetstone", bilü "grindstone", alx "hammer", dös "anvil"). Experienced shepherds 
shear a sheep in five minutes. The following well-wishing rhyme is recited by those arriving for the sheep-
shearing: „May your shears be sharp, may it be plentiful what is scanty." Shearing ends with a feast the 
main dish of which is a boiled sheep or goat (cf. Meat products). 

2. Beating the wool (nös sawax). The aim is to free the wool from dirt (jungag) and soften the fibres. A 
piece of old hind (aris) or the skin of a large-sized animal (adsaga) is laid out on level ground (dewje) at a 
place fenced from wind and the wool is heaped up on it. The workers take a pair of long thin straight birch 

1185 Birtalan, Agnes: Felt making. In: Material Culture (DVD). 
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(burgas) sticks (sawä) each and sitting around the wool heap they keep beating at it. The blows send 
pieces of wool flying "to be aired" and loosened. Those who pass by say the following well-wishing 
sentence: "May the wool-loosening stick wear off at its end, may your intention be realized." to which the 
wool-workers reply: "May your road be straight." Another greeting formula is: „May the end of the wool-
loosening stick wear thin, may the good and bad separate." (Sawäni ni üjür salbarc bai! Sain mü xoyor ni 
yalgarc bai!). A shorter formula of greeting is: "The wool-loosening stick is tough - the wool of long 
fibres is silk." (Sawä ni sandas, ungas ni myandas!) 

3. Felt is usually pulled by a horse or sometimes by a tractor. The working tools include: mother felt 
(ex esgT), axis (gol), ballast (but), binding string (baglax des), towing rope (cirex sur), flask or pail 
(bortogo, xuwin). The mother felt is a large piece of felt from the previous year or earlier onto which the 
loosened wool is laid. The first layer of wool is the finest, it is to be the right side of the felt so the most 
experienced old felt-makers lay it down, and they sprinkle water over it. Then the rest of the workers lay a 
finger-thick layer of poorer or darker wool crosswise over the first layer and sprinkle it with water again. 
When the wool is laid out, the mother felt with the spread wool is rolled up tightly around the axis placed 
at one end. The edges of the rolled up mother felt are fastened with pieces of sheepskin and the whole roll 
is tied tightly round with a plaited rope. The ballasts are fastened to the two ends of the pole. When the felt 
is pulled by horses (usually two castrated horses), they are trained for a few days beforehand. A clean flat 
stretch of land some 300-350 m in length is chosen and the roll is pulled some 15 times to and fro. Milk is 
sprinkled over the horses and the wool: 

Te.MOH xoHUHbi noocbie 
Tee syjaan syjican 
Xypean XOHUHM Hoocue 
Xypyy jy3aan 3yacaH 
3ceuü uoMaueaa MHjiaax! 
EyxbiH Maenaa uim 
Xamyy öonoopoü! 
Eyypbin xy3yy mm 
Xemyy u őojioopoü! 
- RAW e p e o H o . MOH 
flcnaac xamyy 
Uacuaac ifaeaan öojioopoü! 
- F3)K X3J1H3. 

The wool of two-year-old lambs, 
Laid out a span thick, 
The wool of a one-year-old lamb, 
Laid out a finger thick, 
Felt, I'm consecrating you! 
Be hard like 
The bull's forehead! 
Be enduring like 
The camel's neck! 
- so they say. Also: 
Be harder than bone. 
Whiter than snow! 
- they add. 

The axis is fastened to the rear part of side-board of the saddle (xawtas) and fumigated with juniper (arc\ 
incense offering), and the horses are made to pull the roll of wool at first at the walk (alxax) and later at a 
slow trot (sogsix) (cf, Gaits of horses). This process is called xüjrülex. Then the felt is removed from the 
mother felt and rolled up again with the wrong side outside and hauled again. The outcome is the son felt 
(xu). In the next phase the felt is pulled again 15 times to and fro by the horses in a gallop (xatirax) (the 
process is called coxilülalt). The ready felt is cleaned of the remaining impurity, straightened and levelled 
out to dry. In the meantime, another lot of wool is laid out on the mother felt. A community can produce 
4-5 pieces of felt a day. 

According to a Mongolian saying, no lama, drunken person or dog are allowed to the place of felt 
making, as they could spoil the quality of the felt. Anyone arriving at the place where felt makers are at 
work greets them with these words: 

"Harder than bone, 
Be it whiter than snow." 
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YURT, " R O U N D TENT" (GER, ESGI GER)"86 

The traditional dwelling place of Mongolian people is the yurt (ger) also called "felt tent, felt house" (esgi 
ger). Yurt is a word of Turkish origin and primarily designates the whole campsite where the tent is put 
up. Unlike the yurts of most Turkic peoples, a contemporary ger is lower inside because the roof poles 
(uni) are straight (sulüri) while, e. g., Kazak yurts have bent (Khalkha matigar) and/or longer roof poles 
(cf. Mongolian Kazaks). Rock drawings found in campsites of ancient Inner Asian nomads also show tents 
with higher roofs. 

The campsite (gerin süri, gerin büri) for the yurt is traditionally chosen in view of the forces of nature, 
the relief and the kind of livestock kept in largest quantities. The main guidelines are summed up by a 
wise saying as follows: 

Namrln cagt sild büj. In autumn put up the tent on a ridge, 
ÖwlTn cagt ötögt büj. In winter heap up dung in your dwelling, 
Xawrln cagt xält barij, In spring build a pen, 
Jürii cagt jülegt bü! In summer dwell on succulent pasture! 

Influenced by Chinese Feng-shui, Mongols also produced manuscripts, woodprints, "the sutras of the 
characteristics of land" (gajrln sinj sudar), in which nomadic knowledge and Chinese tradition are 
included. Apart from the natural conditions, the quality of land is also determined by former events 
(illness, disaster), on the basis of which dead and living lands are differentiated (iixsen gajar, amid gajar). 

The main parts of the yurt are: wooden frame, felt covering, ropes (girth, belt, fastening rope). 
Components of the wooden frame (yas mod): roof ring or crown (töno), roof pole (uni), lattice wall 

(xana), supporting column (bagana), door (xälga), and - especially in winter -floor (sal). 
Parts of the felt cover (esgi bürés) (cf. Felt parts of the yurt): felt cover of the crown (örx), felt cover of 

the roof (dexver), felt cover of the side walls (türga) and felt door (esgi üd). The lower edge of the round 
tent (Khalkha xayäwc, Oir. irge) may also be of felt, but canvas (ccrwag) is used increasingly frequently. 

The felt parts are fastened by internal and external ropes (cf. Fastening ropes of the yurt): girth 
(xoslon), belt (büslür), fixing rope (darülga). 

During migrating (cf. Migration), along caravan routes, during hunts, or when the livestock is driven to 
the reserve pasture (otor) for fattening, temporary shelters are built. In the 19th century, tents built on the 
frame of the crown and the straight roof poles xatgür ger were customary. In Western Mongolia a variant 
with a square crown (dörwöljin xelbertei xatgür) was also known into which roof poles thicker than usual 
were fastened. This type of temporary dwelling (with a round crown) was known in Eastern Mongolia as 
well, called cej ger (céj "bosom, breast") for its shape resembling a bosom. A shelter of a similar 
construction was the towi ger, with the difference that the lower part of the roof poles was bent, allowing 
more space inside. The wooden frame was covered with the felt panels used for the yurt. 

Even in the 20th century there were yurts which were not covered by felt but - owing to the poverty of 
the owners - only larch (xar mod) bark (xoltson ger, xoltos "bark"), or sheaves of reeds or even grass and 
twigs were used in its place. These dwellings were also called sar ger "yellow round tent", probably for 
the colour of the plants paled by the sun. 

The above-mentioned dwellings already disappeared by the recent past and the temporary shelter 
became a regular tent (maixan) on shorter trips. 

The phases of building a yurt tent (ger barix): 

"8" Birtalan, Ágnes: Yurt (round tent). In: Material Culture (DVD). 
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1. Levelling out of the site (süri, bftri), strewing dried dung in winter, sometimes gravel which are 
good insulators. In winter, a floor (sal) is also laid down under the tent. The floor is a more recent 
development, it consists of large boards and is hard to transport, therefore some nomadic families 
do not use it. The large items of furnishing are also put in place in this phase (cf. Furniture of the 
yurt). 

2. Around the base (or the floor) the lattice wall is erected and the wall sections are fastened together 
starting from the eastern door post. 

3. In the middle of the yurt the roof ring is lifted with the help of the supporting column (bagana). 
4. 2-3 people go round and stick the roof poles (uni) into the respective holes of the roof ring 

(opposite poles are fixed in place simultaneously; uni ölgöx). 
5. The crown/roof ring is balanced by the four fixing ropes (ergüleg). 
8. The interior ropes are reinforced. 
9. The felt and canvas covers are put up (déwer, türga, cagän biirés); 

9.1. interior canvas or textile cover (dotür cawag); 
9.2. interior cover of the roof (cawag), front part; 
9.3. rear part of interior roof cover; 
9.4. the felt covering the lattice wall (türga) is put up starting from the western door post; 
9.5. front part (urid esgi) of the roof felt (déwer); 
9.6. rear part (xoid déwer) of the roof felt. 

10. Traditionally, 13 ropes were used to fasten the felt cover on the wooden frame, but since a white 
canvas cover is applied on the round tent only the four ropes fixing the roof felts are used now. 

11. With the three belts (xoslon biislür) the outside cover is fixed in place staring from the western door 
post. 

12. Finally, the lower edge (xayäwc) is wound round the tent. The edge is usually not used in summer. 

Phases of pulling down the round tent: 
1. The 3 belts and 13 or 4 ropes are removed. 
2. The felt cover of the crown is removed. 
3. The canvas and felt cover are taken off; starting at the western door post. 
4. The roof poles are removed. 
5. The main fixing rope is undone. 
6. The roof wheel is lifted off. 
7. The straps and ropes fixing the lattice wall are undone in east-west direction. 
8. The lattice wall is folded; the door is removed and secured. 
9. The furnishing is taken out and placed in chests. 

All the removed parts are immediately rolled up or folded. When they move in the traditional way with 
camels or cattle-drawn cart, they load the pieces after removal (e.g. make two piles of the roof poles and 
tie them on either side of an animal). Since the roof ring is the passageway between humans and 
transcendental beings, it is particularly respected and placed therefore on top of the luggage. When they 
move with a lorry, the roof ring is still on top of the load. 
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EXCURSUS - INSTEAD OF AFTERWORD 

Such a treasury of the Kalmyk culture and language, as provided by the mid 19th century records of Gábor 
Bálint of Szentkatolna, has received only a brief introduction here. However, it is hoped that within the 
pages of this book the reader has glimpsed at the particular richness of Bálint's material and can recognise 
the great potential for its further study and elaboration. That Bálint for several reasons was unable to 
publish his text with German translation - as he indicated in one of his letters - and turned away from his 
original intention, is a considerable loss for the field of linguistics, and foremost for Mongolian studies as 
a whole. In addition, it is a considerable loss for the Hungarian academic reputation. The author of the 
present book, after one hundred and forty years since their preparation, offers an interpretation of Bálint's 
texts in English and undoubtedly this first attempt will be followed by other interpretations, translations 
and investigations of various aspects. Indeed, future plans are already in the offing and a brief discussion 
of the follow-up projects anticipated by the author follows. 

LINGUISTIC INVESTIGATION OF THE TEXTS 

An immediate analysis of the linguistic features of the texts will be undertaken in the near future in two 
main areas: 

1. Studying the phonetic structure of the texts in the frame of Bálint's recording on the basis of 
Written Oirat original and after hearing the spoken Kalmyk idiom. 

2. Completing a thorough morphological and syntactical analysis of the texts considering its genre-
specific features with the help of Bálint's Grammar and involving some contemporary and later 
descriptive grammars (Popov, Bobrovnikov, Kotwicz, Ramstedt). 

INVESTIGATION OF THE T E X T S IN THE C U L T U R A L CONTEXT 

The main aim of the present volume was to interpret the texts philologically as precisely as it is possible 
with the help of the available publications, to create a basic context for each genre-group and to examine 
the texts according to some investigative aspects. Only some of the possible aspects have been proved due 
to the space constraints of the present volume. These uninvestigated aspects will be incorporated in further 
studies. The author of the present book plans to undertake the following studies in the nearest future: 

1. A comprehensive research project to identify other parallel material in particular genres and 
particular texts, involving an inevitable search for all existing items of the text versions (songs, 
tales, riddles, proverbs, blessing-texts) and to identify the place of Bálint's texts in the Kalmyk and 
further Oirat or Mongolian cultural heritage. However, this task will most likely require the 
involvement, of other native researchers. 

2. At the present, the author plans an investigation of the brief fragments of the Kalmyk folk life, i. e. 
the ethnographic texts in the contexts of the 19th and further the present day ethnographic material. 
This plan will be carried out involving the ethnographica collected among the Khalkhas and issued 
in a separate volume dedicated to Bálint's ethnographic corpus. The author as the editor of the 
DVD Traditional Mongolian Culture I. Material Culture has experienced field work among various 
Mongolian ethnic groups with regular research activity - and this background offers the other 
aspect of the study planned. 

In addition, researchers of present and future generations might uncover enough material for many more 
many more enlightening studies on the basis of Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna's precious Kalmyk records. 
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I L L U S T R A T I O N S 

Gábor Bálint of Szentkatolna 
(by Zsigmond Pollák; Vasárnapi Újság 48/1875) 

A Kalmyk horseman 
(Kostenkov: Kalmyckaja step'. 1868) 
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High ranked monks (gelng, bags, gecl) 
(Kostenkov: Kalmyckaja step'. 1868) 
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Khoshuut wrestlers 
(Kostenkov: Kalmyckaja step'. 1868) 



Baga Dörwöd summer camp: Arsan-Zelmen 
(Kostenkov: Kalmyckaja step'. 1868) 

Cremation of a high ranked monk 
(Pallas: Sammlungen II. 1801) 
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A cac in the steppe 
(Pallas: Sammlungen I. 1776) 
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Funeral ritual at a cac 
(Pallas: Sammlungen II. 1801) 



00 
Preparing milk brandy 

(Pallas: Sammlungen I. 1776) 



Moving and building the felt tent 
(Pallas: Sammlungen I. 1776) 
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ADDENDUM 

The following Kalmyk texts are included only into the Chrestomathy of the Grammar: 

1 ) Äidärkhän gedek balghasun 7 

The town named Astrachan 
Page 189-190(168-169) 

2) Atshi yeketdi édsh i ába xoyortu 

To (my) beneficent parents (mother and father) 
Page 199 (178) 

3) Khoshút nutugin parbalenfhjdii 

To the administration of the tribe Khoshút 
Page 204 (183) 





Grammar, Page 189(168) 377 



378 
Grammar, Page 199 (178) 



Grammar, Page 199 (178) 
379 



380 
Grammar, Page 199 (178) 
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